From:
Sent:
To:

remi 01234 <remi8005@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:26 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net

-Hello,
Have a great day!
Regards
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joseph conti <jbconti@hotmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:02 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Orlando

Just wanted to congratulate you for your part in the false flag operation at Orlando. It's always refreshing to
see anti-Patriots like you in the news.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jenny Chin <jenny@esteempoint.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:06 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Dear Mayor - Deepest condolences w rest in peace for the victims of
this tragic incident occurance.
Saw your appearance of the speech given to the community of orlando
- by CNN broadcast.
Together with one heart to strive for the peace of the whole city state.
k.rgds = Jenny from Malaysia.
ESTEEM PT (M) SDN BHD

From: "Mayor Buddy Dyer" <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 6:31 AM
To: jenny@esteempoint.com
Subject: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and Their Families
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the victims and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided
the support of the federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased.
The names of the victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents
donated blood to help the victims and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to
dedicate to law enforcement and victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support
each other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor
This message was sent to jenny@esteempoint.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue
PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990 Manage Your Subscription: http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=97278597&l=147881&s=XZV1&m=1157081&c=373575
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Ready Prep Kits <beprepared=readyprepkits.org@mail197.atl81.rsgsv.net> on behalf of
Ready Prep Kits <beprepared@readyprepkits.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:23 AM
Mayor Buddy Dyer
Be Prepared USA Newsletter: Disaster Preparation, Emergency Kits & Survival Supplies
for Law Enforcement and Other Government Agencies

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Be Prepared USA Newsletter
Hurricane & Typhoon
Preparedness Guide 2016
Ready Prep Kits

Sponsored by:

Hurricane & Typhoon Preparedness Guide
Included in this is guide are the following topics:
•

What to Do Before A Hurricane or Typhoon

•

Hurricane Preparedness Plan

•

Hurricane Preparedness Kits

•

Hurricane Risk Reduction

•

What to Do During A Hurricane

•

Hurricane Evacuation Guide

•

What to Do After A Hurricane

•

Returning Home After A Hurricane

•

Seeking Assistance After A Hurricane

•

Coping After A Hurricane
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What To Do Before A Hurricane or Typhoon
In this section you can learn about hurricanes and what can do to protect
yourself before a hurricane strikes. Find out which hurricane survival kits and
supplies you need along with other important steps to take before a hurricane.
Learn About Hurricanes
Hurricanes are violent tropical storms with sustained winds of at least 74 mph.
They form over warm ocean waters – usually starting as storms in the
Caribbean or off the west coast of Africa. As they drift slowly westward, the
warm waters of the tropics fuel them. Warm, moist air moves toward the center
of the storm and spirals upward. This releases torrential rains. As updrafts suck
up more water vapor, it triggers a cycle of strengthening that can be stopped
only when contact is made with land or cooler water. Hurricane season is
typically from June 1st to November 30th.
A typhoon is a tropical cyclone occurring in the western Pacific or Indian
Oceans. A typhoon is similar to a hurricane in levels of destructiveness.
HURRICANE TERMS TO REMEMBER:
Tropical Depression - an organized system of clouds and thunderstorms with a
defined circulation and maximum sustained winds of 38 mph (33 knots) or less.
Tropical Storm - an organized system of strong thunderstorms with a defined
circulation and maximum sustained winds of 39 to 73 mph (34-63 knots).
Hurricane - a warm-core tropical cyclone with maximum sustained winds of 74
mph (64 knots) or greater.
Eye - center of a hurricane with light winds and partly cloudy to clear skies. The
eye is usually around 20 miles in diameter, but can range between 5 and 60
miles.
Eye Wall - location within a hurricane where the most damaging winds and
intense rainfall are found.
HURRICANE SCALE:
Category I - 74-95 mph winds with 4-5 ft. storm surge and minimal damage
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Category II - 96-110 mph winds with 6-8 ft. storm surge and moderate damage

Category III - 111-130 mph winds with 9-12 ft. storm surge and major damage
Category IV - 131-155 mph winds with 13-18 ft. storm surge and severe
damage
Category V - 155+ mph winds with 18+ ft. storm surge and catastrophic
damage
HURRICANE WARNINGS:
Tropical Storm Watch - issued when tropical storm conditions may threaten a
specific coastal area within 36 hours, and when the storm is not predicted to
intensify to hurricane strength.
Tropical Storm Warning - winds in the range of 39 to 73 mph can be expected
to affect specific areas of a coastline within the next 24 hours.
Hurricane Watch - a hurricane or hurricane conditions may threaten a specific
coastal area within 36 hours.
Hurricanes Warning - a warning that sustained winds of 74 mph or higher
associated with a hurricane are expected in a specified coastal area in 24 hours
or less.

Hurricane Preparedness Plan
OUT-OF-STATE-CONTACTS: Ask an out-of-state relative or friend to serve as
the "family contact." After a disaster, it's often easier to call long distance.
Advise this designated person to stay by the phone following a hurricane
striking your area. Make sure everyone in the family knows the name, address,
and phone number of your designated contact person. Fill out Out-of-State
Contact Cards with your out of state relatives' and friends' information so you
can keep them informed of your safety. Carry them at all times! Following an
earthquake, if you are separated from your loved ones, call your out-of-state
contact number. Give your contact critical information including your physical
condition, location, direction in route and plan to reunite. Check back regularly
to update and check on whereabouts of your loved ones.
PLAN TO REUNITE: Make a plan on where and how to unite family members.
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Choose a person outside the immediate area to contact if family members are

separated. Long distance phone service will probably be restored sooner than
local service. Remember, don't use the phone immediately after a hurricane,
and make local calls only for emergencies.
PLAN RESPONSIBILITIES: There will be many things to take care of after a
hurricane. Make a plan with your family, friends, and neighbors assigning
specific responsibilities to each person. Remember that it may be difficult to get
around after a hurricane, so each person's tasks should be related to where
they may be.
DEVELOP A MESSAGE DROP: You need to identify a secure location outside
your home were family members can leave messages for each other. This way,
if you're separated and unable to remain in your home, your family will know
where to go to find you. You don't want to publicize that you are not at home.
That is why this location should be secure and discrete. i.e. under a paving
stone, inside a tin can, in the back yard, etc.
SAFEST PLACE IN YOUR HOME: During a hurricane, stay away from heavy
furniture, appliances, large panes of glass, shelves holding heavy objects, and
masonry veneer (such as the fireplace). These items tend to fall or break and
can injure you. Know the danger spots, (windows, mirrors, hanging objects,
fireplaces and tall furniture).
KNOW YOUR ENVIRONMENT: Always know all the possible ways to exit your
house and work place in hurricane situations. Try to discover exits that would
only be available to you in an emergency.
Know your open and safe areas that are way from buildings, trees, telephone
and electrical lines, overpasses, or elevated expressways. Know the location of
the shutoff valves for water, gas, and electricity. Learn how to operate the
valves. If you are not sure, contact your utility company.
CONDUCT PRACTICE DRILLS: Physically place yourself and your children in
safe locations. Always know all the possible ways to exit your house and work
place in a hurricane situation. Try to discover exits that would only be available
to you in an emergency.
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Hurricane Preparedness Kits
Home Hurricane Preparedness Kits
4 Person Home Hurricane Survival Kit
Our 4 Person Deluxe Home Survival Kit supports 4 people for 3 days. It
includes all the critical emergency food, water, shelter, sanitation, first aid,
lighting, and communication supplies necessary for surviving after a major
hurricane. After a major hurricane, stores will be closed! Running water and
electricity will be unavailable! Your home may be unsafe to occupy! You need
to be self-sufficient.
Hurricane Accessory Kit
We also recommend the Hurricane Accessory Kit, which has been specially
designed to enhance the above Home kit to help your family prepare for the
inevitable hurricane that faces many regions of North America and beyond.
This emergency hurricane preparedness kit contains emergency supplies to
prepare your home for a hurricane.
Hygiene Accessory Kit
Another recommended kit we provide for your family is our Family Hygiene Kit.
It includes the necessary sanitation and hygiene your family would need
following a major hurricane. Remember, at that time, there will probably be a
severe shortage of water. These supplies allow you to remain hygienic
following a hurricane without the need for running water. Remember, it is
important to avoid spreading or being exposed to dangerous bacteria during a
time of already great emergency.
Pet Survival Kits and Supplies
And don't forget about your pets they will have needs too after a hurricane.
They will be hungry, thirsty, and potentially in danger just like you. That is why
we have developed Pet Survival Kits which contain specially manufactured
emergency pet food and water along with many other supplies which could
save the your furry friends.
Car Hurricane Survival Kits
Our 4 Person Deluxe Car Survival Kit supports 4 people for 3 days. It includes
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all the emergency food, water, shelter, first aid, lighting, and communication

supplies necessary for surviving after a major hurricane. Remember, after a
hurricane, stores will be closed! Roads will be down! And you may have to get
out of your car and travel great distances by foot to get to a safe or familiar
location. You need to be self-sufficient. Also learn how you can customize your
car emergency kit to meet your personal survival needs.

Office Hurricane Preparedness Kits
Office Hurricane Survival Kit
Our 5 Person Office Survival Kit supports 5 people for 3 days. It includes all the
emergency food, water, shelter, first aid, lighting, and communication supplies
necessary for surviving at work after a major hurricane. Remember, after a
hurricane, stores will be closed! Roads will be down! Your office buildings will
be unsafe to occupy! This means that employees may be stuck at work for days
if not weeks. Your business has the obligation to ensure that it has adequate
hurricane preparedness supplies for all of its employees. The is no easier way
to prepare your office for a hurricane than by storing our office survival kits in
strategic locations in the workplace.
Personal Hurricane Survival Kit at Work
Our 1 Person Office Survival Kit supports 1 person for 3 days. It includes all the
emergency food, water, shelter, first aid, lighting, and communication supplies
necessary for surviving at work after a major hurricane. Remember, after an
earthquake, employees may need to evacuate the buildings. That is why this kit
is small and easily portable. Your business has the obligation to ensure that it
has adequate hurricane preparedness supplies for all of its employees. The is
no better way to prepare your office for an hurricane than to ensure that each
employee has its own personal office survival kit.

School Hurricane Preparedness Kits
School Hurricane Survival Kit
Our Classroom Safety Backpack Survival Kit is recommended for each
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classroom as it contains all the emergency food, water, shelter, first aid,

lighting, and communication supplies necessary for school hurricane
preparedness. Your school has the obligation to ensure that students have
adequate hurricane supplies and this school survival kit is a great way to
protect each of your students classrooms.
Economy Student Hurricane Survival Kit
Our 1 Person Office Survival Kit supports 1 person for 3 days. It includes all the
emergency food, water, shelter, first aid, lighting, and communication supplies
necessary for surviving at school after a major hurricane. Remember, after an
hurricane, students and faculty may need to evacuate the buildings and travel
by foot to a safe location. That is why this kit is recommended for each student
and faculty member as it is small and easily portable. Your school has the
obligation to ensure that it has adequate hurricane supplies for all of its
students. The is no better way to prepare your school for a hurricane than to
ensure that each student has its own personal school survival kit.

Hurricane Risk Reduction
Hurricanes strike suddenly, violently and sometimes without adequate warning.
Identifying potential hazards ahead of time and advance planning can reduce
the dangers of serious injury or loss of life from a hurricane. Repairing deep
plaster cracks in ceilings and foundations, anchoring overhead lighting. To
prepare for a hurricane, you should take the following measures:
•

Make plans to secure your property.

•

Permanent storm shutters offer the best protection for windows. A
second option is to board up windows with 5/8” marine plywood, cut to fit
and ready to install. Tape does not prevent windows from breaking.

•

Install straps or additional clips to securely fasten your roof to the frame
structure. This will reduce roof damage.

•

Be sure trees and shrubs around your home are well trimmed.

•

Clear loose and clogged rain gutters and downspouts.

•

Determine how and where to secure your boat.
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•

Consider building a safe room.

What To Do During A Hurricane
Do you know what to do during an hurricane? It's definitely something to
include in your hurricane preparedness plan. Learn about what actions you can
take to increase your chances of survival when a hurricane heads towards your
neighborhood.
Hurricane Evacuation Plans
When community evacuations become necessary, local officials provide
information to the public through the media. In some circumstances, other
warning methods, such as sirens or telephone calls, also are used. Additionally,
there may be circumstances under which you and your family feel threatened or
endangered and you need to leave your home, school, or workplace to avoid
these situations.
The amount of time you have to leave will depend on the hazard. If the event is
a weather condition, such as a hurricane that can be monitored, you might have
a day or two to get ready. However, many disasters allow no time for people to
gather even the most basic necessities, which is why planning ahead is
essential.
Evacuations are more common than many people realize. Hundreds of times
each year, transportation and industrial accidents release harmful substances,
forcing thousands of people to leave their homes. Fires and floods cause
evacuations even more frequently. Almost every year, people along the Gulf
and Atlantic coasts evacuate in the face of approaching hurricanes. Ask local
authorities about emergency evacuation routes and see if maps may are
available with evacuation routes marked.

Hurricane Evacuation Guide
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ALWAYS:
•

Keep a full tank of gas in your car if an evacuation seems likely. Gas
stations may be closed during emergencies and unable to pump gas
during power outages. Plan to take one car per family to reduce
congestion and delay.

•

Make transportation arrangements with friends or your local government
if you do not own a car.

•

Listen to a battery-powered radio and follow local evacuation
instructions.

•

Gather your family and go if you are instructed to evacuate immediately.

•

Leave early enough to avoid being trapped by severe weather.

•

Follow recommended evacuation routes. Do not take shortcuts; they
may be blocked.

•

Be alert for washed-out roads and bridges. Do not drive into flooded
areas.

•

Stay away from downed power lines.

WHEN TIME PERMITS:
•

Gather your disaster supplies kit.

•

Wear sturdy shoes and clothing that provides some protection, such as
long pants, long-sleeved shirts, and a cap.

•

Secure your home by closing and locking doors and windows.

•

Unplug electrical equipment, such as radios and televisions, and small
appliances, such as toasters and microwaves. Leave freezers and
refrigerators plugged in unless there is a risk of flooding.Let others know
where you are going.

EVACUATE WHEN:
If you are directed by local authorities to do so. Be sure to follow their
instructions.
If you live in a mobile home or temporary structure - such shelters are
particularly hazardous during hurricanes no matter how well fastened to the
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ground.

If you live in a high-rise building - hurricane winds are stronger at higher
elevations.
If you live on the coast, on a floodplain, near a river, or on an inland waterway.
If you feel you are in danger.
IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO EVACUATE:
If you are unable to evacuate, go to your safe room.
If you do not have safe room, stay indoors during the hurricane and away from
windows and glass doors.
Close all interior doors—secure and brace external doors.
Keep curtains and blinds closed. Do not be fooled if there is a lull; it could be
the eye of the storm - winds will pick up again.
Take refuge in a small interior room, closet, or hallway on the lowest level.
Lie on the floor under a table or another sturdy object.
What To Do After A Hurricane
If you have been fortunate enough to survive a major hurricane striking in your
area, you still won't be out of the clear yet. The days after a hurricane can be
the most difficult to survive due to all the dangers that lurk. Find out what you
need to be aware of.
Recovering After A Hurricane
Recovering from a disaster is usually a gradual process. Safety is a primary
issue, as are mental and physical well-being. If assistance is available, knowing
how to access it makes the process faster and less stressful. This section offers
some general advice on steps to take after disaster strikes in order to begin
getting your home, your community, and your life back to normal.
HEALTH AND SAFETY ISSUES
Your first concern after a disaster is your family’s health and safety. You need
to consider possible safety issues and monitor family health and well-being.
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AIDING THE INJURED

Check for injuries. Do not attempt to move seriously injured persons unless
they are in immediate danger of death or further injury. If you must move an
unconscious person, first stabilize the neck and back, then call for help
immediately. If the victim is not breathing, carefully position the victim for
artificial respiration, clear the airway, and commence mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation. Maintain body temperature with blankets. Be sure the victim does
not become overheated. Never try to feed liquids to an unconscious person.
HEALTH ISSUES
Be aware of exhaustion. Don’t try to do too much at once. Set priorities and
pace yourself. Get enough rest. Drink plenty of clean water. Eat well. Wear
sturdy work boots and gloves. Wash your hands thoroughly with antibacterial
soap and clean water often when working in debris. Buy our Hygiene Kit, which
helps you keep clean when fresh water may not be available.
SAFETY ISSUES
Be aware of new safety issues created by the disaster. Watch for washed out
roads, contaminated buildings, contaminated water, gas leaks, broken glass,
damaged electrical wiring, and slippery floors. Inform local authorities about
health and safety issues, including chemical spills, downed power lines,
washed out roads, smoldering insulation, and dead animals.

Returning Home After A Hurricane
Returning home after a hurricane can be both physically and mentally
challenging. Above all, use caution. Check for injuries. Do not attempt to move
seriously injured persons unless they are in immediate danger of death or
further injury. If you must move an unconscious person, first stabilize the neck
and back, then call for help immediately. Stay informed with our solar powered
and hand-crank generator radio and flashlight to listen for emergency updates
and to to inspect your damaged home.
BEFORE YOU ENTER YOUR HOME: Assess the damage by carefully walking
around the outside and check for loose power lines, gas leaks, and structural
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damage. If you have any doubts about safety, have your residence inspected

by a qualified building inspector or structural engineer before entering.
DO NOT ENTER IF: You smell gas, floodwaters remain around the building,
and/or your home was damaged by fire and the authorities have not declared it
safe.
GOING INSIDE YOUR HOME: When you go inside your home, there are
certain things you should and should not do. Enter the home carefully and
check for damage. Be aware of loose boards and slippery floors. The following
items are other things to check inside your home:
•

Natural gas - If you smell gas or hear a hissing or blowing sound, open a
window and leave immediately. Turn off the main gas valve from the
outside, if you can. If possible call the gas company from a neighbor’s
residence.

•

Sparks, broken or frayed wires - Check the electrical system unless you
are wet, standing in water, or unsure of your safety. If possible, turn off
the electricity at the main fuse box or circuit breaker. If the situation is
unsafe, leave the building and call for help. Do not turn on the lights until
you are sure they’re safe to use. You may want to have an electrician
inspect your wiring.

•

Roof, foundation, and chimney cracks - If it looks like the building may
collapse, leave immediately.

•

Appliances - If appliances are wet, turn off the electricity at the main fuse
box or circuit breaker. Then, unplug appliances and let them dry out.
Have appliances checked by a professional before using them again.

•

Water and sewage systems - If pipes are damaged, turn off the main
water valve. Check with local authorities before using any water; the
water could be contaminated. Pump out wells and have the water tested
by authorities before drinking. Do not flush toilets until you know that
sewage lines are intact.

•

Food and other supplies - Throw out all food and other supplies that you
suspect may have become contaminated or come in to contact with
floodwater.
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•

Your basement - If your basement has flooded, pump it out gradually

(about one third of the water per day) to avoid damage. The walls may
collapse and the floor may buckle if the basement is pumped out while
the surrounding ground is still waterlogged.
•

Open cabinets - Be alert for objects that may fall.

•

Clean up household chemical spills - Disinfect items that may have been
contaminated by raw sewage, bacteria, or chemicals. Also clean
salvageable items.

•

Call your insurance agent - Take pictures of damages. Keep good
records of repair and cleaning costs.

Seeking Assistance After A Hurricane
SEEKING DISASTER ASSISTANCE: Throughout the recovery period, it is
important to monitor local radio or television reports and other media sources
for information about where to get emergency housing, food, first aid, clothing,
and financial assistance. The following section provides general information
about the kinds of assistance that may be available.
DIRECT ASSISTANCE: Direct assistance to individuals and families may come
from any number of organizations, including: the American Red Cross, the
Salvation Army, and other volunteer organizations. These organizations provide
food, shelter, supplies and assist in clean-up efforts.
THE FEDERAL ROLE: In the most severe disasters, the federal government is
also called in to help individuals and families with temporary housing,
counseling (for post-disaster trauma), low-interest loans and grants, and other
assistance. The federal government also has programs that help small
businesses and farmers.
Most federal assistance becomes available when the President of the United
States declares a “Major Disaster” for the affected area at the request of a state
governor. FEMA will provide information through the media and community
outreach about federal assistance and how to apply.

Coping After A Hurricane
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Everyone who sees or experiences a hurricane is affected by it in some way. It

is normal to feel anxious about your own safety and that of your family and
close friends. Profound sadness, grief, and anger are normal reactions to an
abnormal event. Acknowledging your feelings helps you recover. Focusing on
your strengths and abilities helps you heal. Accepting help from community
programs and resources is healthy. Everyone has different needs and different
ways of coping. It is common to want to strike back at people who have caused
great pain. Children and older adults are of special concern in the aftermath of
disasters. Even individuals who experience a disaster “second hand” through
exposure to extensive media coverage can be affected.
•

Contact

local

faith-based

organizations,

voluntary

agencies,

or

professional counselors for counseling. Additionally, FEMA and state
and local governments of the affected area may provide crisis
counseling assistance.
•

Minimize this emotional and traumatic experience by being prepared, not
scared and therefore you and your family will stay in control and survive
a major hurricane.

SIGNS OF HURRICANE RELATED STRESS:
•

Difficulty communicating thoughts.

•

Difficulty sleeping.

•

Difficulty maintaining balance in their lives.

•

Low threshold of frustration.

•

Increased use of drugs/alcohol.

•

Limited attention span.

•

Poor work performance.

•

Headaches/stomach problems.

•

Tunnel vision/muffled hearing.

•

Colds or flu-like symptoms.

•

Disorientation or confusion.
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•

Difficulty concentrating.

•

Reluctance to leave home.

•

Depression, sadness.

•

Feelings of hopelessness.

•

Mood-swings and easy bouts of crying.

•

Overwhelming guilt and self-doubt.

•

Fear of crowds, strangers, or being alone.

EASING HURRICANE RELATED STRESS:
Helping Children Cope After A Hurricane
Children’s reactions are influenced by the behavior, thoughts, and feelings of
adults. Adults should encourage children and adolescents to share their
thoughts and feelings about the incident. Clarify misunderstandings about risk
and danger by listening to children’s concerns and answering questions.
Maintain a sense of calm by validating children’s concerns and perceptions and
with discussion of concrete plans for safety.
Listen to what the child is saying. If a young child is asking questions about the
event, answer them simply without the elaboration needed for an older child or
adult. Some children are comforted by knowing more or less information than
others; decide what level of information your particular child needs. If a child
has difficulty expressing feelings, allow the child to draw a picture or tell a story
of what happened. Try to understand what is causing anxieties and fears.
Be aware that following a disaster, children are most afraid that: the event will
happen again, someone close to them will be killed or injured, and/or they will
be left alone or separated from the family.
REASSURING CHILDREN AFTER A DISASTER:
•

Personal contact is reassuring. Hug and touch your children.

•

Calmly provide factual information about the recent disaster and current
plans for insuring their safety along with recovery plans.
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•

Encourage your children to talk about their feelings.

•

Spend extra time with your children such as at bedtime.

•

Re-establish your daily routine for work, school, play, meals, and rest.

•

Involve your children by giving them specific chores to help them feel
they are helping to restore family and community life.

•

Praise and recognize responsible behavior.

•

Understand that your children will have a range of reactions to disasters.

•

Encourage your children to help update your a family disaster plan.

If you have tried to create a reassuring environment by following the steps
above, but your child continues to exhibit stress, if the reactions worsen over
time, or if they cause interference with daily behavior at school, at home, or with
other relationships, it may be appropriate to talk to a professional. You can get
professional help from the child’s primary care physician, a mental health
provider specializing in children’s needs, or a member of the clergy.

Ready Prep Kits
We specialize in Emergency Kits and Survival Supplies

for Law

Enforcement and other Government Agencies. We Deliver to All Domestic
& Foreign Locations including FPO & APO Addresses.

Emergency Terrorism Supplies
Office / Home / School / Boat Survival Kits
Hurricane and Tornado Survival Kits
Emergency Supplies
Pet/Service Animal Survival Kits
Pandemic Flu Kits
Emergency First Aid Supplies
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www.readyprepkits.org

Ready Prep Kits Catalog (PDF)
Ready Prep Kits Presentation (PDF)
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Martin <jmj4today@att.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:44 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Mayor Buddy Dyer and the City officials of Orlando

To The City Officials Of Orlando:
At this unprecedented moment of history when the sin of Sodom is threatening the very life of society, the Biblical account
of Sodom and Gomorrah needs to be placed before the people more than ever, that we may see gay orientation as Christ
sees it, with horror.

God punished and destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah for the sin of homosexuality, which was to serve as a warning for all
generations that He will not tolerate gay activity. The Apostle Paul refers to homosexuals as "men with men working that
which is filthy," and goes on to say that "they who do such things, are worthy of death; and not only they that do them, but
they also that consent to them that do them." (Romans 1: 27,32)
Hence the gays of Orlando have no one to blame for the June 12 massacre but themselves. Evil will always draw evil, just
as it did with the "Kiss the Devil" song that triggered the Jihad shootings that killed 139 people in Paris.
The evil of a sodomite nightclub has likewise empowered Satan in your locale. And whereas the Orlando shooting was
executed through the hand of a wicked Muslim, it was permitted by God so that America could learn by it.
The Orlando incident is a wake-up call for America to enact just laws against homosexuality. Civil leaders have a grave
responsibility to censure this corruption, lest they be complicit in bringing evils upon their fellow man. If people have to die
through these evils, the least we can do is learn by it, so that it doesn't happen again.
This isn't just about the death of fifty people, but the possible death of millions. The internationalist elite has been
orchestrating these "freak" shootings to justify the disarmament of Americans and the imposition of U.N. Martial Law. And
whereas human plotting and industry are behind these shootings, the sin of homosexuality is what empowered the devil to
pull off the Orlando shooting, which no doubt will set the stage for other like shootings.
Already Obama is drooling over the prospect of taking America's guns away in the wake of this recent shooting—
something that could happen any day. Should this happen, and America is held at gunpoint with no protection, we might
have the gay community in Orlando to thank for this.
The last thing we need right now is to be fueling totalitarian designs. What America needs at this moment is the blessing
of God, therefore the best move is to reject homosexuality and to lament for ever having condoned it.
David Martin
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Harry Barley <HBarley@metroplanorlando.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:47 AM
Dyer Buddy
Billingsley Frank; Scanlon Kathy; Brooks Byron
Assistance

Mayor Dyer Just returned from being out of town. If there is anything I can do to help you or your team, just let me know. Everyone
at MetroPlan Orlando is available to assist.
Harry
Sent from my iPhone
Harold W. Barley
Executive Director
MetroPlan Orlando
250 South Orange Avenue, Suite 200
Orlando, Florida 32801
407.481.5672 x313
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cody H <albuslupus92@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:02 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Orlando pride

Hello Mayor Dyer,
I understand, given the recent tragedy that has befallen our beloved city, you are a very busy man. Though I
would like to discuss with you an idea I had. In light of the Pulse shooting, I would very much like to speak
with you. I have an idea for an event to celebrate the lives we lost in this horrific tragedy. We've had candlelight
vigils to mourn for those we've lost. I suggest something different. Something to unite us further as a city. I
would very much like to discuss with you the idea of a parade to not only mourn those we've lost, but to
celebrate their lives as well. It could be called "A Pulse Of Pride." It would be great to hold this event
downtown. It would not only be a celebration of pride for the gay community, but more-so a celebration of
pride for all of Orlando. We must show these people full of hate that they cannot bring this city down. We are a
strong and proud city. I wish only to bring people together and show our love and support in these most dark of
times. If you agree with my idea please feel free to contact me. I believe most local businesses and especially
other LGBT establishments would be more than willing to donate to this cause. I would like to think that all
proceeds from an event like this would be donated to helping the families of the victims and also used to build a
memorial to the victims and the club Pulse.
I hope to hear from you soon
- Cody Hockersmith
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

St. Hilaire, Ferdinand <fsthilaire@miis.edu>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:03 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Note of condolences

Dear Mayor Mr Buddy Dyer,
I trust that your city finds peace during this tragic time.
My name is Ferdinand Sthilaire, twice a former into earn to the United Nations (one with the Non-nuclear Test
ban Treat and the other with the Hum Italian branch), and a recent graduate student in counter-terrorism.
The massacre at your city reverberates the need for stricter guns control laws, as well as steps to counter against
terrorism. This act of lone wolf terrorism is of particular danger for the assailant finds instant motive, which
makes another act of similar characteristic hard to track and thus prevent.
However, making terrorism a part of your office's agenda will not only serve as an impetus to reaffirm the faith
of Orlando in you, but to signal to the country that we have internal problem that constitutes part of National
Security.
Sir, use this opportunity to not be an American Hero, but to prove that terrorism is a problem that needs greater
attention. I need not to delineate on the influence of ISIS and other religious terrorist groups in our country.
Please contact me and I will be more than happy to brief you on this topic, and the possible steps to undertake.
I kindly ask that consider the seriousness of this email. I have briefed Mr Ban Gi-Moon, His Highness Kind
Mswati III, just to name a few.
Dear sir, I would like to reaffirm my condolences; however, please take this opportunity to act.
Sincerely,
Ferdinand
Master of Arts in Nonproliferation and Terrorism Studies
Middlebury Institute of International Studies
Monterey, CA, 93940
fsthilaire@miis.edu
(+1) 305.922.0211
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter Cleaver <petercleaver@btinternet.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:21 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Mass killings

Dear Mr Dyer, just a brief note of support to you and your city in this time of terrible tragedy. Our thoughts are with
you all. Peter Cleaver, UK.
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Hospitality Law360 <news-alt@law360.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:47 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Carnival Wins Jury Verdict In Passenger's Burn Dispute

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

HOSPITALITY
.

Law360 In-Depth. For Experts Who Need To Dig Deeper.
.
Get the in-depth reporting and analysis you need to stay on top.

.
Monday, June 13, 2016
TOP NEWS
Carnival Wins Jury Verdict In Passenger's Burn
Dispute
A Florida federal jury ruled in favor of Carnival on Friday in
negligence litigation brought by a passenger allegedly burned
during a cruise, capping off a trial that started with the judge
referring case-related Facebook posts by the man’s attorney to
a disciplinary committee.

Wendy's Widens Data Breach Estimate With New
Reveal
Wendy’s disclosed Thursday that the number of franchised
restaurants hit by a recent cyberattack was “considerably
higher” than the fewer than 300 locations that it had originally
thought were impacted, saying that it had discovered an
additional strain of malware that drew more establishments into
the fray.

Wrigley Rooftop Owner Wants Emails Barred In
Tax Case
A former attorney and owner of a rooftop club near Chicago’s
Wrigley Field charged with failing to pay taxes and royalties he
owed the Chicago Cubs asked an Illinois federal judge
Thursday to block an email from an accountant referencing the
fees, arguing it amounts to hearsay.

NJ Devils Settle Resale Suit With Ticket Holders
A pair of New Jersey Devils fans have settled a proposed class
action with the National Hockey League team over allegations
that it refused to renew their season tickets and is trying to
control the resale ticket market, a New Jersey federal judge
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COMPANIES
Akamai Technologies, Inc.
Bank of America
Corporation
Barclays PLC
CVC Capital Partners
Caesars Entertainment
Caesars Entertainment
Operating Co. Inc.
Carnival Corporation
Chicago Cubs
DraftKings Inc.
Facebook
FanDuel Inc.
Florida Bar Association
Gilead Sciences Inc.
Houlihan Lokey
Lockheed Martin
Merck & Co Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
Morgan Stanley
National Hockey League
New Jersey Devils
New York State Bar
Association
Nortek Inc.
StubHub Inc.
The Hershey Company
Ticketmaster

said on Friday.

Colo. Governor Signs Bill Legalizing Fantasy
Sports
Colorado Gov. John Hickenlooper on Friday signed a bill to
legalize and regulate fantasy sports, making Colorado the fifth
state to adopt such a bill into law.

Duluth, Tribe End Gaming Revenue Fight With
OK’d Settlement
The city of Duluth, Minnesota, and the Fond du Lac Band of
Lake Superior Chippewa on Friday finalized a 20-year deal that
puts an end to seven years of litigation over a decades-old
tribal casino revenue sharing pact that was previously
invalidated by the National Indian Gaming Commission.

LITIGATION
DC Circ. Says Flamingo Casino Did Threaten
Workers
The D.C. Circuit on Friday upheld National Labor Relations
Board findings that a Las Vegas casino improperly interrogated
and threatened security officers during a 2011 union organizing
drive, but rejected an NLRB ruling casino fliers suggested the
company was spying on union activities.

Calif., Tribe Double Down In High Court Row On
Gaming Deal
California and a Native American tribe are continuing their
battle over a split Ninth Circuit ruling that awarded the tribe $36
million for misrepresentations under a gaming compact, with
each party arguing to the U.S. Supreme Court that the other’s
push for reconsideration of the decision should be ignored.

Hotel Workers Win $1M In Visa Fraud Default
Judgments
A group of foreign immigrants who say they were lured to the
U.S. for jobs but wound up as virtual slaves were granted
default judgments of up to $77,000 each — more than $1
million total — against their American employer by a
Mississippi federal judge.

BANKRUPTCY
Caesars' Parent Stalling Suits Over $7B Notes,
Creditors Say
Junior creditors suing to recover $7 billion in notes from
Caesars Entertainment Operating Co. say its parent company
is leading the drive to put the brakes on the suits so that the
bankruptcy plan of its operating unit can move forward without
delay.

LEGAL INDUSTRY
Attys Don't Have Trump's Leeway On Judicial
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Allen & Overy
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Criticism: Prof
Donald Trump may be able to get away with criticizing a
federal judge, but whether a lawyer can do so depends on a
few factors, including the tone and context of the criticism,
according to a Stetson University law professor.

Int'l Law Firm CMS' Revenue Breaks Through €1B
Barrier
Frankfurt-based international legal giant CMS Legal Services
saw its revenues increase by 8.4 percent last year, breaking
through the €1 billion barrier, the firm said Friday.

4 Mistakes That Drive Trial Judges Crazy
Trying a case is tough. Trying a case before a judge who hates
you is tougher. While every judge might have his or her own
quirks and preferences, there are a few basic rules to generally
follow for those eager to avoid a jurist's ire. Here, top trial
attorneys offer suggestions for remaining in a judge's good
graces.

At Least 35 Law Firms Hiked Associate Pay This
Week
As the week comes to a close, at least 35 law firms have
joined Cravath Swaine & Moore LLP in its move to raise
associate pay, announcing their plans to increase attorneys’
starting salaries to at least $180,000 a year as of July 1.

GC Cheat Sheet: The Hottest Corporate News Of
The Week
The SEC makes its biggest move yet on corporate
cybersecurity, Barclays plans to ask more underperforming
firms for rebates and a former in-house attorney's legacy of lies
thwarts Merck's $200 million jury win. Those stories top the
corporate legal news you may have missed last week.

5 Tips For Aspiring Product Liability Attorneys
The broad scope of product liability law cases, from automotive
cases like the escalating Volkswagen litigation to food labeling
issues over genetically modified organisms, provides young
attorneys the opportunity to delve into an array of topics and
get fast trial experience. Here, seasoned attorneys offer their
tips on how to jump-start a career in product liability.

A Wrestler, A Billionaire And Revenge Level New
Media Titan
Friday's announcement that vaunted new media empire
Gawker is declaring bankruptcy may have been fated for
nearly a decade, ever since one of the company's now-defunct
blogs, Valleywag, posted a 400-word article titled: "Peter Thiel
is totally gay, people."

In Case You Missed It: Hottest Firms And Stories
On Law360
For those who missed out, here's a look back at the law firms,
stories and expert analyses that generated the most buzz on
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From:
Sent:
To:

linferrari@aol.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:57 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net

I am so sorry to hear of the news of the terrible event that occurred on Sunday morning. This event is beyond
words and comprehension. How one person can treat others in this way is unbelievable.
I pray that your lovely city will be strong during and afterward, when coping with their grief, shock and
heartache.
My thoughts, prayers (and tears) are with you all.
My love to the beautiful people of Orlando.
Sent from Windows Mail
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dion Scott <writtenbydion@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:16 AM
Cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net; Michele.brennan@cityoforlando.net;
Marcia.goodwin@cityoforlando.net; Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Victim Identification

Hello Ms. Lafser,
I know you good folks are overwhelmed with the recent tragedy. I understand that Pulse is still an active crime
scene. However, is it possible to give a brief explanation on the Victims update page as to why it has and is
taking so long for individuals to be identified and families to be notified? Thank you.
Sincerely,
D. Scott
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Legitgov <legitgov-bounces@lists.people-link.net> on behalf of CLG_News
<clg_news@legitgov.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:45 AM
CLG Newsletter
Omar Mateen: Orlando night club gunman worked for global security firm G4S

News Updates from CLG
13 June 2016
http://www.legitgov.org/
All links are here:
http://www.legitgov.org/#breaking_news
Previous edition: 50 killed in Florida nightclub terror attack; man with weapons and possible
explosives arrested in Santa Monica
Omar Mateen: Orlando night club gunman worked for global security firm G4S | 13 June 2016 |
The global security firm and employer of the man who killed at least 50 people at a gay nightclub in
Orlando has said it is "shocked and saddened" by the mass murder and is working with law
enforcement. Omar Mateen worked with private security group G4S Secure Solutions as a private
security officer in Florida. The role requires 28 hours of classroom training by a licensed instructor.
Officials said he had two firearms licenses, a security officer license and a statewide firearms license,
all expiring in September 2017.
Police posted on Twitter that there was a 'controlled explosion' at the scene of the shooting |
12 June 2016 | 7:25 a.m. EDT report: Police say approximately 20 people have been killed inside a
Florida nightclub, and at least 42 were wounded. Orlando Police Chief John Mina says authorities
have not determined an exact number of people killed, but that "approximately 20" have died. Florida
Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent in Charge Danny Banks says the mass shooting is
being investigated as an act of terrorism. He says authorities are looking into whether the early
Sunday incident was an act of domestic or international terror, and if the shooter was a lone wolf.
Mina says the shooter was armed with an assault-type rifle, a handgun and some type of suspicious
device. Police had said previously on Twitter that there was a "controlled explosion" at the
scene of the shooting at Pulse Orlando, a popular gay dance club. Mina says that noise was
caused by a device intended to distract the shooter.
Drill gone live? Orlando mass-casualty drill screenshot Posted by Lori Price, www.legitgov.org |
12 June 2016 | Below is a screenshot taken today of the Orlando Sentinel. The story, entitled "Drill
prepares emergency nurses for mass casualties," was published 02 October 2015. Above that article
is an alert banner, featuring today's news: "Live updates: Mass shooting at Pulse nightclub in
Orlando." ...Drill prepares emergency nurses for mass casualties --Students from Joe Blasco
Cosmetics make-up artist training center in Orlando practiced their skills of creating life-like
wounds, cuts and bruises. | 02 Oct 2015 | During the Emergency Nurses Association's annual
meeting on Friday, a mock shooter blew himself up, killing and injuring 100 local volunteer actors.
There was blood, screams and moans, wounds and dead people -- all fake -- to create a realistic
training environment for more than 40 nurses who had signed up for the exercise.
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Calls From Red Cross to Donate Blood for Went Out Before Orlando Shooting By Lori Price,
www.legitgov.org | 12 June 2016 | CLG reader 'Tom of Oregon,' a retired reporter, noted that the
American Red Cross was soliciting donations for blood on Friday:
I got a call on Friday night from Red Cross. The automated system said my blood type was in short
supply and I should contact my local Red Cross and set up a donation time. Now, I've never gotten a
call like this before and was suspicious that a major terrorist incident was being planned. In any case,
it would be interesting to learn if this was not the case, if it's just a marketing trick or Obamacare is
making disclosure of confidential info to NGOs and third parties (exempt from HIPAA).
Tom supplied additional details, regarding the call:
I do not live in Orlando. The call was from an automated calling system identifying itself as "The Red
Cross." The caller ID was (800) 733-2767, the date was June 10th, the time was 7:48 PDT. The
location does not really matter as far as blood goes. If there's an emergency, they ship it. If they ship
it, they need to replenish the stocks.
Gov. Scott declares state of emergency in Orlando | 12 June 2016 | Fifty people are dead and 53
wounded after a shooting at Pulse Nightclub early Sunday. It is the deadliest killing spree in U.S.
history, authorities say. FBI agent Ronald Hopper said the gunman, 29-year-old Omar Mateen of Port
St. Lucie, pledged allegiance to the Islamic State in a 911 call just before the mass shooting.
Mateen had been investigated by the agency in 2013 and 2014 for possible connections to terrorist
organizations, but neither investigation uncovered sufficient evidence to arrest him. Florida Gov. Rick
Scott has declared a state of emergency for Orlando, and President Barack Obama delivered a public
statement today at 1:30 p.m. decrying the shooting as "an act of terror."
Gunman who killed 50 in Orlando nightclub had pledged allegiance to ISIS | 12 June 2016 | A
gunman who pledged allegiance to the Islamic State opened fire inside a crowded gay bar and dance
club here early Sunday, leaving 50 people dead and 53 injured in the deadliest mass shooting in U.S.
history, authorities said...The gunman was identified as Omar Mateen, a 29-year-old security guard
who was born in New York to Afghan parents. After his initial assault on the dance club, Mateen
called 911 and pledged allegiance to the leader of the Islamic State, also known as ISIS, according to
federal law enforcement officials, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because the FBI
investigation is unfolding. During the call, Mateen made reference to the 2013 bombing of the Boston
Marathon, officials said.
Facebook activates Safety Check for the first time in the US following Orlando club massacre -Facebook activated Safety Check feature Sunday following mass shooting | 12 June 2016 |
Facebook turned on its Safety Check feature following the devastating mass shooting in Orlando, ma
the first time the tool was ever used in the US. The feature, which allows users to mark themselves as
safe in an emergency situation, was activated on Sunday as more than half of the victims' families
were still trying to pinpoint their loved ones' whereabouts. Safety Check automatically sends
Facebook users in an affected area a note asking if they're safe.
Suspect with arsenal in car taken into custody in Santa Monica, CA | 12 June 2016 | Authorities
took a suspect into custody in Santa Monica after discovering an arsenal in his car that included
Tannerite powder, assault weapons and a camouflage outfit. The suspect told authorities that he was
there for the Los Angeles Pride festival. During a press conference at the L.A. Pride, Mayor Eric
Garcetti said the suspect was arrested Saturday evening with the help of a tip from a citizen. Police
officers conducted a traffic stop in the 1700 block of 11th Street on reports of the car containing
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possible powder explosives. Officers found five pounds of Tannerite-type powder, assault weapons,
long rifles, clips loaded and taped together and a camouflage outfit along with a security badge.
Purported ISIS warning claims terror cells in place in 15 states | 06 May 2016 | A grim online
warning from a self-described American jihadist said Sunday's terror attack in Texas was the work of
ISIS and that the terrorist group has scores of "trained soldiers" positioned in 15 states, awaiting
orders to carry out more operations. The warning, which was posted on a file-sharing site, could not
be verified, but was signed by Abu Ibrahim Al Ameriki...The chilling threat named five of the states
where it is claimed that ISIS has terror cells in place. "Out of the 71 trained soldiers 23 have signed
up for missions like Sunday, we are increasing in number," read the warning. "Of the 15 states, 5 we
will name…Virginia, Maryland, Illinois, California, and Michigan."
Thousands protest against drones at U.S. Air Force base in Germany | 12 June 2016 | Several
thousand demonstrators formed a human chain along the perimeter of a U.S. Air Force Base in
southwest Germany on Saturday in protest against drone operations by the United States. The
demonstration was organized by the alliance "Stop Ramstein - No Drone War", which says the
Ramstein base transmits information between operators in the United States and unmanned drone
aircraft in places such as Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Yemen and Syria. Police estimated 3-4,000
people had formed the chain close to the base, which serves as the headquarters for the U.S. Air
Forces in Europe. Organizers spoke of 5-7,000 people.
Anti-drone rally at U.S. air base in Germany draws 2,000 | 11 June 2016 | Two thousand people
formed a human chain outside Ramstein Air Base in southwestern Germany on Saturday to protest
the base's reported involvement in U.S. drone operations. The group "Stop Ramstein - No Drone
War" was protesting the base's reported role in transmitting information between operators in the
United States and unmanned aerial vehicles in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Yemen and Syria. Police
estimated about 2,000 showed up at the event at the base, which is the U.S. headquarters for the Air
Force in Europe. Organizers anticipated about 5,000 people would turn out but rain kept some people
away.
Obama approves broader role for U.S. forces in Afghanistan | 10 June 2016 | President Barack
Obama has approved giving the U.S. military greater ability to accompany and enable Afghan forces
battling a resilient Taliban insurgency, in a move to assist them more proactively on the battlefield, a
U.S. official told Reuters. The senior U.S. defense official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said
the decision would also allow greater use of U.S. air power, particularly close air support. The
decision is a departure from current U.S. rules of engagement in Afghanistan, which impose limits on
U.S. forces' ability to strike at insurgents.
Bomb blast in central Beirut targets bank - minister --No immediate claims of responsibility |
12 June 2016 | A bomb exploded outside the headquarters of Lebanese Blom Bank in central Beirut
on Sunday, causing damage but no fatalities, the country's interior minister said. The Lebanese
banking sector has been at the center of an escalating crisis since the United States passed a law
targeting the finances of Hezbollah. The powerful Shi'ite Muslim group has launched verbal attacks
on the central bank over the implementation of the act in Lebanon. Blom Bank is one of the banks
that has closed accounts belonging to people suspected of links to Hezbollah.
Belgium arrests new Brussels attacks suspect, says prosecutor | 10 June 2016 | Belgian
authorities have carried out another search and arrest in the investigation into the suicide bombings
that killed 32 at Brussels Airport and the city's subway in March. The Federal Prosecutor's Office on
Friday said an apartment in the Schaerbeek area of Brussels was searched the previous day and a
man detained and charged with participation in the activities of a terrorist group, terrorist murder and
attempted terrorist murder. The 31-year-old Belgian national was identified only as Ali E.H.A.
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Action alert: Lobby Obama and Congress for full disclosure of 28 pages | 23 April 2016 | Just
after the April 10th 60 Minutes news segment on the 28 pages, the White House notified Bob Graham
that "declassification is underway." However, there has been ambiguity whether intelligence officials
have made the decision to declassify and if so, to what extent. Although the 28 pages have
supposedly been under review since the summer of 2014, currently James Clapper, Nation Director
of Intelligence, is going through the process of vetting them and will render his decision by midJune...We need thousands of people to call (1) the White House switchboard, (2) the House and
Senate Intelligence Committees, and (3) the office of the National Director of Intelligence. We must
send the message that We the People expect full disclosure of the 28 pages, that we know the
chapter has been under review since 2014, and further stalling and obfuscating will not be tolerated.
WikiLeaks to publish more Hillary Clinton emails - Julian Assange | 12 June 2016 | Julian
Assange, the founder of WikiLeaks, has said his organisation is preparing to publish more emails
Hillary Clinton sent and received while US secretary of state. Clinton, the presumptive Democratic
presidential nominee, is under FBI investigation to determine whether she broke federal law by using
her private email in sending classified information. A new WikiLeaks release of Clinton emails is likely
to fan a controversy that has bedevilled her campaign and provide further ammunition for Donald
Trump, her Republican presidential rival, who has used the issue to attack her.
Emails in Clinton probe dealt with planned drone strikes - WSJ | 09 June 2016 | Emails between
U.S. diplomats in Islamabad and State Department officials in Washington about whether to
challenge specific U.S. drone strikes in Pakistan are at the center of a criminal probe involving Hillary
Clinton's handling of classified information, the Wall Street Journal reported on Thursday. The 2011
and 2012 emails were sent via the "low side" -government slang for a computer system for
unclassified matters - as part of a secret arrangement that gave the State Department more of a voice
in whether a CIA drone strike went ahead, according to congressional and law enforcement officials
briefed on the FBI probe, the Journal said. Some of the emails were then forwarded by Clinton's aides
to her personal email account, which routed them to a server she kept at her home in suburban New
York when she was secretary of state, the officials said, according to the newspaper.
Reactor at Belgian nuclear power plant shuts down after incident --The Tihange large-scale
nuclear power station is located some 100km (62 miles) from the capital city of Brussels. | 10
June 2016 | A reactor at Belgium's Tihange nuclear power plant has shut down automatically
following an abnormality on Friday, the plant operator said. The causes behind the incident are being
investigated. There has been no radiation leak, according to the operator. A safety mechanism
installed at the reactor No.2 had shut it down automatically, said Anne-Sophie Huge, a spokeswoman
for energy company Electrabel.
Of course! Censoring sack of corporate garbage/NSAssociate Google is with Obama on the
TPP: Google lends support to Trans-Pacific Partnership corporate takeover | 10 June 2016 |
The deadly Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is a wide-ranging and controversial trade corporate
takeover agreement between 12 countries that President Obama has strongly supported throughout
its creation. Today, he received a major ally in the form of Google -- the company [of sociopaths]
endorsed the plan in a blog post. Plenty of technology companies and organizations have stated that
the TPP as written is more problematic than positive. The EFF claims that the TPP will benefit big
businesses over consumers and takes issue with the lack of transparency around the agreement's
creation and provisions...Despite this, President Obama has backed the agreement, and it also has
the support of Google's contemporaries [the other slave labor dirt-bags,] Microsoft and Apple.
10th Circuit: Kansas can't block voters from casting ballots | 10 June 2016 | Kansas cannot
prevent thousands of eligible voters from casting ballots in the November federal election because
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they didn't prove they were U.S. citizens when registering to vote at motor vehicle offices, a federal
appeals court ruled Friday. The 10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruling temporarily upholds a court
order that required Kansas to allow those individuals to vote in federal elections even though they
didn't provide citizenship documentation when applying or renewing their driver's licenses, as
required under Kansas law. The state has said as many as 50,000 people could be affected.
Bernie Sanders Refuses to Concede Nomination to Hillary Clinton | 12 June 2016 | Despite
growing calls from Democrats the Democratic establishment that he drop out of the race, Senator
Bernie Sanders said on Sunday that he will continue to fight for the Democratic presidential
nomination, refusing to concede it to Hillary Clinton. Mrs. Clinton earned enough delegates to clinch
the nomination last week, but Mr. Sanders has declined to end his campaign or acknowledge her
achievement as the first female presidential nominee of a major party. He has contended that he
could persuade enough superdelegates, the party leaders who have overwhelmingly backed Mrs.
Clinton, to switch their support to him by arguing that he would be the stronger candidate against
Donald J. Trump, the presumptive Republican presidential nominee.
Democrats want 'major role' for Sanders: Reuters/Ipsos poll | 12 June 2016 | Bernie Sanders
may have lost his bid to become the Democratic nominee for the White House, but party members
don't want the U.S. senator from Vermont to step off the stage. More than three-quarters of
Democrats say Sanders should have a "major role" in shaping the party's positions, while nearly two
thirds say Hillary Clinton - who beat him for the nomination - should pick him as her vice-presidential
running mate, according to a Reuters/Ipsos poll.
Corporate-owned GOP operatives staging coup to stop Trump: 4-in-10 GOP insiders want to
derail anti-TPP candidate Trump at the convention --'I will work to push through any rule
necessary to deny Trump the nomination...the only way to save the GOP is to have this fight,' said
one delegate. | 10 June 2016 | After a rocky start to his general-election campaign, a sizable number
of GOP insiders want the party to change the rules to short-circuit Donald Trump's nomination at the
July national convention. Nearly four-in-10 Republican members of The POLITICO Caucus - a panel
of activists, operatives and strategists in 10 key states - would like to see changes that could deny
Trump the party's nod...The majority of GOP insiders, a little more than 60 percent, expressed either
hesitance or disdain for such an effort. Many warned against overturning the will of the GOP
electorate: Trump has won 1,447 bound delegates and has commitments from another 95 unbound
delegates -- putting him well over the 1,237 needed to clinch the nomination.
Petition: Protect the Last of Madagascar's Disappearing Lemurs | 12 June 2016 | 107 lemur
species call the island of Madagascar home -- most of them are native to the island. But a leading
primatologist, Jonah Ratsimbazafy, warns on CNN that 90% of Madagascar's lemurs "are on the
verge of extinction," including 24 critically endangered lemur species because of climate change and
human activities, including: slash-and-burn agriculture, illegal logging, mining, bamboo cutting and
hunting. Madagascar's high rates of endemic plants and animals mean that even one lost hectare
takes a dramatic toll on the environment -- Madagascar is currently losing 30,000 hectares of
rainforest per year. At this unsustainable rate, the island's rainforest -- and lemur habitat -- "will cease
to exist within the next 25 years." [Please take a moment to sign this petition!]
*****
CLG needs your support.
http://www.legitgov.org/donate.html
Or, please mail a check or m*ney order to CLG:
Citizens for Legitimate Government (CLG)
P.O. Box 1142
39

Bristol, CT 06011-1142
Contributions to CLG are not tax deductible.
Feel free -- and CLG encourages you -- to forward this newsletter to your lists and friends!
Those who wish to be added to the list can go here: http://www.legitgov.org/#subscribe_clg and add
your name. Those who wish to leave list can go here: http://lists.people-link.net/cgibin/mailman/listinfo/legitgov. Please add clg_news@legitgov.org to your contacts or approved
senders list. For subscription questions, pls. write signup at legitgov dot org.
CLG Editor-in-Chief: Lori Price. Copyright © 2016, Citizens for Legitimate Government ® All rights
reserved.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Edwin Rivera <edariv71@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:26 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net; Mayor Garcetti; edwin.mauras@yahoo.com
Re: And continue the abuse molestation persecutions attack molestation fluids

Again I went to say hi to friends and charge the phone and I went abuse molested for anger hate for those
people they dirsrupt and continue their abuse maniphlatio nemnace
On Jun 12, 2016 10:33 PM, "Edwin Rivera" <edariv71@gmail.com> wrote:
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Edwin Rivera" <edariv71@gmail.com>
Date: Jun 11, 2016 8:18 PM
Subject: Watch "Gloria Estefan - Live For Loving You" on YouTube enjoy this beautifjll video
To: "Mayor Garcetti" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>, <edwin.mauras@yahoo.com>, "Lisa Nava"
<Lisa.marie.nava@gmail.com>, <lismarpr28@yahoo.com>, "Aurelio Huertas de Jesús"
<aureliohuertas@gmail.com>, <andujarreyes@yahoo.com>, "Angela Mc Ardle"
<Angelamcardlelda@gmail.com>
Cc:

>
> > https://youtu.be/FXZoBvygp4U
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Legal/In-House Counsel <legal@blueplanetoffices.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:26 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
John.mina@cityoforlando.net
Complete City Incompetence

First, I am heartbroken as an American and a gay business man living in Key West, FL for 16 years. I express my
condolences to the LGBTQ community and your city. I have visited Orlando a number of times.

I am also angry.
However, as a competent business person with a great deal of legal knowledge and other experience a
number of questions immediately come to mind that can only paint your city government as completely
incompetent.
How do you and code enforcement allow a club with a 300 approx capacity or even 30 capacity operate with
NO FIRE EXITS. Hello people... There were no emergency exits! If the terrorist had thought of fire bombing the
entrance, the death toll could have been worse.
Even the back patio lacked an emergency exit gate and people had to go through holes in the fence. What kind
of freaking code enforcement morons do you have working for you? Apparently the weight of people fleeing
broke down the fence. That is more evidence your code enforcement staff is totally incompetent.
The police had to get people out of the dressing room by removing an air conditioner in the wall. What the
frack does that tell you?
And what the hell were the cops doing? There was a plain clothes officer working the door who exchanged
shots with the gunman while the terrorist was re-entering the club with his weapons. So what the hell was this
coward cop doing while the killer was shooting 100+ people? He had to reload any number of times, all of
which were opportunities to take him out with minimal risk. I also understand the cop was quickly joined by
two uniformed officers. 3 cops were afraid to enter the club and confront the gunman? Or was this because it
was a gay club and they didn’t want to risk their lives for queers?
20 minutes into the shooting he called 911 to rant. Where the fuck were the cops in your city? 20 freaking
minutes of 911 calls from customers (in a downtown club) and the cops didn’t enter afraid of one gunman or
were they all eating donuts?
Then it takes them 3 motherfucking hours to breach the building. Like a terrorist wants to negotiate? Total
fucking morons. How many people bled to death and how many more were shot during those 3 hours? What
about the terror all those patrons were living with because you people didn’t have a clue? Can’t your city
afford robots, body armor, etc? You can even buy head to foot clear bulletproof shields? The cops in Europe
have to deal with fire bombs and you can’t handle a single shooter except with overwhelming force which
takes you 3 hours to decide on and implement.
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You and your incompetent city have a great deal to answer for. And you can be sure after the dust settles the
club and your city will be sued into the ground, and rightly so.
Great work all around people.
Dan F. Schramm
Key West, FL 33040
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Slade Yuille <policevehiclesregistry@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:48 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
A Message To The Mayor

Mayor Buddy Dyer,
My name is Slade Yuille - Founder of the Historical Police Vehicles Registry in Point Cook Victoria Australia, and on behalf
of myself, my members, families and friends we are all praying for the wellbeing of all that have either suffered with
severe injuries or have passed away from their injuries through the horrific massacre that has hit your City as it has hit
Australia with quite a bit of concern as there are quite a few Australian's that reside in Orlando USA.
I am very pleased that your Orlando Police Department acted quickly and responsibly along with all the other emergency
personal in this situation.
Regards,
Slade Yuille - Founder
Historical Police Vehicles Registry
40 Parliament Street
Point Cook Victoria Australia 3030
Ph: 61405252597
Email: policevehiclesregistry@gmail.com
Web: www.historical-police-vehicles-registry.vpweb.com.au
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hilary Shannon <hilaryxshannon@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:48 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Condolences

Sir,
We wish to express our sincere condolences to the city of Orlando, Florida and the United States of America.
A truly horrible and tragic thing has happened and we grieve for you.
We are frequent visitors to Orlando and Florida and have been for many years. We have always met with
friendliness, warmth and kindness.
Hilary and Robert Shannon
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Whittam, Kath <Kath.Whittam@southwark.gov.uk>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:55 AM
'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'
Condolances from the Mayor of Southwark UK

Importance:

High

Dear Mayor Buddy Dyer,
I am writing in solidarity and love from the London Borough of Southwark, UK. We have heard of the tragedy striking at
the heart of your LGBT+ community and we feel your loss.
The LGBT+ community is very strong and vibrant in our borough of Southwark and we value each and every resident and
their contribution to our civic life. I cannot imagine the horror of losing so many of your citizens in such a senseless act.
Be assured of our love and prayers coming from across the ocean. I know it will not take the pain away but it may be of
some comfort to know that we are totally outraged by this event which has cut short the lives of so many of your young
people.

Best regards,
Kath
Councillor Kath Whittam
The Worshipful the Mayor of Southwark
Labour Member for Rotherhithe Ward
07985-114-273
Please support the Mayor of Southwark’s 2016 – 2017 Charity Appeal for

The National Autistic Society and Surrey Docks Farm
The email you received and any files transmitted with it are confidential, may be covered by legal and/or
professional privilege and are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.
If you have received this in error please notify us immediately. If you are not the intended recipient of the email
or the person responsible for delivering it to them you may not copy it, forward it or otherwise use it for any
purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. To do so may be unlawful. Where opinions are expressed in
the email they are not necessarily those of Southwark Council and Southwark Council is not responsible for any
changes made to the message after it has been sent.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike Holy <mikeholyrn@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:11 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Mental Health Volunteer

Good Morning !
( And yes, it IS early. Just a bit after 05:00 hrs - Monday, the 13th ! Cannot sleep ! )
I am a psychiatric nurse, have a Master's Degree as a CLINICAL NURSE SPECIALIST
in PSYCH MENTAL HEALTH NURSING, with an EXTENSIVE BACKGROUND IN CRISIS
WORK......

AVAILABLE to VOLUNTEER for up to TWO WEEKS
( perhaps more )

AND AM

if you need mental health volunteers !
I can be in Orlando as early as Tuesday afternoon or evening, driving down from Baltimore
( or earlier if plane trip were provided ) and would require NO salary nor reimbursement other
than room and board while working with your population.
My background:
-- BSN and MS degree, both from Virginia Commonwealth University, Medical College of Virginia
Richmond, VA 1978 and 1988
-- Employed for 20 + Years Veterans Administration Health Care System, Baltimore, MD
( Retired June 2014 )
-- Currently occasionally volunteer with the Special Olympics here in Maryland
Crisis Work:
Over course of 37 years in nursing, employed in various settings with mental health counseling
and crisis work -- crisis ER positions, Individual and Group counseling positions while in the VA,
Community Psych outreach Positions within both Maryland and New Jersey before that, communities:
A. Associate Director, Baltimore Crisis Response -- Mobile Crisis and Hotline program
-- Start-up, Administrative and Clinical Responsibilities
B. Clinical Coordinator - Russell House Associates, Mobile Treatment Program
-- Community Psych Outreach Program / Treatment in the Community
-- Also Start-up and Clinical Responsibilities
Deployed twice to the south for Crisis situations, as part of VA disaster response team:
A. Florida, 2004 after four hurricanes ravaged that state, for two weeks
B. Louisiana, 2005 after Katrina devastated New Orleans and surrounding areas, nearly three weeks
C. Mobile Crisis Staff Nurse, East Orange General Hospital, Mobile Crisis Team prior to moving to Maryland
Also:
Year and a half overseas volunteer Medical Relief Response, Refugee Camp Nurse response teams
Thailand and Cambodia, ( 1980 - 1981 ) -- Asked to come back for three months of crisis work and
program development, in another refugee camp, in between first and second year of graduate school
work, by the last organization I had worked with the year before in Thailand ( American Refugee
Committee out of Minneapolis, MN )
In short, again, have an extensive background in crisis work and crisis response settings. RN license in
Maryland is current. Able to leave as quickly as six to eight hours after notification.
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I look forward to hearing back from you. If you cannot use this information, but know of an organization
which may be able to use it, PLEASE PASS IT ON !!!
Contact info as below.
Thank you for your time !
Sincerely,
Mike Holy, RN, MS

Mike Holy, RN, MS
3102 Bonnie Road
Baltimore, MD 21208
MikeHolyRN@gmail.com
443-531-5769
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Morgan, Mike <mmorgan@mix1041.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:00 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Heather.fagan@cityoforlando.net; Michele.brennan@cityoforlando.net;
Cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net; Kathryn.scanlon@cityoforlando.net
Radio Interview Request

Good Morning Mayor,
1st, we want to offer our sincere condolences to you and your city over this tragedy. Being in Boston, we have been though
this before and know what your city is feeling.
I came across your various TV appearances on CNN yesterday and we would love to talk with you. Would you be able to spare
4-5 minutes with us this morning?
Thanks and Boston sends its love and support to Orlando and its people.
Mike
Mike Morgan | Executive Producer
The Karson & Kennedy Morning Show
Mix 104.1 |CBS Radio Boston
83 Leo M. Birmingham Pkwy | Boston, MA 02135
(617) 746-1300 | Twitter: @DJMikeMorgan
mmorgan@mix1041.com | www.KarsonAndKennedy.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

updates@shark-tank.com on behalf of Shark Tank Alerts <updates@shark-tank.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:06 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Outraged seniors DEMAND the Coast Guard release new "fountain of youth" drink

Having trouble viewing this message? Click here to view online

Sponsorships like below enable us to continue to bring you the latest news and information free of charge. Please note that the below message reflects the
opinions and representations of the advertiser alone, and not necessarily the opinion or editorial positions of Shark Tank.
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Outraged Seniors Demand
That The Military Release
New "Fountain of Youth"
Drink
San Diego, CA - In most units of the
military, the younger guys usually
dominate the older guys in physical
fitness tests.
But for one U.S. Coast Guard unit in San
Diego, the exact opposite is happening.
Older Coast Guardsmen that once
struggled to keep up with the younger
guys in their unit, are now making
mincemeat out of the "young bucks" in
head-to-head physical fitness tests.
How is this possible?
The "old guys" in this Coast Guard unit have been part of
a secret test group for a doctor formulated "fountain of
youth" drink...
This "fountain of youth" drink has been so effective for
many of the older soldiers that it's made their achy joints,
stiff muscles and lack of energy a thing of the past.
Tony Whelan, a 58 year old who's been using the drink
said, "Within 2 weeks of taking it, the amount of joint pain,
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swelling and subsequent stiffness was reduced to almost
zero! I'm experiencing less fatigue, with a noticeable
sense of well being that I enjoyed in my 30's."
And he's not the only one...
For many of the old guys in the unit, this powerful drink
has made their achy joints, stiff muscles and lack of
energy a thing of the past...
"As a medical doctor and a veteran himself, Dr. Lane Sebring has
made it his mission to improve the performance of our troops"

After speaking with the creator of the drink,
Dr. Lane Sebring, he told me that as a
veteran himself, he "wanted to create
something special that could give our troops
more energy, more stamina and better
focus while they fight for our country".
You may have seen Dr. Sebring's antiaging advice featured on TV or maybe you read about him
on NPR.
So what's actually in this drink?
Dr. Sebring was nice enough to share some information
with me about this secret drink that you can read right
here.
- Jeff Reagan
Founder, Patriot Health Alliance
P.S. - Many of the older guys in this San Diego Coast
Guard unit swear by this drink to help them keep up with
the "young bucks" in their unit.
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What do they know that you don't?
I'll reveal their secret right here.

* Patriot Power Greens is used by men and women in numerous military units throughout
the United States. However, the United States Coast Guard or any other branch of the
military does not endorse this product or have any affiliation with it.

Copyright © 2016. Shark-Tank.com is a member of Liberty Alliance. All rights
reserved.
147 Ponderosa Trail | Dallas, GA 30132
Sponsorships like the above enable us to continue to bring you the latest news
and information free of charge. Please note that the above message reflects the
opinions and representations of the advertiser alone, and not necessarily the
opinion or editorial positions of Shark Tank.
For Information about Advertising, Click Here

www.shark-tank.com

unsubscribe from alerts
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:18 AM
Morgan, Mike
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net; Heather.fagan@cityoforlando.net;
Michele.brennan@cityoforlando.net; Kathryn.scanlon@cityoforlando.net
Re: Radio Interview Request

Hi Mike,
I have added your inquiry to our list. I will let you know when we have any information
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 13, 2016, at 6:00 AM, Morgan, Mike <mmorgan@mix1041.com> wrote:
Good Morning Mayor,
1st, we want to offer our sincere condolences to you and your city over this tragedy. Being in
Boston, we have been though this before and know what your city is feeling.
I came across your various TV appearances on CNN yesterday and we would love to talk with
you. Would you be able to spare 4-5 minutes with us this morning?
Thanks and Boston sends its love and support to Orlando and its people.
Mike
Mike Morgan | Executive Producer
The Karson & Kennedy Morning Show
Mix 104.1 |CBS Radio Boston
83 Leo M. Birmingham Pkwy | Boston, MA 02135
(617) 746-1300 | Twitter: @DJMikeMorgan
mmorgan@mix1041.com | www.KarsonAndKennedy.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Richard Potter <rprichardpotter@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:26 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Night Club Outrage

Dear Mayor Dyer,
I wanted to let you and the people of Orlando know that our hearts and prayers go out to all those affected by
this terrible outrage - the partners, friends and families of those who have been killed by hate crime. I sat and
wept while I watched the tv news.
You are all in our thoughts. I very much hope that everyone will find comfort and support at this very sad and
difficult time.
Please accept my sincere condolences at your loss,
Richard
Hampshire, UK.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:29 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
10 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the city
of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 10 supporters

10 more people signed
in the last 9 hours
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Erin Morton
Chicago, IL · Jun 13, 2016

Gun control needs to be taken into action. Most of the
massecures are from guns and more deaths will happen
until we put an end to the main cause of what is going on.

Doug Hayward
Winder, GA · Jun 13, 2016

Apparently anybody can buy a gun no matter what. The
shooter in Orlando had a troublesome background before
purchasing two weapons.
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Ryan Lockwood
Duvall, WA · Jun 13, 2016

People shouldn't need to be afraid of leaving their house,
or pursuing their dreams, or embracing themselves,
because we sit by idly while people are able to buy
weaponry enabling them to kill and harm quickly and
from a large distance.

Max Leroy
Clermont, FL · Jun 13, 2016

I'm sick of all the violence and hatred in this world. It's
disgusting. Florida needs to enforce gun laws.

Ryan Coons
Madison, AL · Jun 13, 2016

View all 10 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Francois Morin <mpacotille@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:39 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Support

Hi,
We wanted you to know that we are absolutely by your side, by American citizens' side. We give you all our
support, to you, our American friends.
François & Manuel
Paris
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ellie Warner <pwarner3@cfl.rr.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:03 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
The Imam who spoke Sunday morning at press conf

Dear Mayor Dyer,
I and many others did not appreciate being lectured to by the Imam at the press conference
Sunday morning. Who arranged for him to be there and who gave him so much time?
Thank you for any information,
Ellie Warner
Winter Park
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jean-Louis Drai <jldrai@nidera-fr.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:17 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Orlando drama

I was in the plane between Paris and Miami on the 13 of November when Paris attacks took place.
My wife and myself were impressed by all the marks of sympathy we received from the American people
during our few days in Florida
We now want to express to the people of Orlando and all the american people our sympathy and our solidarity
when we look at this horrible attack.
Lets make sure these terrorists will not change our way of life , our love for democaty and our solidarity between human
beeing.
Be sure than in France this sentiment is shared by a lot of the population and i hope we will be millions to demonstrate our
solidarity
to our American friends.
We pray with you and we pray for victims and their families
jean louis et Tetiana Drai

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The information in this email and any attachment(s) is confidential and may
be privileged. It is intended for the addressee only. Any other use
whatsoever is strictly prohibited. Only the contents of this message as
originally written by the author may be binding on his/her principal(s) and
that only to the extent that the author is authorised to make the
commitment, if any. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete
this message plus any attachment(s) and advise the sender of this by
return e-mail.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ammar Banni <ammarbanni@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:19 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
My sincere condolences

I

To Sir:Buddy Dyer,Mayor of Orlando:
It is with great honor that I present myself to your services in order to express my sincere condolences to the
families of Orlando attack ,Orlando City, Florida State and the American people.

Yes, the terrorism fundamentalist , Islamist blind has once again confirmed its contempt, hatred against all
who do not share its ideology.
Those who were in the nightclub does not know that the end of their lives by barbarity and also ignore that
there is an ideology that authorizes their extermination ...
I reminds that this is due to the fortunes invested in propaganda and theories to get this hatred, in addition they
are using this money to buy consciences or threaten international organizations and leaders.
If you do not understand what it means of "fatwa" = immediate execution, without interpretation of a religious
order without knowing the circumstances of the facts.
I think it has become clear and obvious that political leaders behind the "fatwa" because it represents their
Joker card their to get that ideology.
Yes, I think that you cannot how the defenders of this ideologies, since more than 15 century, fail to convince
others that «Islam is religion which promises peace!!!!"
Since the appearance of this religion, scientists, theologizes” beat around the bush” ... They refuse any logical
criticism of their religion, otherwise they condemn you by "Islam phobia".
I think that don’t will need to be a scholar of a religion Theological or an expert, just be logical in your
analyzes and studies in logic and chronological coherence in the curriculum of this religion ...
These are short-sighted ideological content of these new converts to Islam after, analyze this lapidary of
religion or they suffer disturbances in their personalities because of a twisted course in their childhoods and
adolescences, they plummet to whether received with open arms by the imams and leaders of this ideology.
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While others who are Muslims by heredity, like me, after the discovery of the illogical thinking of that religion,
in the age of maturity and who want want to leave this theological hell, they will be treated as "traitors" and that
leader of Islam wants them out of all their rights, even the right to live!
I lived this experience , before two years , at the presence of the Minister of Higher Education and Research,”
Dr Tahar Hajjar "came to inaugurate the Faculty of Islamic Science, I attended a seminar organized by the
University of the area entitled "Islam, Religion of peace and non-violence. ". There was a presentation in the
curriculum by four speakers representing respectively: Islamic Science Institute (sharia), Institute of Education,
Institute of Language and Literature and Psychology Institute, explaining the fundamentals of their respective
visions screw life violence in the society...
It was with particular interest that I was expecting the intervention of the Head of Department of Islamic science
... The benefit of the latter was remarkable, accompanied by a video projection. Following the presentations, the
time came for questions / answers, and when it was my turn, I asked:
"Please correct me if I'm wrong, but I understand that most Imams and religious authorities have declared jihad
(holy war) against the infidels of world, and that by killing an infidel (which is an obligation of all Muslims)
they are assured of going to heaven. In this case, could you give me the definition of an infidel? "
Without any objection to my interpretation and without hesitation, the speaker replied, "non-Muslim" !!!

I retorted, "So let me be sure ,I understand: All the worshipers of Allah must obey the command to kill anyone
who does not belong to your religion, to earn a place in heaven, is not it ? "
His face showed an expression hitherto full of assurance and authority suddenly transformed into that of an
urchin caught his hand in the cookie jar !!!
That's right, he replied in a whisper.
I continued: "Well, I have a lot of trouble trying to imagine Pope Benedict XVI exhorted all Catholics to
massacre your coreligionists or the Pasteur Stanley by as many Protestants to guarantee a place in heaven.

“Just one question: "Will you choose to follow Allah orders you to kill me in order to obtain heaven, or Christ
that makes me love you so I go, too in heaven, because he wants me to be with you? "
You could have heard a pin drop, while he speaker was silent.
Needless to say, the organizers and promoters of the seminar of diversification, peace and non-violence saw me
especially with looks of hatred and contempt for I have unveiled the hypocritical way to treat and expose some
truths about dogmas of that religion.

I think this way, this educational system has plowed a fertile land to sow seeds of future hatred and contempt in
future generations.
For this reason, before 2 years, I was sanctioned and stripped from any work , learning , research, studies,
because my mind intercultural and religious conviction.
I wrote my first book in French "osmosis of Terrorism" published in France in February 2016 under a
nickname”Free Pen” and I am preparing my next book in English language "Criticizing ≠ Islamophobia" which
contains a research through Koranic verses, their content, logical and chronological order ...
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In addition, for confidential reasons I filter my colleagues to realize their hidden, meandering, Islam and
strategy to overcome the violence and to convince with arguments ...

Finally, I launch my appeal to leaders, citizens, civil society, NGOs, NGO to fight against this ideology which
sows terror through humanity and returns us to Nazi massacres.
Please, accept my most respectful sentiments
Ammar Banni/Researcher-Author/ Guemar –Algeria
*Co-author of:
1-Anthropology in English "" PEACE AND ANTI -TERROR "June 2016 Israeli friend" Prof. Ada Aharoni "
2- About Peace and Peacemaking (2014):http://www.lulu.com/shop/maria-cristina-azcona-ed/about-peace-andpeacemaking/paperback/product-21474672.html#ratingsReview
my Argentine friend, Dr. María Cristina Azcona
* List of LITERARY AWARDS:
1 - Universal Ambassador for Peace (Geneva, France) / 2008 (Circle of universal Ambassadors for Peace: Geneva
2- "Valentine Peace Project from International World Peace" / 2010: World Peace Rose Garden in Atlanta, Georgia, USA
http://www.valentinepeaceproject.org/news/1-latest/338-atlanta-peace-gardens
3- IFLAC PEACE AMBASSADOR in France for 2013
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Maureen Meredith <maureenmeredith7@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:25 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Please share my free ebook - Onwards and Upwards - Strategies for Grieving and
Supporting

Good evening Mayor
Condolences on the loss of so many lives in Orlando.
Can you please share my free concise book on grieving and supporting in the hope that it may help familes,
friends and colleagues.
www.onwardsandupwards.net.au
Regards
Maureen Meredith
Western Australia
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Mealor <David.Mealor@ucf.edu>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:30 AM
'buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net'
Thoughts and prayers with you and your team

Mayor Dyer/buddy,
At this most difficult time, you represented both the City of Orlando and our community with
dignity and honor. We have all been saddened. Please know that the City of Lake Mary stands
with you and will be available in any capacity. Thank you.
David Mealor
Mayor
City of Lake Mary
David J. Mealor, Ph.D.
Professor and
Associate Vice President – UCF Regional Campuses
UCF at Sanford/Lake Mary/Altamonte Springs
100 Weldon Blvd.
Sanford, FL 32773
407-708-2833
David.Mealor@ucf.edu
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike Phillips <mphillips_ntc@yahoo.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:39 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Thanks Buddy. As you say, we will continue to love and support each other, making Orlando stronger.......
Sent from my iPhone
> On Jun 12, 2016, at 6:31 PM, Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
>
> This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the victims
and their families.
>
> We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city could have
happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the federal
government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This allows us to bring in
additional resources to support our efforts.
>
> We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the victims
after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
>
> I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital staff
deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help the victims
and joined one another to lend support.
>
> We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
>
> We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law enforcement
and victims.
>
> If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips Center for
the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
>
> Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong community. We
will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each other and love each other.
This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
>
> - Buddy Dyer, Mayor
>
>
> This message was sent to mphillips_ntc@yahoo.com from:
> City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL
> 32802-4990
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>
> Manage Your Subscription:
> http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=102611662&l=147881&s=9
> 67I&m=1157081&c=373575
>
>
>
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeannie Floyd <floydjg@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:47 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Dear Mayor Dyer,
I want to thank you for your leadership and especially the compassion in how you are dealing with these human
tragedies. As a native of Orlando (1951), I am proud of you as our mayor on so many levels. We are a caring
community who celebrate our diversity and honor our citizens---all of us, celebrating the uniqueness of
everyone. This is the most important leadership of your service. You are making a positive difference, even
amidst such a tragedy.
As Mayor Jacobs has taken a leadership role in addressing youth mental health, I hope our community, state and
nation will develop our ability to address mental illness at all levels and the laws that regulate firearms. There
is no need to have these war weapons on the streets of our hometowns unless they are in the hands of trained,
vetted police officers or the military to protect us.
You are in my thoughts and prayers as you lead our great city through the healing process, while continuing to
protect us. Take care and special thanks to our OPD.
Sincerely,
Jeannie Floyd
3611 Dubsdread Circle
Orlando, FL32804
On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 6:31 PM, Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the
victims and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city
could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the
federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This
allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the
victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.

I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital
staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help
the victims and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
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We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law
enforcement and victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips
Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong
community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each
other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor
This message was sent to floydjg@gmail.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue
PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=86450120&l=147881&s=6QQX&m=1157081&c=373575
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jose cerqueira <joseribamar@me.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:50 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Solidarity

Mayor buddy dyer
I am Jose from Rio de Janeiro , Brazil , I would like to express that we are suffering with you in this moment that shook
all the world.
This is so much sad .
All my best wishes to you , your family and all the victims and their family.
And as disney says all your best wishes will come true
My family is praying for all you
Best
José Ribamar de Almeida Cerqueira Filho Member of American academy of Osseointegration
Implantodontista
Cirurgião - Dentista
Av n s de Copacabana 978 sub loja 102
Copacabana - Rio de Janeiro
3208-3635
3208-3943
www.joseribamar.com.br
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josef.Knot@mupisek.cz
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:59 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Solidarity

Dear Mr Buddy Dyer,
on behalf of myself, my colleagues and the town of Písek I would like to express our solidarity and compassion on the
tragedy that happened in Orlando on June 12, 2016.
The innocent victims, their families and friends are in our thoughts.
In this difficult moments I wish you a lot of power to defend a tolerant and safe society.
Yours sincerely,
Josef Knot, Deputy Mayor of the town of Písek

JUDr. Josef Knot, MBA, místostarosta
gsm: +420 608 333 481<tel:+420%20608%20333%20481> / tel.: +420 382 330 226<tel:+420%20382%20330%20226> /
fax: +420 382 214 431<tel:+420%20382%20214%20431>
e-mail: josef.knot@mupisek.cz<mailto:josef.knot@mupisek.cz> / www.mesto-pisek.cz<http://www.mesto-pisek.cz>
Městský úřad Písek / Velké náměstí 114/3 / 397 19 PÍSEK [cid:]
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cortez A <scortez.amber@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:01 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Regarding the recent tragedy. What can we do?

Mayor Dyer,
I attend Movement Church in Madison, Alabama. Our pastors lived in the Orlando area for 21 years before
moving here to start a church. Our hearts are with all who have been affected by the violence this weekend.
We were trying to brainstorm ideas of what we could do to tangibly show love and support to the victims,
families, law enforcement, and emergency personnel. I know there is a gofundme already set up and there have
been a lot of blood donations. What else is there that we could do? What are some of the immediate needs that
we could help with?
We love you all and are praying for peace and comfort.
Amber
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jayde Donovan <jaydedonovan@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:08 AM
CASSANDRA LAFSER
FRANK BILLINGSLEY; CN=Buddy Dyer/OU=EXO/OU=EXO/O=Orlando
Re: NYC Radio Request to speak with Mayor Dyer tomorrow AM

Any chance to get Mayor Dyer on for a few minutes this morning? 212.563.9071 is our studio line
Jayde
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 12, 2016, at 8:38 PM, CASSANDRA LAFSER <cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Thanks Jayde. We will let you know if that is possible. It does not look likely at this time as he
is scheduled with other media outlets. Again, I'll keep you posted if anything changes. Thank
you for your support and help.
-Cassandra Anne Lafser, Press Secretary
Office of the Mayor
City of Orlando
400 South Orange Avenue
Orlando, FL 32802
P: 407.246.2182
F: 407.246.2842
Follow us!
facebook.com/orlandomayor
@OrlandoMayor
facebook.com/cityoforlando
youtube.com/cityoforlando
flickr.com/cityoforlando
@citybeautiful
Visit CityofOrlando.net to get the latest news and information or click here to subscribe to our Newsletter from Orlando
Mayor Buddy Dyer.

On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 8:17 PM, Jayde Donovan <jaydedonovan@gmail.com> wrote:
Checking back to see if we can get on Mayor Dyer's schedule tomorrow morning between 610am EST preferably at 7:05am if his schedule permits.
On Jun 12, 2016, at 4:31 PM, FRANK <frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
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We will follow up shortly
On Jun 12, 2016 3:20 PM, "Jayde Donovan" <jaydedonovan@gmail.com> wrote:
My name is Jayde Donovan. Mayor Dyer and I know each other from when I
worked with Johnny on XL 106.7 a few years back.
I have a morning show in New York and if possible we'd like to speak to the
Mayor tomorrow morning for 2-5 minutes to get a personal update these tragic
events.
Living in Orlando for many years, I have so much love in my heart for the city. If
anyone can empathize with a tragedy of this magnitude, it's the people of NYC.
Please let me know if we can speak to Mayor Dyer tomorrow morning anytime
between 6-10am.
Jayde Donovan
Host, 95.5 PLJ - NYC
cell: 310.409.9904

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Clark, Kathleen M (MM Large + Prem Audit Ops) <Kathy.Clark@thehartford.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:16 AM
'buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net'
RE: [MARKETING] Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub
Shooting Victims and Their Families

Mayor Dyer,
Thank you to everyone whom has kept us all up to date on this horrific tragedy for our City. I have lived here on my
street for my whole entire life and this is has to be one of the worst things I have ever seen happen.
Let our first responders know we are all praying for them to not have the image of the damage done by just one
individual who was not of his right mind has done. I understand it must be terrible and I can't even put myself in their
place.
You know we have a lot of heart and we will bounce back, but for now all need a time to take this in and think about
what all we take for granted. WE must be vigilant and stay sharp.
Just thank you very much for all you have done for our city and God Bless you as well, you all saw and I hope you know
we are all praying for you as well.
Thank you again for all your do for us and especially now,

Kathleen M. Clark,
2707 Kilgore St
Orlando FL 32803
Phone: 407-897-6776

-----Original Message----From: Mayor Buddy Dyer [mailto:buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 6:31 PM
To: Clark, Kathleen M (MM Large + Prem Audit Ops)
Subject: [MARKETING] Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and Their
Families
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the victims
and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city could have
happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the federal
government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This allows us to bring in
additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the victims
after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
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I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital staff
deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help the victims
and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they represent
a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law enforcement and
victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips Center for
the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong community. We will
be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each other and love each other. This
tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor

This message was sent to kathy.clark@thehartford.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=102605746&l=147881&s=YFY1&m=1157081&c=373575

************************************************************
This communication, including attachments, is for the exclusive use of addressee and may contain proprietary,
confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, copying, disclosure,
dissemination or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender
immediately by return e-mail, delete this communication and destroy all copies.
************************************************************
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

KATHLEEN DEVAULT <kathleen.devault@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:27 AM

陳令欣

Mayor Dyer
Re: Condolence from TECO in Miami

Thank you for the kind words and I will certainly share this with Mayor Dyer.
The outpouring of support from around the country and the world has been overwhelming. We are so appreciative of your outreach.

Kathy DeVault, Director of Strategic Partnerships
Office of Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer
City of Orlando
400 South Orange Avenue, 3rd Floor
Orlando, Florida 32801
p: 407 246 3109
f: 407 246 2848
cityoforlando.net
kathleen.devault@cityoforlando.net

@OrlandoMayor facebook.com/orlandomayor
Visit CityofOrlando.net to get the latest news and information or click here to subscribe to our City
News Newsletter from Mayor Dyer.
Follow Us!

On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 10:45 PM, 陳令欣 <sarachen0225@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Kathy,
Please help me to convey the following message from Director General Wang to Mayor Dyer. At this
moment, we all pray for Orlando.
***********************************************************************************
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Dear Mayor Dyer,
On behalf of the government and the people of the Republic of China (Taiwan), I would like to express my sincerest sympathy
to the injured and deepest condolences to the victims in the mass shooting inside the nightclub last night.
At a time such as this, there are no words to express our grief, and there is no way in which we can truly share the pain with
Orlando citizens. I do hope, however, that you will understand how deeply we mourn the passing away of those good people.
If I or this Office could be of any assistance, please feel free to contact me at 305-443-8917 with extension 101 (office) or 305321-5825 (cell).
With warmest sympathy,
Philip T.Y. Wang
Director General
Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Miami
***********************************************************************************

Warm regards,
--

陳令欣敬上

Sara Ling-hsin Chen

副組長/ Deputy Director
駐邁阿密臺北經濟文化辦事處/ Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Miami
網址/ http://www.taiwanembassy.org/US/MIA/mp.asp?mp=56
電 話(TEL):+1-305-4438917 ext. 106
傳 真(FAX):+1-305-4426054
行 動(MOBILE):+1-305-8045202
地 址(ADD):2333 Ponce de Leon Blvd., Suite 610,
Coral Gables, FL 33134, U.S.A.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Phil LaDuke <pladuke@us.ibm.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:30 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Buddy, Your 2016 Gartner Enterprise Mobility Management Magic Quadrant is Ready

IBM Leads Again in EMM.

Having trouble viewing this email? View in browser

IBM Leader Again
IBM, has again earned a leadership
position in the Gartner Magic Quadrant
for Enterprise Mobility Management
(EMM) for the 5th year in a row.
Security and management across devices,
data, apps and access has opened up the
EMM conversation. The Gartner Magic
Quadrant for 2016 dives even deeper into
new vendor options and platforms of
scalable delivery.

Get your complimentary copy
Download your complimentary copy of the Gartner 2016 Enterprise Mobility
Management suites report to learn the five core EMM capabilities:
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Mobile device management (MDM)
Mobile application management (MAM)

Mobile identity (MI)
Mobile content management (MCM)
Containment * new for 2016

Gartner, Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Mobility Management Suites, Terrence Cosgrove et. al., 8 June 2016.

Disclaimer: Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does not advise
technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings. Gartner research publications consist of the opinions of
Gartner's research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or
implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

Fiberlink Communications 1787 Sentry Parkway West Building 18 Suite 200 Blue Bell, PA 19422
Phone 215.664.1600 Fax 215.664.1601
© Copyright Fiberlink Communications Corp. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy
To unsubscribe from future emails or to update your e-mail preferences please click here
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Durocher <greg@cambridgechamber.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:33 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Condolences and Prayers

Mayor Dyer:
We met a year ago in Italy at the World Chambers Congress where the Orlando Regional Chamber had a dinner
reception with some individual’s key to supporting Orlando’s bid for the 2019 WCG. I enjoyed our chat over dinner and
certainly enjoy the relationship our community has with Orlando, our choice for escape during the winter blahs.
However, this weekend I’ve been thinking about you and your community from the tragic and repulsive event at the
Pulse. While we are 1500 miles away, know we here in Cambridge Ontario Canada are thinking of you and your
community, we are praying for the victim’s families and for those wounded. An act like this is something we all need to
fight to eliminate, whether it be from Terrorism or a deranged individual, God didn’t give us life, just to take it away
from others. I was particularly inspired to hear you use the words “love each other” in your media appearances. You’re
correct, we can have differences of opinion, but God created each one of us in his own likeness, he gave us free will, but
because we are all created equally, because we all want to be loved, we must always show that we care deeply for one
another. I am proud to say we’ve met and shared a meal, your comments about the events are the most sincere of all,
your genuine concern for others is very clear, the citizens of Orlando are lucky to have you as Mayor. May God bless you,
Orlando and all of us, as we deal with tragedy and loveless individuals.
Greg Durocher
President/CEO
Cambridge Chamber of Commerce
519-622-6543
Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, YouTube
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Helfer, Bryna (OST) <bryna.helfer@dot.gov>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:36 AM
''Kathleen Russell (kathleen.russell@cityoforlando.net)'
(kathleen.russell@cityoforlando.net)'; 'buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net'
THINKING of you...

Just a note to let you know that I am thinking about you, your city, the victims and families!

Bryna Helfer
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Public Engagement
US Department of Transportation
202-507-1450
Check out Beyond Traffic and Share Your Ideas at www.dot.gov/beyondtraffic
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

gary <garydean01@hotmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:38 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net; Byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net;
Mayanne.downs@cityoforlando.net; John.mina@cityoforlando.net;
Heather.fagan@cityoforlando.net; Michele.brennan@cityoforlando.net;
Luis.martinez@cityoforlando.net; celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net;
Kathleen.devault@cityoforlando.net
FW: Do not employ Imams who are involved in funding and supporting terrorism to
spew their propaganda and whitewash Islamism

To Mayor Buddy Dyer:
I observe on CNN that the Orlando police force and government employs an Islamic Imam (Imam
Muhammad Musri of the Islamic Society of Central Florida) to give his biased assessment of terrorism in
Orlando alongside police authorities to provide the propaganda component and to get ahead of the news.
Why not a priest or rabbi?? Why is a terror-supporting Imam who helps fund Hamas part of any public
presentation to calm the nerves of Americans?
See:

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2016/06/florida-officials-invite-muslim-cleric-to-address-media-to-preempt-apossible-backlash-against-the-muslim-community
and

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2011/10/florida-another-imam-misunderstands-islam-gets-arrested-media-ignoresstory
Why do the police allow one religion above all others to present what should be ONLY a law enforcement
announcement/information? Perhaps that was a preemptive attempt to make sure the “religion of peace”
is not held responsible for 50 + more murders in the world where millions have been killed in Islam’s
name over the past 5 years.
It begs the question how an Imam is allowed so much access and power with law enforcement agencies
and why he would be allowed to whitewash Islam before the facts are established. And the facts point to
Islam’s militant branch – ISIS. Whatever you call it, whether it is ISIS, Hamas, Hezbollah, Al Qaeda, it all
refers back to Islam for its guide and inspiration.
Do not let CAIR or any Islamic apologists for terrorism or any Imam directly involved in funding the kind
of violence, anti-Americanism, anti-Semitism, misogynist, anti-gay Islamism that aims to kill all nonMuslims, make us into dhimmis and aims to replace democracy with jihad, sharia and slavery.
Gary Gerofsky
Canada
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Swartz, Justin <jswartz@bakerdonelson.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:43 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Thank You

Mayor Dyer - Thank you for your great leadership and service this weekend.
Justin S. Swartz
Attorney
Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, P.C.
200 South Orange Avenue
Suite 2900
Orlando, FL, 32801
Main: 407.422.6600
Direct: 407.367.5411
Fax: 407.841.0325
jswartz@bakerdonelson.com
Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, P.C.
represents clients across the U.S. and abroad from
offices in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Tennessee, Texas and Washington, D.C.

Under requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, if any advice concerning one or more U.S. federal tax issues is contained in this communication
(including in any attachments and, if this communication is by email, then in any part of the same series of emails), such advice was not intended or written by the
sender or by Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (1) avoiding penalties under the Internal
Revenue Code or (2) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or tax-related matter addressed herein.
This electronic mail transmission may constitute an attorney-client communication that is privileged at law. It is not intended for transmission to, or receipt by, any
unauthorized persons. If you have received this electronic mail transmission in error, please delete it from your system without copying it, and notify the sender by
reply e-mail, so that our address record can be corrected.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marion Laurence <dukeybaby@btinternet.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:49 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Thinking of you all

Hello
I realise words are inadequate, but wanted you to know you are all in my thoughts and prayers at
this very, very sad time.
Stay strong – love will win.

Sincerely
Marion Laurence
U.K.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Danielle Courtenay <danielle.courtenay@visitorlando.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:50 AM
Buddy Dyer
Just a Quick Note of Support

I know everything is in turmoil and that you never imagined you would be in this position, but I wanted to let you know
you and your team are doing a wonderful job in communicating, keeping the calm and being the face of Orlando in this
very tough time. Your law enforcement team was amazing and the coordination seems to be great. Thanks for all your
doing.

Danielle Courtenay
Chief Marketing Officer
®
Visit Orlando
6277 Sea Harbor Drive, Suite 400
Orlando, FL 32821-8043
Tel: 407-363-5822 | Fax: 407-370-5002
VisitOrlando.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

SEBASTIAN CUSHING <sebastian.cushing@cbc.ca>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:57 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
CBC News Network Interview

My name is Sebastian Cushing and I'm an associate producer at CBC News Network in Toronto. We are the most watched news channel in
Canada. We are continuing with our ongoing coverage of the Orlando shooting and the city's recovery. Is Mayor Dyer available today for a
short 5 minute interview to talk about how the city has responded?

-Sebastian Cushing
Associate Producer
CBC News Network

(+1) 416 205 6389
sebastian.cushing@cbc.ca
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

deniscasey61@sky.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:58 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Masacre.

man living in Coventry England, my girlfriend Angela, lives in Germany. We have just last month enjoyed our second holiday on
my sixth flydrive holiday in the USA, including Route 66. I would just like to tell you that due to your latest atrocity, the outpou
ow, to most of the modern world countries.

orld coming to visit America, and the general concensus is, that this atrocity you have suffered, will only bring out the determina
d travel there , come what may.

est condolences Mr Dyer, and your pain Sir, is our pain.

ry, England.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Quentin M. Proulx <qproulx@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:02 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Why did SWAT WAIT THREE HOURS

Dear Mayor Dyer,
As a combat veteran from a military family, wife is in her thirtieth year of service , Son combat wounded serving in
Afghanistan, father a POW and our hearts are broken. Our condolences.
We want to know why your SWAT tactical team waited THREE hours to enter ?
VICTIMS Were bleeding out and could have been saved. Largest mass shooting and three hours to neutralise shooter is
not a win.
We want an answer.
Sadly,
CAPT Quentin M. Proulx, USA Ranger
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Brenner <JBrenner@pamunicipalleague.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:02 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Prayers from PA

Mayor, As the former of Mayor of York, PA, had to privilege to work with you, other National League of Cities officials
and community volunteers to help build a new playground back in 2008. I found everyone down there- especially youto be friendly, helpful and very passionate about the community. Here in PA, our thoughts are with you and the entire
Orlando community during this incredibly difficult time.
We stand ready to assist in any way that we can, as I’m sure Mayors and local leaders from all over the nation will do as
well.
May your community find peace and comfort in the days and years ahead.
Sincerely,
jb

John S. Brenner
Deputy Executive Director
Pennsylvania Municipal League

414 North Second Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101

P: 717-236-9469 Ext. 230
F: 717-236-6716
jbrenner@pamunicipalleague.org
www.pamunicipalleague.org

www.fixthenumbers.com

PML’s mission is to strengthen, empower and advocate for effective local government
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Payne <davidowenpayne@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:02 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Pulse nightclub shootings

Mr. Mayor,
My wife and I just wanted to write to you and to the people of Orlando, and to the many victims of the recent shootings
at the pulse nightclub, to express our shock and horror at the cowardly attack at the pulse nightclub the other night.
Our thoughts and prayers are with all of those who were hurt or killed that night, and our support is also with them and
the people of Orlando, the people of Florida, and the U.S.A.
I wish I could do more.
David Payne
Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:03 AM
undisclosed-recipients:
We Will be Defined By How We Respond, How We Treat Each Other

Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of Orlando. And yet, I stand here today
even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support the families and
friends of the victims.
We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department as well as other law enforcement, as
well as our citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. And the medical personnel
that saved so many lives that were transported to the hospital are heroes.
I am proud of how our City employees have responded to this tragedy. Thank you to our police
officers and firefighters and the many other employees are assisting to lend support. The dedication
of our employees has helped lead our City through this weekend’s events.
Today, starting at 9 a.m., an Employee Assistance Plan (EAP) counselor will be available on the
seventh floor of City Hall. Employees may also call 1.800.272.7252 to speak to a counselor. I
encourage employees to take advantage of this service.
I want to complement the medical examiner and FDLE for the work they did all night long, making
identifications of victims and notifying next of kin. Forty-eight of the 49 victims have been identified.
Twenty-six next of kin have been notified, with more to come.
The number to call for families is 407.246.4357. As the next of kin are being notified, we are putting
the names on cityoforlando.net/victims.
We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we
treat each other.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lindsay Kilgore <lac0477@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:10 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Just wanted to say thank you for how you are handling this tragedy in a manner that only a leader can: with
compassion, strength and a measure of hope that we all need. We need leaders like you to help us through and
not crumble. Thank you.
Lindsay Kilgore
College Park resident, mother of 2.
On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 6:31 PM, Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the
victims and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city
could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the
federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This
allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the
victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.

I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital
staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help
the victims and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law
enforcement and victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips
Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong
community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each
other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor
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This message was sent to lac0477@gmail.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue
PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=102607144&l=147881&s=7ZIC&m=1157081&c=373575
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Sam Pulia <SPulia@westchester-il.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:13 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Sam Pulia
Condolences

Dear Mayor Dyer,
Please accept this email as one of sorrow and support for the City of Orlando. As Mayor of the Village of Westchester,
Illinois a suburb of Chicago, I know having lost a cousin, a FDNY FireFighter, on September 11, 2001 what thoughts must
be going on in the minds of all the citizens of your city, our country, and the world.
The thoughts and prayers of the entire village staff and the 17 K residents are with you.
As a retired police officer myself, who have 2 sons, and 2 nephews as Chicago Police Officers, I want to compliment your
Chief John Mina and Sheriff’s department for their quick response, ultimately saving the lives of many others due to
their prompt action when negotiations appeared futile.
Your words of resolve and healing will make your city stronger. Your leadership has not gone unnoticed from a mayor
988 miles away.
God Bless …
Sam Pulia
Mayor Village of Westchester, Illinois 60154
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mailer@infusionmail.com on behalf of Kristi Gomen <kgomen@vsmediagroup.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:16 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Catching Up

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hi Buddy,
I hope you're doing well I wanted to personally reach out to pick your brain on a few things. Let me know
if you have a few minutes early next week to jump on a call.
Look forward to speaking with you.
Sincerely,

Kristi Gomen
Director Of Business Development
7648 Southland Boulevard, Suite 107
Orlando, Florida 32809
phone : 407 649 3040
mobile : 407 810 0839
website: vsmediagroup.com

VS Media Group 7648 Southland Blvd Suite 107 Orlando, Florida 32809 United States (407) 649-3040
Unsubscribe If you no longer wish to receive our emails.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Eric Romeo <ejromeo69@me.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:18 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Pulse Site to become National LGQTQ Memorial

Mayor Dyer
Good Morning
I hope the City of Orlando will consider once we heal as a community, a nation the site of Pulse should become a
national memorial to the 49 lgbtq lives lost to reflect and also celebrate diversity and equality.

Best,
Eric Romeo
(305)608-4259
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Scott <rayjools@aol.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:19 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Trained crisis and disaster comfort dog teams available from HOPE Animal Assisted
Crisis Response

I know your office is being inundated with offers of help and assistance. HOPE Animal Assisted Crisis Response K-9
teams are specifically trained to provide comfort to people, including first responders who are affected by crisis or
disaster. Our teams are completely self-supporting, needing nothing from the community other then the chance to
provide much needed support and comfort. We are a national, non-profit organization and have been in operation
since 2001. Our teams all carry liability insurance. We have teams located in Central Florida and throughout the
Southeastern United States. We can provide our services quickly.
We never self-deploy and wait to respond until the scene is stable and agencies and groups ask us to come in. I am the
Florida coordinator for HOPE AACR and would welcome a call to provide comfort to those in Orlando who have been
affected by this disaster.
Julie Scott
Florida Area Coordinator
HOPE Animal Assisted Crisis Response
352-279-3828
rayjools@aol.com
www.hopeaacr.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Celeste Brown <celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:20 AM
FRANK BILLINGSLEY
CASSANDRA LAFSER; Yolanda Bonilla; KARINA Rodriguez Morales; Michele Brennan;
APRIL MICHAEL; KATHRYN SCANLON; KATHLEEN RUSSELL; Heather Fagan; BUDDY
DYER
Mayor's email

Good morning,
Emails are pouring into the Mayor's email box. I'm working with Frank to categorize and respond to them, so
no one else needs to do anything with his emails at this point. Everyone has plenty to do, and I can do this.
I have back up if it becomes overwhelming.
Thanks,
Celeste
-Celeste Brown

Senior Advisor to the Mayor for Public Engagement
Office of Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer
400 South Orange Avenue
P.O. Box 4990
Orlando, Florida 32802-4990
Celeste.Brown@cityoforlando.net
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

pmcright@cfl.rr.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:21 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Mayor Dyer,
Thank you for your leadership at this time and for this thoughtful message to our city. Know that you are much in my
thoughts and prayers.
Paige McRight
---- Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
> This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the victims
and their families.
>
> We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city could have
happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the federal
government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This allows us to bring in
additional resources to support our efforts.
>
> We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the victims
after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
>
> I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital staff
deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help the victims
and joined one another to lend support.
>
> We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
>
> We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law enforcement
and victims.
>
> If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips Center for
the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
>
> Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong community. We
will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each other and love each other.
This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
>
> - Buddy Dyer, Mayor
>
>
This message was sent to pmcright@cfl.rr.com from:
> City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Edwin Rivera <edariv71@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:22 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net; Mayor Garcetti; edwin.mauras@yahoo.com
Re: And continue the abuse molestation persecutions attack molestation fluids

One here on maple and 11say "VA's a tenet que vender piedra en LA carcel"and I stay to charge the cellphone
on ghe building and those people disrupt there to abuse And molest me
On Jun 12, 2016 10:33 PM, "Edwin Rivera" <edariv71@gmail.com> wrote:
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Edwin Rivera" <edariv71@gmail.com>
Date: Jun 11, 2016 8:18 PM
Subject: Watch "Gloria Estefan - Live For Loving You" on YouTube enjoy this beautifjll video
To: "Mayor Garcetti" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>, <edwin.mauras@yahoo.com>, "Lisa Nava"
<Lisa.marie.nava@gmail.com>, <lismarpr28@yahoo.com>, "Aurelio Huertas de Jesús"
<aureliohuertas@gmail.com>, <andujarreyes@yahoo.com>, "Angela Mc Ardle"
<Angelamcardlelda@gmail.com>
Cc:

>
> > https://youtu.be/FXZoBvygp4U
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deb Rodenbaugh Schaub <dar83wu@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:26 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
In thoughts and prayers - from Kansas

Mayor and all Orlando friends,
Our thoughts and prayers are with you all. We stand united with you across the miles.
Debra and Patrick Schaub
3601 Englewood St
Manhattan, Kansas

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

yolanda.bonilla@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:26 AM
CASSANDRA LAFSER
Fwd: CBC News Network Interview

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: SEBASTIAN CUSHING <sebastian.cushing@cbc.ca>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 8:56 AM
Subject: CBC News Network Interview
To: Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
My name is Sebastian Cushing and I'm an associate producer at CBC News Network in Toronto. We are the most watched news channel in
Canada. We are continuing with our ongoing coverage of the Orlando shooting and the city's recovery. Is Mayor Dyer available today for a
short 5 minute interview to talk about how the city has responded?

-Sebastian Cushing
Associate Producer
CBC News Network

(+1) 416 205 6389
sebastian.cushing@cbc.ca
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

WALTER MOSS <walter.moss@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:33 AM
citywideemailapprovers+owners@cityoforlando.net
Re: We Will be Defined By How We Respond, How We Treat Each Other

Mr. Mayor I am a 26 year employee of this beautiful city and have lived here all my life, I would just like to
say thanks for taking such quick action and addressing the publick. This will help in there recovery, being a
former military person I know that It gives an emotional help to all, again thanks for your commanding action.
Walter R. Moss.
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:02 AM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of Orlando. And yet, I stand here today
even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support the families and
friends of the victims.
We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department as well as other law enforcement, as
well as our citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. And the medical personnel
that saved so many lives that were transported to the hospital are heroes.
I am proud of how our City employees have responded to this tragedy. Thank you to our police
officers and firefighters and the many other employees are assisting to lend support. The dedication
of our employees has helped lead our City through this weekend’s events.
Today, starting at 9 a.m., an Employee Assistance Plan (EAP) counselor will be available on the
seventh floor of City Hall. Employees may also call 1.800.272.7252 to speak to a counselor. I
encourage employees to take advantage of this service.
I want to complement the medical examiner and FDLE for the work they did all night long, making
identifications of victims and notifying next of kin. Forty-eight of the 49 victims have been identified.
Twenty-six next of kin have been notified, with more to come.
The number to call for families is 407.246.4357. As the next of kin are being notified, we are putting
the names on cityoforlando.net/victims.
We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we
treat each other.
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-WALTER R. MOSS
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike <mikis1314@att.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:33 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
employee dedication & decent raises

Mayor Dyer,
Just like OPD came through for you and the citizens of Orlando. You as their leader should consider giving the dedicated
employees raises that at the very least off-set the cost incurred by the employees of their insurance increases. Especially
since when the city needed, employees went without raises for the 3 year period to bolster the city's economy.
After all you did initially run for office using the phrase "living wage". Stand up for what you say or at the very least, do
your father's memory justice by rewarding the sacrifices made by the city employees who not only respond to criminal
and fire emergencies, but those who are out there every day giving 100% of themselves serving the citizens of Orlando.
Respectfully,
J. M. Smith
--This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus
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Bruce, Derek <DBruce@gunster.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:39 AM
Buddy Dyer (buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net)
Frank Billingsley (frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net); Byron Brooks
(Byron.Brooks@CityofOrlando.net); Reggie McGill (reginald.mcgill@cityoforlando.net);
KATHRYN SCANLON
Pledge of Support

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Mayor Dyer,
In light of the horrific acts of violence this past weekend, I want to send a note and let you know Gunster and I
stand ready to assist the City of Orlando in any way possible. I know our client, Microsoft, has already reached
out to members of the City's team to pledge its support of the City and its police efforts.
Please let us know if there is anything else we can do for the city while we unravel what has happened, pick up
the pieces and move on.
#orlandounited

Derek E. Bruce | Shareholder
200 South Orange Ave., Suite 1400
Orlando, Florida 32801
P 407-406-5233 C 407-701-0351 F 407-849-1233
gunster.com | dbruce@gunster.com
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Pattyhru <pattyhru@aol.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:41 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Please know that I have never felt so absolutely proud to have you as my Major and the excellent OPD and OCPD! Out of
all the terrorist attacks in the US, NO other local municipality has performed this well!
Patty Hru 

❤

Sent from my iPhone
> On Jun 12, 2016, at 6:31 PM, Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
>
> This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the victims
and their families.
>
> We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city could have
happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the federal
government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This allows us to bring in
additional resources to support our efforts.
>
> We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the victims
after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
>
> I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital staff
deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help the victims
and joined one another to lend support.
>
> We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
>
> We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law enforcement
and victims.
>
> If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips Center for
the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
>
> Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong community. We
will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each other and love each other.
This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
>
> - Buddy Dyer, Mayor
>
>
> This message was sent to Pattyhru@aol.com from:
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> City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL
> 32802-4990
>
> Manage Your Subscription:
> http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=102613602&l=147881&s=B
> 7J0&m=1157081&c=373575
>
>
>
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ccluney1026 <ccluney1026@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:44 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Mass shootings

Mr. Mayor first and most important the city's hearts are with you and all of us at this horrible chain of events.
My name is Carl Clooney in Lake Mary Florida and I have been a long time patient at MD Anderson and had
been operated on so many times with dr. Michael Cheatham. I have an idea to help in giving prayers of Hope to
the victims and the surviving victims and I would love to have your input when anyone has time which may be
a while butt I have been a long time give her at the Livestrong organization as they stood by me through my 2
bouts of cancer from time to time I purchase the Livestrong bracelets to have in my possession when I have a
client at Publix in Lake Mary where I work or anyone else that are going through cancer and have found that
these bracelets have profound benefits. I took the liberty this morning of contacting their home office in Austin
Texas about ordering hundreds of the bracelets some of which you can have the words hope put on each
bracelet. Perhaps mr. Mayor this might be an idea that could be 1 Avenue earth support to all concerned. I'm not
quite sure how to go about this that's why I had reached out to you and I also wanted to let you know that my
wife and I blessed to have you with us through the years and your staff and will continue to pray for you daily
my telephone is 321 228 1502. Any other avenues of volunteer service that all of us can do please let me know
and would be more than happy to do this

Happy Connecting. Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S® 5
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jordan Richards <jrichards@recyclecoach.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:44 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Recycle Coach - Reaching More Residents

Hello Buddy,
I’m reaching out from Recycle Coach to learn how we might be able to help Orlando improve resident involvement in
your recycling program.
Recycle Coach has designed a system that can help you reduce contamination, improve diversion rates, and increase
resident involvement in recycling. We do this by making information easily available on multiple platforms (Plug-in for
your website, Smartphone App, and RecycleCoach.com).
You can click here to see how Recycle Coach makes recycling easier for your residents:
http://recyclecoach.com/recycling-communicator.html
And click here to see how The City of Venice is currently using Recycle Coach:
http://www.rocklandrecycles.com/page/recycle-coach-79.html
If you have some time, I’d like to discuss your program to see if there are any areas that we can help increase your
outreach with residents. Just reach out by e-mail or phone!
Thanks,

Jordan Richards
Outreach Consultant
Municipal Media Inc.
T: +1.416.423.3203 ext. 117
TF: 1.855.343.3363 ext. 117
E: jrichards@recyclecoach.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ador Riak Nyiel <adorr86@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:50 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Condolences from South Sudan

Dear Mayor Buddy Dyer,
My name is Ador Riak Nyiel from Juba, South Sudan (Africa). I have been watching the news about this terrifying disaster
that has befallen your people...And I just thought I should just send you my condolences. This is something that could
happen to any community anywhere...We in South Sudan went through horrible moments especially during political
instability of December 2013...so I sincerely do understand the grief you and your people are going through. Seek
guidance from God and lead your people out of this inhumanae massacre!
With sincere respect to victims and their families!

-ADOR RIAK NYIEL
B.Ed, M.Ed, MA & PhD candidate [University of Nairobi] National Coordinator| Partners on Education Group [PEG]
Education Advisor| Smile Again Africa Development Organization [SAADO]
Principal| Malek Academy
Juba |South Sudan |+211 955 598 059
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:54 AM
Vincent Ogburn OPD
BYRON BROOKS; LISA EARLY; KATHRYN SCANLON; JOHN MINA
Re: Visiting Orlando - Request for Help

Did any of you respond to this? If not I will.
On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 11:43 PM, Utppal Mehta LJ <lajayems@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear
Sir ,
We are a family of 4 from Mumbai (India) visiting Orlando from 14th to 21st June 2016.
This will be our 1st visit to the USA.
We will be taking our United Airlines flight from Mumbai to Orlando in approx.14 hours
from now.
We just read about the news of the shootout in Orlando and are certainly sad and
worried.
We request you to please guide us :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Whether we can must come to Orlando or cancel this plan ?
Is it safe for my family to come there ?
Would the Disney & Universal parks be fully operational ?
Would there be any sort of emergency declared and tension in Orlando ?
Would we be able to see the city safely ?

Please revert as soon as possible so we can make plans accordingly.
Warm regards ,
Utppal Mehta (from India)
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Phipps, Michael @ Orlando <Michael.Phipps@cbre.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:56 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
RE: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Buddy,
Just a brief note to tell you that I think you are your team have done a terrific job in light of this tragic event. It is good
to have a mayor with significant experience in tapping the resources of the state and national government to assist
when necessary.
Keep up the good work!
Mike
Michael C. Phipps | Senior Vice President CBRE, Inc. | Advisory & Transaction Services | Occupier
200 South Orange Avenue, Suite 2100 | Orlando, FL 32801 T +1 407 839 3190 | F +1 407 839 3172 | C +1 407 616 5810
michael.phipps@cbre.com | www.cbre.com
Connect with me on LinkedIn
Follow CBRE: Facebook | @cbre | Google+
Follow CBRE Florida on Twitter: @cbre_Florida
______________________________________________________________
Please consider the environment before printing this email.
This message and any attachments may be privileged, confidential or proprietary. If you are not the intended recipient
of this email or believe that you have received this correspondence in error, please contact the sender through the
information provided above and permanently delete this message.
-----Original Message----From: Mayor Buddy Dyer [mailto:buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 6:31 PM
To: Phipps, Michael @ Orlando
Subject: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and Their Families
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the victims
and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city could have
happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the federal
government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This allows us to bring in
additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the victims
after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
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I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital staff
deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help the victims
and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they represent
a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law enforcement and
victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips Center for
the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong community. We will
be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each other and love each other. This
tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor

This message was sent to michael.phipps@cbre.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__app.icontact.com_icp_mmail-2Dmprofile.pl-3Fr-3D10179466426l-3D147881-26s-3DYF2R-26m-3D1157081-26c-3D373575&d=CwIFaQ&c=jozbAXBGpZCeJmnQ9SThA&r=Vklh5svATjhrdUXabUU-hw5E7pSsf9BHXxipPZn4T44&m=L7nsOJI3tN-Dj1hzEq8ljCESr6hZbeHinrIF56d4gk&s=6TRWAip5RtD5qDhiktFgE8tlt5yOCwlqaQMgAZNhRR8&e=
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:58 AM
CASSANDRA LAFSER
Fwd: Would you both be willing?

I overlooked this as a media request...
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Rev. Bryan Fulwider <bryan@buildingus.org>
Date: Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 7:33 PM
Subject: Would you both be willing?
To: mayor@ocfl.net, Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Hello Mayors,
Would you be willing to join us on Friends Talking Faith for a special program dealing with the massacre in
Orlando? We would likely try to record it at the studio on either Monday Tuesday or Wednesday of this week.
You can join us by telephone, no problem. Can we count on you?
Bryan
♢♢♢♢♢♢
Bryan G. Fulwider
Building US, Founding President & CEO
Friends Talking Faith with The Three Wise Guys, Co-Host & Managing Partner
♢♢♢♢♢♢
Mailing Address: PO Box 3310, Winter Park, FL 32790-3310
Office Location: 2170 SR 434, Suite 116, Longwood, FL 32779-4976
Phone: (407) 963-5556 │ Website: http://buildingus.org
♢♢♢♢♢♢
Building US serves to strengthen communities and increase inclusion and connection
through conversation and education that engage the diversity of the human spirit
and inspire deeper understanding, acceptance, and cooperation
– personal, organizational, and cultural.
Building US is a nonprofit - 501(c)(3)
♢♢♢♢♢♢
Our Programs:
• Friends Talking Faith with The Three Wise Guys - website
• Interfaith Council of Central Florida - website
• Inter-Diversity Institute - youth program website
Join me on "Friends Talking Faith with The Three Wise Guys"
~ Every Tuesday at 6:30 PM on WMFE, 90.7 FM
the Orlando-Melbourne-Daytona Beach home for NPR
~ Podcast or listen online at: http://twgradio.com/podcast/
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Moynihan, Brian T <brian.t.moynihan@bankofamerica.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:02 AM
'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'
Tragic events of this weekend

Buddy. Your city suffered a huge tragedy and our prayers and thoughts are with you. On behalf of Bank of America and
myself, I want to extend our support in whatever way we can. Let me know if there is anything we can do to help you
and your team. We are working with our Orlando teammates to help them through the tragedy.
Brian
---------------------------------------------------------------------This message, and any attachments, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged,
confidential and/or proprietary and subject to important terms and conditions available at
http://www.bankofamerica.com/emaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message.
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FRANK BILLINGSLEY <frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:02 AM
Derek Bruce
Byron D Brooks; Kathryn Scanlon; Reggie McGill (reginald.mcgill@cityoforlando.net);
Buddy Dyer (buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net)
Re: Pledge of Support

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thank you so much
On Jun 13, 2016 9:39 AM, "Bruce, Derek" <DBruce@gunster.com> wrote:
Mayor Dyer,
In light of the horrific acts of violence this past weekend, I want to send a note and let you know Gunster and I
stand ready to assist the City of Orlando in any way possible. I know our client, Microsoft, has already reached
out to members of the City's team to pledge its support of the City and its police efforts.
Please let us know if there is anything else we can do for the city while we unravel what has happened, pick up
the pieces and move on.
#orlandounited

Derek E. Bruce | Shareholder
200 South Orange Ave., Suite 1400
Orlando, Florida 32801
P 407-406-5233 C 407-701-0351 F 407-849-1233
gunster.com | dbruce@gunster.com
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Mandy ~ TIP National, Inc. <mandy.tipnational@yahoo.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:05 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
When Tragedy Strikes - Information for families and Survivors

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayor Dryer
The volunteers and staff of Trauma Intervention Programs Inc across the country extend our thoughts and
prayers to the family and friends who lost a loved one in the Orlando shooting on Sunday. We have
developed a website which can help survivors of this tragedy and other as well as those who are trying to
help.

Please feel free to share this information.
When Tragedy Strikes - Home

When Tragedy Strikes - Home
By Dreamwirkz Web Designs
When Tragedy Strikes provides information on emotional
and practical support to victims and their families in th...

Fun Fact ~ The average TIP affiliate records 95,000 volunteer hours a year. That is equivalent
to adding 46 Full Time Crisis Responders to each area we serve.

Mandy Atkission, Chief Development Officer
Trauma Intervention Programs, Inc.
828-423-6761 (cell)
828-355-5835 (fax)
www.tipnational.org

Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
Net Solutions Facebook Page

Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
Net Solutions Twitter Page
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Velson Horie (Flixton) <c.v.horie@hotmail.co.uk>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:05 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Nightclub shooting

For us outside the US, Americans are defined by the celebration of gun crime and glorification of mass shootings. There
is no condemnation of those who promote, sell or use guns.
Death’s own country.

Velson Horie
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ddesoto@cpatorres.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:07 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Re: Your mail to ddesoto@cpatorres.com

Thank you for your email.
If you are submitting documents, please use documents@cpatorres.com
You can also contact our office at:
407-913-9611 in Florida
787-414-7887 in Puerto Rico
CPA Gustavo Torres Decos
Audit - Taxes - Forensic
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jorge Valladares <jvalladares1@valenciacollege.edu>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:07 AM
Mayor Buddy Dyer
Automatic reply: Seremos definidos por la manera en que respondemos y cómo nos
tratamos unos a otros

Hello,
I am currently out of the office and will return Tuesday, June 14.
Thank you,
Jorge Valladares
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

amesty@ccuusa.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:07 AM
Mayor Buddy Dyer
[Auto-Reply] Seremos definidos por la manera en que respondemos y cómo

Thank you for contacting the Office of the President Dr. Juan Carlos Amesty. Your message is very important and all
inquires will be responded as soon as possible.
For immediate assitance please E-mail all inquires to central@ccuusa.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cyndia Muniz <Cyndia.Muniz@ucf.edu>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:07 AM
Mayor Buddy Dyer
Automatic reply: Seremos definidos por la manera en que respondemos y cómo nos
tratamos unos a otros

I will be out of the office with limited access to email, starting Monday, June 13th, through Friday, June 24th. I will return on Monday, June 27th.
I will respond to your message as soon as possible.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

abigail@iglesiaelcalvario.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:07 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Re: =?UTF-8?Q?Seremos_definidos_por_la_manera_en_qu...

Thank you for your recent email. My inbox is protected by ChoiceMail One, the leader in anti-spam technology.
ChoiceMail is holding the message you sent because your email address is not on my list of approved senders.
Please click on the link below. This will take you to a sender verification page. Sender verification is a one-time
process which takes only a few seconds. This will let me add you to my list of approved senders and receive
your original email.
ChoiceMail sender verification: Verify your identity here
Please be aware that if you do not complete sender verification within 4 days, ChoiceMail will automatically
delete your original message.
To find out how ChoiceMail can make you spam free, please visit http://www.digiportal.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dr. Louise Buhrmann <DrBuhrmann@drbuhrmann.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:09 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Kathryn.scanlon@cityoforlando.net
Help from the American Psychiatric Association and Florida Psychiatric Society

Dear Mayor Dyer;
I’m a local psychiatrist and also a representative to the American psychiatric Association. This organization and the
Florida Psychiatric Society as well as the American Association of Child and Adolescent Psychiatrists all have disaster
teams or committees. I also have offers of help of help from psychiatrists in Florida and in the armed services to give
their expertise and time. Grieving and the aftermath of this tragedy will continue for months or years to come. We like
you are in this for the long haul. I know that families, survivors and first responders are going to need support in the
months to come.

I can be content contacted at the number and addresses below.

Louise I Buhrmann, MD PA
407 671 2258
Dr Buhrmann@drbuhrmann.org
Suite 1027, 1035 South Semoran Blvd.
Winter Park, Fl 32792
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Atlantic Retail Investment Services <marketingchapelhill@atlanticretail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:12 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Atlantic Retail - Panera, MOD Pizza, Sherwin-Williams - New Construction - High Traffic
Counts

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here

PANERA BREAD, MOD PIZZA
& SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
NORTH CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA

2135-2149 ASHLEY PHOSPHATE RD. | N. CHARLESTON, SC
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$5,041,800 | 6.0% CAP

ACCESS OFFERING MEMORANDUM
PROPERTY HIGHLIGHTS
:
•

•

•
•

•

IDEAL LOCATION - Located just off I-26 within a dense retail area near other
national credit tenants & shopping centers including Northwoods Mall (833K+
SF), North Rivers Towne Center (272K+ SF) & North Pointe Plaza (375K+
SF). High traffic counts along Ashley Phosphate Rd. (62K ADT), as well as
nearby Rivers Ave./US-52 (36K ADT) & I-26 (165.9K ADT).
QUALITY INVESTMENT - New 2016 construction with minimal landlord
responsibilities. Tenants pay pro-rata shares for real estate taxes, insurance
and CAM.
STRONG CREDIT TENANTS - Established national & global credit tenants on
new leases with incremental rental increases & renewal options.
GLOBALLY RECOGNIZED MARKET - North Charleston, in 2009, became
Boeing Aircraft's new home of the 787 Dreamliner Aircraft assembly and
delivery prep center, providing thousands of new jobs in a world-wide market.
North Charleston has gained international importance and stature as one of
only three places in the world for the manufacture and assembly of wide-body
long range commercial aircraft.
DYNAMIC TRADE AREA - Over 50,000 households and 131,000 people, with
an average household income of $56K+, within 5 miles of the property. North
Charleston is the 3rd largest city in SC and drives the economy as one of the
state's major industrial centers and the state's top city in gross retail sales,
exceeding $6 billion each eay. Nearby Charleston International Airport
currently serves more than 2.9 million passengers annually.

View property listing
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
Michael Zimmerman | 919.391.9901 | mzimmerman@atlanticretail.com

www.investmentservices.atlanticretail.com
Copyright © 2016 Atlantic Retail Properties, All rights reserved.

Hi, just a reminder that you're receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Atlantic Retail
Investment Services. Don't forget to add marketingchapelhill@atlanticretail.com to your address book so we'll
be sure to land in your inbox!
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Know someone else who would love this? Forward Email
Not yet signed up to receive our offers? Sign Up Now

Atlantic Retail Investment Services, 600 Market Street,
Suite 204, Chapel Hill, NC 27516
SafeUnsubscribe™ buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by marketingchapelhill@atlanticretail.com in collaboration with

Try it free today
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kelly Greene <kellyagreenelaw@yahoo.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:20 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Grieving

Dear Mr. Mayor,
I received your email today concerning the tragic events at PULSE night club. I also viewed your
interview on CNN.
You were asked general questions as to whether the background check performed before Mateen
had obtained his weapon of war should have been more thorough. You gave a non answer to the
question using the cover of being concerned with the victims to give you a shield from a true answer.
I am from Connecticut and the killing of 20 innocent children shook that state and this nation to the
bone. But there have been 1000 mass shootings in America since that tragedy. The weapons of war,
the AR 15 and the automatic and semiautomatic weapons are readily available even to the mentally ill
and those who express hatred and violence as Mateen had done. '
Senator Chris Murphy from Connecticut has called Congress complicit in the deaths in Orlando
because of Congress' refusal to enact legislation that would take the weapons of war out of the
stream of commerce.
Orlando lost 50 souls but it could have been 51 as a police officer caught a round in his Kevlar
helmet. Had he not been equipped for the war that we allow, he surely would have been lost.
We are all complicit in the deaths of innocent people when we fear to speak out against the true
cause , the unlimited sale of weapons of war to anyone who passes an inadequate background
check.
You had a national platform to speak out against the sale of these weapons of war and you decided
to cover.
That is not leadership that is needed in the face of this evil.
Lastly, to have a memorial in front of the Dr. Phillips Center is not appropriate. That is your center for
your well to do friends. It is not a symbol of the LGBT community or Orlando as many from Orlando
cannot even afford to attend the simplest of concerts. PULSE or a place that the LGBT community
chooses , the fountain at Lake Eola or at worst, City Hall is the symbol not some glorified white
elephant that you are trying to promote.
Sincerely:
Kelly A. Greene
P. 407 343 1280 F. 407 930 6211
1413 Cumbie Street
Orlando Florida 32804
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kellyagreenelaw@yahoo.com

________________________________
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Privileged and/or confidential information, including
attorney-client communication and/or attorney work product may be
contained in this message. This message is intended only for the
individual or individuals to whom it is directed. If you are not an
intended recipient of this message (or responsible for delivery of this
message to such person), any dissemination, distribution or copying of
this communication is strictly prohibited and may be a crime. No
confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any misdirection of
this message. If you received this message in error, please immediately
delete it and all copies of it from your system, destroy any hard copies of it and notify the sender by
return e-mail.
________________________________
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

LISA EARLY <lisa.early@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:23 AM
BUDDY DYER
Vincent Ogburn OPD; BYRON BROOKS; KATHRYN SCANLON; JOHN MINA
Re: Visiting Orlando - Request for Help

FPR has not responded.
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:54 AM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Did any of you respond to this? If not I will.
On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 11:43 PM, Utppal Mehta LJ <lajayems@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear
Sir ,
We are a family of 4 from Mumbai (India) visiting Orlando from 14th to 21st June 2016.
This will be our 1st visit to the USA.
We will be taking our United Airlines flight from Mumbai to Orlando in approx.14 hours
from now.
We just read about the news of the shootout in Orlando and are certainly sad and
worried.
We request you to please guide us :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Whether we can must come to Orlando or cancel this plan ?
Is it safe for my family to come there ?
Would the Disney & Universal parks be fully operational ?
Would there be any sort of emergency declared and tension in Orlando ?
Would we be able to see the city safely ?

Please revert as soon as possible so we can make plans accordingly.
Warm regards ,
Utppal Mehta (from India)

-***********************
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Lisa Early, Director
Families, Parks and Recreation Department
City of Orlando
595 North Primrose Drive
Orlando, Florida 32803
p. 407.246.4319
f. 407.246.4038
http://www.cityoforlando.net/fpr/category/fprnews/
Follow us!
@citybeautiful
facebook.com/cityoforlando
youtube.com/cityoforlando
flickr.com/cityoforlando
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Frontier Airlines <info@e.flyfrontier.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:27 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Book a trip for Dad: 20% off $49 Fares.

➕
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Terms and Conditions: DADSRULE
Tickets must be purchased by 11:59 pm Eastern time on Jun. 13, 2016, for domestic travel Tuesday and Wednesday,
Jul. 6 through Aug. 21, 2016 and for domestic travel Monday through Thursday and Saturday, Aug. 22 through Oct. 26,
2016. The following blackout dates apply: Sep. 1-2 and Sep. 5-6, 2016.
Fares are one way and do not require roundtrip purchase. The 20% discount applies to base fare only, not to fees or
taxes, and requires purchase at FlyFrontier.com using promo code DADSRULE. All fare rules will apply. Certain flights
and/or days of travel may be unavailable.
Fare(s) shown includes all transportation fees, surcharges and taxes, and are subject to change without notice.
Terms and Conditions: FARE SALE
Tickets must be purchased by 11:59 pm Eastern time on Jun. 13, 2016 for domestic, nonstop travel, Jun. 16 through
Jul. 4, 2016. The following blackout dates apply: Jun. 30 - Jul. 2, 2016.
Fares are one way and do not require roundtrip purchase.
Fare(s) shown includes all transportation fees, surcharges and taxes, and are subject to change without notice. Seats
are limited at these fares and certain flights and/or days of travel may be unavailable.

General Terms & Conditions:
Depending on the fare type purchased, nonrefundable tickets may be transferred for a fee of up to $75, or reissued for
alternate flights for a fee of up to $99, as well as a possible fare increase. The name change fee and itinerary change
fee are not exclusive of each other. Previously purchased tickets may not be exchanged for these special fare tickets.
Flight segment(s) must be cancelled prior to scheduled departure time or the ticket(s) and all monies will be forfeited.
Tickets purchased at FlyFrontier.com or by calling Frontier's reservations centers must be paid for at the time the
reservation is made, you may request a full refund up to 24 hours after the time of purchase, if the purchase is made 7
days (168 hours) or more prior to your flight's departure. This ticket may be canceled and refunded at the My Trips
section on FlyFrontier.com. Additional travel services, such as baggage and advance seat assignments are available for
purchase separately at an additional charge. Fares include all transportation fees, surcharges and taxes, and are
subject to change without notice. Some markets do not offer daily service. Schedules are subject to change without
notice. Flights are operated by Frontier Airlines. Other restrictions may apply.

Update Preferences I Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy
This message was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
©2016 Frontier Airlines. All Rights Reserved. Frontier Airlines 7001 Tower Road,
Denver, CO 80249.

Email sent June 13, 2016.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

VINCENT OGBURN <vincent.ogburn@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:32 AM
lajayems@gmail.com
Celeste Brown; DAVID ARNOTT
Visiting Orlando

Good Morning Mr. Mehta,
Thank you deciding to visit Orlando for your vacation. We did have a tragic incident that took place here over
the weekend. However, we still consider Orlando a very safe place. All of the theme parks are still operational
and our roadways are open.
Again...thank you for choosing Orlando and we hope you enjoy your visit.
Vincent L. Ogburn, Sr., Lieutenant
Staff Director for Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave
Orlando, Fl 32801
P 407-246-3835
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Edwin Rivera <edariv71@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:35 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net; Mayor Garcetti; edwin.mauras@yahoo.com
Re: And continue the abuse molestation persecutions attack molestation fluids

But the abuse attack.molestation continue
On Jun 12, 2016 10:33 PM, "Edwin Rivera" <edariv71@gmail.com> wrote:
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Edwin Rivera" <edariv71@gmail.com>
Date: Jun 11, 2016 8:18 PM
Subject: Watch "Gloria Estefan - Live For Loving You" on YouTube enjoy this beautifjll video
To: "Mayor Garcetti" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>, <edwin.mauras@yahoo.com>, "Lisa Nava"
<Lisa.marie.nava@gmail.com>, <lismarpr28@yahoo.com>, "Aurelio Huertas de Jesús"
<aureliohuertas@gmail.com>, <andujarreyes@yahoo.com>, "Angela Mc Ardle"
<Angelamcardlelda@gmail.com>
Cc:

>
> > https://youtu.be/FXZoBvygp4U
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

SIDHeN SRIVASTAVA <vachan1919@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:37 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
ORLANDO MASSACRE

Respected Mayor Dyer,
We join the Americans in their grief over the Orlando massacre. It has to be treated as an attack on human race
in a ghastly inhuman manner. The questions come as to how to contain the influencers for such crimes?. As per
news reports , the culprit had been questioned by FBI earlier. The period, post this questioning and his act ,
reflects that the fear of local authorities was forced to be wiped through intensive counselling either by internal
elements or by external forces. Many channels might have been be used. But are these channels controllable in a
democratic society ? More so when culprits are local citizens ,as in the instant case and earlier in case of Paris
attacks . The concerned agencies may already be probing in-depth on this issue. Solutions will have to be found
quickly. The world continues to look, Sir, for new measures for the tackling of changing patterns of terror, like
the Orlando massacre. May the departed souls rest in peace and God gives courage to their families to bear the
loss. With the best possible medical care available, I am sure that those injured shall recover soon.
WITH HUMBLE REGARDS
SIDHARTHA SRIVASTAVA
A-1702 WHSIPERING HEIGHTS,
MINDSPACE COMPLEX,
MALAD WEST,
MUMBAI-400064,
INDIA
Ph;+919022301484
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stephne coney <stopviolence@icloud.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:18 AM
Buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Please respond

Good Morning Mr. Buddy,
I have already filled out the form. I am the CEO and Founder of National Stop the Violence Alliance, Inc, my name is Dr.
Stephne' R. Coney. I would like to include and attach to form, "A Concert for Orlando" for all funds to go to funeral,
hospital bills, rehabilitation and mental health. Please get back to me as soon as possible. You may go to
narionalstoptheviolence.org.
With a Servant's Heart,
Dr. Stephne' R. Coney
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ronald Wawrzyniak <mdkodak@hotmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:42 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Fwd: JEWS ARE THE BIGGEST TERRORIST GROUP IN THE WORLD TODAY. BOMB ISRAEL
AND TAKE OUT THE TRASH HERE.

Begin forwarded message:
From: Ronald Wawrzyniak <mdkodak@hotmail.com>
Date: June 13, 2016 at 8:41:34 AM EDT
To: "tampa.division@ic.fbi.gov" <tampa.division@ic.fbi.gov>
Subject: JEWS ARE THE BIGGEST TERRORIST GROUP IN THE WORLD TODAY.
BOMB ISRAEL AND TAKE OUT THE TRASH HERE.
Everything wrong with America can be traced back to homosexual drug porn pushing Jews and
our crooked dangerous government. These crazy dangerous bastards created groups overseas
who hate America.Our military is a killing machine for Jews. Execute every crooked Jew here
and bomb Israel . This will make the world safe and a better place to live. Obama and other scum
in our crooked government are own by Jews. Their killing America. We need to be killing them
for our countries and children's future. Go read about the USS LIBERTY Israel attack and the
treason committed against our country and people . Senator John McCains father was involved.
The real Jewish Trojan Horse to fear in our country is the Jewish homosexual Walt Disney
Company . Jews are responsible for the shootings at a gay night club in Orlando Florida .Jews
are the devil and would love to kill every decent American. Our country has been under attack by
Jews for decades. Jews are brainwashing the American people. We have been warned about
these filthy pigs by many. WAKE UP USA!
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mhbowen130@aol.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:43 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Tragedy in Orlando

Dear Mayor Dyer,
Please know that this horrific tragedy has not only impacted the City of Orlando but the whole Country. You and your
Staff have done an exceptional job of exhibiting genuine leadership. The concern, care and respect for the victims,
families, Police, SWAT team, Firemen and medical personnel has been outstanding.
You will all continue to be in my thoughts and prayers as you confront the many challenges in the coming days and
months. May God bless all of you!!!
With sincere gratitude,
Mary H. Bowen
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael Shaver <Michael.Shaver@chsfl.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:41 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
An offer of support

Mayor Dyer:
I greatly appreciate your leadership in the wake of this terrible tragedy. I did want to reach out and let you know that
Children’s Home Society of Florida stands prepared to support Orlando, our home city, in any way that we might be of
use. Because of the work we do throughout the state, our organization is a trauma-informed service provider and we
have a dedicated team of mental health professionals in Orlando and throughout the state who can be readily tapped to
volunteer as grief and crisis counselors where needed. Please don’t hesitate to have someone from your management
team reach out if we can be helpful.
Keep up the incredible work. You and your team are in our thoughts and prayers.
Best…
Michael J. Shaver | President and Chief Executive Officer
Children’s Home Society of Florida, 1485 S. Semoran Blvd. #1448, Winter Park, FL 32792
Office: 321-397-0040 | Cell: 773-213-1113 |  michael.shaver@chsfl.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

luis rey Hidalgo <icpcven@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:43 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Re: Seremos definidos por la manera en que respondemos y cómo nos tratamos unos a
otros

muchas gracias, por su mensaje que llego al corazon de los que lo escuhcamos, me sumo al dolor de la nacion,
por este hecho tan atroz, quiero ponerme a su disposicion a partir del lunes 20 de junio,estare en la ciudad de
orlando florida.
soy capellan perteneciente al ICPC Y WARDEN de la embajada americana en venezuela. cuente conmigo adhonoren para mediar con los familiares y los sobrevivientes de esta tragedia. estare en el hotel satisfaction
orlando kissimme resort, saludos

Virus-free

El 13 de junio de 2016, 9:36, Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> escribió:
Ayer fue el día más horrible en la historia de la ciudad de Orlando. Sin embargo, me siento aún más orgulloso
de nuestra comunidad la cual se unió para apoyar a las familias y amigos de las víctimas.
Hemos aprendido de los actos heroicos de nuestro Departamento de Policía de Orlando, de otras agencias
policiales y de nuestros ciudadanos mientras que cientos de vidas se salvaron durante toda la noche. Además, el
personal médico que salvó muchas vidas que fueron transportadas al hospital son héroes.
No me puedo imaginar el sentir de los padres o ser una de las personas que perdió a un ser querido.
La Oficina Federal de Investigaciones (FBI, por sus siglas en inglés) realizó una labor encomiable limpiando la
escena. A las 11 p.m. todas las víctimas fueron removidas de la escena por el Departamento de Policía de
Florida (FDLE, por sus siglas en inglés). Agradezco al médico forense y FDLE por el trabajo que hicieron
durante toda la noche identificando las víctimas y notificando a los familiares.
Cuarenta y ocho de las 49 víctimas han sido identificadas. Familiares de 26 víctimas han sido notificadas,
seguiremos notificando a los familiares.
El número de teléfono para que las familias llamen es 407.246.4357. Estamos publicando los nombres de los
fallecidos en cityoforlando.net/victims luego de informales a los familiares.
Este acto de odio no definirá quiénes somos. Seremos definidos por la manera en que respondemos y cómo nos
tratamos unos a otros.
Buddy Dyer, alcalde
This message was sent to icpcven@gmail.com from:
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:45 AM
Stephne coney
Re: Please respond

Thank you for your offer of assistance. We are sorting through the many offers and will be back in touch with
you as soon as possible.
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 10:17 AM, Stephne coney <stopviolence@icloud.com> wrote:
Good Morning Mr. Buddy,
I have already filled out the form. I am the CEO and Founder of National Stop the Violence Alliance, Inc, my
name is Dr. Stephne' R. Coney. I would like to include and attach to form, "A Concert for Orlando" for all funds
to go to funeral, hospital bills, rehabilitation and mental health. Please get back to me as soon as possible. You
may go to narionalstoptheviolence.org.
With a Servant's Heart,
Dr. Stephne' R. Coney
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ooma Office <communications@ooma.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:50 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Advanced Features + Big Savings = Ooma Office

Stop spending more than you need on your phone service. Get crystal-clear
unlimited calling in the US and Canada starting at $19.95 a month.
Enhance your company image, increase your office productivity and lower your
costs.

877-774-8420

Risk Free 30-Day Return
Offer Code: BIG-SAVINGS
Ends June 15

©2016 Ooma, Inc. -- Sample yearly savings based on a monthly bill of $240 and 3 users. This offer valid
in the U.S. and cannot be combined with any other rebate, offer or program. Ooma reserves the right
to cancel or modify the terms of this offer at any time.
Unlimited calls are subject to normal business usage limitations. See
http://www.ooma.com/legal/terms-and-conditions for current usage limitations.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Bakari Burns <bburns@hcch.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:50 AM
'BROOKE DEVON RIMMER-BONNETT'
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net; regina.hill@cityoforlando.net;
celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net; mike.rhodes@cityoforlando.net; 'Brooke Bonnett';
'Kevin Edmonds'; 'Roderick Williams'; 'RICHARD WALES'; buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net;
'Mark Cechman'; 'Dean Grandin'; 'Sandra McClellan'; 'Dr. Bruce Gordy'
RE: Unimproved Parking Lot at 300 North Orange

Good morning Brooke,
While this e-mail is sent to respond to the e-mails below sent from Doug Head regarding the lot at 300 N.OBT, I first
want to commend the City, Mayor Dyer, and Chief Mina for their response to the horrific tragedy that occurred over
the weekend at Pulse nightclub. The compassion, professionalism, leadership and resolve that was on display makes
me proud to call Orlando, the City Beautiful my home. At Orange Blossom Family Health we are fortunate to have
Mental Health Counselors on staff who are bi-lingual and trained in grief counseling available to assist the City and
other community partners in any way possible.
Putting aside Doug Head's ignorant remarks in the e-mails below regarding the patients that we care for ( we do not
currently provide any OB services to pregnant women) and where they come from ( there is no evidence at all that
suggest that any of our patients are recent arrivals from areas that have been identified as infested with the Zika
Virus), I would like to communicate our strategy for maintaining the improvements completed on or before May 5, 2016
and preventing the breeding of mosquitoes in any rain water that collects following large rain activity. As I
communicated in my e-mail to you on May 19, 2016, we had the lot regraded which included adding additional gravel
as well as other activity and plan on moving forward with completing the City required improvements ( within the time
specified by the City - 3 years from 7/27/2015) while we continue to work with our neighbors ( and owners of the lot)
the Parliament House on a purchase agreement. It should also be noted that because the owners of the Parliament
House are currently going through bankruptcy or receivership proceedings they are not allowed to sell the property
until resolution of those proceedings.
We have also arranged with the Contractor to perform quarterly maintenance
on the lot that is designed to sustain the improvements.
As for the standing rain water which normally resolves within a day, we have contacted Orange County Health
Department in an effort to get suggestions for steps that could be taken to prevent the breeding of mosquitoes. The
officials mentioned that standing rain water that resolves itself in a matter of hours or within a day is not likely to turn
into a breeding ground for mosquitoes; however I have instructed my staff to sprinkle into any standing water a
product called "Mosquito Dunks" that as it dissolves releases a bacterium which is toxic to all species of mosquito
larvae. While the "mosquito dunks" is toxic to mosquito larvae it is safe to be used around fish, birds, wildlife, pets and
children. We take the care of our patients and community very serious and will take all measures possible to ensure
that we protect them and provide the highest quality health care possible.
I appreciate the City's patience and support as we manage this very delicate relationship with the Parliament House
and the use of their lot that is critical to our ability to continue to provide medical, dental, pharmacy, and behavioral
health services to the over 15,000 uninsured, underinsured, and homeless community members that were cared for in
calendar 2015. Please let me know if you have any additional questions.

To Your Health,
Bakari F. Burns, MPH, MBA|President & CEO
Orange Blossom Family Health
[P] 407.428.5751 x332 | [F] 407.428.6204
[E] bburns@hcch.org | www.hcch.org www.orangeblossomfamilyhealth.org
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From: BROOKE DEVON RIMMER-BONNETT [mailto:brooke.bonnett@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2016 9:06 PM
To: bburns@hcch.org
Subject: Fwd: Unimproved Parking Lot at 300 North Orange

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Doug Head <Doug@doughead.net>
Date: Friday, June 10, 2016
Subject: Re: Unimproved Parking Lot at 300 North Orange
To: BYRON BROOKS <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net>
Cc: "buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net" <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>, "regina.hill@cityoforlando.net"
<regina.hill@cityoforlando.net>, "celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net" <celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net>,
"mike.rhodes@cityoforlando.net" <mike.rhodes@cityoforlando.net>, Brooke Bonnett
<brooke.bonnett@cityoforlando.net>, Kevin Edmonds <Kevin.Edmonds@cityoforlando.net>, Roderick
Williams <roderick.williams@cityoforlando.net>, RICHARD WALES <richard.wales@cityoforlando.net>
Dear Byron,
Thanks. I just want to make sure my view is being heard. The explanations I get from Ms. Bonnet, which sound
like excuses for inaction while the situation deteriorates, don't comfort me, nor should they comfort the
community which was never consulted when the property was granted five years of forgiveness in complying
with code.
My experience in the last two years has been that a different set of laws applies depending on where you live in
Orlando. This would not be tolerated in Baldwin Park.
Sincerely,
Doug Head
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 10, 2016, at 1:06 PM, BYRON BROOKS <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Mr. Head,
as you know, Brooke Bonnett has replied to all of your inquiries, advised you on the status, and
she has personally spoken with Mr. Burns, CEO of Orange Blossom Health. I am copying her
on this email so that she has benefit of your latest communication.
Byron
On Fri, Jun 10, 2016 at 12:51 PM, Doug Head <Doug@doughead.net> wrote:
Dear Mayor Dyer and Commissioner Hill,
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I write to once again draw your attention to the unimproved and wet parking lot located at 300 N.
Orange Blossom Trail.

I am reading today about the spread of the Zika Virus and I want to state my belief that this lot
will be the epicenter of the disease in Orange County when and if it comes to Central Florida.

My reasoning is based on the following:
Orange Blossom Health is a significant provider of health care to Central Florida minorities,
including pregnant women AND to recent arrivals from areas which have been identified as
infested with Zika.
The unimproved Parking Lot remains the principle parking lot for people seeking services at
Orange Blossom Health. Persons infected with Zika as well as persons seeking prenatal care
will frequent this parking lot.
The Parking lot at 300 NOBT has significant and continuous standing water, and now that the
rainy season has arrived, that water never evaporates and is continuous.
This standing water is the result of failure to improve the Parking lot and it represents a
significant health risk to this neighborhood and a probable vector for Mosquito breeding and
Zika.
The Parking lot has BY THE DECISION OF THE COUNCIL been permitted to operate without
improvement, because it is used by the Health Center, though it is owned by “The Gardens LLC”
and taxed as unimproved industrial property.
The property remains in violation of code as it has been for the last seven years.

I call upon you to do something to rectify this threat to the health of the public and to take steps
to close or improve this parking lot IN ADVANCE of the extended five year period which the
Council granted to the owners to improve the property.

Please do something. I do not want to read stories about the spread of Zika in Orlando
originating in this neighborhood where I live.

Sincerely,
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Doug Head
1415 W. Robinson St.
Orlando, FL 32805
doug@doughead.net
407-443-3656

No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 2015.0.6201 / Virus Database: 4591/12341 - Release Date: 06/01/16
Internal Virus Database is out of date.

-Byron W. Brooks, AICP
Chief Administrative Officer
City of Orlando
400 South Orange Avenue,
Orlando, Florida 32802-4990
(407)246-3091

-Warm regards,
Brooke
_____________________________
Brooke R. Bonnett, AICP, Director
Economic Development Department
Pamela Whaley, Executive Assistant, 407.246.2737
City of Orlando
400 South Orange Avenue
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6th Floor
Orlando, FL 32801
p. 407.246.2719
f. 407.246.2848

cityoforlando.net
Follow us!
@citybeautiful
facebook.com/cityoforlando
youtube.com/cityoforlando
flickr.com/cityoforlando
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Latinovations <Latinovations@mail.vresp.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:01 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Comentarios from Maria: A Year Of Continued Rants Against Democracy And
Citizenship

Latinovations "La Plaza" Comentarios from
Maria
June 13, 2016

Comentarios from Maria: A Year
Of Continued Rants Against
Democracy And Citizenship

"Even if Judge Curiel were an immigrant or a first
generation American, what would it matter? Judge
Curiel, first nominated by a Republican governor and
then by President Obama to the post he now has and
confirmed by the United States Senate, is a highly
respected judge in the legal community. Curiel took
the same oath that every judge takes to defend and
protect the Constitution and laws of this country.
Being of Mexican heritage has nothing to do with his
ability to carry out that oath."
For more, visit La Plaza.

Don't forget to follow Latinovations on social media!
Maria Cardona is a Democratic Strategist and a Principal at the Dewey Square Group, where she founded
Latinovations and shares insightful commentary on current events. She is also a former Senior Adviser to
Hillary Clinton, and former Communications Director to the Democratic National Committee. Be sure to
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catch up on any past articles you may have missed on La Plaza.

Latinovations is a division of the Dewey Square Group, one of the country's premier public affairs and
communications firms. Based in Washington, D.C., Latinovations has national, state and local relations
specializing in strategic public affairs, coalition building, government relations, strategic marketing
campaigns, media relations and grassroots communications services for the community and from the
community.
Let Latinovations help you reach the fastest growing population in America - Latinos. For more
information please visit the Dewey Square Group.
Dewey Square Group | 607 14th Street NW, Suite 500, Washington, D.C. 20005

Click to view this email in a browser
If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe
Dewey Latinovations
607 14th Street, NW
Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20005
US
Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:02 AM
Mhbowen130@aol.com
Re: Tragedy in Orlando

Dear Ms. Bowen,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 10:42 AM, <Mhbowen130@aol.com> wrote:
Dear Mayor Dyer,
Please know that this horrific tragedy has not only impacted the City of Orlando but the whole Country. You and your
Staff have done an exceptional job of exhibiting genuine leadership. The concern, care and respect for the victims,
families, Police, SWAT team, Firemen and medical personnel has been outstanding.
You will all continue to be in my thoughts and prayers as you confront the many challenges in the coming days and
months. May God bless all of you!!!
With sincere gratitude,
Mary H. Bowen
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stephne coney <stopviolence@icloud.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:03 AM
BUDDY DYER
Re: Please respond

Thanks Buddy,
We love you!
With a Servant's Heart,
Dr. Stephne' R. Coney
On Jun 13, 2016, at 10:45 AM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Thank you for your offer of assistance. We are sorting through the many offers and will be back
in touch with you as soon as possible.
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 10:17 AM, Stephne coney <stopviolence@icloud.com> wrote:
Good Morning Mr. Buddy,
I have already filled out the form. I am the CEO and Founder of National Stop the Violence
Alliance, Inc, my name is Dr. Stephne' R. Coney. I would like to include and attach to form, "A
Concert for Orlando" for all funds to go to funeral, hospital bills, rehabilitation and mental
health. Please get back to me as soon as possible. You may go to narionalstoptheviolence.org.
With a Servant's Heart,
Dr. Stephne' R. Coney
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:04 AM
SIDHeN SRIVASTAVA
Re: ORLANDO MASSACRE

Dear Mr. Srivastava,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 10:37 AM, SIDHeN SRIVASTAVA <vachan1919@gmail.com> wrote:
Respected Mayor Dyer,
We join the Americans in their grief over the Orlando massacre. It has to be treated as an attack on human race
in a ghastly inhuman manner. The questions come as to how to contain the influencers for such crimes?. As per
news reports , the culprit had been questioned by FBI earlier. The period, post this questioning and his act ,
reflects that the fear of local authorities was forced to be wiped through intensive counselling either by internal
elements or by external forces. Many channels might have been be used. But are these channels controllable in a
democratic society ? More so when culprits are local citizens ,as in the instant case and earlier in case of Paris
attacks . The concerned agencies may already be probing in-depth on this issue. Solutions will have to be found
quickly. The world continues to look, Sir, for new measures for the tackling of changing patterns of terror, like
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the Orlando massacre. May the departed souls rest in peace and God gives courage to their families to bear the
loss. With the best possible medical care available, I am sure that those injured shall recover soon.
WITH HUMBLE REGARDS
SIDHARTHA SRIVASTAVA
A-1702 WHSIPERING HEIGHTS,
MINDSPACE COMPLEX,
MALAD WEST,
MUMBAI-400064,
INDIA
Ph;+919022301484
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Earl <Rie@planethollywoodintl.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:09 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Thank you for representing Orlando so well.

Dear Mayor Buddy,
I’m currently in Los Angeles and I just wanted you to know that you’ve made me very proud to be part of Orlando. The
way that you and the team have dealt with the tragedy on television was nothing less than superb. The professionalism
and the detail that you were able to give was very comforting and demonstrated to the whole world how capable our
city is. The community spirit that has been displayed is a tribute to all the foundations that you and the team have been
laying over the last few years. Congratulations at this very sad time.
One of my employees was in the club at the time of the tragedy and was blessed enough to survive and today is his
actual birthday. He is a very, very lucky man. Please let me know if there is anything that we can do to help, any
resources that we can give, anyone that we can feed, look after, please just let us know. Our thoughts are with you at
this time.
Kind regards,
Robert

ROBERT EARL
Chairman & CEO

PLANET HOLLYWOOD INTERNATIONAL
4700 Millenia Blvd Suite 400, Orlando FL 32839
407-903-5522 office
rie@planethollywoodintl.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

stacy goodbread <stacygoodbread@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:11 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Light up Orlando

Dear Mayor Dyer
I appreciate your commitment to the city during them tragedy. I would like to raise your attention to who was attacked
during this event.
Even though many members of the gay community was victims there were others which were not gay that were also
victims.
I do not wish you as the mayor of thus this community to get sided-tracked on this being a gay attack. It was an attack
on AMERICA. Every victim were Americans, please respect all the victims, do not label every victim as gay.
During this time of sadness these families are going through which has lost a loved one in this attack please do not
disrespect or bring more harm or burdens upon them.
Please acknowledge all victims as AMERICAN's. Not gay. There personal life choices are not the issue here.
Thank you for you time.
Stacy Goodbread
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ginsburg, Alan <aginsburg@ahg-group.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:12 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
RE: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

I am proud of the way you have handled this tragedy.
Alan Ginsburg

AHG GROUP, LLC
700 West Morse Blvd., Suite 220
Winter Park, Florida 32789
407-691-5610 Office – A. Ginsburg
407-691-5631 Fax
vkriegsman@ahg-group.com

-----Original Message----From: Mayor Buddy Dyer [mailto:buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 6:31 PM
To: Ginsburg, Alan
Subject: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and Their Families
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the victims
and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city could have
happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the federal
government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This allows us to bring in
additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the victims
after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital staff
deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help the victims
and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
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We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they represent
a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law enforcement and
victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips Center for
the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong community. We will
be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each other and love each other. This
tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor

This message was sent to aginsburg@ahg-group.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=98249694&l=147881&s=OY4P&m=1157081&c=373575

**********************************************************************
The information contained in this message is confidential and is intended for the addressee(s) only. If you have received
this message in error or there are any problems please notify the originator immediately. The unauthorized use,
disclosure, copying or alteration of this message is strictly forbidden. AHG Group will not be liable for direct, special,
indirect or consequential damages arising from the alteration of the contents of this message by a third party or as a
result of any virus being passed on.
This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com
**********************************************************************
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lauten, Frederick <Ctjufl1@ocnjcc.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:12 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
RE: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Mayor DyerWhat a horrible, horrible weekend for our community. That being said, I am very proud of how you handled the
situation. If there is anything I or the court can do to help, please let me know. I am also so proud of our law
enforcement community for putting their lives on the line this weekend and every day. You, they and the victims and
their families are in our thoughts and prayers.
Fred J.Lauten
Chief Judge
Ninth Judicial Circuit
(407) 836-2009
Ctjufl1@ocnjcc.org
-----Original Message----From: Mayor Buddy Dyer [mailto:buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 6:31 PM
To: Lauten, Frederick <Ctjufl1@ocnjcc.org>
Subject: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and Their Families
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the victims
and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city could have
happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the federal
government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This allows us to bring in
additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the victims
after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital staff
deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help the victims
and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they represent
a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law enforcement and
victims.
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If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips Center for
the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong community. We will
be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each other and love each other. This
tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor

This message was sent to ctjufl1@ocnjcc.org from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=101448408&l=147881&s=6H3F&m=1157081&c=373575
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sharon Butler <sharonb@saintmarkorlando.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:15 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
RE: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Saint Mark is ready and willing to assist as you need Mayor Dyer!

In His Service,
Sharon Butler
Saint Mark AME Church
(407) 422-6941 ext. 12 | sharonb@saintmarkorlando.org
www.saintmarkorlando.org

-----Original Message----From: Mayor Buddy Dyer [mailto:buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 6:31 PM
To: sharonb@saintmarkorlando.org
Subject: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and Their Families
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the victims
and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city could have
happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the federal
government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This allows us to bring in
additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the victims
after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital staff
deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help the victims
and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they represent
a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law enforcement and
victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips Center for
the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
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Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong community. We will
be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each other and love each other. This
tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor

This message was sent to sharonb@saintmarkorlando.org from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=101532621&l=147881&s=BWV2&m=1157081&c=373575
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:15 AM
Robert Earl
Re: Thank you for representing Orlando so well.

Dear Robert,

Thank you for your kind words of support. I am glad to learn one of your own is safe and sound.

Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud
of our community because they came together, united to support the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Thank you for your offer of help and I will be back in touch.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor of Orlando
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:08 AM, Robert Earl <Rie@planethollywoodintl.com> wrote:
Dear Mayor Buddy,
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I’m currently in Los Angeles and I just wanted you to know that you’ve made me very proud to be part of
Orlando. The way that you and the team have dealt with the tragedy on television was nothing less than
superb. The professionalism and the detail that you were able to give was very comforting and demonstrated to
the whole world how capable our city is. The community spirit that has been displayed is a tribute to all the
foundations that you and the team have been laying over the last few years. Congratulations at this very sad
time.

One of my employees was in the club at the time of the tragedy and was blessed enough to survive and today is
his actual birthday. He is a very, very lucky man. Please let me know if there is anything that we can do to
help, any resources that we can give, anyone that we can feed, look after, please just let us know. Our thoughts
are with you at this time.

Kind regards,

Robert

ROBERT EARL
Chairman & CEO

PLANET HOLLYWOOD INTERNATIONAL
4700 Millenia Blvd Suite 400, Orlando FL 32839
407-903-5522 office
rie@planethollywoodintl.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:17 AM
Sharon Butler
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Thank you so much for your kind offer. As we sort through the overwhelming number of offers to assist, we
will be back in touch.
Buddy Dyer
Mayor of Orlando
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:15 AM, Sharon Butler <sharonb@saintmarkorlando.org> wrote:
Saint Mark is ready and willing to assist as you need Mayor Dyer!
In His Service,
Sharon Butler
Saint Mark AME Church
(407) 422-6941 ext. 12 | sharonb@saintmarkorlando.org
www.saintmarkorlando.org
-----Original Message----From: Mayor Buddy Dyer [mailto:buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 6:31 PM
To: sharonb@saintmarkorlando.org
Subject: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and Their Families
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the
victims and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city
could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the
federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This
allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the
victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.

I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital
staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help
the victims and joined one another to lend support.
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We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law
enforcement and victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips
Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong
community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each
other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor
This message was sent to sharonb@saintmarkorlando.org from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=101532621&l=147881&s=BWV2&m=1157081&c=373575
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hogan, Steve <shogan@auroragov.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:18 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Thoughts from Aurora, Colorado

Mayor,
I will only take a second, but my thoughts and prayers and those of my City are with you and yours. We know the way
you have been hit, and we also know you and your city will come out stronger. It will take a while, but you will come out
stronger.
Do me one, favor. Please make sure you have the assistance to remember the needs of your first responders. Your 911
operators, police, firefighters, ambulance drivers, nurses and doctors have seen and experienced things they never
trained to see, or hear. Their emotional responses may be more delayed than others. Make sure they too are
remembered.
Please let me know if there is anything we can do to be of assistance.
Steve Hogan
Stephen D. Hogan
Mayor
City of Aurora
15151 East Alameda Parkway, 5th floor
Aurora, CO 80012
303-739-7015
shogan@auroragov.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nancy.Rodlun@ocfl.net
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:18 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
RE: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Thank you to all who are helping us through this tragedy! Thumbs-up to law enforcement and public offices for making
this a priority and handling it with sensitivity and efficiency.
Sincerely,
Nancy Rodlun, Community Outreach
OC Environmental Protection Division, Communications
Office: 407-836-1442; Fax: 407-836-1499
Email: nancy.rodlun@ocfl.net
www.ocfl.net/epd

Act Green, It's Easy
 please consider the environment before printing this email
-----Original Message----From: Mayor Buddy Dyer [mailto:buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 6:31 PM
To: Rodlun, Nancy
Subject: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and Their Families
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the victims
and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city could have
happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the federal
government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This allows us to bring in
additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the victims
after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital staff
deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help the victims
and joined one another to lend support.
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We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they represent
a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law enforcement and
victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips Center for
the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong community. We will
be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each other and love each other. This
tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor

This message was sent to nancy.rodlun@ocfl.net from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=92057981&l=147881&s=1JNJ&m=1157081&c=373575

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119).
All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record.
Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be
disclosed to the public and media at any time.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:20 AM
Lauten, Frederick
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Dear Fred,
Thank you for personally reaching out and for your kind words of support and encouragement. I am very proud
of our City's first responders and the entire community.
Buddy
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:11 AM, Lauten, Frederick <Ctjufl1@ocnjcc.org> wrote:
Mayor DyerWhat a horrible, horrible weekend for our community. That being said, I am very proud of how you handled the
situation. If there is anything I or the court can do to help, please let me know. I am also so proud of our law
enforcement community for putting their lives on the line this weekend and every day. You, they and the
victims and their families are in our thoughts and prayers.

Fred J.Lauten
Chief Judge
Ninth Judicial Circuit
(407) 836-2009
Ctjufl1@ocnjcc.org
-----Original Message----From: Mayor Buddy Dyer [mailto:buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 6:31 PM
To: Lauten, Frederick <Ctjufl1@ocnjcc.org>
Subject: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and Their Families
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the
victims and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city
could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the
federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This
allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the
victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital
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staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help
the victims and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law
enforcement and victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips
Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong
community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each
other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor
This message was sent to ctjufl1@ocnjcc.org from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=101448408&l=147881&s=6H3F&m=1157081&c=373575
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

VINCENT OGBURN <vincent.ogburn@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:22 AM
BUDDY DYER
BYRON BROOKS; LISA EARLY; KATHRYN SCANLON; JOHN MINA
Re: Visiting Orlando - Request for Help

I responded already
Vincent L. Ogburn, Sr., Lieutenant
Staff Director for Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave
Orlando, Fl 32801
P 407-246-3835
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:54 AM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Did any of you respond to this? If not I will.
On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 11:43 PM, Utppal Mehta LJ <lajayems@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear
Sir ,
We are a family of 4 from Mumbai (India) visiting Orlando from 14th to 21st June 2016.
This will be our 1st visit to the USA.
We will be taking our United Airlines flight from Mumbai to Orlando in approx.14 hours
from now.
We just read about the news of the shootout in Orlando and are certainly sad and
worried.
We request you to please guide us :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Whether we can must come to Orlando or cancel this plan ?
Is it safe for my family to come there ?
Would the Disney & Universal parks be fully operational ?
Would there be any sort of emergency declared and tension in Orlando ?
Would we be able to see the city safely ?

Please revert as soon as possible so we can make plans accordingly.
Warm regards ,
Utppal Mehta (from India)
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:24 AM
Hogan, Steve
Re: Thoughts from Aurora, Colorado

Dear Ms. Hogan,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:18 AM, Hogan, Steve <shogan@auroragov.org> wrote:
Mayor,

I will only take a second, but my thoughts and prayers and those of my City are with you and yours. We know
the way you have been hit, and we also know you and your city will come out stronger. It will take a while, but
you will come out stronger.
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Do me one, favor. Please make sure you have the assistance to remember the needs of your first
responders. Your 911 operators, police, firefighters, ambulance drivers, nurses and doctors have seen and
experienced things they never trained to see, or hear. Their emotional responses may be more delayed than
others. Make sure they too are remembered.

Please let me know if there is anything we can do to be of assistance.

Steve Hogan

Stephen D. Hogan
Mayor
City of Aurora
15151 East Alameda Parkway, 5th floor
Aurora, CO 80012
303-739-7015
shogan@auroragov.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wayne Elsey <wayne@wayneelsey.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:26 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
open letter

A CEO’s Open Letter to His Team After the Tragedy in Orlando
“Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do that.” – Martin
Luther King, Jr.
This weekend, a stain was left on the fabric of our nation with the deadliest mass shooting in our country’s history
happening in Orlando. I live and work in Orlando. My companies and teams are based out of this great city. When I
learned of what happened early on Sunday morning, I could not understand or believe what had occurred; a feeling I
believe I shared with millions.
As the moments of the day progressed, I thought of my family, friends and my work team. My assistant, a senior
executive and I personally reached out to everyone to make sure they were safe.
A Moment of Pause
Inevitably, my mind wandered to Monday. The first business day after this tragedy in Orlando. I spent Sunday canceling
meetings and events, including with people that were flying into Orlando from other places. This was a time to pause. I
knew the first day back to work would be a time to gather my team and put the work to the side for a little bit and make
sure we were together.
At the end of the day, we are all human. And this inhumane act of violence can only be conquered with humanity and
compassion.
I know that after an event like this, it is important to try to keep as much routine as possible. As the CEO of my company,
I struggled yesterday and even today with what I would say to my team members. What can a leader possibly say after a
tragedy like this? What words can express the sorrow, and even anger, about this senseless violence?

There Are No Words
I barely slept as I struggled with how I would set the tone for who we are as a company and as people on the first day
back to work. On this day, words fail me. But, as I have thought about it more, I think that’s okay.
I have been reminded that leaders do not have the “right” answers all of the time. And, even in moments of great
sadness, sometimes the words that come out are not the stirring oratory of a Churchill or Martin Luther King, Jr.
Sometimes the sentences are simple words strung together to express feelings that come from the heart. Words and
sentences that quietly and honestly convey that we all share in a collective sorrow after this unspeakable crime.
I know members of my team knew people who were at Pulse early Sunday morning. And I think that this is how I would
like to close this open letter to my team. I want to honor the people who were at Pulse that night. I want to honor their
family and friends. I want to honor the LGBT community. Hate and intolerance do not ever win. Love, peace and
acceptance win.
Barbara Poma, Pulse Owner
These are the words you’ll find today on the site of Pulse from the owner of the club, and with these words, I close this
open letter to my team:
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Like everyone in the country, I am devastated about the horrific events that have taken place today. Pulse, and the men
and women who work there, have been my family for nearly 15 years. From the beginning, Pulse has served as a place of
love and acceptance for the LGBTQ community. I want to express my profound sadness and condolences to all who have
lost loved ones. Please know that my grief and heart are with you. – Barbara Poma, Owner, Pulse
For peace, for love and acceptance.

Author of “Not Your Father’s Charity: Grip & Rip Leadership for Social Impact” (Free Digital Download)
© 2016 Wayne Elsey and Not Your Father’s Charity. All Rights Reserved.

YOU Matter!
Wayne Elsey
Head Coach/ CEO
www.wayneelsey.com
believe.brand.engage.
wayne@wayneelsey.com
office 407.440.8264
fax 407.641.9306
Confidentiality Notice: The information in this email and any attachment is confidential and may be privileged or
protected by rules. It is intended solely for the addressee(s); therefore, if you are not the intended recipient, you are
not authorized to and must not disclose, copy, distribute or retain this message or any part of this message. Access to
this email by anyone other than the addressee(s) is unauthorized. Please notify us by phone at (407)930-2979 or by
email at yvonne@wayneelsey.com..

-----Original Message----From: Mayor Buddy Dyer [mailto:buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 6:31 PM
To: Wayne Elsey <wayne@wayneelsey.com>
Subject: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and Their Families
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the victims
and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city could have
happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the federal
government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This allows us to bring in
additional resources to support our efforts.
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We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the victims
after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital staff
deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help the victims
and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they represent
a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law enforcement and
victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips Center for
the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong community. We will
be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each other and love each other. This
tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor

This message was sent to wayne@wayneelsey.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=102621379&l=147881&s=TMW0&m=1157081&c=373575
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mike Langton <mlangton@langtonconsulting.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:28 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
rebecca.sutton@cityoforlando.net; Imtiaz Khan
Our Condolences...

On behalf of the Langton Associates family, I’d like to express our condolences and extend our love and
support to the people of Orlando.
If there is anything our firm can do to assist with the federal paperwork and procedures that are incurred after a
tragedy of this magnitude, please do no hesitate to lean on us to help take some of the burden from city staff.
We will also research specific grant opportunities that may be available for community rebuilding, trauma,
safety etc. that the city can evaluate for potential funding support moving forward. We stand with you. Best
Wishes, Mike
Mike Langton, GPC*
President, Langton Consulting
4830 Atlantic Blvd.
Jacksonville, Florida 32207
(904) 598-1368
*Grant Professional Certified
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

mbarnes@onyxmagazine.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:29 AM
Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Welcome

Good Morning,

I am writing to you in reference to the 2016 ONYX Awards at the DPCPA. June 25th 2016.

We are requesting a Welcome and Congratulations page from Mayor Buddy Dyer for the event.

Please call me if you have any questions. We want to include this in our program booklet at the event.

If at all possible can we receive this no later than Tuesday evening?

We would like to also extend our deep appreciation for the enormous task taken on by the City of
Orlando during the tragic event this past weekend.
Mayor Dyer has been very instrumental in ensuring the public of his support.
Thank you for everything.
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Maria Barnes

Maria T. Barnes
Production Manager-Community Relations
P.O. Box 555672
Orlando, Florida 32805
Tele: 321.418.7216
Fax: 407.392.0196
Cell: 407.230-7794
EMAIL: mbarnes@onyxmagazine
WEBSITE: www.onyxmagazine.com

"Failure is not an option"
Gene Kranz

This message is the property of Maria Barnes or Onyx Magazine. It is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed
and may contain information that is non-public, proprietary, privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, notify us immediately by telephone and (i) destroy this message if a facsimile or (ii)
delete this message immediately if this is an electronic communication. Thank you.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:29 AM
Nancy.Rodlun@ocfl.net
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Dear Ms. Rodlun,
Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:18 AM, <Nancy.Rodlun@ocfl.net> wrote:
Thank you to all who are helping us through this tragedy! Thumbs-up to law enforcement and public offices for
making this a priority and handling it with sensitivity and efficiency.
Sincerely,
Nancy Rodlun, Community Outreach
OC Environmental Protection Division, Communications
Office: 407-836-1442; Fax: 407-836-1499
Email: nancy.rodlun@ocfl.net
www.ocfl.net/epd
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Act Green, It's Easy
Π please consider the environment before printing this email
-----Original Message----From: Mayor Buddy Dyer [mailto:buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 6:31 PM
To: Rodlun, Nancy
Subject: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and Their Families
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the
victims and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city
could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the
federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This
allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the
victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital
staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help
the victims and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law
enforcement and victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips
Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong
community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each
other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor
This message was sent to nancy.rodlun@ocfl.net from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
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http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=92057981&l=147881&s=1JNJ&m=1157081&c=373575

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119).
All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record.
Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be
disclosed to the public and media at any time.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Eli Beer <eli@israelrescue.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:26 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Dov Maisel; Shai Jaskoll; 'Mark Gerson (MGerson@glgroup.com)';
Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net
Our condolences to the people of Orlando

Dear Mayor Dyer,

Please let me wish you and all those affected, our heartfelt condolences on this horrific act of hatred and
terror that took place in Orlando.
On behalf of the 3,000 United Hatzalah volunteers in Israel, who respond to terror attacks (unfortunately on a
regular basis) we stand with you, your city and its resident’s during this trying time of pain, suffering and loss.
United Hatzalah in Israel is an Emergency Medical Service (EMS) run by community volunteers who are trained
to deal with serious incidents from heart attacks and choking, to mass casualties of terror. We offer our
assistance in America to Community Based Emergency Caregivers (CBEC) under our US based services, United
Rescue. Perhaps at another time, we could tell you more about what we do and the success that we have in
saving lives.

In the meantime, we continue to pray for the victims, and their families of this horrible attack, and hope all
those injured will have a speedy and full recovery.
With deepest sympathy, from the people of Israel,

Eli Beer – Founder & President
Mark Gerson – International Chairman
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Watch my talk on Ted.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:31 AM
Mike Langton
Rebecca Sutton; Imtiaz Khan; Christopher McCullion
Re: Our Condolences...

Dear Mr. Langton,

Thank you for your kind words of support and your offer of assistance. Yesterday was the most horrific day in
the history of the City of Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came
together, united to support the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:27 AM, Mike Langton <mlangton@langtonconsulting.com> wrote:
On behalf of the Langton Associates family, I’d like to express our condolences and extend our love and
support to the people of Orlando.
If there is anything our firm can do to assist with the federal paperwork and procedures that are incurred after a
tragedy of this magnitude, please do no hesitate to lean on us to help take some of the burden from city staff.
We will also research specific grant opportunities that may be available for community rebuilding, trauma,
safety etc. that the city can evaluate for potential funding support moving forward. We stand with you. Best
Wishes, Mike
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Mike Langton, GPC*
President, Langton Consulting
4830 Atlantic Blvd.
Jacksonville, Florida 32207
(904) 598-1368
*Grant Professional Certified
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

yolanda.bonilla@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:31 AM
Yolanda Bonilla
Fwd: Invitation to Attend Urban Mobility & Urban Planning Working Group Nashville
Event in November

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Michael REBER <mfreber68@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Jun 3, 2016 at 2:53 AM
Subject: Invitation to Attend Urban Mobility & Urban Planning Working Group Nashville Event in November
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Cc: Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net, Byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net, Richard.howard@cityoforlando.net
Dear Mayor Dyer,
I was kindly introduced to your city by the US DOT Smart City Challenge.
I am Michael Reber, coordinator for the Urban Mobility & Urban Planning Working Group
(UM & UP WG) which is working towards establishing the Global Institute for Urban
Mobility & Urban Planning in Nashville. I wish to invite your Smart City Challenge team
to send a representative to our Road Solutions Symposium which we will hold in
Nashville from November 10-11.
We held our second meeting at the Ritz Carlton St. Louis in April and it was very
productive. Bill Kuehling from ULI St. Louis was one of the participants and he offered a
lot of important comments and Tom Blair of MO DOT Road2Tomorrow really drove the
discussion by identifying immediate needs as well as the requisite capacities for
transformation towards a self-driving car society in the US. This has served as the
framework for our third event to be held in Nashville; therefore, we are inviting your city
to attend this event along with 24 other US DOT Smart City Challenge city applicants, 50
state DOTs, and 30 Smart City Road Solutions Experts.
To give you a little background on the Institute, it is to be an action-oriented
organization. The mission of the Institute is to partner with stakeholders in the urban
mobility and urban planning field in order to identify and implement ideas and R&D
towards real and tangible urban mobility-urban planning solutions for humanity. This
third event is a reflection of such a mission in which we are focusing on helping state
DOTs and municipalities meet with companies on data management, self-driving cars,
etc. in order to explore synergies to address the needs highlighted at the Ritz Carlton St.
Louis meeting.
In terms of this coming event, we are inviting the DOT Smart City Challenge applicants,
and it would be a real pleasure to have Orlando in attendance. The "Road Solutions
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Networking" session is especially tailored for DOTs and municipalities so as to foster the
opportunity to meet with road solutions experts to explore ways to address the most
urgent and pressing road issues.
In closing, thank you very much for your kindest attention and consideration. In order
for you to know more about what we are doing, I would be more than happy to email
our last meeting's minutes, the draft Agenda for the Nashville event, and an Overview
on the Institute once I have the proper contact person.
Sincerely yours,
Michael F. Reber
-Michael F. Reber, PhD
〒252-0102 神奈川県相模原市緑区原宿3-9-22 セジュールしろやま202号室
Segiel Shiroyama Apt. 202
Harajuku 3-9-22, Midori-ku
Sagamihara-shi, Kanagawa-ken 252-0102, JAPAN
Phone/Fax: +81-(0)42-782-9755
Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect y our priv acy ,
Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

http://www.linkedin.com/pub/michael-f-reber/57/8a8/723

This message may contain information which is privileged and/or confidential for the exclusive use of the
addressee. If you are not the named addressee of this message, please notify the sender immediately by return
email and delete this message without reading, using, copying, or disclosing its contents.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:34 AM
Ginsburg, Alan
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Dear Alan,
Thank you for reaching out personally and for your kind words of support and encouragement. I couldn't be
more proud of our City and the entire community.

Buddy

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:11 AM, Ginsburg, Alan <aginsburg@ahg-group.com> wrote:
I am proud of the way you have handled this tragedy.
Alan Ginsburg

AHG GROUP, LLC
700 West Morse Blvd., Suite 220
Winter Park, Florida 32789
407-691-5610 Office – A. Ginsburg
407-691-5631 Fax
vkriegsman@ahg-group.com

-----Original Message----From: Mayor Buddy Dyer [mailto:buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 6:31 PM
To: Ginsburg, Alan
Subject: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and Their Families
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the
victims and their families.
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We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city
could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the
federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This
allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the
victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital
staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help
the victims and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law
enforcement and victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips
Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong
community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each
other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor
This message was sent to aginsburg@ahg-group.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=98249694&l=147881&s=OY4P&m=1157081&c=373575

**********************************************************************
The information contained in this message is confidential and is intended
for the addressee(s) only. If you have received this message in error or
there are any problems please notify the originator immediately. The
unauthorized use, disclosure, copying or alteration of this message is
strictly forbidden. AHG Group will not be liable for direct, special,
indirect or consequential damages arising from the alteration of the
contents of this message by a third party or as a result of any virus being
passed on.
This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Paul S. John <pjohn@everytown.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:36 AM
buddy.dyer
cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net; orlando.rolon@ci.orlando.fl.us;
kathryn.scanlon@cityoforlando.net
Condolences from Mayors Against Illegal Guns

Mayor Dyer,
Please accept my condolences to your community and all of the families affected by the tragic shooting at
Pulse Night Club. This is a further reminder of why the work you and so many other mayors do to reduce gun
violence is so important. If there's anything you need from us here at Mayors Against Illegal Guns, please let
me know.
Sincerely,
Paul
PAUL S. JOHN | MAYORAL OUTREACH
CELL 516.859.2739
PJOHN@EVERYTOWN.ORG
____________________________________________
MAYORS AGAINST ILLEGAL GUNS
a program of EVERYTOWN FOR GUN SAFETY
EVERYTOWN.ORG | @EVERYTOWN
LINKEDIN.COM/IN/PAULSJOHN
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:36 AM
mbarnes@onyxmagazine.com
FRANK BILLINGSLEY; Celeste Brown
Re: Welcome

Hi Maria,
The Mayor provided a video welcome for your event. Do you still want a letter?
Celeste Brown
Sr. Advisor for Public Engagement
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:28 AM, <mbarnes@onyxmagazine.com> wrote:

Good Morning,

I am writing to you in reference to the 2016 ONYX Awards at the DPCPA. June 25th 2016.

We are requesting a Welcome and Congratulations page from Mayor Buddy Dyer for the event.

Please call me if you have any questions. We want to include this in our program booklet at the event.

If at all possible can we receive this no later than Tuesday evening?
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We would like to also extend our deep appreciation for the enormous task taken on by the City of
Orlando during the tragic event this past weekend.
Mayor Dyer has been very instrumental in ensuring the public of his support.
Thank you for everything.

Maria Barnes

Maria T. Barnes
Production Manager-Community Relations
P.O. Box 555672
Orlando, Florida 32805
Tele: 321.418.7216
Fax: 407.392.0196
Cell: 407.230-7794
EMAIL: mbarnes@onyxmagazine
WEBSITE: www.onyxmagazine.com

"Failure is not an option"
Gene Kranz

This message is the property of Maria Barnes or Onyx Magazine. It is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed
and may contain information that is non-public, proprietary, privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, notify us immediately by telephone and (i) destroy this message if a facsimile or (ii)
delete this message immediately if this is an electronic communication. Thank you.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rev. Jim <revrnjim@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:41 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
NO EXCUSE 4 VICTIM LIST NOT BEING UPDATED

NO EXCUSE 4 VICTIM LIST NOT BEING UPDATED
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

southerneskimo19@gmail.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:43 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Helping your city

Hello Mayor Dyer,
My Name is Andrea and I'm a Girl Scout troop leader in Virginia. I would like to know how my troop can help. We are
willing to ask for supplies, donations, cards, whatever it takes. I can't even begin to understand what you and your city is
going through right now but we want to help. I've cried so much for the victims, their families, and friends. I want to do
something. Please let me know how we can help.
Thank you for your time,
Andrea Hunsicker
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:44 AM
stacy goodbread
Re: Light up Orlando

Dear Ms. Goodbread,
Thank you for your email. This attack was felt by all of us in this community and the entire country, not one
particular group.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:11 AM, stacy goodbread <stacygoodbread@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Mayor Dyer
I appreciate your commitment to the city during them tragedy. I would like to raise your attention to who was
attacked during this event.
Even though many members of the gay community was victims there were others which were not gay that were
also victims.
I do not wish you as the mayor of thus this community to get sided-tracked on this being a gay attack. It was an
attack on AMERICA. Every victim were Americans, please respect all the victims, do not label every victim
as gay.
During this time of sadness these families are going through which has lost a loved one in this attack please do
not disrespect or bring more harm or burdens upon them.
Please acknowledge all victims as AMERICAN's. Not gay. There personal life choices are not the issue here.
Thank you for you time.
Stacy Goodbread
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:46 AM
Ador Riak Nyiel
Re: Condolences from South Sudan

Dear Mr. Nyiel,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:49 AM, Ador Riak Nyiel <adorr86@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Mayor Buddy Dyer,
My name is Ador Riak Nyiel from Juba, South Sudan (Africa). I have
been watching the news about this terrifying disaster that has
befallen your people...And I just thought I should just send you my
condolences. This is something that could happen to any community
anywhere...We in South Sudan went through horrible moments especially
during political instability of December 2013...so I sincerely do
understand the grief you and your people are going through. Seek
guidance from God and lead your people out of this inhumanae massacre!
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With sincere respect to victims and their families!

-ADOR RIAK NYIEL
B.Ed, M.Ed, MA & PhD candidate [University of Nairobi]
National Coordinator| Partners on Education Group [PEG]
Education Advisor| Smile Again Africa Development Organization [SAADO]
Principal| Malek Academy
Juba |South Sudan |+211 955 598 059
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

MetroPlan Orlando <mhorne@metroplanorlando.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:46 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Public Hearing on 6-20-16: Transportation Improvement Program

Join Us for a Public Hearing
on the Region's Five-Year Plan

MetroPlan Orlando is seeking public input on its draft five-year Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP).
Click here to view a draft of the TIP .

Public Hearing
Monday, June 20, 2016
5:30 p.m. - Materials available for review;
Questions and answers
6:00 p.m. - Formal presentation; Public comment
MetroPlan Orlando (click here for directions)
250 S. Orange Ave., Suite 200, Orlando, FL 32801

Can't make it? You can still submit a comment!
If you cannot attend the public hearing but would still like to submit
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a comment, you can provide your feedback in writing until July 5,
2016 -- 10 business days after the public hearing. Submit written
comments to: MetroPlan Orlando, 250 S. Orange Ave., Suite 200
Orlando, FL 32801 or e-mail comments to
info@metroplanorlando.com.

Questions?
Contact MetroPlan Orlando staff at (407) 481-5672 or
info@metroplanorlando.com.

Need Accommodations?
Persons needing alternative language services (provided at no cost)
or accommodations due to a disability should contact Ms. Lena
Tolliver (ltolliver@metroplanorlando.com or 407-481-5672 x307) at
least three business days prior to the hearing.

MetroPlan Orlando, 250 S. Orange Ave.,
Suite 200, Orlando, FL 32801
SafeUnsubscribe™ buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Forward email | Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by mhorne@metroplanorlando.com in collaboration with

Try it free today
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:47 AM
Pattyhru
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Dear Patty,
Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:41 AM, Pattyhru <pattyhru@aol.com> wrote:
Please know that I have never felt so absolutely proud to have you as my Major and the excellent OPD and
OCPD! Out of all the terrorist attacks in the US, NO other local municipality has performed this well!
Patty Hru ❤
Sent from my iPhone
> On Jun 12, 2016, at 6:31 PM, Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
>
> This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with
the victims and their families.
>
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> We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city
could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the
federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This
allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
>
> We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene
as efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the
victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
>
> I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital
staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help
the victims and joined one another to lend support.
>
> We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered
grief counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
>
> We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law
enforcement and victims.
>
> If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips
Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
>
> Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong
community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each
other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
>
> - Buddy Dyer, Mayor
>
>
> This message was sent to Pattyhru@aol.com from:
> City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue
> PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
>
> Manage Your Subscription:
> http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=102613602&l=147881&s=B7J0&m=1157081&c=373575
>
>
>
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

stacy goodbread <stacygoodbread@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:49 AM
BUDDY DYER
Re: Light up Orlando

Thank you Mayor. That was my intentions. I wish that the City of Orlando keeps that fact before us during this
tragedy.
I have noticed the leaders being sided-tracked to one group.
Thank you for your understanding of this point.
Stacy Goodbread
On Jun 13, 2016, at 11:43 AM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Dear Ms. Goodbread,
Thank you for your email. This attack was felt by all of us in this community and the entire
country, not one particular group.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues
to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond,
how we treat each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:11 AM, stacy goodbread <stacygoodbread@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Mayor Dyer
I appreciate your commitment to the city during them tragedy. I would like to raise your
attention to who was attacked during this event.
Even though many members of the gay community was victims there were others which were
not gay that were also victims.
I do not wish you as the mayor of thus this community to get sided-tracked on this being a gay
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attack. It was an attack on AMERICA. Every victim were Americans, please respect all the
victims, do not label every victim as gay.
During this time of sadness these families are going through which has lost a loved one in this
attack please do not disrespect or bring more harm or burdens upon them.
Please acknowledge all victims as AMERICAN's. Not gay. There personal life choices are not
the issue here.
Thank you for you time.
Stacy Goodbread
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:49 AM
WALTER MOSS
Re: We Will be Defined By How We Respond, How We Treat Each Other

Dear Walter,
Thank you for your kind words of support. And thank you for your the work you do for the City of Orlando.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:32 AM, WALTER MOSS <walter.moss@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Mr. Mayor I am a 26 year employee of this beautiful city and have lived here all my life, I would just like to
say thanks for taking such quick action and addressing the publick. This will help in there recovery, being a
former military person I know that It gives an emotional help to all, again thanks for your commanding action.
Walter R. Moss.
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:02 AM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of Orlando. And yet, I stand here today
even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support the families and
friends of the victims.
We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department as well as other law enforcement, as
well as our citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. And the medical personnel
that saved so many lives that were transported to the hospital are heroes.
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I am proud of how our City employees have responded to this tragedy. Thank you to our police
officers and firefighters and the many other employees are assisting to lend support. The dedication
of our employees has helped lead our City through this weekend’s events.
Today, starting at 9 a.m., an Employee Assistance Plan (EAP) counselor will be available on the
seventh floor of City Hall. Employees may also call 1.800.272.7252 to speak to a counselor. I
encourage employees to take advantage of this service.
I want to complement the medical examiner and FDLE for the work they did all night long, making
identifications of victims and notifying next of kin. Forty-eight of the 49 victims have been identified.
Twenty-six next of kin have been notified, with more to come.
The number to call for families is 407.246.4357. As the next of kin are being notified, we are putting
the names on cityoforlando.net/victims.
We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we
treat each other.

-WALTER R. MOSS
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:52 AM
Clark, Kathleen M (MM Large + Prem Audit Ops)
Re: [MARKETING] Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub
Shooting Victims and Their Families

Dear Ms. Clark,
Thank you for your kind words of support. Today I am even more proud of our community because of the way
they came together, united to support the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 8:15 AM, Clark, Kathleen M (MM Large + Prem Audit Ops)
<Kathy.Clark@thehartford.com> wrote:
Mayor Dyer,
Thank you to everyone whom has kept us all up to date on this horrific tragedy for our City. I have lived here
on my street for my whole entire life and this is has to be one of the worst things I have ever seen happen.
Let our first responders know we are all praying for them to not have the image of the damage done by just one
individual who was not of his right mind has done. I understand it must be terrible and I can't even put myself
in their place.
You know we have a lot of heart and we will bounce back, but for now all need a time to take this in and think
about what all we take for granted. WE must be vigilant and stay sharp.
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Just thank you very much for all you have done for our city and God Bless you as well, you all saw and I hope
you know we are all praying for you as well.
Thank you again for all your do for us and especially now,
Kathleen M. Clark,
2707 Kilgore St
Orlando FL 32803
Phone: 407-897-6776
-----Original Message----From: Mayor Buddy Dyer [mailto:buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 6:31 PM
To: Clark, Kathleen M (MM Large + Prem Audit Ops)
Subject: [MARKETING] Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the
victims and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city
could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the
federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This
allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the
victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.

I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital
staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help
the victims and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law
enforcement and victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips
Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong
community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each
other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor
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This message was sent to kathy.clark@thehartford.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=102605746&l=147881&s=YFY1&m=1157081&c=373575

************************************************************
This communication, including attachments, is for the exclusive use of addressee and may contain proprietary,
confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, copying, disclosure,
dissemination or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender
immediately by return e-mail, delete this communication and destroy all copies.
************************************************************
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:53 AM
Greg Durocher
Re: Condolences and Prayers

Dear Mr. Durocher,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 8:32 AM, Greg Durocher <greg@cambridgechamber.com> wrote:
Mayor Dyer:

We met a year ago in Italy at the World Chambers Congress where the Orlando Regional Chamber had a dinner
reception with some individual’s key to supporting Orlando’s bid for the 2019 WCG. I enjoyed our chat over
dinner and certainly enjoy the relationship our community has with Orlando, our choice for escape during the
winter blahs.
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However, this weekend I’ve been thinking about you and your community from the tragic and repulsive event at
the Pulse. While we are 1500 miles away, know we here in Cambridge Ontario Canada are thinking of you and
your community, we are praying for the victim’s families and for those wounded. An act like this is something
we all need to fight to eliminate, whether it be from Terrorism or a deranged individual, God didn’t give us life,
just to take it away from others. I was particularly inspired to hear you use the words “love each other” in your
media appearances. You’re correct, we can have differences of opinion, but God created each one of us in his
own likeness, he gave us free will, but because we are all created equally, because we all want to be loved, we
must always show that we care deeply for one another. I am proud to say we’ve met and shared a meal, your
comments about the events are the most sincere of all, your genuine concern for others is very clear, the citizens
of Orlando are lucky to have you as Mayor. May God bless you, Orlando and all of us, as we deal with tragedy
and loveless individuals.

Greg Durocher
President/CEO
Cambridge Chamber of Commerce
519-622-6543
Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, YouTube
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celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:54 AM
Chris Castro
Fwd: Zoning Reform Battles, Sidewalk Money & Local Airbnb Rulings

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

fyi...
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: EfficientGov <newsletter@efficientgov.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 8:05 AM
Subject: Zoning Reform Battles, Sidewalk Money & Local Airbnb Rulings
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net

June 13, 2016

|

View as webpage

TOP NEWS

Battles Continue After Zoning
Reform is Adopted

A Philadelphia developer backs out on
affordable housing agreed to under
zoning reform, and Boston struggles
with plans created under its policy
formulas.
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Related Articles:

Read on

How to Get
Sidewalk
Funding &
Money for
Bikeways,
Transit Paths
Getting
communities to be
more walkable and
bikeable is a
national goal, but
how do you get
sidewalk funding?

Top 5 Recent
Airbnb Stories
A Berlin ban, San
Francisco
crackdown,
Chicago ordinance,
NOLA controversy
and Connecticutwide tax
requirement
highlight the war
over Airbnb.

Microsoft Spotlight: City
of Henderson

7 Ways to Achieve Your
Fleet Safety Goals

After a sixyear
recession,
the City of
Henderson,
Nevada,
has
become proficient at doing
more with less. Its IT
department gained
efficiencies by deploying a
Microsoft private cloud.

Traffic
accidents
caused by
your
drivers'
actions
may seem
few and far between. The
negative side effects of poor
safety practices can add up
quickly. Increased fuel costs
and faster vehicle wear and
tear are just two of the
possible consequences to
your operation.

Read how in this free ebook

Download today

SUSTAINABILITY NEWS
The Afterlife of E-Waste
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EFFICIENTGOV E-BOOK

New Orleans Holds Water with
Green Infrastructure
Smart Cisterns Could Make L.A.
Rooftops Stormwater Catchers
Beer Waste Could Reduce City of
Boulder Nitrogen Discharges

More sustainability news

EfficientGov does not send unsolicited messages.
You are receiving this email because you have
signed up for EfficientGov and subscribed to this
newsletter. Visit our Customer Support page to
report any email problems.
This message was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net from:
EfficientGov | newsletter@efficientgov.com | Praetorian Digital | 200 Green St Suite 200 | San Francisco, California 94111

Unsubscribe
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:55 AM
Danielle Courtenay
Re: Just a Quick Note of Support

Dear Danielle,

Thank you for your kind words of support. I am so proud of our community because of the way they came
together, united to support the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 8:50 AM, Danielle Courtenay <danielle.courtenay@visitorlando.com> wrote:
I know everything is in turmoil and that you never imagined you would be in this position, but I wanted to let
you know you and your team are doing a wonderful job in communicating, keeping the calm and being the face
of Orlando in this very tough time. Your law enforcement team was amazing and the coordination seems to be
great. Thanks for all your doing.

Danielle Courtenay
Chief Marketing Officer
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®

Visit Orlando
6277 Sea Harbor Drive, Suite 400
Orlando, FL 32821-8043
Tel: 407-363-5822 | Fax: 407-370-5002
VisitOrlando.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:56 AM
Marion Laurence
Re: Thinking of you all

Dear Ms. Laurence,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 8:48 AM, Marion Laurence <dukeybaby@btinternet.com> wrote:

Hello
I realise words are inadequate, but wanted you to know you are all in my thoughts and prayers at
this very, very sad time.
Stay strong – love will win.

Sincerely
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Marion Laurence
U.K.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Chris Blanc <iamchrisblanc@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:57 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
patty.sheehan@cityoforlando.net
Thank your for your leadership

Mayor Dyer,
In our darkest hour our community leaders are shining. I want to thank you and our other fine leaders, like
Patty Sheehan, for the very important and very hard work you all are doing in communicating with and
supporting our city - our community - during this terrible tragedy.
It is very important work that you are doing right now. I am moved by the love and empathy in which your
team is leading Orlando during this most challenging moment in our history.
I agree that we should not let this tragedy define Orlando, but this moment is showcasing the fine leadership and
community that do define Orlando. The world is here with us today. They are witnessing the utmost grace and
compassion displayed in our Orlando community leaders and our supporting community. I couldn't be more
proud of you all.
Thank you for everything you are doing for Orlando.
-Chris Blanc
Dandelion Communitea Cafe
iamchrisblanc@gmail.com

On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 6:31 PM, Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the
victims and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city
could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the
federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This
allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the
victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.

I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital
staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help
the victims and joined one another to lend support.
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We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law
enforcement and victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips
Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong
community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each
other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor
This message was sent to iamchrisblanc@gmail.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue
PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=102601858&l=147881&s=73SL&m=1157081&c=373575
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From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn <andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:52 AM
'Orlando Mayor's Office: Mayor Buddy Dyer'; 'Kathy Scanlon'; 'Frank Billingsley'; 'Byron
Brooks'; 'Maryanne Downs'; 'Heather FAgan'; 'Multicultural Affairs: Luis Martinez'; 'Kathy
DeVault'; 'Fire Dept: Roderick Williams'; 'Police Dept: Chief John Mina'; 'Orlando City
Attorney'; 'Pulse: Sara Brady'; 'SAVE Dade'; 'Tony Lima'; 'Devin Cordero'; 'Justin Klecha';
'Charo Valero'; 'Equality Florida: Jess Osborn'; 'Amber'; 'Brittany'; 'Univ of Florida: LGBT
Concerns Committee'; 'LB Hannahs'; 'Florida LGBTA Democratic Caucus'; 'Rainbow
Democrats'; 'CFGALLA: Central Florida Gay Lesbian Law Assoc: Mary Merrel Bailey';
'Jeffrey Buak'; 'Christopher Caravette'; 'Susan Kutkiewicz'; 'Blaine McChesney'; 'Elizabeth
McCausland'; 'Barry Miller'; 'Jeffrey Miller'; 'Michael Morris'; 'Dan Oliver'; 'Laura
Pichardo'; 'John Ruffier'; 'Scott Schlegel'; 'Joe Seagle'; 'Larry Smith'; 'Matthew Tabakman';
'Mary Meeks'; 'Cleve Acree'; 'Luis Carlo'; 'Christopher Bilecki'; 'CAIR: Council on
American-Islamic Relations: Cleveland'; 'Columbus'; 'J Nimer'; 'R Iqbal'; 'Cincinatti'; 'Sana
Hassan'; 'DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco'; 'FBI: Dir: James Comey'; 'DC: James
McJunkin'; 'Alicia Sensibaugh'; 'Beth McConn'; 'James Wynne'; 'James Turgal'; 'Jeanne
White'; 'Johan Whalen'; 'Joline Caron'; 'Megan Mikes'; 'Nevine Aziz'; 'Richard
Vorderbruegge'; 'Tamara Meheux'; 'Yolanda Loya'; 'Almeta Austin'; 'Amy Dasaro'; 'Brett
Johnson'; 'Brian Chrostowski'; 'Carolyn Woodbury'; 'Cheryll Leppert'; 'Crystal Komara';
'Daniel Clegg'; 'Douglas Hares'; 'G Jones'; 'Gary Bumgardner'; 'Heather Stewart'; 'John
Cotter'; 'Joseph McQueen'; 'Lisa Jackson'; 'Lisa Moore'; 'Margaret Einspahr'; 'Mark
Mahon'; 'Marybeth King'; 'Melissa McRae'; 'Michael Leverock'; 'Paul Damond'; 'R Mark
Wood'; 'Rhonda Williams'; 'Sandra Breault'; 'Sharon Gray'; 'Tammy Peter'; 'Thomas
Gancarz'; 'Vicki Anderson'; 'William McNeill'
'Texas Lt Gov: Dan Patrick'; 'Veterans Coalition for Common Sense'; 'Press'; 'Patrick
Svitek'; 'Chron: Religion'; 'Education'; 'Veterans for Common Sense'; 'The Truth About
Guns'; 'Guardian: Amanda Holpuch'; 'Chief of Staff: Danny Lopez'; 'Mark Wuellner'; 'Ryan
Heater'; 'Dennis Rosebrough'; 'Greg Wilson'; 'Emily Duncan'; 'Patrick Ryan'; 'Beth
Wilkinson'; 'Stephen Jones'; 'Rob Nigh'; 'Richard Burr'; 'Michael Tigar'; 'Michael McGuire
via: Tulsa County Bar Association: Exec Dir: Kevin Cousins'; 'George W Bush Presidential
Center'; 'Office of George W Bush'; 'George W Bush Presidential Library'; 'George W
Bush Institute'; 'Former CA Governor Gray Davis'; 'Rumsfeld Foundation: Donald
Rumsfeld'; 'Marc Oestreich'; 'Sam Maule'; 'Buffalo News: Lou Michel'; 'Dan Herbeck';
'Clark Co Prosecutor: JeremyMull'; 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'David Petraeus'; 'Stan
McChrystal'; 'Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office'; 'Katya Komisaruk'; 'Luis Moreno
Ocampo'; 'Luis Moreno Ocampo'
EoP Int: Omar Mateen Orlando Pulse Attack: Re: USA: 96-CR-68-M: US v T McVeigh; EoP
v WiP NWO Negotiations

TO: Orlando Florida: Mayor; Police & Prosecutor et al
TO: Pulse, Florida LGBT & CAIR
TO: DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco; FBI: Dir: James Comey
CC: Texas Lt Gov: Dan Patrick &
CC: Indiana Lt Gov & 96-CR-68-M US v T McVeigh Pros, Counsel et al
CC: EoP Applicants: Timothy McVeigh; David Petraeus; Stan McChrystal; Vladimir Putin
CC: EoP Req Asst of Counsel: Katya Komisaruk & Luis Moreno Ocampo
Orlando Florida: Mayor; Police & Prosecutor:
Orlando Mayor's Office: Mayor Buddy Dyer (buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net); Kathy Scanlon
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(Kathryn.scanlon@cityoforlando.net); Frank Billingsley (Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net); Byron Brooks
(Byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net); Maryanne Downs (Mayanne.downs@cityoforlando.net); Heather FAgan
(Heather.fagan@cityoforlando.net); Multicultural Affairs: Luis Martinez (Luis.martinez@cityoforlando.net);
Kathy DeVault (Kathleen.devault@cityoforlando.net); Fire Dept: Roderick Williams
(Roderick.Williams@cityoforlando.net); Police Dept: Chief John Mina (John.mina@cityoforlando.net); Orlando
City Attorney (troubleshooter@cityoforlando.net)
Pulse; Florida LGBT & CAIR:
Pulse: Sara Brady (sbrady@sarabradypr.com); SAVE Dade (savedade@savedade.org); Tony Lima
(tony@savedade.org); Devin Cordero (devin@savedade.org); Justin Klecha (justin@savedade.org); Charo Valero
(charo@savedade.org); Equality Florida: Jess Osborn (jess@eqfl.org); Amber (amber@eqfl.org); Brittany
(brittany@eqfl.org); Univ of Florida: LGBT Concerns Committee (lgbt@multicultural.ufl.edu); LB Hannahs
(LBH@multicultural.ufl.edu); Florida LGBTA Democratic Caucus (President@floridagbtademocrats.org);
Rainbow Democrats (RainbowDemocrats@gmail.com); CFGALLA: Central Florida Gay Lesbian Law Assoc:
Mary Merrel Bailey (Merrell@YourCaringLawFirm.com); Jeffrey Buak (jbuak@qpwblaw.com); Christopher
Caravette (christopher@caravette.com); Susan Kutkiewicz (Susan.Kutkiewicz@gmail.com); Blaine McChesney
(Blaine@BlaineMcChesneyLaw.com); Elizabeth McCausland (Liz@LizLawFirm.com); Barry Miller
(paralegal@barrymillerlaw.com); Jeffrey Miller (help@smattorneysfl.com); Michael Morris
(m.morris@orlandolegalgroup.com); Dan Oliver (dan@caplan-associatespa.com); Laura Pichardo
(laurap@clsmf.org); John Ruffier (john.ruffier@lowndes-law.com); Scott Schlegel (scott@schlegellaw.com); Joe
Seagle (joe@seaglelaw.com); Larry Smith (lsmith@southerntrialcounsel.com); Matthew Tabakman
(mtabakman@thesilverlawfirm.com); Mary Meeks (marybmeeks@aol.com); Cleve Acree (cacree@qpwblaw.com);
Luis Carlo (luis.carlo@fisglobal.com); Christopher Bilecki (chris@bileckilaw.com); CAIR: Council on AmericanIslamic Relations: Cleveland (info@cleveland.cair.com); Columbus (info@columbus.cair.com); J Nimer
(jnimer@cair.com); R Iqbal (riqbal@cair.com); Cincinatti (info@cincinnati.cair.com); Sana Hassan
(shassan@cair.com)
DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco; FBI: Dir: James Comey:
DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco (nsd.public@usdoj.gov); FBI: Dir: James Comey (james.comey@ic.fbi.gov)
DC: James McJunkin (washington.field@ic.fbi.gov); Alicia Sensibaugh (alicia.sensibaugh@ic.fbi.gov); Beth
McConn (beth.mcconn@ic.fbi.gov); James Wynne (james.wynne@ic.fbi.gov); James Turgal
(james.turgal@ic.fbi.gov); Jeanne White (jeanne.white@ic.fbi.gov); Johan Whalen (john.whalen@ic.fbi.gov);
Joline Caron (joline.caron@ic.fbi.gov); Megan Mikes (megan.mikes@ic.fbi.gov); Nevine Aziz
(nevine.aziz@ic.fbi.gov); Richard Vorderbruegge (richard.vorderbruegge@ic.fbi.gov); Tamara
Meheux (tamara.meheux@ic.fbi.gov); Yolanda Loya (yolanda.loya@ic.fbi.gov); Almeta
Austin (almeta.austin@ic.fbi.gov); Amy Dasaro (amy.dasaro@ic.fbi.gov); Brett Johnson
(brett.johnson@ic.fbi.gov); Brian Chrostowski (brian.chrostowski@ic.fbi.gov); Carolyn Woodbury
(carolyn.woodbury@ic.fbi.gov); Cheryll Leppert (cheryll.leppert@ic.fbi.gov); Crystal Komara
(crystal.komara@ic.fbi.gov); Daniel Clegg (daniel.clegg@ic.fbi.gov); Douglas Hares
(douglas.hares@ic.fbi.gov); G Jones (g.jones@ic.fbi.gov); Gary Bumgardner (gary.bumgardner@ic.fbi.gov);
Heather Stewart (heather.stewart@ic.fbi.gov); John Cotter (john.cotter@ic.fbi.gov); Joseph
McQueen (joseph.mcqueen@ic.fbi.gov); Lisa Jackson (lisa.jackson@ic.fbi.gov); Lisa
Moore (lisa.moore@ic.fbi.gov); Margaret Einspahr (margaret.einspahr@ic.fbi.gov); Mark
Mahon (mark.mahon@ic.fbi.gov); Marybeth King (marybeth.king@ic.fbi.gov); Melissa
McRae (melissa.mcrae@ic.fbi.gov); Michael Leverock (michael.leverock@ic.fbi.gov); Paul
Damond (paul.daymond@ic.fbi.gov); R Mark Wood (r.mark.wood@ic.fbi.gov); Rhonda
Williams (rhonda.williams@ic.fbi.gov); Sandra Breault (sandra.breault@ic.fbi.gov); Sharon
Gray (sharon.gray@ic.fbi.gov); Tammy Peter (tammy.peter@ic.fbi.gov); Thomas
Gancarz (thomas.gancarz@ic.fbi.gov); Vicki Anderson (vicki.anderson@ic.fbi.gov); William
McNeill (william.mcneill@ic.fbi.gov)
Texas Lt Gov: Dan Patrick & Veterans Coalition for Common Sense:
Texas Lt Gov: Dan Patrick (LTGConstituent.Affairs@ltgov.state.tx.us); Veterans Coalition for Common Sense
(info@americansforresponsiblesolutions.org); Press (press@americansforresponsiblesolutions.org); Patrick
Svitek (psvitek@texastribune.org); Chron: Religion (houstonbelief@chron.com); Education
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(citydesk@chron.com); Veterans for Common Sense (info@veteransforcommonsense.org); The Truth About
Guns (thetruthaboutguns@gmail.com); Guardian: Amanda Holpuch (amanda.holpuch@guardian.co.uk)
Ref: Texas Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick unfortunate "reap what you sow" coincidence tweet – Chronicle; TX Tribune;
Dallas Morning News; 10 Jun 2016 launch of Veterans for Common Sense – Americans for Responsible
Solutions; Truth About Guns; Guardian; Veterans for Common Sense: VCS Statement on Different
Organization with Similar Sounding Name.
Indiana Lt Gov & 96-CR-68-M US v T McVeigh Prosecutors, Counsel et al:
Indiana Lt Gov: Eric Holcomb: via Chief of Staff: Danny Lopez (dlopez@lg.in.gov); Mark Wuellner
(mwuellner@lg.in.gov); Ryan Heater (rheater@lg.in.gov); Dennis Rosebrough (drosebrough@lg.in.gov); Greg
Wilson (gwilson2@lg.in.gov); Emily Duncan (eduncan@lg.in.gov); Former 96-CR-68-M United States Attorney’s:
Patrick Ryan (pryan@ryanwhaley.com); Beth Wilkinson (bwilkinson@wilkinsonwalsh.com); OKC Bombing
Accused Counsel:Timothy McVeigh: Stephen Jones (sjones@stephenjoneslaw.com); Rob Nigh
(rnigh@brewsterlaw.com); Richard Burr (Dick@BurrandWelch.com); Terry Nichols: Michael Tigar
(mtigar@wcl.american.edu); Michael Fortier: Michael McGuire via: Tulsa County Bar Association: Exec Dir:
Kevin Cousins (kevinc@tulsabar.com); McVeigh Faked Execution Statements: Pres Bush & Gov Gray Davis:
President George W Bush via George W Bush Presidential Center (info@bushcenter.org); Office of George W
Bush (info@ogwb.org); George W Bush Presidential Library (gwbush.library@nara.gov); George W Bush
Institute (gwbi@bushcenter.org); Former CA Governor Gray Davis (gdavis@loeb.com); CC: Rumsfeld
Foundation: Donald Rumsfeld (daniel@javelindc.com); Marc Oestreich (marc@javelindc.com); Sam Maule
(sam@javelindc.com); Bill McVeigh & McVeigh Family via: Buffalo News: Lou Michel (lmichel@buffnews.com);
Dan Herbeck (dherbeck@buffnews.com); Office of IL: Clark County: Prosecuting Attorney: Jeremy Mull: Clark
Co Prosecutor: JeremyMull (JMull@co.clark.in.us);
EoP Applicants: Timothy McVeigh; David Petraeus; Stan McChrystal, Vladimir Putin:
Timothy McVeigh (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com); David Petraeus (david.petraeus@kkr.com); Stan
McChrystal (stan@mcchrystalgroup.com); Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office
(press_office@prpress.gov.ru)
EoP Req Asst of Counsel: Katya Komisaruk & Luis Moreno Ocampo:
Katya Komisaruk (justcause@lawcollective.org); Luis Moreno Ocampo
(Luis_Moreno_Ocampo@hks.harvard.edu); Luis Moreno Ocampo (lmoreno-ocampo@getnicklaw.com)
Orlando Florida: Mayor; Police & Prosecutor et al; Pulse, Florida LGBT & CAIR:
EoP Int: Omar Mateen Orlando Pulse Attack: Re: USA: 96-CR-68-M: US v T McVeigh; EoP v WiP
NWO Negotiations
“It’s possible that a few people in one or more military intelligence agency with access to psychotronic
technology; via their general psychotronic surveillance activities of citizens; were aware of Omar Mir Seddique
Mateen’s intentions; and decided to take advantage of his intentions; by partially or significantly manipulating
his actions – such as for example target choice: Pulse LGBT nightclub; date: 12 June at 02:00 AM; statements
made by Omar during his attack, statements and actions by individuals he was attacking; etc -- for legal,
military and/or political ends; by creating above normal coincidence events; to send via those abnormal
coincidence events; a legal, military and/or political cryptic Culture Change to EoP Honour Eco-footprint
Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics message.” – EoP Acting Clerk.
“Its possible that a few people in the [FSB] secret service knew the Chechens were cooking up something and
took advantage of the situation. They certainly used the [Moscow Apartment Basement bombings] for political
ends.” - Yuri Skuratov: Russian Prosecutor General 1995-2000; The Real Story of Russian President: Vladimir
Putin
“The Government in its summations and opening statement said that I was a terrorist. Yes, I am a terrorist
and I am proud of it. And I support terrorism so long as it was against the United States Government and
against Israel, because you are more than terrorists; you are the one who invented terrorism and using it every
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day. You are butchers, liars and hypocrites.” – Ramzi Yousef; New York Times: Excerpts: United States v
Ramzi Ahmed Yousef et al.
See EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: RFERL; The Interpreter Re: Endgame;
and Truthseeker; Anti-Maidan: Re: Terrorist.
*~~~~~* *~~~~~*

EoP interpretations are subject to EoP RH IQO caveat. The following are simply a few of the abnormal
coincidences. There are many more.
“I went out to the people and asked them what they wanted. They wanted to look at the building from inside;
because they thought it belonged to the Stasi. No, I said, it belongs to the Soviet Army. The next question was
'How come I spoke such good German?' The only thing that I could say was that I was an interpreter.” –
Vladimir Putin; I, Putin, a Portrait
“The communists had tried to achieve by action; what the church had tried to achieve by prayer and precept. I
came to the conclusion that I was no longer fighting on the right side." - George Blake | “Berlin taught me one
thing. Almost all intelligence work is just a black market for information. These people are black marketeers.”
- Neal Ascherson; BBC: Storyville: Master Spy of Moscow: George Blake
“Can you imagine like, if Lee Harvey Oswald had had the chance to spill his guts or John Wilkes Booth? I
knew I had one of the most saddest and horrible stories that has ever been told in american journalism. I never
had trouble admitting to my involvement in what I did, because I feel no shame for it. You see, with these
tapes, i feel very free in talking. You've got this adrenaline pumping, but you force yourself to stay calm. And
not be noticed. I then pulled up to the light which was red at the time and lit the main fuse, which was
approximately two minutes. You could see someone calling me a coward with a 7,000 pound bomb. With the
fuse burning behind my back. I lit the two-minute fuse at stoplight and I swear to god that was the longest
stoplight i ever sat at in my life. I'm thinking, okay, it's lit. Green. Green! I'm down to, what, a minute 30? I
pulled up to the building, pulled the parking brake, turned it off, and then I made sure my door was locked.
Stepped out and walked across the street. The mission was accomplished.” – Timothy McVeigh; Ark TV: The
McVeigh Tapes
“When you have a law that says you cannot go ahead when there is a red light. You can move when there is a
green light. Then if these rules are respected; you move to enforcement. How many people cross the red light?
How many of them are prosecuted. How fast you go? In this case this convention; of you stop when there is a
red light and you move when there is a green light; was not existing in International Relations. Leaders can
commit crimes and nothing happens to them. Nothing. And this was the first time; hey guys; leaders: Red
Light. If you commit atrocities; that will be a problem for you. That is a concept. The enforcement we can
discuss. But for the first time we changed the world; we put up Red Lights for leaders who commit massive
atrocities.” - Luis Moreno Ocampo; IBA Global Insight: Former ICC Chief Prosecutor Luis Moreno Ocampo;
“The purpose of the private prosecution complaint to the International Criminal Court is to implement an
Ecology of Peace international law social contract; that requires all the world’s citizens to procreate and
consume below ecological carrying capacity limits. The complaint shall charge the breeding and/or
consumption scarcity combatants with ‘Crimes of Aggression Acts of War’ for their breeding/consuming above
ecological carrying capacity limits; and shall require the respondents to cooperate; to nonviolently deindustrialize and reduce consumption and procreation to ecological carrying capacity limits; through specific
actions requested of them. Put simply in terms of your red/green light international law analogy; individuals
breeding and/or consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits are guilty of procreation/consumption
crimes of aggression acts of war; i.e. have crossed the red light.” – 25 Dec 2015 EoP Acting Clerk
correspondence to Luis Moreno-Ocampo: Re: Ecology of Peace ICC Private Prosecution Assistance of Counsel
Request; ICC Private Prosecution: EoP PoW's –v– Nobel Committee & Peace Laureates et al: EoP Applicants
Req Asst Counsel: Luis Moreno Ocampo [PDF]
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19 April:
•

19 April 1995: Timothy James McVeigh bombing of Oklahoma Federal Building:
o Timothy McVeigh: former security guard [Clark Prosecutor] for Armoured Services of America
aka Burke Armor Inc [History Commons]; Burns International Security Services [History
Commons]; provided security services to Calspan Research [Whale] in Cheektowaga; and
abortion clinics [Race Traitor]; bombs the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City.

•

19 April 2004: South Africa v Lara Johnstone & USA v Aamon Bundy et al:
o EoP Axis: USA v Aamon Bundy et al [PDF]: 17 Jan 2016: EoP Obs & Int: Re: WiP BundyHammond Malheur Militia Occupation negotiations | NB: Note Caveat.
----EoP Root Cause Problem Solving Option for Bundy-Hammond Malheur Militia Occupation
[..]
Lara Johnstone member Ecology of Peace culture; win-win resource war conflict problem solving
cooperation to address root causes of resource conflicts; daughter of Clive; legal battle with
Former Judge Karen Marshall waged by correspondence and court proceedings; on behalf of
Timothy McVeigh and Vladimir Putin
Setting Fire & Court Pleadings:
Lara attempted to set fire to Oakland Hills on 04 July 2001; to burn alive all the Oakland Hill
hypocrites who refused to support a free and fair trial for Timothy McVeigh; and then turn
herself in to plead to necessity of demanding a public brutal honesty conversation about race
and justice; instead of this left right wing blame game bullshit; but there was no wind; so she
turned herself into the INS; whom put her on their observation watch list
Lara set fire to George Women’s prison on 19 April 2004 to object to Black Supremacist Prison
BBQ; hiding the lighter-flint in her vagina; until requested to provide it to the Prison Warden;
once the fire had been put down and the entire prisons Black Power BBQ had been cancelled;
who was then violently arrested by Afrikaner prison guards and placed in the Mens Prison
Maximum Security wing; where she was left with her hands shackled to each other and her one
leg shackled to the prison bed; making it almost impossible to go to the toilet. She was finally
released back to the women’s prison when a coloured prison guard got so furious he threatened
to resign and inform the media of the prison’s treatment of her.
Lara did not deny she set fire to George Women’s prison on 19 April 2004 to object to Black
Supremacist Prison BBQ; requested court to plead to necessity defence; request denied; denial
of necessity defence brought up during mitigation proceedings; sentenced to community service.
----

•

19 April 2016: Lara v Clive Johnstone:
o After Lara, Clive and Ann returned from 19 April 2016 court proceedings; Ann asked Lara;
what Lara thought might happen in court on the next scheduled date of 10 May. Lara emailed
Ann a detailed response – Ma: Re: Magistrate Essel’s possible 10 May responses [PDF] -- of what
she thought may happen; which included:
---Postponement: God/ET Coincidence option:
For example: Magistrate Essel’s car won’t start cause his car’s battery was hacked until its
kaput; or he’s got a sudden totally flat tyre; so he spends the whole morning at the mechanic to
get a new battery / find out there is nothing wrong with his tyre; it just went totally flat on its
own; or he’s got a strange form of diarrhea; and a substitute magistrate postpones all the cases
to a new date.
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10 May:
•

10 May 1947: Indictment filed in The United States of America --against-- Wilhelm List, Maximilian
von Weichs, Lothar Rendulic, Walter Kuntze, Hermann Foertsch, Franz, Boehme, Helmuth Felmy,
Hubert Lanz, Ernst Dehner, Ernst von Leyser, Wilhelm Speidel, and Kurt von Geitner, Defendants.
Excerpts of Nuremberg US Military Tribunal Rendulic Military Necessity Rule Hostages Trial: Trial of
Wilhelm List and Others available at: Ecology of Peace: Military Necessity Doctrine.

•

10 May 2001: Six days prior to McVeigh’s scheduled 16 May execution FBI decides to release over 3,000
documents to McVeigh attorneys not provided to McVeigh prior to trial. McVeigh instructed his
attorneys that he wanted to plead to Necessity Defence; but his Attorney’s refused to follow his
instructions. Attorney General Ashcroft postpones McVeigh execution to 11 June 2001. President Bush
calls McVeigh execution delay necessary. [The Guardian: FBI blunder delays McVeigh execution; CNN:
Bush calls McVeigh execution delay necessary.
o McVeigh & Necessity Defense: “Timothy McVeigh never got the trial he wanted. He tried to
convince his attorneys to present a "necessity defense" that might allow him to present evidence
of the "crimes" of the federal government that his bombing was meant to prevent. ... McVeigh
also resented Jones's refusal to push his "necessity defense," a decision made by Jones after
research convinced him that McVeigh had no chance of establishing--as he would be required to
do to raise the defense--that the federal government put McVeigh in "imminent danger.” –
Famous Trials; Murderpedia.

•

10 May 2016: Lara v Clive Johnstone court proceedings:
o Clive refused to postpone proceedings for further negotiations; so Magistrate Essel postponed
the matter to 2PM / 14:00 hrs; for the consideration by Magistrate Torlage.
o

10 May 2016: Lara computer hacked and motherboard destroyed.
10 May MB Hack Data blog provides a copy of the 10 May 2016 EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations
update data -- that had (a) been updated; or not yet updated; in MILED Clerk Notice
Negotiations Correspondence or EoP Legal Submissions Case's PDF document; and (b) been
updated but re-positioned on EoP v WiP NWO Neg: Comments Correspondence blog -- when
EoP Acting Clerk's computer was hacked and motherboard crashed; as detailed in 14 May 2016
correspondence to EoP Applicants.

11 June: 02-12 June: LGBT - BDSM; Pulse:
•

11 June 2001: 7:14 AM: Faked Execution of Timothy McVeigh:
Ecology of Peace culture correspondence regarding the Oklahoma City Bombing and the faked
execution of Timothy James McVeigh [PDF]: 08: GMC 5048-15: Lara Johnstone v Clive Johnstone: Re:
Faked Execution of Timothy McVeigh & Russia Assisted Suicide: 28 November 2015: US Att P Ryan &
B Wilkinson: Info Req: Re: 96-CR-68-M: USA v TJ McVeigh & TL Nichols [PDF]
---“I request American Ambassador Patrick Gaspard to: Request Former President George W Bush and/or
Governor Gray Davis; and if necessary any other United States Government officials to confirm and/or
edit for accuracy and/or outright deny the following statement: “In late 2001, Steve West, Former US
Special Forces and then Secret Service Officer in the California Governors office of Governor Gray
Davis confirmed to me: Lara Johnstone that Governor Gray Davis had confirmed that the previous
statements of the California Governors Office to me: Lara Johnstone; confirming the execution of
Timothy James McVeigh had been incorrect. Governor Gray Davis had been informed by President
George Bush at their recent meeting in San Bernadino County; that in fact; Timothy McVeigh’s
execution had been faked. Timothy McVeigh was not executed on 11 June 2001; his execution was
faked. Mr. West then thanked Lara Johnstone for informing the Governor’s Davis office of this
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information for his verification.”
---•

02 – 12 June 2016: 02:00 AM:
o

EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: 02 June: Religious Scholars
[PDF] & US Political Parties.
---“Xi believed that there was a grave threat to China from within”, Osnos writes, “according to
U.S. diplomats, Xi’s friend the professor described Xi as “repulsed by the all-encompassing
commercialization of Chinese society, with its attendant nouveaux riches, official corruption,
loss of values, dignity, and self-respect, and such ‘moral evils’ as drugs and prostitution.” If he
ever became China’s top leader, the professor had predicted, “he would likely aggressively
attempt to address these evils, perhaps at the expense of the new moneyed class.”
[..]
President / Secretary of Defence to Generals and Admirals:
My President / Secretary of Defence Preference is to abolish the War is a Masonic Breeding
Slaves and Cannon Fodder Fertility Religion for Human Sacrifice and Profit Racket founded on
Vatican Roman Empire Canon Law slavery [FL v Michael Dunn: EoP Amicus PDF para 20-50]
social contract and implement an Ecology of Peace social contract that has a crystal clear
metric; to determine between Eco-Innocent and Scarcity Combatant:
EoP Crimes of Aggression Acts of War crystal clear metric definition can be found in ICC: EoP
PoW's –v– Nobel Committee & Peace Laureates et al: 27 August Draft [PDF] Para 31-37;
succinctly summaried in EoP Clerk correspondence to ICC Judges [PDF]
[..]
* EoP supporters: Please provide me with your buck stops here written support and options for
political, legal and/or military strategy for implementing an EoP social contract.
* WiP supporters: Please provide me with your argument and evidence clarifying how and why
the implementation of an EoP social contract should not be the top priority of honourable
political and military leadership; or what exactly your reasons are for opposing the
implementation of an EoP international law social contract. If you are addicted to being cannon
fodder; as some people are addicted to being beaten; the ‘fully informed consenting principle
values’ aspects of an EoP international law social contract; shall provide you the opportunity to
meet and relate with other individuals addicted to being cannon fodder; in ‘cannon fodder
BDSM fight club’ like private venues; where you can cannon fodder each other to whatever level
of cannon fodder addiction extremism you prefer.
----

o

12 June: 02 AM:
Orlando Pulse LGBT nightclub shooting:
Omar Mir Seddique Mateen, a 29-year-old U.S. citizen; a current or former security guard for
GS4 killed 50 people at Pulse nightclub; an upmarket gay nightclub in Orlando. The attack is
the deadliest mass shooting in United States history, the deadliest incident of violence against
LGBT people in U.S. history, and the deadliest terrorist attack on U.S. soil since the September
11 attacks of 2001.
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EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Pulse:
•

George Eco-Leaks Pulse:
Eco Pulse v WiP Tar Sands Timeline: George_EcoLeaks.png .
Information that has not yet been added at UJMC SF44: [2/2] EoP Int: - .. Adm Rogers MIC MRE .. Response to McChrystal Group Col: Howie Cohan: Leadership Lessons Turn Rocks Over; to 16-0504_DoD_EUComColeMeeting-PentagonLockheedF35-FtMcMurrayBFFtptWaltz [PNG]; regarding 03
and 04 May EoP Acting Clerk correspondence. Transcripts available in: (i) EoP Applicants [PDF]: Stan
McChrystal & Timothy McVeigh; (ii) FSB & NSA [PDF]: Stan McChrystal; Unashamedly Ethical; (iii)
EoP v WiP NWO negotiations: Psych [PDF]: McChrystal Group; (vi) INT Police: Unashamedly Ethical
Fraud [PDF]: Canada & Hong Kong; (v): EoP Axis: MIC [PDF].

•

Military Intelligence Agencies Manchurian Candidates Psychotronic Pulse:
o

EoP Applicants: Req Asst of Counsel: FSB & NSA: MWeb [PDF] 14 Jan 2016: Subject: R De La
Harpe: Conclusion: Re FSB & NSA Possible Hacking of MWeb account:044-870-7239;
Username: jmcswan
---Re: Computer, Router and Mind Firewalls:
Military intelligence agencies can breach any computer firewall. Minds don’t have firewalls; but
if any citizen believes that their lies are hidden behind a mind firewall; because mind-reading
technology does not exist; then their belief in their minds firewall is an illusion; because
mindreading technology does exist and has existed for at least 30 years.
Twenty years ago military technology was generally speaking at least 25 years more advanced
than publicly available technology used by corporations. I don’t know if that gap has increased
or decreased over the years; but whatever it is; it still exists. For example: since at least the
early 1990’s military intelligence agencies have had technology capable of reading anyone on
the planets minds; so they were and are capable of accessing anyone’s password: from my MWeb
password which is less than 8 digits long; to Minuteman nuclear missile detonation passwords
which are or could be hundred or more digits long; and changed weekly or hourly.
See for example: Kathy Kasten: The Voices In My Head?: Real time direct pulsing to the brain
cortex via remote telemetry delivered from satellite based platforms, or possible subprojects of
MKULTRA called Mensa and Scrabble Systems directly pulsed to the targeted brain cortex; and
Timmy McVeigh Was Telling the Truth!: It's Not Your Father's Mind Control Technology links
available at: Pootin Bear: Masonic elite sawing at the branch they sit on.
“Similarly mainstream Masonic Psychiatrists and Psychologists continue to pretend that
psychotronic ELF technology does not exist; let alone being willing to consider how such
psychotronic ELF technology is and has been used by military intelligence agencies; against
their own or each others military and civilian populations.” -- 04 June 2015 8:15 PM;
correspondence to Gen Martin Dempsey: Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff & Gen John
Mulholland: US Army Special Operations Command; Subject: EoP response to USASOC: DCoE
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Psych Health & TBI Challenge [PDF].
----

o

12 Jan 2016: FSB & NSA: Re: Notice of Psychotronic Warfare messages; EoP Axis: Israel [PDF]:
06 June 2016: Notice to IL PM Netanyahu & Mossad Y Cohen: Your removal as EoP Axis
Coercion effective immediately.
---[12 Jan 2016] A psychotronic drone operator – from your or some other military intelligence
agency – appears to have a problem. This has happened repeatedly before; and I have provided
the individual with the response herein stated; psychotronically in my thoughts to him; now
provided to you in writing.
Sometimes it occurs a few days a month; sometimes a few months goes by without this
particular drone message. The drone messages started about 15 years ago; not too long after I
noticed that thoughts entering into my consciousness were not generated by my own being or
memory; but were being beamed into my head.
This particular message is similar or a version with similar wording as follows:
“Blow your goddamn fucking brains away; stick a fucking gun to your head bitch and blow your
goddamn fucking brains away. Too goddamn fucking gutless coward to blow your goddamn
fucking brains away fucking bitch.”
My response: I notice the messages being beamed into my consciousness; find a quiet place and
simply listen and let the individual beaming the fucking shit into my consciousness get over
whatever the fuck his problem is.
Sometimes I respond with versions as follows:
”I’d be happy to blow my brains away you gutless fucking coward; once you get on a goddamn
fucking plane and come and inform me to my goddamn fucking face why you think I should
blow my brains away; and I consider your reasons justified. Alternatively find a goddamn
fucking court and inform them why the fuck you think I need to stick a gun to my head and
blow my goddamn fucking brains away you fucking gutless coward; and if your reasons are
justified I’ll provide you with the legal authority to do so; you fucking coward.”
It is unclear whether the individual sending the messages is himself/herself being
psychotronically manipulated by another intelligence agency; or whether s/he is simply so
stressed from the fucked up psychotronic warfare – school shootings etc – stuff they are
required to engage in; that s/he is simply projecting what is being beamed into their
consciousness; as a way to cope.
Alternatively the individual may be ordered to engage in this psychotronic shit; and does not
have the courage to refuse the order. Until the individual is found; and can clarify why s/he is
doing what s/he is doing; it is unclear what the circumstances of the individual or individuals
are; who are doing this shit.
I don’t take it too personally; although it is unpleasant – not unlike a nigger on crack with their
boombox blasting into your skull. There is only so much mindfulness you can handle such noise
and anger from a plausible deniable source; who has no honour or integrity about declaring
themselves to you; and providing context and/or reasons for their actions.
[..]
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[06 Jun 2016] Israel Prime Minister’s Office and Israel Intelligence Agency: Mossad are hereby
removed as EoP Axis Coercion authorities.
If there is an individual in Israel’s Prime Ministers Office or the Mossad with Igor Strelkov’s -- I
Am Responsible for War in Eastern Ukraine -- buck stops here honesty and honour capacity to
take responsibility for his actions; they are more than welcome to take personal responsibility
for their fuck honour actions and provide me with their written reasons and justifications for
their recent and ongoing fuck honour psychotronic coercion actions against me since 24 April
2016 [EoP v WiP NWO Neg: Popular Resistance; Diary of a Negress]; if any exist besides their
fuck honour kaffir kike characters. If any such reasons and justifications are provided; I shall
provide them with my written apology and the withdrawal of their removal as EoP Axis coercion
authorities.
Any Israeli citizen who wants me to blow my brains away on South African soil; should find his
goddamn fucking kaffir kike balls; inform my parents that he is going to get on a goddamn
fucking plane and arrive at our front gate to inform their daughter to blow her goddamn fucking
brains away on South African soil; because the kaffirs who call themselves jews; do not give a
fuck about honour and honourable resolution of EoP and WiP negotiations; for me to depart the
planet according to my preferences.
If you have got something to say to me; macho special forces assassin; prime minister who is
incapable of stringing one goddamn fucking buck stops here honest sentence together;
whomever the fuck you are; who wants me to blow my goddamn brains away in a dishonourable
way; find your goddamn fucking balls if you have any; find your honour and honesty; if you ever
gave a fuck about honour and honesty; and arrive on my goddamn fucking doorstep; you gutless
fucking two faced coward.
---*~~~~~* *~~~~~*

"I gave them some instructions about what needed to be done and how, emphasizing however, that we would
only do so if we were absolutely confident that it was what the people there wanted us to do. We had to give
Crimean residents a chance to decide for themselves and have a voice in the matter -- that was our goal,
anyway. I am being entirely honest with you, and totally frank. I thought to myself then: whatever the people say
they want, let it be so. If they want to have more autonomy or more rights as part of Ukraine, fine. But if they
want the other option, we cannot let them down." - Vladimir Putin; Crimea the Way Home by Andrey
Kondrashev
[..]
Could Americans, Europeans and Jews and anyone else interested in a sustainable future for their children
have used their power to educate blacks and browns and ignorant whites in simple English; about ecology of
peace factual reality; so that we can all realize the necessity of implementing an Ecology of Peace international
law social contract that requires all races, class, cultures and religions to procreate and consume below
ecological carrying capacity limits?
Not yet.
[..]
Difficult projects can be accomplished; if those who are involved in the project: sincerely want to accomplish the
project.
The Masonic War is Peace international law social contract can be abolished; if a small group of committed
dedicated people make the final decision that is what they want to do.
As Michael Ruppert said: What do you want?
-- EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: RFERL; The Interpreter.
**
EoP Acting Clerk Response to Vladimir Putin: What do you want?:
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Lara’s ‘Justice Quartus de Wet & Jury Percy Yutar mercy” preferences can be found in Ecology of Peace
culture correspondence regarding the Oklahoma City Bombing and the faked execution of Timothy James
McVeigh [PDF]: 5B: 06 Nov 2015: Timothy J McVeigh: Formal Apology: Re: Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult. If
US Attorney General refuses Lara and Timothy’s ‘‘Justice Quartus de Wet & Jury Percy Yutar mercy” and
“EoP Bram Fischer expert witness to the subjective reasonableness of our military necessity actions”
preferences; Lara’s secondary preferences have been submitted to Eugene de Kock: Request for Info: Request:
Honest Person to Confirm my Assisted Suicide in Russia for my parents: Clive and Ann Johnstone [PDF]. Copy
filed with Magistrate Torlage in Lara v Clive Johnstone on 23 May 2016 [PDF].

*~~~~~* *~~~~~*

EoP interpretations are subject to EoP RH IQO caveat. Bubble conscious images and background information
are available at: UJMC SF 44.
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in: (i) EoP Applicants [PDF]: Timothy McVeigh; David
Petraeus; Stan McChrystal; Vladimir Putin; (ii) EoP Applicants: Request Assistance of Counsel [PDF]: Katya
Komisaruk & Luis Moreno Ocampo; (iii) EoP v WiP NOW Negotiations: Comments Correspondence
[PDF]:Orlando Mayor; FL Pulse LGBT CAIR; TX Lt Gov Dan Patrick; IN Lt Gov Eric Holcomb; Veterans
Coalition for Common Sense; US DoJ NSD; FBI.
Respectfully
Lara Johnstone aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042 George East 6539 RSA
GMC 4643-13 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:00 PM
Cortez A
Re: Regarding the recent tragedy. What can we do?

Dear Amber,
Thank you for your kind offer of assistance. We are in the process of sorting through the overwhelming number
of offers to assist. We will note your kind offer and be back in touch as soon as we are able.
Buddy Dyer
Mayor of Orlando
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 8:00 AM, Cortez A <scortez.amber@gmail.com> wrote:
Mayor Dyer,
I attend Movement Church in Madison, Alabama. Our pastors lived in the Orlando area for 21 years before
moving here to start a church. Our hearts are with all who have been affected by the violence this weekend.
We were trying to brainstorm ideas of what we could do to tangibly show love and support to the victims,
families, law enforcement, and emergency personnel. I know there is a gofundme already set up and there have
been a lot of blood donations. What else is there that we could do? What are some of the immediate needs that
we could help with?
We love you all and are praying for peace and comfort.
Amber
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ethan E <mail@changemail.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:00 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
New petition to you: Protect yourself, friends, and loved ones from terrorist attacks

New petition

Buddy Dyer – Ethan E started a petition on
Change.org and listed you as a decision maker.
Learn more about Ethan E’s petition and how you
can respond.

Paul Ryan: Protect yourself, friends, and
loved ones from terrorist attacks
Petition by Ethan E · Started Jun 13, 2016
The terrorist shooting in Orlando could not have been
stopped by stricter guns laws or anything except Citizens
with concealed carry permits who are willing to take the...
Read more

View the petition

WHAT YOU CAN DO

1. View the petition

Learn about the petition and its supporters. You will
receive updates as new supporters sign the petition
so you can see who is signing and why.
2. Respond to the petition

Post a response to let the petition supporters know
you're listening, say whether you agree with their call
to action, or ask them for more information.
3. Continue the dialogue

Read the comments posted by petition supporters
and continue the dialogue so that others can see
you're an engaged leader who is willing to participate
in open discussion.
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CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS
On Change.org, decision makers like you connect
directly with people around the world to resolve
issues. Learn more
This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net,
the address listed as the decision maker contact by the
petition starter. If this is incorrect, please post a response to
let the petition starter know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA
94104-5401, USA
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:01 PM
Swartz, Justin
Re: Thank You

Dear Justin,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 8:42 AM, Swartz, Justin <jswartz@bakerdonelson.com> wrote:
Mayor Dyer - Thank you for your great leadership and service this weekend.

Justin S. Swartz
Attorney

Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, P.C.
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200 South Orange Avenue
Suite 2900
Orlando, FL, 32801

Main: 407.422.6600
Direct: 407.367.5411
Fax: 407.841.0325
jswartz@bakerdonelson.com

Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, P.C.
represents clients across the U.S. and abroad from
offices in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Tennessee, Texas and Washington, D.C.

Under requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, if any advice concerning one or more U.S. federal tax issues is contained in this communication
(including in any attachments and, if this communication is by email, then in any part of the same series of emails), such advice was not intended or written by the
sender or by Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (1) avoiding penalties under the Internal
Revenue Code or (2) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or tax-related matter addressed herein.
This electronic mail transmission may constitute an attorney-client communication that is privileged at law. It is not intended for transmission to, or receipt by, any
unauthorized persons. If you have received this electronic mail transmission in error, please delete it from your system without copying it, and notify the sender by
reply e-mail, so that our address record can be corrected.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:03 PM
Helfer, Bryna (OST)
'Kathleen Russell (kathleen.russell@cityoforlando.net)'
(kathleen.russell@cityoforlando.net)
Re: THINKING of you...

Dear Bryna,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 8:35 AM, Helfer, Bryna (OST) <bryna.helfer@dot.gov> wrote:
Just a note to let you know that I am thinking about you, your city, the victims and families!

Bryna Helfer
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Public Engagement
US Department of Transportation
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202-507-1450

Check out Beyond Traffic and Share Your Ideas at www.dot.gov/beyondtraffic
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Scott-Ford, Alesia <alesia.scottford@hud.gov>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:02 PM
'buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net'
Causey, Gary A
Shooting in Orlando

Good day Mayor Dyer,
We any City employees victims of the shooting this weekend? The Federal HUD Office would like to
send condolences to the families.
Alesia Scott-Ford
Field Office Director
United States Dept of HUD
400 W. Bay Street Suite 1015
Jacksonville, Florida 32202
Telephone: 904-208-6039
Fax: 904-232-1730
“HUD Providing Excellent Customer Service”

Visit HUD in Florida
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:03 PM
Josef.Knot@mupisek.cz
Re: Solidarity

Dear Mr. Knot,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 7:59 AM, <Josef.Knot@mupisek.cz> wrote:
Dear Mr Buddy Dyer,
on behalf of myself, my colleagues and the town of Písek I would like to express our solidarity and compassion
on the tragedy that happened in Orlando on June 12, 2016.
The innocent victims, their families and friends are in our thoughts.
In this difficult moments I wish you a lot of power to defend a tolerant and safe society.
Yours sincerely,
Josef Knot, Deputy Mayor of the town of Písek
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JUDr. Josef Knot, MBA, místostarosta
gsm: +420 608 333 481<tel:+420%20608%20333%20481> / tel.: +420 382 330
226<tel:+420%20382%20330%20226> / fax: +420 382 214 431<tel:+420%20382%20214%20431>
e-mail: josef.knot@mupisek.cz<mailto:josef.knot@mupisek.cz> / www.mesto-pisek.cz<http://www.mestopisek.cz>
Městský úřad Písek / Velké náměstí 114/3 / 397 19 PÍSEK
[cid:]
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:04 PM
jose cerqueira
Re: Solidarity

Dear Mr. Cerqueira,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 7:49 AM, jose cerqueira <joseribamar@me.com> wrote:
Mayor buddy dyer
I am Jose from Rio de Janeiro , Brazil , I would like to express that we are suffering with you in this moment
that shook all the world.
This is so much sad .
All my best wishes to you , your family and all the victims and their family.
And as disney says all your best wishes will come true
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My family is praying for all you
Best
José Ribamar de Almeida Cerqueira Filho
Member of American academy of Osseointegration
Implantodontista
Cirurgião - Dentista
Av n s de Copacabana 978 sub loja 102
Copacabana - Rio de Janeiro
3208-3635
3208-3943
www.joseribamar.com.br
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Pattyhru <pattyhru@aol.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:05 PM
BUDDY DYER
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Me too and I am now a Buddy supporter who lives down the street from the n CP
👍
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 13, 2016, at 11:47 AM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Dear Patty,
Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of
the City of Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came
together, united to support the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as
well as our citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel
that saved so many lives that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues
to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond,
how we treat each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:41 AM, Pattyhru <pattyhru@aol.com> wrote:
Please know that I have never felt so absolutely proud to have you as my Major and the excellent
OPD and OCPD! Out of all the terrorist attacks in the US, NO other local municipality has
performed this well!
Patty Hru ❤
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Sent from my iPhone
> On Jun 12, 2016, at 6:31 PM, Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
>
> This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and
prayers are with the victims and their families.
>
> We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this
morning in our city could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack
Obama has provided the support of the federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted
my request for a state of emergency in the City. This allows us to bring in additional resources to
support our efforts.
>
> We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is
working the scene as efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains
of the deceased. The names of the victims after their next of kin have been notified are being
added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
>
> I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first
responders and hospital staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today
many residents donated blood to help the victims and joined one another to lend support.
>
> We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has
also offered grief counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
>
> We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off
on vigils - they represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which
we need to dedicate to law enforcement and victims.
>
> If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the
Dr. Phillips Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
>
> Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a
strong community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We
need to support each other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us
together.
>
> - Buddy Dyer, Mayor
>
>
> This message was sent to Pattyhru@aol.com from:
> City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue
> PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
>
> Manage Your Subscription:
> http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmailmprofile.pl?r=102613602&l=147881&s=B7J0&m=1157081&c=373575
>
>
>
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

stacy goodbread <stacygoodbread@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:05 PM
BUDDY DYER
Re: Light up Orlando

This was one on the victims. Family friend A non-gay 26 year old boy. The family is in great pain.
Thank for keeping this an American issue attack. Not a gay issue.
Stacy Goodbread
On Jun 13, 2016, at 11:43 AM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Dear Ms. Goodbread,
Thank you for your email. This attack was felt by all of us in this community and the entire
country, not one particular group.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues
to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond,
how we treat each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
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On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:11 AM, stacy goodbread <stacygoodbread@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Mayor Dyer
I appreciate your commitment to the city during them tragedy. I would like to raise your
attention to who was attacked during this event.
Even though many members of the gay community was victims there were others which were
not gay that were also victims.
I do not wish you as the mayor of thus this community to get sided-tracked on this being a gay
attack. It was an attack on AMERICA. Every victim were Americans, please respect all the
victims, do not label every victim as gay.
During this time of sadness these families are going through which has lost a loved one in this
attack please do not disrespect or bring more harm or burdens upon them.
Please acknowledge all victims as AMERICAN's. Not gay. There personal life choices are not
the issue here.
Thank you for you time.
Stacy Goodbread
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:05 PM
John Brenner
Re: Prayers from PA

Dear John,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:01 AM, John Brenner <JBrenner@pamunicipalleague.org> wrote:
Mayor, As the former of Mayor of York, PA, had to privilege to work with you, other National League of Cities
officials and community volunteers to help build a new playground back in 2008. I found everyone down thereespecially you- to be friendly, helpful and very passionate about the community. Here in PA, our thoughts are
with you and the entire Orlando community during this incredibly difficult time.

We stand ready to assist in any way that we can, as I’m sure Mayors and local leaders from all over the nation
will do as well.
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May your community find peace and comfort in the days and years ahead.

Sincerely,
jb

John S. Brenner
Deputy Executive Director
Pennsylvania Municipal League
414 North Second Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101
P: 717-236-9469 Ext. 230
F: 717-236-6716
jbrenner@pamunicipalleague.org
www.pamunicipalleague.org

www.fixthenumbers.com

PML’s mission is to strengthen, empower and advocate for effective local government
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:09 PM
Sam Pulia
Re: Condolences

Dear Sam,
Thank you for your kind words of support. I am sorry to learn about your cousin who gave his life in the service
of others. I know that you must share the same pride that I do about the heroism of our country's first
responders.

Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud
of our community because they came together, united to support the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:13 AM, Sam Pulia <SPulia@westchester-il.org> wrote:
Dear Mayor Dyer,
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Please accept this email as one of sorrow and support for the City of Orlando. As Mayor of the Village of
Westchester, Illinois a suburb of Chicago, I know having lost a cousin, a FDNY FireFighter, on September 11,
2001 what thoughts must be going on in the minds of all the citizens of your city, our country, and the world.
The thoughts and prayers of the entire village staff and the 17 K residents are with you.
As a retired police officer myself, who have 2 sons, and 2 nephews as Chicago Police Officers, I want to
compliment your Chief John Mina and Sheriff’s department for their quick response, ultimately saving the lives
of many others due to their prompt action when negotiations appeared futile.
Your words of resolve and healing will make your city stronger. Your leadership has not gone unnoticed from a
mayor 988 miles away.
God Bless …
Sam Pulia
Mayor Village of Westchester, Illinois 60154
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Berny Solano <bsolanos@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:12 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Message of Condolences/Mensaje de condolencias

Dear Mr. Mayor:
My name is Berny Solano, I am a Judge in my country Costa Rica. Respectfully, in these sad and painful times for the american people and
specially for the City of Orlando, I want send you my message of peace and please accept my deepest condolences.
My pray and thoughts are with the american people. You'll be fine and more strong. USA and Orlando aren't the places of the hate,
intolerance and incomprehension, and are not a place of fear, America is the place of rights and liberty.
From a long time, specially Orlando has been one city of the illusions, hapiness, the capitol of the dreams and hopeful for all people with his
parks and your life style.
Peace for the american people. Our best wishes of peace, prosperity and development. God bless you!.
With all respect and esteem,
Berny Solano
From Costa Rica
------Estimado Señor Alcalde
Mi nombre es Berny Solano, soy juez en mi país Costa Rica. Respetuosamente, en estos tiempos de tristeza y dolor para el pueblo
estadounidense y especialmente para la ciudad de Orlando, quería enviarles mi mensaje de paz y mis sinceras condolencias.
Mis oraciones y pensamientos están con ustedes. Estarán bien y serán más fuertes. Ni los Estados Unidos de América ni Orlando, son
lugares del odio, intolerancia e incomprensión y no son lugares para el miedo. Los Estados Unidos son un lugar de derechos y libertad.
Durante mucho tiempo, especialmente Orlando, ha sido una ciudad de ilusiones y felicidad, la capital de los sueños y la esperanza para las
personas de todas las edades con sus parques y su estilo de vida.
Paz para el pueblo estadounidense. Nuestros mejores deseos de paz, prosperidad y desarrollo. Dios los bendiga!.
Con todo respeto y estima,
Berny Solano
Desde Costa Rica
Righ
tclick
here
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d
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res.
To
hel…
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacob ter Poorten <jaaptpoorten@icloud.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:12 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Orlando massacre.

My condolences to all the people in Orlando. I thank you for a job well done and giving out clear and excelent
information. Peace to you all.
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shalominternational <shalominternational@mindspring.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:10 PM
Kunst responds to killings of Gay Americans in Orlando- Mosque Speaker Calls for
Killing of Gays - Channel 9 News Story airs thanks to TUW

From:
Sent:
Subject:

Subject: Kunst responds to killings of Gay Americans in Orlando- Mosque Speaker Calls for Killing of Gays Channel 9 News Story airs thanks to TUW
Subject: Fw: Kunst responds to killings of Gay Americans in Orlando- Mosque Speaker Calls for Killing of Gays

Subject: Kunst responds to killings of Gay Americans in Orlando- Mosque
Speaker Calls for Killing of Gays - Channel 9 News Story airs thanks to TUW

Subject: Mosque Speaker Calls for Killing of Gays - Channel 9
News Story airs thanks to TUW.....see story below.
Latest issues needing to be addressed.
Killer went to Saudi Arabia twice and Saudi Arabia passed
legislation for gays to be put to death. Saudi Arabia responsible
for '9/11'.
Ch. 10 story, on Killer's father hosting 'anti-U.S'. tv show.
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Fw: Source: Orlando shooter's father hosted 'anti-US'
show
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Fw: Source: Orlando shooter's father hosted 'anti-US'
show
shalom
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11:08 AM
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To: xxxxx-stoproadrage
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>Sent: Jun 12, 2016 8:14 PM
>To: shalominternational <shalominternational@mindspring.com>
>Subject: Source: Orlando shooter's father hosted 'anti-US' show
>
>http://www.local10.com/news/source-orlando-shooters-father-hosted-anti-usshow?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook_WPLG_Local_10
>
CAIR and other Muslims doing the usual, 'It's not us' insanity
after every terrorist attack in US and around the world. Cair
sponsors Hamas, Hezbollah and other terrorist organizations.
Media keeps this propaganda going.
Why was there only one exist at 'Pulse' and had the killer been
there previously, knowing this? Why Latin night? Why 2 AM?
Why didn't d.j., bar tenders, manager, etc. have legally
concealed weapons to stop the killer?
Why are the very politicians who have been supporting
discrimination against Gays, now using this incident to show
false 'concern', starting with our governor Scott? Fla. state
legislature passed two anti-gay laws instead as part of this antigay 'witchhunt' here and around the nation including Congress.
Why is there a debate about whether this is 'terrorism' or a 'hate
crime' when it is both, a soft target among many and has
happened many times before to other Americans and where was
the visibility to those victims, while Obama visited a Mosque in
Baltimore that had just finished a gay bashing session? Every
Islamic terrorist attack Obama has covered up. Obama wants
gun control instead of exposing Islam that demands that all
'infidels' be killed.
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I am so angry about this mass murder and ask this question....if
there was 350 in 'Pulse' and only one killer, why not rush him to
stop the carnage? This is "Paris" all over again, with two killers
and 130, not rushing them and waiting to be killed.

In "Paris" the comment was: "They have guns, we have flowers".
Today's slogan is "love not Hate". Neither addresses the basic
issue which isn't social work. You can't make peace with
someone who wants to kill you. It's you or them. If you're going
to die, why not take these Nazis out to save other lives? This
'peace pathology' is why the killers see one opportunity after
another and that they will get away with it or commit such a
tragedy as Paris or Orlando.
The killer's ex-wife says he was off the wall. His co-workers as a
security guard,say the same thing. The killer gives on, a 9/11
call, his 'allegiance to ISIS', which also claims this is one of their
hit projects and yet much media is toning down this relationship
as they have previously with other terrorist attacks.
Why did it take 3 hours to take down this killer? Could more lives
have been saved if the police had acted earlier?
What happened to both the security and off duty police guard
this killer got past?
Who dropped the ball on all of this?

WORST SHOOTING IN AMERICAN HISTORY.
THERE IS NOTHING OBAMA/HILLARY ETC. CAN SAY WHEN
THEY HAVE COVERED FOR THESE ISLAMIC NAZIS WHO
HAVE KILLED HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS IN THE LAST 8
YRS. SHAME ON THEM.

Major Muslim Terrorists Makes This Declaration To All
Americans: We Are Coming After You, We Will Attack
Florida And Slaughter Americans There
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Major Muslim Terrorists Makes This
Declaration To All Americans: We Are
Com...
By Theodore Shoebat ISIS Muslim terrorists released a
statement on their plan to attack Florida, and even put ou...

Dear Rich Ruth, Orlando Police Dept.:
Here is something worth looking into that may be a connection.

June 7, 1977, the biggest event in 'gay history' took place, with
the repeal of 'affectional and sexual preference' ordinance in
Dade County, Fla.(Miami), that Anita Bryant and Jerry Falwell
opposed. Dr. Alan Rockway and I co-authored this world-famous
ordinance. We exposed and opposed Anita/Falwell and their
fellow bigots and our campaign made 'gay' a household word,
brought millions out of their closets, helped form thousands of
organizations,saved many lives, opened the door locally and
globally and in four elections, we became a majority on the ballot
here and in the State of Fla.
June 12, 2016, Muslim killer slays 50 in gay bar in Orlando, Fla.
and 53 wounded. Killer's family is from Afghanistan.The Islamic
Nazi is Omar Mateen from Port St. Lucie, Fla. and born in New
York City. He has a 'G' license to carry guns anywhere in Fla..
Father says he saw two men kissing in Miami a couple of weeks
ago, which set him off. More lies.
Below Mosque speaker calls for Killing of Gays, on Ch. 9 in April
in Orlando. Did this killer of gays in Orlando, an American citizen,
attend this speech and act on it or have connections to anyone
who did attend? Orlando Muslims ignore this, only adding to the
anger towards them.
Meanwhile a Muslim leader is speaking at a news conference:
"Who Could Have Predicted This?" in one more excuse for mass
murder by this religion of 'peace' and during Ramadan, no less.
Sen. Bill Nelson of Fla. says there is a connection with this
Islamic Nazi killer and ISIS.
In Saudi Arabia they chop off the heads of gays.
Iran hangs gays.
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ISIS throws gays off of tall buildings.
Muslim countries and African countries oppress gays, jail terms
and death and women and do honor killings.
This is the worst terrorist attack in America since '9/11'.
To the left-wing homosexuals who side with the Palestinian
Arabs that want their state to also be 'gay-free',while killing
innocent Jews, today's blood is also on your hands in excusing
what has come back to bite all Americans and all free peoples.
Sharia law calls for the Killing of Gays, that 1/2 of Muslims
worldwide support, that is 750 million Muslims support this
insanity and of course ignored by
Obama/Hillary/Kerry/Congress/EU/UN/Vatican and Left politics
that has given cover to this outrage and mass murder..
Hillary and Bill's "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" obscene attack upon
Gays in the Military and their "Defense of Marriage Act" politics
to deny 'taxation with representation' fed and fueled the anti-gay
hate that took many years to overcome. Now that the public is
with us, they are with us. It was only matched by
Obama/Hillary/Kerry giving Iran Nukes and $150 billion to fund
international terrorism, let alone Hillary on 3/27/11, telling us that
Assad of Syria, was a 'reformer' and now 300,000 dead in Syria
alone.... ISIS doing a genocide in Middle East and North Africa, 9
million of refugees and Germany putting up $106 billion for 1
million refugees, while only offering $70 billion in 70 years to
Holocaust Survivors and heirs. This doesn't include a massive
body count from Obama and gang with many more hundreds of
thousands dead and over 100 potential attacks in U.S. thwarted
in this climate to protect Islam instead of their victims.
Where is the justice in any of this?
Bill Clinton ignored the Rwanda genocide of 1 million, while
GOPerverts were obsessed with Monica and stained dress, gay
marriage and now transgender toilets, while the rapists,
murderers and terrorists are free to do their dirty work. Both
parties have continued this carnage and anti-gay bigotry that
has led to this tragedy, again.
And now today's horror among so many out there. More loved
ones lost. Our hearts and prayers go out to the families. All the
gays murdered for being gay. All the million Americans and 20
millions worldwide sacrificed with AIDS politics to kill as many as
possible and Bill and Hillary also ignoring this tragedy that led to
this body count and 100 million infections and collapsed health
care systems and all of this under the guise of saving the fetus
while aborting the living, gays, bisexual and heterosexual
'infidels'.
Today, June 12, 2016, is the Jewish holiday of Shavous, when
G-d gave us the Torah which says: "Thou Shall Not Kill".
On May 27, 2016, Congress still considered Gay American
taxpayers as second class and refused to pass nondiscrimination against gays.
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GAYS LIVES MATTER TOO! JEWISH LIVES MATTER TOO!
ALL LIVES MATTER TOO-EXCEPT FOR THE NAZIS.
Over 1.2 million Gays, Bisexuals and Heterosexuals gave their
lives in all of America's wars, we remembered and honored, on
Memorial Day,so that the bigots and homophobes could keep
their attacks on their fellow Americans, now cut down by the very
Islamic Nazis who want all 'infidels' dead.
June 6, 1944, "D-Day", the invasion of Europe to stop Hitler, that
the Arabs were aligned with and barely a mention in the media
as well as June 6, 1967, 'The 6th Day War' and 30,000 marching
to celebrate the uniting of Jerusalem with Israel and no incidents.
Yet two days later 4 Israelis murdered and 5 injured in Tel Aviv
by the very Islamic Nazi mentality that cut down 50 in Orlando
and 53 wounded.

We have sent this to the Orlando Police Dept. media and all
concerned.
Yours in Shalom,
Bob Kunst
Pres., Shalom International
305-864-5110
www.defendjerusalem.net
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Subject: Mosque Speaker Calls for Killing of Gays - Channel 9
News Story airs thanks to TUW
Alan: I'm sending this to the FBI and Media. Bob

Date: Tue, 5 Apr 2016 14:21:38 -0400E MAT
Subject: Mosque Speaker Calls for Killing of Gays - Channel 9
News Story airs thanks to TUW
From: abovepar5@gmail.com
To: abovepar5@gmail.com

The United West is in the middle of a story so
controversial local gay activists are afraid to fight
back. Leave it to The United West to fight for
them by doing the research and getting this story
on the 6 PM News. (click on link below)
http://www.wftv.com/video?videoId=185822627&videoVersi
on=1.0
The comments by Sheikh Sekaleshfar could be considered an
incitement to violence.
Alan Kornman
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The United West
Regional Coordinator
Special thanks to Diane Torchia
Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
Inline image 1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

J. Charles Gray <Charlie.Gray@gray-robinson.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:13 PM
FRANK BILLINGSLEY
'Mayor Buddy Dyer (buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net)'; Mayanne Downs
RE: Pulse Nightclub Shooting Update from Mayor Buddy Dyer

Thank you Frank. A night of horror but I couldn’t more proud of our Mayor, our Orlando police and Sheriff departments,
and all who have helped. Mayanne called a gathering of all GR personnel to update everyone and coordinate assistance
by our GR people. Peace, Charlie
From: FRANK BILLINGSLEY [mailto:frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 10:33 AM
Subject: Pulse Nightclub Shooting Update from Mayor Buddy Dyer

Pulse Nightclub Shooting Update
Mayor Buddy Dyer (7:30 a.m. Monday)

Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of Orlando. And yet, I stand here today
even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support the families and
friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department as well as other law enforcement, as
well as our citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. And the medical personnel
that saved so many lives that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I cannot imagine being one of the parents or being one of the loved ones who learned your loved one
was deceased.

The FBI did an unbelievable job clearing the scene. By 11 p.m., all victims were removed from the
scene by FDLE.

I want to compliment the medical examiner and FDLE for the work they did all night long, making
identifications of victims and notifying next of kin. Forty-eight of the 49 victims have been identified.
Twenty-six next of kin have been notified, with more to come.
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The number to call for families is 407.246.4357. As the next of kin are being notified, we are putting
the names on cityoforlando.net/victims.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we
treat each other.

_____________________________________
William "Frank" Billingsley, Chief of Staff to Mayor Buddy Dyer

Office Mayor Buddy Dyer
City of Orlando

400 S. Orange Avenue, 3rd Floor
Orlando, FL 32801
p. 407.246.2709
f. 407.246.3434
cityoforlando.net

J. Charles Gray | Chairman
GRAY|ROBINSON
301 East Pine Street, Suite 1400 | Orlando, Florida 32801
T: 407-843-8880 | F: 407-244-5690 | D: 407-244-5638
E-mail | Website | Bio | vCard
Facebook | LinkedIn | Twitter

This e-mail is intended only for the individual(s) or entity(s) named within the message. This e-mail might contain legally privileged and confidential information.
If you properly received this e-mail as a client or retained expert, please hold it in confidence to protect the attorney-client or work product privileges. Should the
intended recipient forward or disclose this message to another person or party, that action could constitute a waiver of the attorney-client privilege. If the reader of
this message is not the intended recipient, or the agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination,
distribution or copying of this communication is prohibited by the sender and to do so might constitute a violation of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act,
18 U.S.C. section 2510-2521. If this communication was received in error we apologize for the intrusion. Please notify us by reply e-mail and delete the original
message without reading same. Nothing in this e-mail message shall, in and of itself, create an attorney-client relationship with the sender.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:14 PM
pmcright@cfl.rr.com
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Dear Paige,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:20 AM, <pmcright@cfl.rr.com> wrote:
Mayor Dyer,
Thank you for your leadership at this time and for this thoughtful message to our city. Know that you are much
in my thoughts and prayers.
Paige McRight
---- Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
> This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with
the victims and their families.
>
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> We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city
could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the
federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This
allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
>
> We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene
as efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the
victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
>
> I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital
staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help
the victims and joined one another to lend support.
>
> We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered
grief counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
>
> We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law
enforcement and victims.
>
> If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips
Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
>
> Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong
community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each
other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
>
> - Buddy Dyer, Mayor
>
>
This message was sent to pmcright@cfl.rr.com from:
> City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue
> PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=102614174&l=147881&s=Q8NJ&m=1157081&c=373575
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Patel, Rohan S. EOP/WHO <Rohan_Patel@who.eop.gov>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:16 PM
frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net; Heather Fagan; Carson.chandler@cityoforlando.net;
cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net; Buddy Dyer (Buddy.Dyer@CityofOrlando.net)
Cummings, Bridget F. EOP/WHO
FW: Pool report #3 - 6/13

Mayor Dyer and team,
Here's the pool report from this am. POTUS delivered an update after he was briefed by his security team.
As I mentioned to Frank, we'd appreciate any additional info you have on events the rest of the week and timing on the
Memorial service (s). I will hopefully have a statement that can be read at the vigil tonight in short order.
-Rohan
-----Original Message----From: White House Press Office [mailto:noreply@messages.whitehouse.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 12:12 PM
To: Patel, Rohan S. EOP/WHO <Rohan_Patel@who.eop.gov>
Subject: FW: Pool report #3 - 6/13

From: Courtney Weaver [mailto:courtney.weaver@ft.com]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 12:05 PM
To: Allen, Jessica L. EOP/WHO <jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>
Subject: Pool report #3 - 6/13

More detailed Potus remarks, part 1
"I just had the opportunity to get the latest briefing from FBI Director Comey as well as deputy attorney general Yates
about the tragedy that took place in Orlando. They are going to be doing a more extensive briefing around noon at FBI
headquarters."
"First of all our hearts go out to the families of those who have been killed, our prayers go out to those who have been
wounded."
The tragedy, he noted, was "particularly painful for the people of Orlando but we recognize that this could happen
anywhere in this country and we feel enormous solidarity..."
"With respect to the killer, it is important to emphasize that we are still at the preliminary stages of the investigation."
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"The one thing that we can say is that this is being treated as a terrorist investigation. It appears that the shooter was
inspired by various extremist information that was disseminated over the internet."
Investigating the pathway the killer took
At this point "we see no clear evidence that he was directed externally. It does appear that at the last minute he
announced allegiance to Isil. But there is no evidence so far that he was in fact directed...There is also no direct evidence
that he was part of a larger plot. In that sense it appears to be similar to what we saw in San Bernardino. But we don't
really know. And this is part of what is going to be important [to the investigation.]"
"As far as we can tell right now this is certainly an example of kind of homegrown extremism that all of us have been so
concerned about for a very long time. It also appears that he was able to obtain these weapons legally. He did not have a
criminal record that in some ways would have prohibited him from purchasing these weapons."
He purchased an assault rifle, and a Glock "which had a lot of clips in it"
"It does indicate the degree to which it was not difficult for him to obtain these kinds of weapons."
Potus indicated that there was no criticism that the FBI had not acted sooner in regard to the killer who they were
watching. "The FBI followed the procedures it was supposed to"
"At the end of the day this is something that we're going to have to grapple with. Making sure that even as we go after
Isil and other extremist organizations overseas. Even as we hit their leadership, even as we go after their infrastructure,
even as we take key personnel off the field, even as we disrupt external plots, the biggest challenge we're going to have
is this kind of propaganda and perversions of Islam that you see generated on the Internet."

-Courtney Weaver
US Political Correspondent
Financial Times
Tel. 1 202 434 0979
Mob.1 202 774 0884
@courtney_ft

________________________________
This email was sent by a company owned by Financial Times Group Limited ("FT Group"), registered office at Number
One Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL. Registered in England and Wales with company number 879531. This e-mail
may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately, delete
all copies and do not distribute it further. It could also contain personal views which are not necessarily those of the FT
Group. We may monitor outgoing or incoming emails as permitted by law.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lynn Johnson <happy2bhelpinghands@hotmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:18 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
A message for you and the people of Orlando

You will Overcome, the darkness of oppression, of hatred and of fear.
You will Rise like the Phoenix from the ashes of destruction and despair.
You will Lead the world to the enlightenment and love of acceptance.
You will Allow your strength, not your grief and anger to define you.
You will Never allow the mindset of terrorism to destroy your belief in equality.
You will Determine your way forward in the future by guiding your youth with love.
You will Open eyes, open minds, open hearts and open the arms of the world to peace.

My prayers and love go out to each one of you, I believe that we are all created equal; that we are all but one
single thread joined together in a beautiful, lovingly created tapestry that is humanity by our creator. I wish you
all peace and love beyond measure. Lynn Johnson from British Columbia, Canada
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ryan Nihls <rnihls@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:20 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Victim's link isn't working. I'm looking it up on an iPhone
> On Jun 12, 2016, at 6:31 PM, Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
>
> This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the victims
and their families.
>
> We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city could have
happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the federal
government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This allows us to bring in
additional resources to support our efforts.
>
> We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the victims
after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
>
> I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital staff
deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help the victims
and joined one another to lend support.
>
> We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
>
> We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law enforcement
and victims.
>
> If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips Center for
the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
>
> Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong community. We
will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each other and love each other.
This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
>
> - Buddy Dyer, Mayor
>
>
> This message was sent to rnihls@gmail.com from:
> City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL
> 32802-4990
>
> Manage Your Subscription:
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

FRANK BILLINGSLEY <frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:23 PM
Patel, Rohan S. EOP/WHO
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net; Cassandra A Lafser; Cummings, Bridget F. EOP/WHO;
Carson.chandler@cityoforlando.net; Heather Allebaugh Fagan; Michele Brennan
Re: FW: Pool report #3 - 6/13

Thank you. Please send us a brief statement from the President for Mayor Dyer to read tonight and tomorrow
night. Michele and our team will advise on additional vigils and a future community wide service
On Jun 13, 2016 12:17 PM, "Patel, Rohan S. EOP/WHO" <Rohan_Patel@who.eop.gov> wrote:
Mayor Dyer and team,
Here's the pool report from this am. POTUS delivered an update after he was briefed by his security team.
As I mentioned to Frank, we'd appreciate any additional info you have on events the rest of the week and timing
on the Memorial service (s). I will hopefully have a statement that can be read at the vigil tonight in short
order.

-Rohan
-----Original Message----From: White House Press Office [mailto:noreply@messages.whitehouse.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 12:12 PM
To: Patel, Rohan S. EOP/WHO <Rohan_Patel@who.eop.gov>
Subject: FW: Pool report #3 - 6/13

From: Courtney Weaver [mailto:courtney.weaver@ft.com]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 12:05 PM
To: Allen, Jessica L. EOP/WHO <jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>
Subject: Pool report #3 - 6/13

More detailed Potus remarks, part 1
"I just had the opportunity to get the latest briefing from FBI Director Comey as well as deputy attorney general
Yates about the tragedy that took place in Orlando. They are going to be doing a more extensive briefing around
noon at FBI headquarters."

"First of all our hearts go out to the families of those who have been killed, our prayers go out to those who
have been wounded."
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The tragedy, he noted, was "particularly painful for the people of Orlando but we recognize that this could
happen anywhere in this country and we feel enormous solidarity..."
"With respect to the killer, it is important to emphasize that we are still at the preliminary stages of the
investigation."
"The one thing that we can say is that this is being treated as a terrorist investigation. It appears that the shooter
was inspired by various extremist information that was disseminated over the internet."
Investigating the pathway the killer took
At this point "we see no clear evidence that he was directed externally. It does appear that at the last minute he
announced allegiance to Isil. But there is no evidence so far that he was in fact directed...There is also no direct
evidence that he was part of a larger plot. In that sense it appears to be similar to what we saw in San
Bernardino. But we don't really know. And this is part of what is going to be important [to the investigation.]"
"As far as we can tell right now this is certainly an example of kind of homegrown extremism that all of us have
been so concerned about for a very long time. It also appears that he was able to obtain these weapons legally.
He did not have a criminal record that in some ways would have prohibited him from purchasing these
weapons."
He purchased an assault rifle, and a Glock "which had a lot of clips in it"
"It does indicate the degree to which it was not difficult for him to obtain these kinds of weapons."
Potus indicated that there was no criticism that the FBI had not acted sooner in regard to the killer who they
were watching. "The FBI followed the procedures it was supposed to"
"At the end of the day this is something that we're going to have to grapple with. Making sure that even as we
go after Isil and other extremist organizations overseas. Even as we hit their leadership, even as we go after
their infrastructure, even as we take key personnel off the field, even as we disrupt external plots, the biggest
challenge we're going to have is this kind of propaganda and perversions of Islam that you see generated on the
Internet."

-Courtney Weaver
US Political Correspondent
Financial Times
Tel. 1 202 434 0979
Mob.1 202 774 0884
@courtney_ft
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________________________________
This email was sent by a company owned by Financial Times Group Limited ("FT Group"), registered office at
Number One Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL. Registered in England and Wales with company number
879531. This e-mail may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify
the sender immediately, delete all copies and do not distribute it further. It could also contain personal views
which are not necessarily those of the FT Group. We may monitor outgoing or incoming emails as permitted by
law.
----Unsubscribe <http://messages.whitehouse.gov/accounts/USEOPWHPO/subscriber/new?preferences=true>
The White House * 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW * Washington DC 20500 * 202-456-1111
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:24 PM
Eric Romeo
Re: Pulse Site to become National LGQTQ Memorial

Dear Mr. Romeo,

Thank you for your kind words of support and for your suggestion for a memorial. Yesterday was the most
horrific day in the history of the City of Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community
because they came together, united to support the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:17 AM, Eric Romeo <ejromeo69@me.com> wrote:
Mayor Dyer
Good Morning
I hope the City of Orlando will consider once we heal as a community, a nation the site of Pulse should become
a national memorial to the 49 lgbtq lives lost to reflect and also celebrate diversity and equality.
Best,
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Eric Romeo
(305)608-4259
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:27 PM
Julie Scott
Re: Trained crisis and disaster comfort dog teams available from HOPE Animal Assisted
Crisis Response

Julie,
Thank you for your kind offer to assist. We are sorting through the overwhelming number of offers of
assistance. We note your offer and will be in touch as soon as we are able.
Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:19 AM, Julie Scott <rayjools@aol.com> wrote:
I know your office is being inundated with offers of help and assistance. HOPE Animal Assisted Crisis
Response K-9 teams are specifically trained to provide comfort to people, including first responders who are
affected by crisis or disaster. Our teams are completely self-supporting, needing nothing from the community
other then the chance to provide much needed support and comfort. We are a national, non-profit organization
and have been in operation since 2001. Our teams all carry liability insurance. We have teams located in
Central Florida and throughout the Southeastern United States. We can provide our services quickly.
We never self-deploy and wait to respond until the scene is stable and agencies and groups ask us to come in. I
am the Florida coordinator for HOPE AACR and would welcome a call to provide comfort to those in Orlando
who have been affected by this disaster.
Julie Scott
Florida Area Coordinator
HOPE Animal Assisted Crisis Response
352-279-3828
rayjools@aol.com
www.hopeaacr.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:27 PM
Mayor
Re: Letter from the Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan

Dear Mayor,
Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:12 AM, Mayor <MayorDL@london.gov.uk> wrote:
Dear Mayor Dyer

Please see attached letter from the Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan.

Kind regards,
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Zoe Newcombe
Mayor’s Office
GREATERLONDONAUTHORITY

EMAIL NOTICE:
The information in this email may contain confidential or privileged materials. Please read the full email notice
at http://www.london.gov.uk/email-notice
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Florida League of Cities <msittig@flcities.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:28 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Florida Cities Stand Together

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

#FLCitiesStandTogether

Dear Member,

As an organization dedicated to Florida’s hometowns, the Florida League of Cities grieves
with the entire Orlando community over the shocking events that unfolded Sunday
morning. Our hearts cry for our neighbors who have suffered such a terrible loss in the
most horrific way. All Floridians and Americans are united in sharing an overwhelming
sense of sorrow, anguish, and compassion for the victims, the many injured, their
families, and their friends.
Florida’s municipal leaders have a deep understanding of the processes that lie at the
heart of our democratic system of freedom and government. The League commends the
City of Orlando for its response to this crisis, which undoubtedly saved lives during the
incident and will help mend lives as the community works to move forward from the
tragedy.
We sincerely pray and hope that our country and citizens stay safe as we all rededicate
our efforts to protect our country, our communities, and our way of life.
We encourage each of Florida’s municipalities and its public servants to share this
message and image on your social media platforms to show our state and our
constituents that Florida Cities Stand Together.

Sincerely,
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Matthew Surrency, President
Florida League of Cities
Mayor, City of Hawthorne

Mike Sittig, Executive Director
Florida League of Cities

Download Statement

Download Image

#FLCitiesStandTogether

See what's happening on our social sites:

Florida League of Cities | 301 S. Bronough Street, Suite 300, Tallahassee, FL 32301
Unsubscribe buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by msittig@flcities.com in collaboration with

Try it free today
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:28 PM
Deb Rodenbaugh Schaub
Re: In thoughts and prayers - from Kansas

Dear Ms. Schaub,
Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:26 AM, Deb Rodenbaugh Schaub <dar83wu@gmail.com> wrote:
Mayor and all Orlando friends,
Our thoughts and prayers are with you all. We stand united with you across the miles.
Debra and Patrick Schaub
3601 Englewood St
Manhattan, Kansas
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:30 PM
THWAITE, Andrea
Re: letter to mayor of orlando, from the Lord Mayor of the City of Chester, England

Dear Councillor Claydon,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:29 AM, THWAITE, Andrea <Andrea.Thwaite@cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk>
wrote:
Dear Mr Mayor,

Please find attached a letter from the Lord Mayor of Chester, England.

Regards
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Andrea

Andrea Thwaite
Democracy Programme Manager
Cheshire West and Chester Council
Tel: 01244 972283
Email: andrea.thwaite@cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk
Location: 2nd Floor, HQ, Nicholas Street, Chester.
Visit: cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk

************************************************************************
Disclaimer:
If you are not the intended recipient of this email (and any attachment), please inform the sender by return email
and destroy all copies. Unauthorised access, use, disclosure, storage or copying is not permitted.
The views expressed by the author do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of Cheshire West and Chester
Borough Council. The Council cannot guarantee that this message or any attachment is virus free or has not
been intercepted and amended. You should perform your own virus checks.
Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council may monitor emails and as a public sector organisation; the
Council may disclose this email (or any response to it) under the Freedom of Information Act 2000.
Contracts cannot be concluded with the Council nor service effected by email, unless otherwise expressly
agreed. The contents of this e-mail may be subject to privilege.
************************************************************************
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:31 PM
Andrew Ledger
Re: Sadness

Dear Mr. Ledger,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 6:49 PM, Andrew Ledger <andrew@ozstreet.com.au> wrote:
Dear Mayor Dyer,
My wife and I are devastated to hear the awful news.Our thoughts and prayers are with you and the wonderful
people of Orlando at this very sad time.
Yours sincerely
Andrew &Cassandra LEDGER
Mullion ANGUS
Yass 2582 NSW
AUSTRALIA
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Andrew Ledger
Mullion Angus
Mobile: 0410692117
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wilson, Vaughn R. <vaughn.wilson@famu.edu>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:32 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
My Support of You

Dear Mayor Dyer,
Over the last several years, I have been in your presence and spoken to you as a part of the FAMU staff,
centered around the Florida Classic.
You have been a stand up guy whose efforts have resulted in increased support for the students of Florida
A&M and Bethune-Cookman Universities.
I want to say that you are a very solid leader and the City of Orlando needs you. My prayer is for continued
strength in your leadership, as the people turn to those in power for strength in times of despair. May God
continue to bless you and as a family, Orlando rebounds to it's usual joyful self.
Sincerely,
Vaughn Wilson
Asst. AD / Director of Rattler Productions
1835 Wahnish Way
Tallahassee, Fla. 32307
(850)599-3849
www.FAMUAthletics.com
Building Champions!
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:34 PM
Douglas Richards; APRIL MICHAEL
Fwd: We are #OneOrlando

Note the announcement of a Vigil at Lake Eola tonight-highlighted in yellow below.
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Equality Florida <hr@eqfl.org>
Date: Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 6:45 PM
Subject: We are #OneOrlando
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net

Friend,
We are still reeling from the tragic news that a gunman opened fire on the 2am capacity crowd at
Orlando's Pulse Nightclub leaving 50 people dead and 53 injured.
We are heartbroken and angry that senseless violence has once again destroyed lives in our state and in
our country.
Gay clubs hold a significant place in LGBTQ history. They were often the only safe gathering place, and
this horrific act strikes directly at our sense of safety. June commemorates our community standing up to
anti-LGBTQ violence at the Stonewall Inn, the nightclub that became the first LGBTQ site recognized as
a national monument.
We have received a steady stream of emails and messages from those seeking to help or to make sense
of the senseless. We make no assumptions on motive. We will await the details in tears of sadness and
anger. We stand in solidarity and keep our thoughts on all whose lives have been lost or altered forever
in this tragedy.

Below are resources and ways to help the victims, families, and friends affected by the horrific mass
shooting at Pulse.

Facebook Safety Check-In:
Let family and friends know you are safe by using Facebook's Safety Check-In feature:
https://www.facebook.com/safetycheck/orlando-shooting-jun12-2016/
GoFundMe:
Equality Florida has set up a GoFundMe Account that has already raised over $500,000 of the current
$1,000,000 goal. The funds raised will go directly to the victims and families affected by this tragedy.
Donate here: https://www.gofundme.com/PulseVictimsFund
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Counseling:
•

The GLBT Community Center of Central Florida is referring folks to First Unitarian Church, 1901
east Robinson street, Orlando, FL 32803 for grief counseling.

•

For anyone needing support today, you may call the Zebra Coalition hotline at (407) 228-1446 to
speak to a counselor.

•

From the UCF LGBT student services director: Our LGBT student hang out space, Pride
Commons, will reopen Monday through Friday from 9am-5pm, with group counseling available
from 1pm-2pm daily.

•

More information on counselors can be found at eqfl.org/news/pulse

Current List of Upcoming Vigils:
**ORLANDO** - A rally is being held at 7:00pm on Monday, June 13th at the Lake Eola Bandshell to
show the world that we are #OneOrlando. More details here: facebook.com/events/234719866914077/
Broward - Vigil happening now at Pride Center in Wilton Manors.
Jacksonville - Vigil held on Sunday, June 12 in Jacksonville at 7pm at Memorial Park. More details here:
facebook.com/events/1163741723657905/
Miami - Vigil held on Sunday, June 12 at 7pm at SoundScape Park, located at 500 17 Street, Miami
Beach, FL.
Palm Beach - Vigil on Monday, June 13th at 8:00pm at Cultural Plaza, Lake Worth, FL. More details
here: facebook.com/events/1186080424756185/
Sarasota - Vigil on Monday, June 13 at 8pm at Five Points Park hosted by the Harvey Milk Festival.
More Details here: facebook.com/events/1724608684477095/
Tallahassee - Vigil on Sunday, June 12 at 7:30pm at Lake Ella Park. Details here:
facebook.com/events/1208614349157167/
Tallahassee - Vigil on Monday, June 13th at 6:30pm ET at the steps of the Florida State Capitol. Details
here: facebook.com/events/1063260577099583/
Tampa - Vigil tonight at 7:45pm at Metro Wellness & Community Center, Ybor. More details
here: facebook.com/events/1386000401415200/
For continued updates on upcoming vigils across the state, please visit: eqfl.org/news/pulse
Blood Donations:
Earlier today OneBlood, the local blood bank in Orlando, posted an emergency need for O-, O+, and AB
Plasma in the light of last night's tragedy. Due to overwhelming support by the community, they are now
asking that folks make an appointment to donate this week. Call 1.888.9.DONATE (1.888.936.6283) or
click here: https://www.oneblood.org/donate-now/

Please reach out to us with any questions or concerns you have at hr@eqfl.org or call (813) 870-3735.
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Visit Equality Florida's website online at: www.eqfl.org

A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION FOR THE EQUALITY FLORIDA INSTITUTE MAY BE OBTAINED
FROM THE DIVISION OF CONSUMER SERVICES (WWW.800HELPFLA.COM) BY CALLING TOLL-FREE WITHIN FLORIDA (1.800.435.7352).
REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL, OR RECOMMENDATION BY THE STATE. REGISTRATION #CH7992.

Having trouble reading this email? Click here.

Unsubscribe from receiving email, or change your email preferences.

nonprofit software
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lee Miles <leemiles@aol.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:34 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
You need to make a change PLEASE READ

Dear Mayor Dyer,
The fire Marshall should be fired! Why? Because how could a venue holding 300 people not have emergency panic doors
(alarmed)?

He cost a lot of lives by allowing a single egress.
Sincerely,

Lee Miles
13212 Lucinda Palm Court
Delray Beach, FL 33484
860 805-1285
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

East Orlando Chamber of Commerce <eocc@eocc.ccsend.com> on behalf of East
Orlando Chamber of Commerce <eocc@eocc.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:37 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
A Moment of Reflection

On behalf of the East Orlando Chamber of Commerce,
please hold a moment of reflection in your hearts for the
many lost and injured lives from Orlando's recent terror
attack. As our Community pulls together to assist in the
various blood drives and support efforts to help those in
need at this time of grief, The East Orlando Chamber
is available to assist in getting information to the
Community. Below is a link to locations for blood drives in
East Orlando. If you have any information to provide to
the community or are in need of volunteers or supplies,
please send to eocc@eocc.org.
Link to Blood Drives in East Orlando

STAY CONNECTED:
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East Orlando Chamber of Commerce, 12301 Lake Underhill Rd,
Suite 245, Orlando, FL 32828
SafeUnsubscribe™ buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by eocc@eocc.org in collaboration with

Try it free today
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:37 PM
APRIL MICHAEL; Douglas Richards
Fwd: Vigil to Dry Tears, St. James Cathedral, Monday, June 13, 7:00 p.m. (sent on behalf
of Bishop John Noonan, Catholic Diocese of Orlando)

Note Bishop Noonan is holding a Vigil at St. James Cathedral tonight at 7:00
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Carol Brinati <cbrinati@orlandodiocese.org>
Date: Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 4:59 PM
Subject: Vigil to Dry Tears, St. James Cathedral, Monday, June 13, 7:00 p.m. (sent on behalf of Bishop John
Noonan, Catholic Diocese of Orlando)
To: "Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net" <Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net>
June 12, 2016

From: Bishop John Noonan, Catholic Diocese of Orlando

Mayor Dyer:

A sword has pierced the heart of our city. Since learning of the tragedy this morning, I have urged all to pray for the
victims, the families and first responders. I pray that the Lord’s mercy will be upon us during this time of sadness, shock
and confusion. I urge people of faith to turn their hearts and souls to the great physician, our Lord Jesus Christ, who
consoles and carries us through suffering with mercy and tenderness. The healing power of Jesus goes beyond our
physical wounds but touches every level of our humanity: physical, emotional, social, spiritual. Jesus calls us to remain
fervent in our protection of life and human dignity and to pray unceasingly for peace in our world.

Priests, deacons and counselors from the Diocese of Orlando and Catholic Charities of Central Florida are serving at the
Aid Center established by the City of Orlando. They are on site helping victims and families on the front lines of this
tragedy. Throughout the day, they are offering God’s love and mercy to those who are facing unimaginable sorrow. They
will remain vigilant and responsive to the needs of our hurting brothers and sisters.

I have asked all of our parishes to include prayer intentions during the celebration of Sunday Mass today where close to
400,000 registered Catholics participate in nine counties of Central Florida. At our 91 parishes and missions, today’s
prayers have been offered for victims of violence and acts of terror...for their families and friends...and all those affected
by such acts against God's love. We pray for the people of the city of Orlando that God's mercy and love will be upon us
as we seek healing and consolation
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Recognizing the affliction brought to our city, our families and our friends, we invite our faith communities to join
us for a ‘Vigil to Dry Tears’ for all who are affected by this massive assault on the dignity of human life. It will be
held on Monday, June 13, at 7:00 p.m. in St. James Cathedral, 215 N. Orange Avenue.

I understand there are other city events which are also being planned and I apologize for any conflict with these other
events of solidarity. I hope this opportunity to join each other in prayer will bring about an outpouring of the mercy of
God within the heart of our community.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

mbarnes@onyxmagazine.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:39 PM
BUDDY DYER
rblack@onyxmagazine.com
RE: Re: Welcome

Yes it will go in our event program booklet.

--------- Original Message --------Subject: Re: Welcome
From: "BUDDY DYER" <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Date: 6/13/16 11:36 am
To: mbarnes@onyxmagazine.com
Cc: "FRANK BILLINGSLEY" <Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net>, "Celeste Brown"
<celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net>
Hi Maria,
The Mayor provided a video welcome for your event. Do you still want a letter?
Celeste Brown
Sr. Advisor for Public Engagement
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:28 AM, <mbarnes@onyxmagazine.com> wrote:

Good Morning,

I am writing to you in reference to the 2016 ONYX Awards at the DPCPA. June 25th 2016.

We are requesting a Welcome and Congratulations page from Mayor Buddy Dyer for the event.
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Please call me if you have any questions. We want to include this in our program booklet at the
event.

If at all possible can we receive this no later than Tuesday evening?

We would like to also extend our deep appreciation for the enormous task taken on by the City of
Orlando during the tragic event this past weekend.
Mayor Dyer has been very instrumental in ensuring the public of his support.
Thank you for everything.

Maria Barnes

Maria T. Barnes
Production Manager-Community Relations
P.O. Box 555672
Orlando, Florida 32805
Tele: 321.418.7216
Fax: 407.392.0196
Cell: 407.230-7794
EMAIL: mbarnes@onyxmagazine
WEBSITE: www.onyxmagazine.com

"Failure is not an option"
Gene Kranz

This message is the property of Maria Barnes or Onyx Magazine. It is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain information that is non-public, proprietary, privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, notify us immediately by telephone and (i) destroy
this message if a facsimile or (ii) delete this message immediately if this is an electronic communication. Thank you.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mar vitt <mev1234513@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:43 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Condolences

Dear Mayor Dyer,
Sincerest condolences to you and the entire city of Orlando on the senseless, murderous rampage that occurred
at PULSE nightclub.
Please convey my deepest sympathy to the families of the victims and families of this tragic event. They are in
my thoughts and prayers.
Also, please convey my praise and thanks to all who responded to the call for help and assistance, as well as the
survivors.
Thoughts and prayers are with you.
Marianne Vitaliano
Mountain Top, PA
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barton Myers(SB) <b_myerssb@bartonmyers.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:48 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net; Kathy.Ramsberger@drphillipscenter.com;
jim@epochproperties.com
Shooting

VickI and I send deepest sympathy and our thoughts are with you and the good people of Orlando for the shocking
murders that occurred this past weekend. As with you, it is my hope that the great work done by DPC and other arts
organizations to bring people together will help alleviate much of the hatred in our country.
Barton
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Daniel J. Stermer <dstermer@westonfl.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:50 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Assistance If Needed

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayor Dyer
I can only imagine how inundated you are with the tragedy of yesterday in your Great City and the aftermath that has
followed.
First and foremost, our thoughts and prayers go out to all involved in this horrific attack and likewise my unending
gratitude to your Law Enforcement and Fire Rescue First Responders who had to deal with what was in front of them.
If I and/or the City of Weston can be of any assistance to you and your Team, please do not hesitate to reach out and
just ask for it - I understand the distance but that should not and does not inhibit our willingness to provide it if you and
your Team need it and we will do so without question.
I cannot fathom what the last 2 days have been like for you and your City but I am willing to help in any way.
God's Speed. . .
Daniel J. Stermer

Daniel J. Stermer
Mayor
dstermer@westonfl.org
THE CITY OF WESTON
17200 Royal Palm Blvd.
Weston, Florida 33326
P: (954) 385-2000
F: (954) 385-2010
www.westonfl.org



Think before you print

Please note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from city officials regarding city business are public records, and are available to the
public and media upon request.Your e-mail communications, including your email address, may therefore be subject to public disclosure. In addition, this message, together with
any attachments, is intended only for the addressee.It may contain information which is legally privileged, confidential and exempt from public disclosure.If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, use, or any action or reliance on this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this e-mail in error, please notify the City of Weston immediately by telephone (954-385-2000) or by return e-mail and delete the message, along with any attachments.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:55 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
10 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the city
of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 10 supporters

10 more people signed
in the last 6 hours
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Megan Miller
Orlando, FL · Jun 13, 2016

Orlando became my home in 2008, and I have never felt
unsafe until now. It should not be legal for someone who
has a history of domestic violence and has been
investigated twice by the FBI for being an ISIS
sympathizer to buy an automatic weapon.

Lisa Crawford
JACKSONVILLE, FL · Jun 13, 2016

NO more guns over people.
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Howard Solow
Lady Lake, FL · Jun 13, 2016

There is no reason on God's green earth fir someone to
EVER own an assault rifle,unless they are a member of a
swat team.Sick of the NRA and all the politicians who
refuse to stand up to them.

Valerie Clark
Grand Canyon Village, AZ · Jun 13, 2016

Whenever something like this happens,we cry and we
pray. The arguments start and finger pointing begins. I
don't know if this will stop all the violence but we have to
start somewhere. If it isn't the solution, we go back and try
something else because doing nothing certainly isn't
working.

Brianna Cayo Cotter
San Francisco, CA · Jun 13, 2016

View all 10 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marty McGee <mcgeem@siskin.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:56 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Responders at Pulse Sunday morning.

The whole world is thankful for you and your people.
Do not be deterred.

Thank You,
Marty McGee
Process Engineering Department
Chattanooga Direct 1-423-308-4337
Toll Free Direct 1-877-768-1559
Fax Direct 1-423-643-8737
Printer Direct 748odkru527ebo@hpeprint.com
email: mcgeem@siskin.com

CLICK HERE to see our Tube Laser!!

NOTICE: All proposals, quotes, orders, acknowledgements and transactions for the sale or purchase of any products or services provided by Siskin Steel &
Supply Company, Inc. are contingent upon and subject to the Terms and Conditions of Sale, which are available at www.siskin.com. This e-mail message,
including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized
review, use, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Debenigno, Aimee <Aimee.Debenigno@siriusxm.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:01 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Interview Request - from The Michael Steele and Rick Ungar Show - POTUS channel

Hello Mayor Dyer,
Not sure best to reach for anemia request, but I work on the POTUS channel at SuriusXM for The Michael
Steele and Rick Ungar Show. I just wanted to reach and see if you might be available for a telephone hit
later this evening at 6:20 or anywhere in that vicinity...
I can request through another point of contact that's better.
Best and sorry for what you're going through,
Aimee

Aimee DeBenigno
Producer - The Steele & Ungar Show
SiriusXM Radio – POTUS channel
Email: Aimee.DeBenigno@siriusxm.com
(O:) 212-901-6559
(C:) 203-240-1248

Sent from my iPhone
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From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of Metro Orlando
<info@hispanicchamber.ccsend.com> on behalf of Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of
Metro Orlando <dbolivar@hispanicchamber.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:01 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
A Message of Unity - #OrlandoUnited

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here

A Message of Unity - #OrlandoUnited
Sunday, June 12, 2016. Orlando Florida.
It's 7:30pm and the weather forecast says tomorrow we'll have a
bright start of the week with plenty of sunshine. The sun will
shine tomorrow but it will be a dark day for many of us...we will
be mourning the loss of a friend, a son, a daughter, a sister, a
brother, a boyfriend, a girlfriend... in short, we will be mourning
the senseless loss of human lives. The Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce of Metro Orlando (HCCMO) family has
been connected from the early hours of the morning trying to
make sense of this atrocious act. We are stricken with grief, just
as the rest of the community; enraged just like the rest of the
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world; impotent as many of the families that have lost loved
ones; just plain sad. But we can't let violence and hatred define
who we are. We need to find productive ways to leverage our
anger and focus on solutions.
Being the leading Hispanic voice of the Central Florida business
community entails great responsibility. We must act with a deep
sense of responsibility and respect for those we serve. Since this
tragedy was publicly announced, the HCCMO has been actively
working to pull in all the necessary resources to help our
community. Regardless of our ethnicity, religion, race, or
sexual orientation, this was an attack on all of us. It challenges
our fundamental values of dignity and equality. But we are
strong, we are resilient, and we will decide the kind of country
we want to be. #OrlandoUnited #PrayForOrlando

Un Mensaje de Unión - #OrlandoUnited
Domingo, 12 de junio de 2016. Orlando, Florida.
Son las 7:30 de la noche y el pronóstico del tiempo para
mañana dice que tendremos un brillante comienzo de la
semana, con mucho sol. El sol brillará mañana, pero será un día
oscuro para muchos de nosotros... estaremos llorando la
pérdida de un amigo, un hijo, una hija, una hermana, un
hermano, un novio, una novia... en fin, estaremos llorando la
insensible pérdida de la vida humana.
La familia de la Cámara de Comercio Hispana de Metro Orlando
(HCCMO) ha estado conectada desde las primeras horas de la
mañana tratando de encontrar sentido dentro de este acto
atroz. Estamos afligidos por el dolor, al igual que el resto de la
comunidad; enfurecidos al igual que el resto del mundo; con un
sentido de impotencia tal como muchas familias que han
perdido a sus seres queridos; simplemente tristes y
acongojados. Pero no podemos dejar que la violencia y el odio
definan lo que somos. Necesitamos encontrar maneras
productivas para canalizar nuestra ira y centrarnos en encontrar
soluciones.

Ser la voz hispana líder de la comunidad de negocios de la
Florida central conlleva una gran responsabilidad. Debemos
actuar con un profundo sentido de responsabilidad y respeto
hacia aquellos a quienes servimos. Desde que esta tragedia fue
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anunciada públicamente, el HCCMO ha estado trabajando
activamente para unir los recursos disponibles necesarios para
ayudar y apoyar nuestra comunidad. Independientemente de
nuestra etnicidad, religión, raza u orientación sexual, este ha
sido un ataque contra todos nosotros. Un ataque que desafía
nuestros valores fundamentales de dignidad e igualdad. Pero
somos fuertes, somos resistentes y seremos nosotros quienes
decidiremos el tipo de país que queremos ser.
#OrlandoUnited #PrayForOrlando

Diana Bolivar
Connecting the Dots... Even Better!

Through our community's leadership,
we held a meeting this morning with the following entities:
(In no particular order, we apologize if we have missed anyone in attendance.)
BusinessForce

HOPE CommUnity Center

Planned Parent Hood of
Southwest and Central Florida

City of Orlando

Hispanic Federation

Public Allies of Central Florida

Consulate of Colombia

Hope and Help

Real Estate- Yadira Bello

Consulate of Mexico

Human Rights Campaign
(HRC)

Reed Nissan

Echo Interaction

InfoMas

Secure Screen

Florida Blue

MBA Orlando

Senator Darren Soto

Goodwill Industries of Central National Council of La Raza
Florida
(NCLR)

Ser Colombia

Orange County GovernmentOffice of the Mayor

Orange County Clerk of
Courts

The Center Orlando

Hispanic Bar Association

Orlando Health

Telemundo Orlando

Hispanic Business Council

Orlando Police Department

Trend Studios

Hispanic Business Initiative
(HBIF)

Pay Koncepts

WFTV Channel 9
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Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of Metro Orlando, Inc.
407.428.5870 | info@hispanicchamber.net | www.hccmo.org

STAY CONNECTED:

Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of Metro Orlando,
3201 E. Colonial Dr, Suite A20, Orlando, FL 32803
SafeUnsubscribe™ buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by dbolivar@hispanicchamber.net in collaboration with

Try it free today
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Deanine Weismiller <dweismiller@sentientjet.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:04 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Announcement- One time only

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Buddy

I am excited to present exclusive summer savings. This is your chance to get our very best
pricing!

Your exclusive options:

Choose from the Light, Midsize or Super midsize fleet
20 hour Jet card
plus a free flight hour
21 total hours
25 hour Jet card
Plus two bonus hours
27 total hours
35 hour Jet card
Plus three free hours
38 total hours
If you are interested, please let me know right away as I have very limited availability.
May I send pricing for your review?
Many thanks,
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Deanine
Deanine Weismiller
Vice President
Sentient Jet, LLC
dweismiller@sentient.com
1-631-579-6747 Direct

Sentient Jet, LLC

100 Grossman Drive Suite 400 Braintree, MA

02184

USA

You received this email because you are subscribed to Sentient Informational Emails from Sentient Jet, LLC.

Update your email preferences to choose the types of emails you receive.

Unsubscribe from all future emails
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:06 PM
Carol Brinati
Re: Vigil to Dry Tears, St. James Cathedral, Monday, June 13, 7:00 p.m. (sent on behalf of
Bishop John Noonan, Catholic Diocese of Orlando)

Please thank Bishop Noonan for his kindness. He is a blessing for all of us during this difficult time.
Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 4:59 PM, Carol Brinati <cbrinati@orlandodiocese.org> wrote:
June 12, 2016

From: Bishop John Noonan, Catholic Diocese of Orlando

Mayor Dyer:

A sword has pierced the heart of our city. Since learning of the tragedy this morning, I have urged all to pray for the
victims, the families and first responders. I pray that the Lord’s mercy will be upon us during this time of sadness, shock
and confusion. I urge people of faith to turn their hearts and souls to the great physician, our Lord Jesus Christ, who
consoles and carries us through suffering with mercy and tenderness. The healing power of Jesus goes beyond our
physical wounds but touches every level of our humanity: physical, emotional, social, spiritual. Jesus calls us to remain
fervent in our protection of life and human dignity and to pray unceasingly for peace in our world.

Priests, deacons and counselors from the Diocese of Orlando and Catholic Charities of Central Florida are serving at the
Aid Center established by the City of Orlando. They are on site helping victims and families on the front lines of this
tragedy. Throughout the day, they are offering God’s love and mercy to those who are facing unimaginable sorrow. They
will remain vigilant and responsive to the needs of our hurting brothers and sisters.

I have asked all of our parishes to include prayer intentions during the celebration of Sunday Mass today where close to
400,000 registered Catholics participate in nine counties of Central Florida. At our 91 parishes and missions, today’s
prayers have been offered for victims of violence and acts of terror...for their families and friends...and all those affected
by such acts against God's love. We pray for the people of the city of Orlando that God's mercy and love will be upon us
as we seek healing and consolation
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Recognizing the affliction brought to our city, our families and our friends, we invite our faith communities to join
us for a ‘Vigil to Dry Tears’ for all who are affected by this massive assault on the dignity of human life. It will be
held on Monday, June 13, at 7:00 p.m. in St. James Cathedral, 215 N. Orange Avenue.

I understand there are other city events which are also being planned and I apologize for any conflict with these other
events of solidarity. I hope this opportunity to join each other in prayer will bring about an outpouring of the mercy of
God within the heart of our community.
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Stephanie Porta <stephanie@organizeflorida.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:07 PM
John H. Dyer
Join Us for #OneOrlando Vigil tonight at 7 pm

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John H. -Join us tonight in Orlando as we stand with Equality Florida, local
advocates, and other community partners for a #OneOrlando Vigil.
Orlando is a strong and resilient community. We will not let this silence us,
force our communities to go back into the closet, or diminish our spirits. As we
remember the victims, families, and friends who were affected by the horrific
mass shooting at Orlando’s Pulse Nightclub, we are thankful for the hard work
of law enforcement and Mayor Dyer in helping to make sure this event is safe
and secure for all who attend.
The vigil will be held at 7 pm at the Plaza at the Dr. Phillips Center for the
Performing Arts.
Please share this important update and find more details in the event page here.
In solidarity,
Stephanie Porta, Executive Director.

Stephanie Porta
http://www.orgnow.org/
Organize Now
This email was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net. To stop receiving emails,
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:08 PM
CASSANDRA LAFSER
Fwd: Sydney, Australia Radio Interview Request

Request for interview at 3:45 today
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Matt White <Matt.White@sca.com.au>
Date: Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 5:19 PM
Subject: Sydney, Australia Radio Interview Request
To: "buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net" <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Hi Mayor Dyer,
I'm sorry for the tragic events of the weekend.
I’m the Executive Producer of the number one radio station for men in Sydney, Australia (Triple M FM).
Would you be available for a 5-minute phone or Skype interview Monday afternoon at 3:45pm Orlando time?
Regards,
Matt

Matt White
Grill Team Executive Producer & Head of Triple M NRL
Southern Cross Austereo
T 02-9375-1553 M 0409011986
E mailto:Matt.White@sca.com.au
50 Goulburn Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000
GPO Box 22, Sydney, NSW, 2001
NOTICE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and
privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient of this email, you must not review, use, disclose or
distribute, the information contained in it. Please notify the sender by reply email and delete all copies of the
original message if you have received it in error. We do not guarantee this email is error or virus free.
If you do not wish to receive any further emails from SCA please contact the sender by reply email. This email
was sent in accordance with the principles of the Spam Act by Southern Cross Austereo Pty Ltd (SCA) of 257
Clarendon Street, South Melbourne VIC 3205, Australia.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Atlantic Retail Investment Services <marketingchapelhill@atlanticretail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:10 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Atlantic Retail - Mattress Firm - Miramar Beach New Construction - 46.9K Cars ADT Near Premium Outlets

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here

MATTRESS FIRM
MIRAMAR BEACH, FLORIDA

11150 U.S. HIGHWAY 98 W | MIRAMAR BEACH, FL
$3,091,200 | 6.25% CAP
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DOWNLOAD MARKETING PACKAGE

PROPERTY HIGHLIGHTS:
PROMINENTLY POSITIONED - New 2016
construction along primary thoroughfare U.S.
Highway 98 (49.6K ADT). Approximately 1/2
mile from Silver Sands Premium Outlets -- one
of the nation's largest designer outlet centers -- with 451K SF GLA & 110
designer & name-brand outlet stores
• ESTABLISHED TENANT - Mattress Firm is a national tenant with the largest
geographic footprint in the U.S. (2,295 locations) among multi-brand mattress
specialty retailers
• ATTRACTIVE INVESTMENT - New 11-year, corporate-guaranteed lease with
fixed rent increases and minimal landlord responsibilities; Florida has NO state
income tax
• YEAR-ROUND MARKET - Miramar Beach features 3 distinct markets:
permanent residents, secondary homeowners & approximately 17 million
annual visitors. The region benefits from a year-round season since it is a
favorite area for coastal second homes. The average household income is
$90K+ within 5 miles of the property.
View property listing
•
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
Michael Zimmerman | 919.391.9901 | mzimmerman@atlanticretail.com
Brett Sheldon | 919.391.9903 | bsheldon@atlanticretail.com

www.investmentservices.atlanticretail.com
Copyright © 2016 Atlantic Retail Properties, All rights reserved.

Hi, just a reminder that you're receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Atlantic Retail
Investment Services. Don't forget to add marketingchapelhill@atlanticretail.com to your address book so we'll
be sure to land in your inbox!

Know someone else who would love this? Forward Email
Not yet signed up to receive our offers? Sign Up Now

Atlantic Retail Investment Services, 600 Market Street,
Suite 204, Chapel Hill, NC 27516
SafeUnsubscribe™ buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by marketingchapelhill@atlanticretail.com in collaboration with

Try it free today
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nancy Lightner <nlsoh@hotmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:14 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
RE: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Thank you Mayor Dyer and all the Responders from all the different facilities and agencies.
I'm an Ordained Minister and if I can be of any assistance in grief counselling please contact me at 407-8606237.
My Prayers are with all that live in my City. May the Love of Jesus Christ prevail!
Sincerely,
Pastor Nancy Lightner
> From: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
> To: nlsoh@hotmail.com
> Date: Sun, 12 Jun 2016 18:31:09 -0400
> Subject: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and Their Families
>
> This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with
the victims and their families.
>
> We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city
could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of
the federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City.
This allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
>
> We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene
as efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of
the victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
>
> I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and
hospital staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated
blood to help the victims and joined one another to lend support.
>
> We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered
grief counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
>
> We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils they represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to
law enforcement and victims.
>
> If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips
Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
>
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> Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong
community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each
other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
>
> - Buddy Dyer, Mayor
>
>
> This message was sent to nlsoh@hotmail.com from:
> City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue
> PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
>
> Manage Your Subscription:
> http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=102612783&l=147881&s=NIGK&m=1157081&c=373575
>
>
>
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:14 PM
southerneskimo19@gmail.com
Re: Helping your city

Dear Andrea,
Thank you for your kind offer of assistance. We are sorting through the outpouring of offers of assistance and
will note yours and be back in touch.
Thank you,
Buddy Dyer
Mayor of Orlando
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:42 AM, <southerneskimo19@gmail.com> wrote:
Hello Mayor Dyer,
My Name is Andrea and I'm a Girl Scout troop leader in Virginia. I would like to know how my troop can help.
We are willing to ask for supplies, donations, cards, whatever it takes. I can't even begin to understand what
you and your city is going through right now but we want to help. I've cried so much for the victims, their
families, and friends. I want to do something. Please let me know how we can help.
Thank you for your time,
Andrea Hunsicker
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:16 PM
Eli Beer
Dov Maisel; Shai Jaskoll; Mark Gerson (MGerson@glgroup.com);
Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net
Re: Our condolences to the people of Orlando

Dear Mr. Beer,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:25 AM, Eli Beer <eli@israelrescue.org> wrote:
Dear Mayor Dyer,

Please let me wish you and all those affected, our heartfelt condolences on this horrific act of hatred and terror
that took place in Orlando.
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On behalf of the 3,000 United Hatzalah volunteers in Israel, who respond to terror attacks (unfortunately on a
regular basis) we stand with you, your city and its resident’s during this trying time of pain, suffering and loss.
United Hatzalah in Israel is an Emergency Medical Service (EMS) run by community volunteers who are
trained to deal with serious incidents from heart attacks and choking, to mass casualties of terror. We offer our
assistance in America to Community Based Emergency Caregivers (CBEC) under our US based services,
United Rescue. Perhaps at another time, we could tell you more about what we do and the success that we have
in saving lives.

In the meantime, we continue to pray for the victims, and their families of this horrible attack, and hope all
those injured will have a speedy and full recovery.
With deepest sympathy, from the people of Israel,

Eli Beer – Founder & President
Mark Gerson – International Chairman

Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
logo.jpg

Eli Beer
President - United Hatzalah
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208 East 51st St. Suite 303 | NY, NY | 10022
eli@israelrescue.org | C +1.646.737.3728
Israel | 78 Yirmiyahu St. | Jerusalem
C +972.52.383.1231 | O +972.2.500.2020
Volunteer Emergency Medical Response in 90 Seconds
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Watch my talk on Ted.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:18 PM
Paul S. John
Coach Mac; orlando.rolon@ci.orlando.fl.us; KATHRYN SCANLON
Re: Condolences from Mayors Against Illegal Guns

Dear Mr. John,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:35 AM, Paul S. John <pjohn@everytown.org> wrote:
Mayor Dyer,
Please accept my condolences to your community and all of the families affected by the tragic
shooting at Pulse Night Club. This is a further reminder of why the work you and so many other
mayors do to reduce gun violence is so important. If there's anything you need from us here at
Mayors Against Illegal Guns, please let me know.
Sincerely,
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Paul
PAUL S. JOHN | MAYORAL OUTREACH

CELL 516.859.2739
PJOHN@EVERYTOWN.ORG
____________________________________________

MAYORS AGAINST ILLEGAL GUNS
a program of EVERYTOWN FOR GUN SAFETY
EVERYTOWN.ORG | @EVERYTOWN
LINKEDIN.COM/IN/PAULSJOHN
Righ
tclick
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hel…
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

dmartin@dmidinteriors.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:20 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Gun Control in the wake of Pulse nightclub shooting

Dear Mayor Dyer,
Please let the City of Orlando lead the country in setting gun control laws to make owning or possessing an automatic
assault weapon illegal within the City. There is no purpose of owning such a weapon within the city for anything other
than killing mass quantities of people very quickly, such as in battle or war. Gun control for this type of weapon does
not violate our 2nd Amendment right to bear arms. One does not need to hunt game or defend oneself using an
automatic weapon. We need to avenge these victims by someone stepping up and taking action to start the movement
for gun control laws even if only at the city level. Please don’t wait for higher government to take action, or for another
tragedy to happen! Someone has to step up and start making a change and You are the leader that we look to for
making our City truly beautiful for all people!
Respectfully,
Debra Martin

DEBRA MARTIN
Interior Designer, LLC
407.622.7831 ph/fx
407.617.0718 cellular
dmartin@dmidinteriors.com
www.dmidinteriors.com
668 N. Orlando Ave., Ste. 107
PO Box 940487
Maitland, FL 32794-0487
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:22 PM
APRIL MICHAEL; Douglas Richards
Fwd: NO EXCUSE 4 VICTIM LIST NOT BEING UPDATED

Are y'all responding to these or have a response you want me to send?
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Rev. Jim <revrnjim@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:41 AM
Subject: NO EXCUSE 4 VICTIM LIST NOT BEING UPDATED
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
NO EXCUSE 4 VICTIM LIST NOT BEING UPDATED
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From:
Sent:
To:

info@bigdogsigns.com on behalf of Big Dog <info@bigdogsigns.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:23 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net

Good Afternoon Mr Dyer- Just one thought- I know how horrible the attack Saturday night was and how we all
should remember those lost and pray for them- however, how soon we forget. The Family of Christine Grimme
also lost their
daughter to a mad man the day before- and some how in all this tragedy she is forgotten, or at least not
remembered
by you and other city leaders in the television broadcasts- I ask that you include her in any memorials plannedplease forward this to those in charge of those programs
Steve Henning
Big Dog Graphics
386-235-3100
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mayor <mayor@las-cruces.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:23 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net; City Council; Daniel Avila; David Dollahon; Loretta
Reyes
Condolences

Dear Mayor "Buddy" Dyer,
On behalf of the city of Las Cruces and the state of New Mexico we extend our condolences to the families and
friends
of those who tragically lost their lives early Sunday morning as well as to all the residents of Orlando, Florida.

Please let your residents know that we stand with them and denounce these terrible acts of hate and
terrorism.
I will be asking the members of our city council to donate a pint of blood as an act of solidarity, compassion
and love.
Please let me know if there's anything we can do to help. God Bless your city.
Sincerely,
Mayor Ken Miyagishima
Las Cruces, NM
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

liveunited@hfunitedway.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:32 PM
Mayor Dyer
We are #OrlandoUnited

June 12th was one of the most devastating days in our region’s history. We
lost 49 of our neighbors in the early morning hours due to the horrible acts
of one man.
Like many of you, we are struggling to come to grips with this tragedy,
how it happened and how to prevent it from happening again. In the days
and weeks that follow, this will be investigated and debated by experts
around the nation. Presently, all we can do is support our community and
provide aid where it is needed.
From the Orlando Police Department to brave civilians and medical
personnel, we saw unprecedented heroism. We’ve also seen an
outpouring of support from the community, with people waiting for hours to
donate blood and offer their assistance. We have been contacted by other
United Ways and individuals around the world offering their support and
prayers.
Recovery efforts are currently being organized by community groups; as
we have more information, we will update our #OrlandoUnited page with
information on where to volunteer, give blood or donate to victims and
their families.
If you, your employees or your loved ones are in need of emotional
support, the 2-1-1 Information and Assistance Crisis Helpline is available
24 hours a day, seven days a week, via phone, text, chat or email. Simply
dial 2-1-1, text your zip code to 898-211, or visit the
2-1-1 website.
Orlando is made up of courageous and resourceful individuals. Our city is
defined by how we respond to this tragedy, how we come together and
how we treat one another.
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We will need the collective strength of our community over the coming
months. Through the darkness we will show the world that we are
#OrlandoUnited.
Thank you,
Robert H. (Bob) Brown
President & CEO, Heart of Florida United Way

Heart of Florida United Way
Dr. Nelson Ying Center
1940 Traylor Blvd. | Orlando, FL 32804
www.hfuw.org | (407) 835-0900
You are receiving this email because of your relationship with United Way. If you wish to be removed from our email
list, please click this link to UNSUBSCRIBE.

If this email was forwarded to you and you wish to be included in future emails, please click this link to SUBSCRIBE.

A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION (CH214) AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DIVISION OF CONSUMER SERVICES AT
www.800helpfla.com OR BY CALLING TOLL-FREE (800-435-7352) WITHIN THE STATE. REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL, OR RECOMMENDATION
BY THE STATE.
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no-reply@vrmailer3.com on behalf of scottspiewak@gmail.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:33 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Coal to Gas Conversion: Technology and Practice August 17-18 Overland Park, KS

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Coal to Gas Conversion:
Technology and Practice
August 17-18, 2016 :: Overland Park, KS
Click Here for Conference Brochure
Click Here to Register
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Overview
Low natural gas prices and static coal prices have
created a business opportunity for power producers to
utilize significantly greater amounts of natural gas to
meet their generation demand. In addition, increasingly
stringent environmental regulations will require many
coal-fired units to be retired or to be retrofit with
emissions control equipment for continued operation on
coal. This has led to a reduction in coal-fired electricity
generation, with some of the coal-fired generation being
replaced by natural gas-fired generation. The selection
of the most advantageous option is influenced by factors
such as performance, capital cost, operating cost, fuel
flexibility and emissions control requirements. And in
some cases the option to employ natural gas co-firing, or
even a complete coal to gas conversion, can bring both
reduced generation cost and lower emissions to existing
coal-fired power plants.
Attendees will be able to plan and prepare for the fuel
switch from coal to natural gas. They will learn how to
reuse existing equipment and systems, including the
steam turbine-generator, heat rejection system,
electrical switchyard, controls, and plant facilities. The
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course will explain the process of decommissioning a
plant, the regulations and legal issues concerning the
switch to natural gas, and finally how to cease
generation entirely at their coal-fired power plant, and to
convert to gas via construction of a new simple cycle or
combined cycle plant.
The following key topics will be covered:
1. Review the industry drivers that have created a
market opportunity for the fuel switch to natural
gas
2. Explain the preparation process for fuel switch
3. Discuss the market assessments of fuel cost and
availability and the logistical factors for ensuring
fuel delivery
4. Discuss how natural gas co-firing and coal to gas
conversions can impact the fuel-related
equipment of the power plant
5. Explain how to reuse existing plant equipment and
the implications
6. Discuss how to decommission coal power plant
equipment and the concerns that are involved
including, closing a coal yard and closures of ash
ponds and landfills
7. Explain the permitting and legal challenges
associated with fuel conversion
8. Determine when to decide to cease generation at
coal-fired plants and convert to gas through
construction of a new simple cycle or combined
cycle facility
9. Discuss openly regarding the general technical,
logistical, and economical questions involving this
process
Who Should Attend
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental professionals
Power company executives
Public utility commissioners
Power generation engineers
Environmental engineers
Utility asset/investment recovery individuals
Power project managers
Generation facilities managers
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

CLIVE HUGHES <clivethughes@hotmail.co.uk>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:35 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
London United with Orlando

130616.1829
Dear Mister Mayor
I know you are very busy right now - so please
do not reply to this.
The people of London are standing shoulder to
shoulder with the people of Orlando

http://www.standard.co.uk/news/lo
ndon/london-stands-shoulder-toshoulder-with-the-people-oforlando-says-mayor-sadiq-khana3270131.html
The events in Orlando have been raised in the House of
Commons. The British people and their government
stand with
their ally the United States of America against terrorism.
God Bless you All and Keep you Safe
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Clive T Hughes
London UK
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

FRANK BILLINGSLEY <frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:36 PM
Anita Brouns; Celeste T Brown
Mayor Buddy Dyer; Chief John Mina
Re: My respect and condolences

Anita....your email is heartwarming to us...thank you!

_____________________________________
William "Frank" Billingsley, Chief of Staff to Mayor Buddy Dyer

Office Mayor Buddy Dyer
City of Orlando

400 S. Orange Avenue, 3rd Floor
Orlando, FL 32801
p. 407.246.2709
f. 407.246.3434
cityoforlando.net
Follow Us!
@OrlandoMayor
facebook.com/orlandomayor
Visit CityofOrlando.net to get the latest news and information or click here to sign up to subscribe to our City News Newsletter from Mayor
Dyer.

Click link to learn more about Orlando
http://www.cityoforlando.net/business-development/wpcontent/uploads/sites/26/2014/03/2014_NewWorldCityBooklet-1.pdf

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:32 PM, Anita Brouns <brouns@introweb.nl> wrote:
Dear sir,

My heart goes out to the people of your city! I feel deeply sorry for their great loss, the immense pain.
I wish you all the strength, wisdom and courage to keep a calm mind by this brutal and violent attack of our
freedom.
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Most of all I wish you, the people of your city, your teams and everybody who did come to immediate action
and rescue lots and lots of love, to overcome this.
There is no other gesture possible than just a big, big hug! Take care.

Anita,
Utrecht, the Netherlands
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Brouns

____________________________

This message and any attachments are confidential and intended solely for the addressees. If you receive this message in error, please delete it and
immediately notify the sender. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use, copying or
dissemination is prohibited. E-mails are susceptible to alteration. Neither Brouns nor any of its subsidiaries or affiliates shall be liable for the message if
altered, changed or falsified.
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Andrew Powell <events=impacthomelessness.org@mail221.atl101.mcdlv.net> on behalf
of Andrew Powell <events@impacthomelessness.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:38 PM
Buddy Dyer
All CFCH Committee Meetings Cancelled this Week

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From:

Committee Meeting Information from the Central

View this email in your

Florida Commission on Homelessness

browser

Dear Buddy Dyer:
In the midst of tragedy, The Central Florida Commission on
Homelessness is committed to lend support in our community
assisting in any way possible. We have cancelled all Central
Florida Commission on Homelessness committee meetings
scheduled for this week, June 13 through June 17.
We know the collective impact of people working together.
Let’s all find a place to help as our community begins to heal.

Andrew Powell
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Copyright © 2016 Central Florida Commission on Homelessness, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this e-mail as a member or interested party of one of the Central Florida Commission on
Homelessness' committees.
Our mailing address is:
Central Florida Commission on Homelessness
255 S. Orange Avenue
Suite 108
Orlando, Fl 32801
Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list

This email was sent to Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
why did I get this?

unsubscribe from this list

update subscription preferences

Central Florida Commission on Homelessness · 255 S. Orange Avenue · Suite 108 · Orlando, Fl 32801 · USA
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Westwood Mayor <Westwoodmayor@sbcglobal.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:38 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Orlando Tragedy

Mayor Dyer,
As with everyone in the Country, the people of the City of Westwood's hearts, prayers and condolences go out to the
families, the injured and the victims whose souls were lost in the Orlando Florida tragedy. The unfathomable, abhorrent
act is a shock to our City, the entire United States and the World. We are devastated as is everyone by the senseless
violence and our deepest sympathies go out to all of Orlando, especially the LGBT community.
We stand behind your City, State and the USA and agree, “..we will not be defined by hate”. Our country’s resiliency will
not allow this to divide us. It is a time for us to unite; support your City, Orlando and each other in solidarity.
We are a small Municipality in Johnson County, Kansas City. Yet we know, no one is immune from this type of incident
and it can happen anywhere. We join you in whatever support you need, and we send prayers for solidarity for Orlando
and our Country. Should you need anything, even if it's just someone to speak to so you can catch your breath, we are
here for you, your staff, the investigative branches and your people.
Respectfully,
Mayor John M. Yé
Westwood, Kansas
4700 Rainbow Blvd.
Westwood, KS 66205
(913) 362-1550
Sent from my iPad
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From:
Sent:
To:

Lawrence Nathaniel <lawrencenathanielusa@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:48 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net

TO: Mayor Dyer
June 13, 2016
DEAR, Mayor Buddy Dyer
MARCH WITH PRIDE/UNITY DAY OF COLOR
On July 2, 2016, in Orlando, FL we will be hosting a national march and mass memorial service for the ones who
have lost their lives in the Orlando shooting at the Pulse nightclub. I am writing to ask for your support and partnership.
This will be more than a day of remembrance; it will also be a day of unity and peace.
The details of the march and rally are still being laid out. If you would like to help us organize any part of this event,
please email Lawrence Nathaniel at lawrencenathanielusa@gmail.com. A national press conference will be held at noon
on Friday, June 16th. The location for the press conference will be released soon.
We will also like for you to give the opening, address to the nation and your city. you can contact us at any time, our
prayers or with you and your city. Together we will stand stronger and never give up hope.
This is our moment to send a message worldwide-to show the world no matter what you do to try to bring us down,
we will pick ourselves up, dust ourselves off, and remind the world just why it is that we are the greatest nation on earth.
We are asking all partners to use the hashtag #MARCHWITHPRIDE.
For more information and details about the event and our group, please call (803) 306-3297.
Lots of love,
Righ
tclick
here
to
dow
nloa
d
pictu
res.
To
hel…
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nelson, Lauren M. <Lauren.Nelson@nemours.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:49 PM
Undisclosed recipients:
Postponed - Nemours Ambulance Grand Arrival Event on June 14

Importance:

High

Dear Friends,
Yesterday we awoke to the sad and shocking news of a tragic shooting at a local downtown Orlando nightclub.
As with everyone in our country, our hearts, condolences and prayers continue to go out to the victims and
their families, our local community and to everyone touched by this devastating and senseless tragedy. We are
heartbroken by this unthinkable act of hatred and stand strong by our community.

While we were excited to celebrate the grand arrival of the new Nemours Pediatric Critical Care ambulance
with many of you tomorrow morning (June 14), we have decided to postpone the event. We intend to
reschedule the grand arrival celebration for another date and time in the near future, and hope that you’ll be
able to join us then.
Thank you for your patience and understanding. We are grateful for your support of Nemours and our Orlando
community.
Sincerely,
Lauren
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Lauren Nelson
Major Gifts Associate
Nemours Fund for Children's Health
Direct: (407) 650-7467
Work Cell: (407) 617-9935
www.Nemours.org
https://givenow.nemours.org
Please note new mailing address for the Fund Office:
6900 Tavistock Lakes Blvd., Suite 350
Orlando, FL 32827
Nemours Children's Hospital is located at:
13535 Nemours Parkway
Orlando, FL 32827
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dean Trantalis <dean@trantalis.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:50 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Pulse Tragedy

HI BuddyThank you so very much for your sensitive yet assertive handling of the Pulse tragedy yesterday. My
community is devastated by what occurred and much time will be needed to heal. Thank you for everything.
DEAN

DEAN J. TRANTALIS, ESQ.

2301 Wilton Drive C1-A
Wilton Manors, FL 33305
(954) 566-2226 Telephone
(954) 566-2248 Fax
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

southerneskimo19@gmail.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:52 PM
BUDDY DYER
Re: Helping your city

Thank you for getting back to me. Talk to you soon,
Andrea
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 13, 2016, at 1:13 PM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Dear Andrea,
Thank you for your kind offer of assistance. We are sorting through the outpouring of offers of
assistance and will note yours and be back in touch.
Thank you,
Buddy Dyer
Mayor of Orlando
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:42 AM, <southerneskimo19@gmail.com> wrote:
Hello Mayor Dyer,
My Name is Andrea and I'm a Girl Scout troop leader in Virginia. I would like to know how my
troop can help. We are willing to ask for supplies, donations, cards, whatever it takes. I can't
even begin to understand what you and your city is going through right now but we want to help.
I've cried so much for the victims, their families, and friends. I want to do something. Please let
me know how we can help.
Thank you for your time,
Andrea Hunsicker
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

rameshb <rameshbemail-shop2@yahoo.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:53 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
3 hr delay in storming Pulse bar

Dear Mayor,
Police departments across the nation have changed tactics regarding 'active shooter'
scenarios.
Your SWAT/Police wasted three hours in storming Pulse.
PEOPLE BLEED TO DEATH IN THOSE 3 HRS!!!
I am not the only person raising the alarming 3 hr delay: see the LA Times
article: http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-orlando-nightclub-police-20160612-snapstory.html

The Police seemed to me more concerned about saving their own lives rather than
bringing out the wounded who were bleeding to death!
SHAME ON THEM.

The police chief must be forced to resign due to this unforgivable delay.
Please confirm that you will be firing the police chief.
Thanks
Ramesh
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:54 PM
stacy goodbread
Re: Light up Orlando

Stacy,
Thank you for sharing this. We are so sorry for your loss and we can only imagine his family's anguish. Please
know we are all hurting for each and every one of you and are here for you.
Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:05 PM, stacy goodbread <stacygoodbread@gmail.com> wrote:

This was one on the victims. Family friend A non-gay 26 year old boy. The family is in great pain.
Thank for keeping this an American issue attack. Not a gay issue.
Stacy Goodbread
On Jun 13, 2016, at 11:43 AM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Dear Ms. Goodbread,
Thank you for your email. This attack was felt by all of us in this community and the entire
country, not one particular group.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues
to show.
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We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond,
how we treat each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:11 AM, stacy goodbread <stacygoodbread@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Mayor Dyer
I appreciate your commitment to the city during them tragedy. I would like to raise your
attention to who was attacked during this event.
Even though many members of the gay community was victims there were others which were
not gay that were also victims.
I do not wish you as the mayor of thus this community to get sided-tracked on this being a gay
attack. It was an attack on AMERICA. Every victim were Americans, please respect all the
victims, do not label every victim as gay.
During this time of sadness these families are going through which has lost a loved one in this
attack please do not disrespect or bring more harm or burdens upon them.
Please acknowledge all victims as AMERICAN's. Not gay. There personal life choices are not
the issue here.
Thank you for you time.
Stacy Goodbread
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stacy goodbread <stacygoodbread@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:55 PM
BUDDY DYER
Re: Light up Orlando

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thank you
Stacy Goodbread
On Jun 13, 2016, at 1:54 PM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Stacy,
Thank you for sharing this. We are so sorry for your loss and we can only imagine his family's
anguish. Please know we are all hurting for each and every one of you and are here for you.
Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:05 PM, stacy goodbread <stacygoodbread@gmail.com> wrote:
<image1.PNG>
This was one on the victims. Family friend A non-gay 26 year old boy. The family is in great
pain.
Thank for keeping this an American issue attack. Not a gay issue.
Stacy Goodbread
On Jun 13, 2016, at 11:43 AM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Dear Ms. Goodbread,
Thank you for your email. This attack was felt by all of us in this community and
the entire country, not one particular group.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our
City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how
we respond, how we treat each other.
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Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:11 AM, stacy goodbread
<stacygoodbread@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Mayor Dyer
I appreciate your commitment to the city during them tragedy. I would like to
raise your attention to who was attacked during this event.
Even though many members of the gay community was victims there were others
which were not gay that were also victims.
I do not wish you as the mayor of thus this community to get sided-tracked on this
being a gay attack. It was an attack on AMERICA. Every victim were
Americans, please respect all the victims, do not label every victim as gay.
During this time of sadness these families are going through which has lost a
loved one in this attack please do not disrespect or bring more harm or burdens
upon them.
Please acknowledge all victims as AMERICAN's. Not gay. There personal life
choices are not the issue here.
Thank you for you time.
Stacy Goodbread
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

I'm in. Events. <info=iminevents.com@mail158.atl171.mcdlv.net> on behalf of I'm in.
Events. <info@iminevents.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:01 PM
=?utf-8?Q??=
Show Your Support for Orlando This Tuesday at Orlando Networking Event Downtown

In light of yesterday's tragedy, this Tuesday's

View this email in your browser

OrlandoNetworkingEvent.com at Cafe Annie Downtown at 131 N.
Orange Avenue will be donating All of the advance ticket and at
the door sales to and in support of the families and victims that
were affected. Please continue to keep them in your thoughts and
prayers and be sure to wear purple to show your support in
unison. The event ticketing link is above and the donation link
where we will be sending all the donations
is here. #prayfororlando #orlandonetworkingevent

Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

Come Show
Support

Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

RSVP for tomorrow now at
http://OrlandoNetworkingEvent.com

This Tuesday, June 14 from 5:30 to
9:30 p.m. at Cafe Annie Downtown
(131 N. Orange Avenue) be sure to
wear purple if you can and network
with all ages and work
backgrounds in unison. 100% of all
ticket sales will be donated to
yesterday's victims and their
families. RSVP now at
http://OrlandoNetworkingEvent.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gill Sorg <gsorg@las-cruces.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:06 PM
Mayor; buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net; City Council; Daniel Avila; David Dollahon; Loretta
Reyes
RE: Condolences

Thanks Mayor
Gill M. Sorg
Councilor District 5
Las Cruces, NM
575 541 2072 office
575 635 1767 Mobile

LAS CRUCES - Leading New Mexico in Community Investment

From: Mayor
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 11:23 AM
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Cc: celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net; City Council <CityCouncil@las-cruces.org>; Daniel Avila <davila@las-cruces.org>;
David Dollahon <ddollahon@las-cruces.org>; Loretta Reyes <lreyes@las-cruces.org>
Subject: Condolences

Dear Mayor "Buddy" Dyer,
On behalf of the city of Las Cruces and the state of New Mexico we extend our condolences to the families and
friends
of those who tragically lost their lives early Sunday morning as well as to all the residents of Orlando, Florida.

Please let your residents know that we stand with them and denounce these terrible acts of hate and
terrorism.
I will be asking the members of our city council to donate a pint of blood as an act of solidarity, compassion
and love.
Please let me know if there's anything we can do to help. God Bless your city.
Sincerely,
Mayor Ken Miyagishima
Las Cruces, NM
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Subject:
Location:

Canceled: Meeting with Mayor Dyer and Wells Fargo
400 South Orange Avenue, Orlando, FL

Start:
End:

Thu 6/16/2016 4:00 PM
Thu 6/16/2016 4:15 PM

Recurrence:

(none)

Meeting Status:

Not yet responded

Organizer:

david.thornton@wellsfargo.com

________________________________
This electronic communication is subject to a disclaimer, please click on the following link or cut and paste the link into the
address bar of your browser.
https://www.wellsfargo.com/com/disclaimer/mpd4
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jack Eakman <jeakman@las-cruces.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:15 PM
Gill Sorg; Mayor; buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net; City Council; Daniel Avila; David Dollahon; Loretta
Reyes
RE: Condolences

Thank you, Mr. Mayor. We of Las Cruces grieve and send our thoughts of condolence and empathy.
Jack Eakman, Councillor, District 4
Las Cruces, NM
From: Gill Sorg
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 12:06 PM
To: Mayor <mayor@las-cruces.org>; buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Cc: celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net; City Council <CityCouncil@las-cruces.org>; Daniel Avila <davila@las-cruces.org>;
David Dollahon <ddollahon@las-cruces.org>; Loretta Reyes <lreyes@las-cruces.org>
Subject: RE: Condolences
Thanks Mayor
Gill M. Sorg
Councilor District 5
Las Cruces, NM
575 541 2072 office
575 635 1767 Mobile

LAS CRUCES - Leading New Mexico in Community Investment

From: Mayor
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 11:23 AM
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Cc: celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net; City Council <CityCouncil@las-cruces.org>; Daniel Avila <davila@las-cruces.org>;
David Dollahon <ddollahon@las-cruces.org>; Loretta Reyes <lreyes@las-cruces.org>
Subject: Condolences

Dear Mayor "Buddy" Dyer,
On behalf of the city of Las Cruces and the state of New Mexico we extend our condolences to the families and
friends
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of those who tragically lost their lives early Sunday morning as well as to all the residents of Orlando, Florida.
Please let your residents know that we stand with them and denounce these terrible acts of hate and
terrorism.
I will be asking the members of our city council to donate a pint of blood as an act of solidarity, compassion
and love.
Please let me know if there's anything we can do to help. God Bless your city.
Sincerely,
Mayor Ken Miyagishima
Las Cruces, NM
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Katie Hogan, BarackObama.com <info@barackobama.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:21 PM
fuck obamas
Orlando

Friend -This weekend we saw the most deadly mass shooting in American history -- motivated by hate, and
fueled by the easy availability of deadly weapons.
The tragic shooting in Orlando -- which specifically targeted the LGBT community -- is the latest
example of the epidemic of gun violence in our country.
Love is love, and no act of hate will change that. Violence in our places of friendship and worship
cannot become the status quo.
Add your name to say you agree that doing nothing is not an acceptable decision:

https://my.barackobama.com/Doing-Nothing-Is-Not-Acceptable
Thanks,
Katie
Katie Hogan
Executive Director
Organizing for Action
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PAID FOR BY ORGANIZING FOR ACTION

Contributions or gifts to Organizing for Action are not tax deductible.

This email was sent to: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net.
If that is not your preferred email address, you can update your information here. We believe that emails are a vital way to stay in direct contact with supporters. Click here if
you'd like to unsubscribe from these messages.
Organizing for Action, P.O. Box 618120 Chicago, IL 60661
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:24 PM
FRANK BILLINGSLEY
Fwd: FW: Pool report #3 - 6/13

Rubio and Nelson's offices are asking for notification of vigils and funerals. Is there a schedule for any planned
events?
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Patel, Rohan S. EOP/WHO <Rohan_Patel@who.eop.gov>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:16 PM
Subject: FW: Pool report #3 - 6/13
To: "frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net" <frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net>, Heather Fagan
<heather.fagan@cityoforlando.net>, "Carson.chandler@cityoforlando.net"
<Carson.chandler@cityoforlando.net>, "cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net"
<cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net>, "Buddy Dyer (Buddy.Dyer@CityofOrlando.net)"
<Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Cc: "Cummings, Bridget F. EOP/WHO" <Bridget_F_Cummings@who.eop.gov>
Mayor Dyer and team,
Here's the pool report from this am. POTUS delivered an update after he was briefed by his security team.
As I mentioned to Frank, we'd appreciate any additional info you have on events the rest of the week and timing
on the Memorial service (s). I will hopefully have a statement that can be read at the vigil tonight in short
order.

-Rohan
-----Original Message----From: White House Press Office [mailto:noreply@messages.whitehouse.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 12:12 PM
To: Patel, Rohan S. EOP/WHO <Rohan_Patel@who.eop.gov>
Subject: FW: Pool report #3 - 6/13

From: Courtney Weaver [mailto:courtney.weaver@ft.com]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 12:05 PM
To: Allen, Jessica L. EOP/WHO <jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>
Subject: Pool report #3 - 6/13
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More detailed Potus remarks, part 1
"I just had the opportunity to get the latest briefing from FBI Director Comey as well as deputy attorney general
Yates about the tragedy that took place in Orlando. They are going to be doing a more extensive briefing around
noon at FBI headquarters."

"First of all our hearts go out to the families of those who have been killed, our prayers go out to those who
have been wounded."
The tragedy, he noted, was "particularly painful for the people of Orlando but we recognize that this could
happen anywhere in this country and we feel enormous solidarity..."
"With respect to the killer, it is important to emphasize that we are still at the preliminary stages of the
investigation."
"The one thing that we can say is that this is being treated as a terrorist investigation. It appears that the shooter
was inspired by various extremist information that was disseminated over the internet."
Investigating the pathway the killer took
At this point "we see no clear evidence that he was directed externally. It does appear that at the last minute he
announced allegiance to Isil. But there is no evidence so far that he was in fact directed...There is also no direct
evidence that he was part of a larger plot. In that sense it appears to be similar to what we saw in San
Bernardino. But we don't really know. And this is part of what is going to be important [to the investigation.]"
"As far as we can tell right now this is certainly an example of kind of homegrown extremism that all of us have
been so concerned about for a very long time. It also appears that he was able to obtain these weapons legally.
He did not have a criminal record that in some ways would have prohibited him from purchasing these
weapons."

He purchased an assault rifle, and a Glock "which had a lot of clips in it"
"It does indicate the degree to which it was not difficult for him to obtain these kinds of weapons."
Potus indicated that there was no criticism that the FBI had not acted sooner in regard to the killer who they
were watching. "The FBI followed the procedures it was supposed to"
"At the end of the day this is something that we're going to have to grapple with. Making sure that even as we
go after Isil and other extremist organizations overseas. Even as we hit their leadership, even as we go after
their infrastructure, even as we take key personnel off the field, even as we disrupt external plots, the biggest
challenge we're going to have is this kind of propaganda and perversions of Islam that you see generated on the
Internet."

-Courtney Weaver
US Political Correspondent
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Financial Times
Tel. 1 202 434 0979
Mob.1 202 774 0884
@courtney_ft

________________________________
This email was sent by a company owned by Financial Times Group Limited ("FT Group"), registered office at
Number One Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL. Registered in England and Wales with company number
879531. This e-mail may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify
the sender immediately, delete all copies and do not distribute it further. It could also contain personal views
which are not necessarily those of the FT Group. We may monitor outgoing or incoming emails as permitted by
law.
----Unsubscribe <http://messages.whitehouse.gov/accounts/USEOPWHPO/subscriber/new?preferences=true>
The White House * 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW * Washington DC 20500 * 202-456-1111
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:25 PM
Forbes, Nick (Cllr)
Re: Letter of condolence

Dear Councillor Forbes,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:31 PM, Forbes, Nick (Cllr) <nick.forbes@newcastle.gov.uk> wrote:
Please find attached a letter from Newcastle upon Tyne.

Best wishes
Nick
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Cllr Nick Forbes
Labour Councillor for Westgate Ward and
Leader of Newcastle City Council
Newcastle City Council
Leader's Office, Civic Centre
Newcastle NE1 8QH
Office: 0191 211 5151
Web: www.nickforbes.org.uk
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McDaniel, Susan (Psychiatry) <SusanH2_McDaniel@URMC.Rochester.edu>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:27 PM
'Director@thecenterorlando.org'; 'Nicole@thecenterorlando.org';
'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'; 'Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net'
'Mills, Kim'; Belar, Cynthia; Allen Omoto (Allen.Omoto@cgu.edu); McDaniel, Susan
(Psychiatry)
Support for the Orlando community

Mr. Terry DeCarlo, Executive Director
GLBT Community Center of Orlando
Mayor Buddy Dyer
City of Orlando
Dear Mayor Dyer and Mr. DeCarlo:
On behalf of the 117,500 members of the American Psychological Association, and our Society for the
Psychological Study of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, & Transgender Issues, we offer our condolences to the Orlando
community -- especially the members and families of the LGBT community and their allies -- for your
tremendous loss from the shootings that took place yesterday. That this act of terrorism and hate took place
during the season of LGBT Pride is especially cruel, since this is a time dedicated to celebrate and rejoice in the
LGBT community and its many gifts. For this year, our joy is transformed to mourning for the injury and loss of
members of the Orlando community.
Although such acts of terror and hate affect us all, we know that the LGBT community – people already at
heightened risk for victimization and discrimination – may be especially affected by this shooting. As you
know, social support and a sense of community are very important in helping people to make sense of what
seems senseless. For those who need more than the community can provide, APA is working with the Florida
Psychological Association to activate the local members of APA's Disaster Resource Network, a group of
approximately 2,500 licensed psychologists across the U.S. and Canada who have expertise in assisting
individuals, families and communities after such incidents. Additionally, we urge you to refer members of your
community to some of the online resources we have to help people cope in the aftermath of such tragedies,
including information related to gun violence prevention.
We commend your efforts to help those in pain or anguish, and especially to assist members of the LGBT
community to find strength and heal. Please let us know if there is anything else we can do. Our thoughts are
with you and the people of Orlando as you heal from this horrific incident.

Susan H. McDaniel, PhD
President, American Psychological Association
Allen M. Omoto, PhD
President, APA Society for the Psychological Study of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, & Transgender Issues
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:29 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
5 more people signed “Alan Grayson: Universal background checks and waiting period
for all gun purchases.”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Alan Grayson: Universal background checks and
waiting period for all gun purchases.
Petition by Jason Alfaro · 5 supporters

5 more people signed
in the last day
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Edward Laurson
Denver, CO · Jun 13, 2016

Robert Ortiz
San Francisco, CA · Jun 13, 2016

Holly Holstein
Orlando, FL · Jun 13, 2016

Randy Waters
Rock Hill, SC · Jun 12, 2016
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John Mills
St. Petersburg, FL · Jun 12, 2016

View all 5 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:32 PM
RODERICK WILLIAMS
Fwd: You need to make a change PLEASE READ

Hi Chief,
Is this something you can respond to?
Celeste
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Lee Miles <leemiles@aol.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:34 PM
Subject: You need to make a change PLEASE READ
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Dear Mayor Dyer,
The fire Marshall should be fired! Why? Because how could a venue holding 300 people not have emergency
panic doors (alarmed)?
He cost a lot of lives by allowing a single egress.
Sincerely,
Lee Miles
13212 Lucinda Palm Court
Delray Beach, FL 33484
860 805-1285
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:33 PM
Wilson, Vaughn R.
Re: My Support of You

Dear Mr. Wilson,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:32 PM, Wilson, Vaughn R. <vaughn.wilson@famu.edu> wrote:
Dear Mayor Dyer,

Over the last several years, I have been in your presence and spoken to you as a part of the FAMU staff,
centered around the Florida Classic.
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You have been a stand up guy whose efforts have resulted in increased support for the students of Florida
A&M and Bethune-Cookman Universities.

I want to say that you are a very solid leader and the City of Orlando needs you. My prayer is for continued
strength in your leadership, as the people turn to those in power for strength in times of despair. May God
continue to bless you and as a family, Orlando rebounds to it's usual joyful self.

Sincerely,

Vaughn Wilson
Asst. AD / Director of Rattler Productions
1835 Wahnish Way
Tallahassee, Fla. 32307
(850)599-3849
www.FAMUAthletics.com
Building Champions!
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Eileen Davitt <eileen.davitt@cfl.rr.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:33 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Survivors

Sir,
Can we expect to see a list of survivors announced in the next few days?
Thanks,
Eileen
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

FRANK BILLINGSLEY <frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:33 PM
BUDDY DYER; Michele Brennan; Luis Martinez
Re: FW: Pool report #3 - 6/13

Michele is link Tonight DPAC Plaza...Equality Florida and others 7PM
Tuesday...First Baptist 7PM
Luis tells me there is one Wednesday night.
Community Service TBD

_____________________________________
William "Frank" Billingsley, Chief of Staff to Mayor Buddy Dyer

Office Mayor Buddy Dyer
City of Orlando

400 S. Orange Avenue, 3rd Floor
Orlando, FL 32801
p. 407.246.2709
f. 407.246.3434
cityoforlando.net
Follow Us!
@OrlandoMayor
facebook.com/orlandomayor
Visit CityofOrlando.net to get the latest news and information or click here to sign up to subscribe to our City News Newsletter from Mayor
Dyer.

Click link to learn more about Orlando
http://www.cityoforlando.net/business-development/wpcontent/uploads/sites/26/2014/03/2014_NewWorldCityBooklet-1.pdf

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 2:23 PM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Rubio and Nelson's offices are asking for notification of vigils and funerals. Is there a schedule for any planned
events?
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Patel, Rohan S. EOP/WHO <Rohan_Patel@who.eop.gov>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:16 PM
Subject: FW: Pool report #3 - 6/13
To: "frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net" <frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net>, Heather Fagan
<heather.fagan@cityoforlando.net>, "Carson.chandler@cityoforlando.net"
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<Carson.chandler@cityoforlando.net>, "cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net"
<cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net>, "Buddy Dyer (Buddy.Dyer@CityofOrlando.net)"
<Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Cc: "Cummings, Bridget F. EOP/WHO" <Bridget_F_Cummings@who.eop.gov>
Mayor Dyer and team,
Here's the pool report from this am. POTUS delivered an update after he was briefed by his security team.
As I mentioned to Frank, we'd appreciate any additional info you have on events the rest of the week and timing
on the Memorial service (s). I will hopefully have a statement that can be read at the vigil tonight in short
order.
-Rohan
-----Original Message----From: White House Press Office [mailto:noreply@messages.whitehouse.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 12:12 PM
To: Patel, Rohan S. EOP/WHO <Rohan_Patel@who.eop.gov>
Subject: FW: Pool report #3 - 6/13

From: Courtney Weaver [mailto:courtney.weaver@ft.com]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 12:05 PM
To: Allen, Jessica L. EOP/WHO <jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>
Subject: Pool report #3 - 6/13

More detailed Potus remarks, part 1
"I just had the opportunity to get the latest briefing from FBI Director Comey as well as deputy attorney general
Yates about the tragedy that took place in Orlando. They are going to be doing a more extensive briefing around
noon at FBI headquarters."
"First of all our hearts go out to the families of those who have been killed, our prayers go out to those who
have been wounded."
The tragedy, he noted, was "particularly painful for the people of Orlando but we recognize that this could
happen anywhere in this country and we feel enormous solidarity..."
"With respect to the killer, it is important to emphasize that we are still at the preliminary stages of the
investigation."
"The one thing that we can say is that this is being treated as a terrorist investigation. It appears that the shooter
was inspired by various extremist information that was disseminated over the internet."
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Investigating the pathway the killer took
At this point "we see no clear evidence that he was directed externally. It does appear that at the last minute he
announced allegiance to Isil. But there is no evidence so far that he was in fact directed...There is also no direct
evidence that he was part of a larger plot. In that sense it appears to be similar to what we saw in San
Bernardino. But we don't really know. And this is part of what is going to be important [to the investigation.]"
"As far as we can tell right now this is certainly an example of kind of homegrown extremism that all of us have
been so concerned about for a very long time. It also appears that he was able to obtain these weapons legally.
He did not have a criminal record that in some ways would have prohibited him from purchasing these
weapons."

He purchased an assault rifle, and a Glock "which had a lot of clips in it"
"It does indicate the degree to which it was not difficult for him to obtain these kinds of weapons."
Potus indicated that there was no criticism that the FBI had not acted sooner in regard to the killer who they
were watching. "The FBI followed the procedures it was supposed to"
"At the end of the day this is something that we're going to have to grapple with. Making sure that even as we
go after Isil and other extremist organizations overseas. Even as we hit their leadership, even as we go after
their infrastructure, even as we take key personnel off the field, even as we disrupt external plots, the biggest
challenge we're going to have is this kind of propaganda and perversions of Islam that you see generated on the
Internet."

-Courtney Weaver
US Political Correspondent
Financial Times
Tel. 1 202 434 0979
Mob.1 202 774 0884
@courtney_ft

________________________________
This email was sent by a company owned by Financial Times Group Limited ("FT Group"), registered office at
Number One Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL. Registered in England and Wales with company number
879531. This e-mail may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify
the sender immediately, delete all copies and do not distribute it further. It could also contain personal views
which are not necessarily those of the FT Group. We may monitor outgoing or incoming emails as permitted by
law.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

RODERICK WILLIAMS <roderick.williams@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:34 PM
Buddy Dyer
Re: Fwd: You need to make a change PLEASE READ

I will address this email...
On Jun 13, 2016 2:31 PM, "BUDDY DYER" <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Hi Chief,
Is this something you can respond to?
Celeste
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Lee Miles <leemiles@aol.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:34 PM
Subject: You need to make a change PLEASE READ
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Dear Mayor Dyer,
The fire Marshall should be fired! Why? Because how could a venue holding 300 people not have emergency
panic doors (alarmed)?
He cost a lot of lives by allowing a single egress.
Sincerely,
Lee Miles
13212 Lucinda Palm Court
Delray Beach, FL 33484
860 805-1285
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:34 PM
Ryan Nihls
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Ryan,
I'm sorry you're having trouble. Were you able to access the link?
Buddy Dyer
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:20 PM, Ryan Nihls <rnihls@gmail.com> wrote:
Victim's link isn't working. I'm looking it up on an iPhone
> On Jun 12, 2016, at 6:31 PM, Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
>
> This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with
the victims and their families.
>
> We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city
could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the
federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This
allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
>
> We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene
as efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the
victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
>
> I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital
staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help
the victims and joined one another to lend support.
>
> We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered
grief counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
>
> We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law
enforcement and victims.
>
> If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips
Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
>
> Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong
community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each
other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
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>
> - Buddy Dyer, Mayor
>
>
> This message was sent to rnihls@gmail.com from:
> City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue
> PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
>
> Manage Your Subscription:
> http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=101455418&l=147881&s=598M&m=1157081&c=373575
>
>
>
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

America Walks <info@americawalks.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:35 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
America Walks Announces New Executive Director

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here to view in your browser.

America Walks Announces
New Executive Director
America Walks is excited to announce M. Katherine "Kate" Kraft, PhD, as its
new Executive Director. Kate has been with America Walks for 3 years in the
role of National Coalition Director and mostly recently as Interim Executive
Director.
As the new Executive Director, Kate will provide seamless leadership for
America Walks as it continues to experience a chapter of unprecedented
growth. Kate has the institutional knowledge needed to prepare America
Walks for its bright future and her years of experience within the walking and
active living movements will be used to build prestigious partnerships, develop
new programs and expand the conversation of the walking movement.
"I am honored and excited to build on the recent momentum of the walking
movement as the next Executive Director of America Walks," Kate
commented. "The Surgeon General's Call to Action on Walking and Walkable
Communities and work of walking organizations around the US has brought
important attention to the fact that access to safe, walkable places is a human
right and I look forward to making sure America is a great place to walk for
every individual."
"We are very pleased to continue to work with Kate as our Executive Director,
and lead the expansion of the walking movement," said Kathy Smith, America
Walks Board President. "Kate is a pioneer in the active living field since her
role as Senior Program Officer at the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.
Through her long-term relationships with national foundations, health delivery
systems and social justice organizations, in addition to the work she started as
our National Coalition Director, she will continue to lead our organization's
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ongoing efforts to cultivate walking champions and walkable communities
across the US."

Click Here to Support America Walks!

For more information, contact Heidi Simon.
Visit Our Website
www.americawalks.org
Mailing Address:
PO Box 10581
Portland, OR 97296
Tel: (503) 610-6619

Stay Connected with America Walks!

America Walks, PO Box PO Box 10581, Portland, OR 97296
SafeUnsubscribe™ buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by info@americawalks.org in collaboration with

Try it free today
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:35 PM
mar vitt
Re: Condolences

Dear Ms. Vitaliano,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:42 PM, mar vitt <mev1234513@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Mayor Dyer,
Sincerest condolences to you and the entire city of Orlando on the senseless, murderous rampage that occurred
at PULSE nightclub.
Please convey my deepest sympathy to the families of the victims and families of this tragic event. They are in
my thoughts and prayers.
Also, please convey my praise and thanks to all who responded to the call for help and assistance, as well as the
survivors.
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Thoughts and prayers are with you.
Marianne Vitaliano
Mountain Top, PA
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:37 PM
Lynn Johnson
Re: A message for you and the people of Orlando

Dear Ms. Johnson,

Thank you for your kind and creative words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of
the City of Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together,
united to support the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:18 PM, Lynn Johnson <happy2bhelpinghands@hotmail.com> wrote:
You will Overcome, the darkness of oppression, of hatred and of fear.
You will Rise like the Phoenix from the ashes of destruction and despair.
You will Lead the world to the enlightenment and love of acceptance.
You will Allow your strength, not your grief and anger to define you.
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You will Never allow the mindset of terrorism to destroy your belief in equality.
You will Determine your way forward in the future by guiding your youth with love.
You will Open eyes, open minds, open hearts and open the arms of the world to peace.

My prayers and love go out to each one of you, I believe that we are all created equal; that we are all but one
single thread joined together in a beautiful, lovingly created tapestry that is humanity by our creator. I wish you
all peace and love beyond measure. Lynn Johnson from British Columbia, Canada
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:37 PM
Douglas Richards; APRIL MICHAEL
Fwd: A message for you and the people of Orlando

Wanted you to see this
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Lynn Johnson <happy2bhelpinghands@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:18 PM
Subject: A message for you and the people of Orlando
To: "Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net" <Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net>

You will Overcome, the darkness of oppression, of hatred and of fear.
You will Rise like the Phoenix from the ashes of destruction and despair.
You will Lead the world to the enlightenment and love of acceptance.
You will Allow your strength, not your grief and anger to define you.
You will Never allow the mindset of terrorism to destroy your belief in equality.
You will Determine your way forward in the future by guiding your youth with love.
You will Open eyes, open minds, open hearts and open the arms of the world to peace.

My prayers and love go out to each one of you, I believe that we are all created equal; that we are all but one
single thread joined together in a beautiful, lovingly created tapestry that is humanity by our creator. I wish you
all peace and love beyond measure. Lynn Johnson from British Columbia, Canada
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

RODERICK WILLIAMS <roderick.williams@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:37 PM
BUDDY DYER
Re: You need to make a change PLEASE READ

Celeste,
I think it is best that we do not address this person at this time. Not sure
what he is basing his assessment on or where his information is coming
from.
Chief Williams
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 2:31 PM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Hi Chief,
Is this something you can respond to?
Celeste
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Lee Miles <leemiles@aol.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:34 PM
Subject: You need to make a change PLEASE READ
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Dear Mayor Dyer,
The fire Marshall should be fired! Why? Because how could a venue holding 300 people not have emergency
panic doors (alarmed)?
He cost a lot of lives by allowing a single egress.
Sincerely,
Lee Miles
13212 Lucinda Palm Court
Delray Beach, FL 33484
860 805-1285
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-Roderick Williams, Fire Chief
City of Orlando
78 W. Central Boulevard
Orlando, FL 32801
P. 407.246.3125
C. 321.262.5646
F. 407.246.2758
cityoforlando.net
Follow us!
@citybeautiful
facebook.com/cityoforlando
youtube.com/cityoforlando
flickr.com/cityoforlando
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Orlando Montagu <O.Montagu@odey.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:39 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
From Earl of Sandwich

Dear Mr Dyer
My father, John 11th Earl of Sandwich, is writing to you separately offering all our sympathy for the awful events of
Saturday.
Our restaurant in Orlando, Earl of Sandwich, has been open for 12 years now and we have found the people of Orlando
to be open, diverse, tolerant and unbelievably welcoming. Saturday was a very dark night for Orlando but by Sunday
morning the spirit and values of the city had strengthened and the gunman and all his prejudices had gone.
We offer you all our best wishes and please let us know if we can help.
Yours, Orlando
The Hon Orlando Montagu
Founder, Earl of Sandwich®
Odey Asset Management LLP | www.odey.com
12 Upper Grosvenor Street, London, W1K 2ND | T: +44 (20) 7208-1400 | F: +44 (20) 7208-1401
Authorised and regulated by the FCA (Firm Ref. No. 214843)| Registered as a limited liability partnership in England
(Registration No. OC302585).
This email (and its attachments) is confidential and is only intended for the named recipient and not for onward
dissemination. If you have received it in error, please immediately notify us and delete it. The content in this email is for
information purposes only and is not a financial promotion. Please read the disclaimers in any attachments. No
responsibility can be accepted for any loss arising from the use of information in this email.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

FRANK BILLINGSLEY <frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:40 PM
McDaniel, Susan (Psychiatry); Patty SHEEHAN; William Stevens JR.; MANUEL SOTO
Director@thecenterorlando.org; Nicole@thecenterorlando.org;
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net; Mills, Kim; Belar, Cynthia; Allen Omoto
(Allen.Omoto@cgu.edu)
Re: Support for the Orlando community

Thank you so much....the offers of support from around the world is so very uplifting for all of us in our
wonderful city....I am copying Manny Soto as he is our link via the FBI to provide services to victims and their
families/loved ones.
I am copying Commissioner Sheehan as she knows many that have been impacted by this horrific act.
Thank you for being there for Orlando!
Frank

_____________________________________
William "Frank" Billingsley, Chief of Staff to Mayor Buddy Dyer

Office Mayor Buddy Dyer
City of Orlando

400 S. Orange Avenue, 3rd Floor
Orlando, FL 32801
p. 407.246.2709
f. 407.246.3434
cityoforlando.net
Follow Us!
@OrlandoMayor
facebook.com/orlandomayor
Visit CityofOrlando.net to get the latest news and information or click here to sign up to subscribe to our City News Newsletter from Mayor
Dyer.

Click link to learn more about Orlando
http://www.cityoforlando.net/business-development/wpcontent/uploads/sites/26/2014/03/2014_NewWorldCityBooklet-1.pdf

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 2:27 PM, McDaniel, Susan (Psychiatry) <SusanH2_McDaniel@urmc.rochester.edu>
wrote:
Mr. Terry DeCarlo, Executive Director
GLBT Community Center of Orlando
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Mayor Buddy Dyer
City of Orlando
Dear Mayor Dyer and Mr. DeCarlo:

On behalf of the 117,500 members of the American Psychological Association, and our Society for the
Psychological Study of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, & Transgender Issues, we offer our condolences to the Orlando
community -- especially the members and families of the LGBT community and their allies -- for your
tremendous loss from the shootings that took place yesterday. That this act of terrorism and hate took place
during the season of LGBT Pride is especially cruel, since this is a time dedicated to celebrate and rejoice in the
LGBT community and its many gifts. For this year, our joy is transformed to mourning for the injury and loss of
members of the Orlando community.

Although such acts of terror and hate affect us all, we know that the LGBT community – people already at
heightened risk for victimization and discrimination – may be especially affected by this shooting. As you
know, social support and a sense of community are very important in helping people to make sense of what
seems senseless. For those who need more than the community can provide, APA is working with the Florida
Psychological Association to activate the local members of APA's Disaster Resource Network, a group of
approximately 2,500 licensed psychologists across the U.S. and Canada who have expertise in assisting
individuals, families and communities after such incidents. Additionally, we urge you to refer members of your
community to some of the online resources we have to help people cope in the aftermath of such tragedies,
including information related to gun violence prevention.

We commend your efforts to help those in pain or anguish, and especially to assist members of the LGBT
community to find strength and heal. Please let us know if there is anything else we can do. Our thoughts are
with you and the people of Orlando as you heal from this horrific incident.

Susan H. McDaniel, PhD
President, American Psychological Association

Allen M. Omoto, PhD
President, APA Society for the Psychological Study of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, & Transgender Issues
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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Amanda <ajbrown@mail.usf.edu>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:42 PM
Roderick.Williams@cityoforlando.net; John.mina@cityoforlando.net;
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net; Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net;
Byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net; Marcia.goodwin@cityoforlando.net;
Michele.brennan@cityoforlando.net; celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net;
Kathryn.scanlon@cityoforlando.net
How can we help

Good afternoon,
In light of yesterday's tragedy, many of us want to know how we can best show our support to the first responders and
healthcare workers. We would like to send something for the local police, fire, hospital and blood drive. Please let me
know how we can best do this. We were wanting to send food, snacks, etc.
Thank you,
-Amanda Conti
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From:
Sent:
To:

mkrchnak@aol.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:44 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net

1219CT* 6/13/’16* Mr. Gambler Trump explain to us/me, how is that assault weapon going to save us from a
killer when that establishment has a ban on such weapons? To enter this establishment the killer had to shoot
his way in therefore he killed the guard at the door. So we have to eliminate this guard so we then have a
weapon against these radical killers. You have absolutely no common sense Mr. Gambler and therefore not fit
to be President. The GOP evidently has their signals crossed up as to why according to logic a weapon is
banned from such establishment where alcoholic drinks are freely dispensed, then this radical killer forces his
way in, please explain to evidently “kinda dumb me” where exactly is my weapon? Surely not in my hands at
the ready to defend myself from a killer, which you Mr. Trump/GOP continue to support with “your” flawed
logic? To me it definitely looks like you are in cahoots with those bad guys and all that ranting squalling of
yours is just a cover of things to come?
Adolph Krchnak
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:45 PM
Barton Myers(SB)
Kathy.Ramsberger@drphillipscenter.com
Re: Shooting

Dear Barton and Vicki,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:47 PM, Barton Myers(SB) <b_myerssb@bartonmyers.com> wrote:
VickI and I send deepest sympathy and our thoughts are with you and the good people of Orlando for the
shocking murders that occurred this past weekend. As with you, it is my hope that the great work done by DPC
and other arts organizations to bring people together will help alleviate much of the hatred in our country.
Barton
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:46 PM
Daniel J. Stermer
Re: Assistance If Needed

Dear Daniel,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:50 PM, Daniel J. Stermer <dstermer@westonfl.org> wrote:
Mayor Dyer

I can only imagine how inundated you are with the tragedy of yesterday in your Great City and the aftermath that has
followed.

First and foremost, our thoughts and prayers go out to all involved in this horrific attack and likewise my unending
gratitude to your Law Enforcement and Fire Rescue First Responders who had to deal with what was in front of them.
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If I and/or the City of Weston can be of any assistance to you and your Team, please do not hesitate to reach out and
just ask for it - I understand the distance but that should not and does not inhibit our willingness to provide it if you and
your Team need it and we will do so without question.

I cannot fathom what the last 2 days have been like for you and your City but I am willing to help in any way.

God's Speed. . .

Daniel J. Stermer

Daniel J. Stermer
Mayor
dstermer@westonfl.org

THE CITY OF WESTON

17200 Royal Palm Blvd.
Weston, Florida 33326
P: (954) 385-2000
F: (954) 385-2010
www.westonfl.org



Think before you print

Please note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from city officials regarding city business are public records, and are available to the
public and media upon request.Your e-mail communications, including your email address, may therefore be subject to public disclosure. In addition, this message, together with
any attachments, is intended only for the addressee.It may contain information which is legally privileged, confidential and exempt from public disclosure.If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, use, or any action or reliance on this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this e-mail in error, please notify the City of Weston immediately by telephone (954-385-2000) or by return e-mail and delete the message, along with any attachments.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KENNETH J & BERYL W KREFFT <kkrefft@bellsouth.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:56 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Fw: Ken Krefft in the studio around 8 am

See a You Tube link of my reciting the Declaration of Independence. I hope to come to Orlando in
early July & recite it in its entirety from memory & wearing my Thomas Jefferson colonial costume.
Kindly contact me at your earliest convenience should you be interested in allowing me the distinct
honor of just helping y'all heal after the terrorist attack. I recite this whole opus by Mr Jefferson that
takes 9 minutes to deliver at a proper cadence. Is your event on the 4th? I'm fairly well booked on
the 4th & can get down there Sat, 7/2 or Sun, 7/3 at a park site or some other appropriate location.
My most recent recitation was Thurs, 6/2/16 in the rotunda of the LA State Capitol. I knocked it out
of the park & had folks almost in tears of happiness as I recited it w/ passion . I do not charge a fee.
Very sincerely yours,
Kenneth J Krefft
157 Archer Avenue
Shreveport, LA 71105
Home: 318-869-1199
Mobile: 318-218-0248
On Friday, June 3, 2016 7:14 PM, KENNETH J & BERYL W KREFFT <kkrefft@bellsouth.net> wrote:

My You Tube link below.
On Friday, June 3, 2016 5:56 PM, KENNETH J & BERYL W KREFFT <kkrefft@bellsouth.net> wrote:

Mark, see below my You Tube link of a recitation I did 5/18/16 at KTBSTV3 in Shreveport. OK to use
it.
Ken
On Thursday, May 26, 2016 9:03 PM, KENNETH J & BERYL W KREFFT <kkrefft@bellsouth.net> wrote:

On Thursday, May 19, 2016 2:21 PM, Jason Weimar <JWeimar@ktbs.com> wrote:

Ken,
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We have made you two dvds that have your reciting of The Declaration of Independence. There is also a link
to it on youtube. The file is too big to make a data dvd. If you bring me a 15MB flash drive, I can move the file
to it.
Enjoy,
Jason
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMdgx70XcfM

From: KENNETH J & BERYL W KREFFT [mailto:kkrefft@bellsouth.net]
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2016 12:16 PM
To: Jason Weimar <JWeimar@ktbs.com>
Subject: Re: Ken Krefft in the studio around 8 am

Thanks. Tell Sid thanks also.
On Tuesday, May 17, 2016 5:02 PM, Jason Weimar <JWeimar@ktbs.com> wrote:

Lyman, Sid,
If the studio and control room is available Wednesday 8amish, we would like to record Ken Krefft, our
Declaration of Independence reciter for July 4th, to record him reciting it. It will take around 10
minutes. I would like to use Sid if available. Email if issues. I will be in around 7:30am. Mr. Krefft will
show up shortly after 8am. If we need to schedule another day, we can.
Let me know,
Jason
From: Crickett Oldenburg
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2016 3:53 PM
To: Jason Weimar <JWeimar@ktbs.com>
Subject: Ken Krefft
Jason,
Please contact Ken Krefft to schedule shooting him in the studio this week. Paul is out until Tuesday
of next week.
We will record Ken reciting The Declaration of Independence, then turn the tape over to him for use at
the House of Representatives and Senate in DC. Also, we are NOT going to charge him. He recited
the Decl. every year for our event free of charge, so I feel this is the least we can do in return.

His contact information is below:
Ken Krefft
157 Archer Ave
Shreveport, LA 71105
Hm: 869-1199
M: 218-0248
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I appreciate you helping me with this. Let me know the date and time you both decide on and I am
happy to come help. He is a “talker” so I may have to work my magic on him to get him in and out in a
hurry.
Thanks!
Crickett

Crickett Oldenburg, MBA
Marketing Director
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Annette Gollon <tcgollfa01@yahoo.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:57 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Orlando Nightclub Shooting

Good Afternoon, Mayor Dyer
I would like to take this time by sending you an email letting you know, Sir, that I am praying for all of you down in
Orlando, Florida. I truly admire the efforts being made to keep the media informed as well as the families, who right
now, are experiencing the heartache and intense emotional pain as they receive word that their loved one has died. My
heart aches for all of you down in Orlando. My heart, thoughts, and prayers will be with you, Mayor Dyer, and the
people of Orlando always. We are Orlando Strong!!
May God bring you peace and comfort in the days ahead!
With Blessings Always,
Annette M. Gollon
(757) 407-0240
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Alejandro Lopez <alejandro601@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:58 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
josh lesser
We Are Orlando: Community Statement and Gathering / Atlanta Georgia

Dear Mayor Dyer,
On behalf of the community organizers, we would like to express our deepest condolences in the loss
and injuries sustained by members of your community.
Multiple community organizations have united to hold an event tomorrow evening (Tuesday, June
14, 2016 from 7 pm to 8:30 pm) in support of the Orlando community. We just completed a
conference call for the coordination of this event. Would like to ask if you would be available to say a
few words via phone during tomorrow evenings gathering and vigil. Below is a link to the event
details and organizations who have signed on.
http://www.lgbtinstitute.org/news/2016/6/13/we-are-orlando-community-statement-and-gathering
We look forward to hearing from you Mayor Dyer but totally understand if you are unable to do so
under the circumstances. I have cc'ed our event organizer Rabbi Josh Lesser on this email.
Thank you for your time and consideration. We continue to uplift you and the City of Orlando during
this very difficult time.
Sincerely,

Alejandro Lopez
404-429-1316 (cell)
alejandro601@gmail.com

http://latinolinq.weebly.com/quienes-somos-about-us.html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bob Crowell <BCrowell@carson.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:02 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Thoughts and Prayers

Dear Mayor Dyer,
Words alone are insufficient to express our community's sorrow over the tragic events that occurred in your City this
past weekend. On behalf of the community of Carson City please know that you and all your residents are in our
thoughts and prayers.
On June 6, 2011, Carson City also suffered a mass shooting at our local IHOP restaurant where four people were
killed, including three members of our National Guard, and seven others wounded. As you have mentioned, such tragic
and evil events affect not only the victims but the entire community--and indeed our entire country. The healing process
takes not only time but care and understanding for everyone. I commend you for your leadership in bringing your
community together in this extremely trying time of grief. There is an old adage that out of adversity comes hope and
strength. We found that to be true in our community and I know that your community will as well.
Please don't hesitate to reach out to me if you think it would be useful.

Robert L. Crowell
Mayor
Carson City, Nevada
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaime Florez <jaimeeduardoflorez@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:06 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Re: Seremos definidos por la manera en que respondemos y cómo nos tratamos unos a
otros

Estamos solidarios con el dolor de los familiares y amigos de las victimas, pensamos que parte de la solución a
la violencia esta en la educación. Jaime Flórez
El 13 de junio de 2016, 9:06, Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> escribió:
Ayer fue el día más horrible en la historia de la ciudad de Orlando. Sin embargo, me siento aún más orgulloso
de nuestra comunidad la cual se unió para apoyar a las familias y amigos de las víctimas.
Hemos aprendido de los actos heroicos de nuestro Departamento de Policía de Orlando, de otras agencias
policiales y de nuestros ciudadanos mientras que cientos de vidas se salvaron durante toda la noche. Además, el
personal médico que salvó muchas vidas que fueron transportadas al hospital son héroes.
No me puedo imaginar el sentir de los padres o ser una de las personas que perdió a un ser querido.
La Oficina Federal de Investigaciones (FBI, por sus siglas en inglés) realizó una labor encomiable limpiando la
escena. A las 11 p.m. todas las víctimas fueron removidas de la escena por el Departamento de Policía de
Florida (FDLE, por sus siglas en inglés). Agradezco al médico forense y FDLE por el trabajo que hicieron
durante toda la noche identificando las víctimas y notificando a los familiares.
Cuarenta y ocho de las 49 víctimas han sido identificadas. Familiares de 26 víctimas han sido notificadas,
seguiremos notificando a los familiares.
El número de teléfono para que las familias llamen es 407.246.4357. Estamos publicando los nombres de los
fallecidos en cityoforlando.net/victims luego de informales a los familiares.
Este acto de odio no definirá quiénes somos. Seremos definidos por la manera en que respondemos y cómo nos
tratamos unos a otros.
Buddy Dyer, alcalde
This message was sent to jaimeeduardoflorez@gmail.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue
PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=101831379&l=147881&s=J49K&m=1157092&c=373575
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Orlando Police Department <notify@mygov.us>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:07 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Permit - Application Received (SPEC 0255356)

Dear Buddy Dyer,
Your 18A - Special Events Permit (ID # SPEC0255356) application has been received. Thank you!
Check Status
For questions, please contact:
Orlando Police Department
Sharon Grimes
P.O. Box 913
Orlando, FL 32802
(407) 246-3661 phone
(407) 246-3816 fax
sharon.grimes@cityoforlando.net
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

LUIS MARTINEZ <luis.martinez@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:09 PM
FRANK BILLINGSLEY
BUDDY DYER; Michele Brennan
Re: FW: Pool report #3 - 6/13

I just found out...
Wednesday at 7 p.m. at Festival Park
"Jornada de Oración" / Day of Prayer
Local Hispanic leaders and churches
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 2:33 PM, FRANK BILLINGSLEY <frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Michele is link Tonight DPAC Plaza...Equality Florida and others 7PM
Tuesday...First Baptist 7PM
Luis tells me there is one Wednesday night.
Community Service TBD

_____________________________________
William "Frank" Billingsley, Chief of Staff to Mayor Buddy Dyer

Office Mayor Buddy Dyer
City of Orlando

400 S. Orange Avenue, 3rd Floor
Orlando, FL 32801
p. 407.246.2709
f. 407.246.3434
cityoforlando.net
Follow Us!
@OrlandoMayor
facebook.com/orlandomayor
Visit CityofOrlando.net to get the latest news and information or click here to sign up to subscribe to our City News Newsletter from Mayor
Dyer.

Click link to learn more about Orlando
http://www.cityoforlando.net/business-development/wpcontent/uploads/sites/26/2014/03/2014_NewWorldCityBooklet-1.pdf

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 2:23 PM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
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Rubio and Nelson's offices are asking for notification of vigils and funerals. Is there a schedule for any planned
events?
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Patel, Rohan S. EOP/WHO <Rohan_Patel@who.eop.gov>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:16 PM
Subject: FW: Pool report #3 - 6/13
To: "frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net" <frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net>, Heather Fagan
<heather.fagan@cityoforlando.net>, "Carson.chandler@cityoforlando.net"
<Carson.chandler@cityoforlando.net>, "cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net"
<cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net>, "Buddy Dyer (Buddy.Dyer@CityofOrlando.net)"
<Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Cc: "Cummings, Bridget F. EOP/WHO" <Bridget_F_Cummings@who.eop.gov>
Mayor Dyer and team,
Here's the pool report from this am. POTUS delivered an update after he was briefed by his security team.
As I mentioned to Frank, we'd appreciate any additional info you have on events the rest of the week and timing
on the Memorial service (s). I will hopefully have a statement that can be read at the vigil tonight in short
order.
-Rohan
-----Original Message----From: White House Press Office [mailto:noreply@messages.whitehouse.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 12:12 PM
To: Patel, Rohan S. EOP/WHO <Rohan_Patel@who.eop.gov>
Subject: FW: Pool report #3 - 6/13

From: Courtney Weaver [mailto:courtney.weaver@ft.com]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 12:05 PM
To: Allen, Jessica L. EOP/WHO <jessica_l_allen@who.eop.gov>
Subject: Pool report #3 - 6/13

More detailed Potus remarks, part 1
"I just had the opportunity to get the latest briefing from FBI Director Comey as well as deputy attorney general
Yates about the tragedy that took place in Orlando. They are going to be doing a more extensive briefing around
noon at FBI headquarters."
"First of all our hearts go out to the families of those who have been killed, our prayers go out to those who
have been wounded."
The tragedy, he noted, was "particularly painful for the people of Orlando but we recognize that this could
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happen anywhere in this country and we feel enormous solidarity..."
"With respect to the killer, it is important to emphasize that we are still at the preliminary stages of the
investigation."
"The one thing that we can say is that this is being treated as a terrorist investigation. It appears that the shooter
was inspired by various extremist information that was disseminated over the internet."
Investigating the pathway the killer took
At this point "we see no clear evidence that he was directed externally. It does appear that at the last minute he
announced allegiance to Isil. But there is no evidence so far that he was in fact directed...There is also no direct
evidence that he was part of a larger plot. In that sense it appears to be similar to what we saw in San
Bernardino. But we don't really know. And this is part of what is going to be important [to the investigation.]"
"As far as we can tell right now this is certainly an example of kind of homegrown extremism that all of us have
been so concerned about for a very long time. It also appears that he was able to obtain these weapons legally.
He did not have a criminal record that in some ways would have prohibited him from purchasing these
weapons."

He purchased an assault rifle, and a Glock "which had a lot of clips in it"
"It does indicate the degree to which it was not difficult for him to obtain these kinds of weapons."
Potus indicated that there was no criticism that the FBI had not acted sooner in regard to the killer who they
were watching. "The FBI followed the procedures it was supposed to"
"At the end of the day this is something that we're going to have to grapple with. Making sure that even as we
go after Isil and other extremist organizations overseas. Even as we hit their leadership, even as we go after
their infrastructure, even as we take key personnel off the field, even as we disrupt external plots, the biggest
challenge we're going to have is this kind of propaganda and perversions of Islam that you see generated on the
Internet."

-Courtney Weaver
US Political Correspondent
Financial Times
Tel. 1 202 434 0979
Mob.1 202 774 0884
@courtney_ft
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________________________________
This email was sent by a company owned by Financial Times Group Limited ("FT Group"), registered office at
Number One Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL. Registered in England and Wales with company number
879531. This e-mail may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify
the sender immediately, delete all copies and do not distribute it further. It could also contain personal views
which are not necessarily those of the FT Group. We may monitor outgoing or incoming emails as permitted by
law.
----Unsubscribe <http://messages.whitehouse.gov/accounts/USEOPWHPO/subscriber/new?preferences=true>
The White House * 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW * Washington DC 20500 * 202-456-1111

--

Thank you,
Luis M. Martinez, Director of Multicultural
Office of Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer

Affairs

City of Orlando
400 South Orange Avenue, 3rd Floor
Orlando, FL 32801
p. 407.246.4128
c. 407.383.2073
f. 407.246.3434
cityoforlando.net
Follow us!
facebook.com/ciudaddeorlando
facebook.com/cityoforlando
facebook.com/orlandomayor
@OrlandoMayor
@citybeautiful
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Equality Florida <hr@eqfl.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:08 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Important updates on #OneOrlando Vigil tonight

Friend,
While our hearts are still broken over the devastating tragedy that occurred at Orlando’s Pulse Nightclub,
the outpouring of love and support from across the world has been truly amazing. In the midst of our
grief, we are shaken but strong.

Yesterday, we saw lines wrapped around buildings to donate blood to those in need, hundreds of vigils
took place last night, and over $2 million has been raised for the victims and their families. People are
stepping forward and showing that we are not going to be consumed by hatred! We know that Love
Wins.
Please see all of our updates below, especially an important update on tonight’s Orlando vigil.

UPDATE on #OneOrlando Vigil
Equality Florida and partner organizations have received authorization from Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer
to hold a vigil in Orlando tonight at 7:00pm ET. **Please Note:** The original location of the vigil was
Lake Eola, but with guidance from Mayor Dyer and the City of Orlando, the vigil will now take place on
the lawn of The Dr. Phillips Performing Arts Center downtown.
Event: #OneOrlando Vigil
Date/Time: Monday, June 13, 2016 at 7:00pm ET
Location: Dr. Phillips Performing Arts Center
455 S. Magnolia Avenue, Orlando, FL 32801
Seneff Arts Plaza
(Lawn between Arts Center & City Hall)
Lawn is between Orange Ave. & Magnolia.
Facebook Event Page: facebook.com/events/234719866914077/
Equality Florida has been working closely with the city and federal government to ensure this will be a
safe event for those who come out to mourn the victims of the horrific mass shooting at Pulse Nightclub.
And we are thankful for the hard work of law enforcement and Mayor Dyer in helping to make sure this
event is safe and secure.
We hope you will join us as we remember and honor the victims, families, and friends who were affected
by this national tragedy.

Vigils:
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We are receiving word of vigils being held across Florida tonight and throughout the week ahead. You
can visit our website to find a vigil near your area: http://www.eqfl.org/news/pulse
GoFundMe:
Equality Florida has set up a GoFundMe Account that has already raised over $2 million of the current
$2,500,000 goal. The funds raised will go directly to the victims and families affected by this tragedy.
Donate here: https://www.gofundme.com/PulseVictimsFund
Counseling:
•

The GLBT Community Center of Central Florida is referring folks to First Unitarian Church, 1901
east Robinson street, Orlando, FL 32803 for grief counseling.

•

For anyone needing support today, you may call the Zebra Coalition hotline at (407) 822-5036
and press #1 to speak to someone.

•

From the UCF LGBT student services director: Our LGBT student hang out space, Pride
Commons, is open Monday through Friday from 9am-5pm, with group counseling available from
1pm-2pm daily.

•

More information on counselors can be found at eqfl.org/news/pulse.

Blood Donations:
Yesterday, OneBlood, the local blood bank in Orlando, posted an emergency need for O-, O+, and AB
Plasma. Due to overwhelming support by the community, they are now asking that folks make an
appointment to donate this week. For donation sites in your area, call 1.888.9.DONATE
(1.888.936.6283) or click here: https://www.oneblood.org/donate-now/

Email us at hr@eqfl.org if you have any additional information for us to add to our website, any questions
or words of support.

Visit Equality Florida's website online at: www.eqfl.org

A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION FOR THE EQUALITY FLORIDA INSTITUTE MAY BE OBTAINED
FROM THE DIVISION OF CONSUMER SERVICES (WWW.800HELPFLA.COM) BY CALLING TOLL-FREE WITHIN FLORIDA (1.800.435.7352).
REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL, OR RECOMMENDATION BY THE STATE. REGISTRATION #CH7992.

Having trouble reading this email? Click here.

Unsubscribe from receiving email, or change your email preferences.

nonprofit software
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hope and Help <rwalker@hopeandhelp.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:10 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Orlando LGBT Community Information and Resources Available

Dear Friends and Neighbors,
It is with deepest condolences that we have to reach out today in regards to the
Pulse Nightclub Shooting in our hometown of Orlando, Florida. With the current
state of information, we have little to go on as far as the impact on the members
of our community; however, we have had a ground swell of support from both the
national and international community that we would like to share with everyone.
JETBLUE FLIGHTS FOR FAMILIES
JetBlue will be providing free flights for families of those affected by this
tragedy. Please call 1-800-JETBLUE and ask for the "Care Team".
FIRST RESPONDER AND FAMILY MEALS
We have a large amount of food and supplies available from donations received by
the GLBT Community Center of Central Florida. If you know a family or first
responder impacted by the shooting, please assist them with contacting FarmHaus, which will be providing fresh hot meals. Please email hello@farm-haus.com
CITY OF ORLANDO CANDLEIGHT LIGHT VIGIL TONIGHT (JUNE 13TH at 7PM)
The City of Orlando will be hosting a candlelight vigil tonight, Monday June 13th
2016 at 7pm at the Dr. Phillips Performing Arts Center in Downtown
Orlando. Please arrive early.
O-CARTZ SERVICES TO VIGIL
O-CARTZ is offering services to get to the candle light vigil tonight. Please text 321663-0678 for electric cart service and they will dispatch a pickup to you. Service is
limited.
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ONE BLOOD DONATION SERVICES
One Blood donation services are available throughout the city. The city is still in
desperate need for blood donations with the number of critical surgeries taking
place. Please visit their website for donation locations at
http://www.oneblood.org
COUNSELING SERVICES
If you need counseling services to help you cope with the recent tragedy at Pulse
Nightclub in Orlando FL, please remember the following:
The Center has bilingual English/Spanish counselors available for crisis counseling
at the First Unitarian Church located at 1901 E Robinson Street from 10am - 7pm
Monday 6/13 though Friday 6/17. No appointment needed. If you need someone
to talk to or need resources, please call the Zebra Coalition hotline at 407-8225036. Press #1 to speak with someone.
For ongoing support after Friday, June 17th please contact any of the following:
1. United Way Heart of Florida - dial 211 on ANY phone
2. Orange County Neighborhood Center for Families. 407-294-3519 (8 locations)
3. UCF Community Counseling and Research Center. 407-823-2052
4. TRANSformations (individual Trauma Care) 407-221-7463
5. Crisis Text Hotline (741741) and website: www.glbthotline.org
6. Hispanic Counseling Center (www.hispafam.org) 407-382-9079
7. The Center will have crisis intervention services available. No appointment
needed. 946 N. Mills Avenue
GLBT COMMUNITY CENTER OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
The GLBT Community Center of Central Florida is full of useful information coming
out, as well as community support from our members. Please visit our website for
more information, questions, comments, or concerns. Please feel free to share
your experiences and your sympathies for the victims, their families, and friends.
COUNSELORS WANTED
There is a need in the community for grief and mental health
counselors. Counselors must be licensed social works or licensed mental health or
post graduate mental health interns registered with the state of Florida.
There is a Google spreadsheet available for counselors to sign up for volunteer
shifts.

Hope & Help Center of Central Florida
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STAY CONNECTED:

Hope and Help Center of Central Florida,
1935 Woodcrest Drive, Winter Park, FL 32792
SafeUnsubscribe™ buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:17 PM
CASSANDRA LAFSER
Fwd: Interview Request - from The Michael Steele and Rick Ungar Show - POTUS
channel

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Debenigno, Aimee <Aimee.Debenigno@siriusxm.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 1:00 PM
Subject: Interview Request - from The Michael Steele and Rick Ungar Show - POTUS channel
To: "buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net" <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Hello Mayor Dyer,
Not sure best to reach for anemia request, but I work on the POTUS channel at SuriusXM for The Michael
Steele and Rick Ungar Show. I just wanted to reach and see if you might be available for a telephone hit
later this evening at 6:20 or anywhere in that vicinity...
I can request through another point of contact that's better.
Best and sorry for what you're going through,
Aimee
Aimee DeBenigno
Producer - The Steele & Ungar Show
SiriusXM Radio – POTUS channel
Email: Aimee.DeBenigno@siriusxm.com
(O:) 212-901-6559
(C:) 203-240-1248

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

maeve breen <maevebreen3@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:17 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Mass shooting

Dear Mr Dyer
I am so sorry about what has happened to your community. My thoughts and prayers are with you. Sending
this from Dublin, Ireland
With kind regards
Yours sincerely
Maeve Breen
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

SHvote@aol.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:19 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Vict...

Buddy:
You and your Police Dept and staff have done a GREAT job!
Steve Hall
In a message dated 6/12/2016 6:31:10 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net writes:
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the
victims and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city could
have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the
federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This
allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the
victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital
staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help
the victims and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law
enforcement and victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips
Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong community.
We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each other and love
each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor
This message was sent to shvote@aol.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue
PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=102617717&l=147881&s=GTQ3&m=1157081&c=373575
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From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earl Crittenden, Kelly Cohen, and Carlos Carbonell
<arnett=sostrategy.com@mail48.wdc01.mcdlv.net> on behalf of Earl Crittenden, Kelly
Cohen, and Carlos Carbonell <arnett@sostrategy.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:09 PM
=?utf-8?Q??=
CANCELLATION NOTICE: FireSpring Fund event

View this email in your browser

Due to the recent tragedy in our hometown, we are
going to reschedule this event for a later date.
Thank you.

Copyright © 2016 Southern Strategy Group Orlando, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this email because the partners at SSG Orlando wanted to keep you
in the KNOW.

Our mailing address is:
Southern Strategy Group Orlando
28 W Central Blvd, Orlando, FL
Suite 260
Orlando, FL 32801
Add us to your address book
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bob Buckhorn <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> on behalf of Bob Buckhorn
<autobot@tampagov.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:22 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Tampa Stands with Orlando

Please consider donating blood for Pulse shooting victims in
Orlando. Visit www.oneblood.org/locations to find a donation bank
near you.

Mayor Bob Buckhorn issues statement in
wake of Orlando shootings
TampaGov.net
Tampa Mayor Bob Buckhorn issued the
following statement on Orlando shootings at
Pulse Nightclub. See more.
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Tampa Police to increase presence at
LGBT clubs in wake of Orlando massacre
WTSP 10 News
In the wake of the massacre at an Orlando
LGBT club Sunday morning, Tampa Police
says they will increase their presence at
similar clubs in Tampa
Editorial: Tampa rec centers provide safe
havens
Tampa Bay Times
Small steps, at times, can help resolve big
problems. That's true of the city of Tampa's
decision to extend recreation hours this
summer, providing some of the city's most
vulnerable children a safe place off the
streets.
'Stay & Play' community centers for kids
open late for safe summer fun
ABC Action News
The City of Tampa wants to make sure your
kids have a safe place to go, so starting last
Friday, nearly a dozen places throughout the
Bay Area began staying open late.

Cass Street Cycle Track, the final piece
of Tampa Riverwalk, opens to public
Tampa Bay Times
Forty years ago, the idea of building a park
along the Hillsborough River first took root
among Tampa politicians. Six mayors and $33
million later, the plan finally came to fruition.

Tuesday, June 14, 9:30 a.m.
Tampa Police Department Swearing-in Ceremony
Tuesday, June 14, 2:00 p.m.
Tampa Hillsborough Economic Development Corporation's
Millennials Survey Results
Tuesday, June 14, 3:00 p.m.
Tampa Bay Wave GROW CEO Roundtable
Wednesday, June 15, 10:30 a.m.
The Heights/Armature Works Master Plan Unveiling
Friday, June 17, 11:00 a.m.
CTTV Mayor's Hour Taping at the Tampa Museum of Art
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Friday, June 17, 1:30 p.m.
Tampa Fire Rescue Recruit Graduation Ceremony

Please use our Correspondence Center service to submit any comments or questions regarding this newsletter.
Mayor Bob Buckhorn
Tampa FL 33602 United States
If you believe you received this message in error or wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stephen LeGresley <s_legresley@hotmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:24 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net; Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net
Love and support for the city of Orlando

Good afternoon Mayor Dyer,
My name is Stephen LeGresley, I'm a college student and reporter in London, Ontario, Canada. I have family
in Orlando and some of them are members of the LBGTQ+ community, thankfully, none of them were harmed,
but I cannot begin to comprehend the suffering of the families of those killed or hurt.
I wrote this editorial this morning and my editor was kind enough to print it and I just want to pass along the
thoughts and prayers of your northern brothers and sisters. We stand with you and will fight alongside you
for a better tomorrow where love is the reality and evil such as this is only an afterthought. God bless you
and your community sir. We love you all.
http://www.fsu.ca/interrobang.php?storyID=12625

Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

Love and support in the face of hate and
terror
www.fsu.ca
On June 12th, in an act of unbridled hate and terror the lives of
50 innocent people were taken when a gunman opened fire at
the Pulse club in Orlando, Florida.

Sincerely,
Stephen LeGresley
Reporter, Interrobang
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

CASSANDRA LAFSER <cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:24 PM
BUDDY DYER
Re: Interview Request - from The Michael Steele and Rick Ungar Show - POTUS channel

This was handled 2 hours ago. Thanks.
-Cassandra Anne Lafser, Press Secretary
Office of the Mayor
City of Orlando
400 South Orange Avenue
Orlando, FL 32802
P: 407.246.2182
F: 407.246.2842
Follow us!
facebook.com/orlandomayor
@OrlandoMayor
facebook.com/cityoforlando
youtube.com/cityoforlando
flickr.com/cityoforlando
@citybeautiful
Visit CityofOrlando.net to get the latest news and information or click here to subscribe to our Newsletter from Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer.

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:17 PM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Debenigno, Aimee <Aimee.Debenigno@siriusxm.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 1:00 PM
Subject: Interview Request - from The Michael Steele and Rick Ungar Show - POTUS channel
To: "buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net" <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Hello Mayor Dyer,
Not sure best to reach for anemia request, but I work on the POTUS channel at SuriusXM for The Michael
Steele and Rick Ungar Show. I just wanted to reach and see if you might be available for a telephone hit
later this evening at 6:20 or anywhere in that vicinity...
I can request through another point of contact that's better.
Best and sorry for what you're going through,
Aimee
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Aimee DeBenigno
Producer - The Steele & Ungar Show
SiriusXM Radio – POTUS channel
Email: Aimee.DeBenigno@siriusxm.com
(O:) 212-901-6559
(C:) 203-240-1248

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:25 PM
FRANK BILLINGSLEY; Michele Brennan
Fwd: Orlando LGBT Community Information and Resources Available

Note: Hope and Help is listing this as a "City of Orlando" Vigil
CITY OF ORLANDO CANDLEIGHT LIGHT VIGIL TONIGHT (JUNE 13TH at 7PM)
The City of Orlando will be hosting a candlelight vigil tonight, Monday June 13th 2016 at 7pm at the Dr. Phillips
Performing Arts Center in Downtown Orlando. Please arrive early.
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Hope and Help <rwalker@hopeandhelp.org>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:09 PM
Subject: Orlando LGBT Community Information and Resources Available
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net

Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

Dear Friends and Neighbors,
It is with deepest condolences that we have to reach out today in regards to the
Pulse Nightclub Shooting in our hometown of Orlando, Florida. With the current
state of information, we have little to go on as far as the impact on the members
of our community; however, we have had a ground swell of support from both the
national and international community that we would like to share with everyone.
JETBLUE FLIGHTS FOR FAMILIES
JetBlue will be providing free flights for families of those affected by this
tragedy. Please call 1-800-JETBLUE and ask for the "Care Team".
FIRST RESPONDER AND FAMILY MEALS
We have a large amount of food and supplies available from donations received by
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the GLBT Community Center of Central Florida. If you know a family or first
responder impacted by the shooting, please assist them with contacting FarmHaus, which will be providing fresh hot meals. Please email hello@farm-haus.com
CITY OF ORLANDO CANDLEIGHT LIGHT VIGIL TONIGHT (JUNE 13TH at 7PM)
The City of Orlando will be hosting a candlelight vigil tonight, Monday June 13th
2016 at 7pm at the Dr. Phillips Performing Arts Center in Downtown
Orlando. Please arrive early.
O-CARTZ SERVICES TO VIGIL
O-CARTZ is offering services to get to the candle light vigil tonight. Please text 321663-0678 for electric cart service and they will dispatch a pickup to you. Service is
limited.
ONE BLOOD DONATION SERVICES
One Blood donation services are available throughout the city. The city is still in
desperate need for blood donations with the number of critical surgeries taking
place. Please visit their website for donation locations at
http://www.oneblood.org
COUNSELING SERVICES
If you need counseling services to help you cope with the recent tragedy at Pulse
Nightclub in Orlando FL, please remember the following:
The Center has bilingual English/Spanish counselors available for crisis counseling
at the First Unitarian Church located at 1901 E Robinson Street from 10am - 7pm
Monday 6/13 though Friday 6/17. No appointment needed. If you need someone
to talk to or need resources, please call the Zebra Coalition hotline at 407-8225036. Press #1 to speak with someone.
For ongoing support after Friday, June 17th please contact any of the following:
1. United Way Heart of Florida - dial 211 on ANY phone
2. Orange County Neighborhood Center for Families. 407-294-3519 (8 locations)
3. UCF Community Counseling and Research Center. 407-823-2052
4. TRANSformations (individual Trauma Care) 407-221-7463
5. Crisis Text Hotline (741741) and website: www.glbthotline.org
6. Hispanic Counseling Center (www.hispafam.org) 407-382-9079
7. The Center will have crisis intervention services available. No appointment
needed. 946 N. Mills Avenue
GLBT COMMUNITY CENTER OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
The GLBT Community Center of Central Florida is full of useful information coming
out, as well as community support from our members. Please visit our website for
more information, questions, comments, or concerns. Please feel free to share
your experiences and your sympathies for the victims, their families, and friends.
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COUNSELORS WANTED
There is a need in the community for grief and mental health
counselors. Counselors must be licensed social works or licensed mental health or
post graduate mental health interns registered with the state of Florida.
There is a Google spreadsheet available for counselors to sign up for volunteer
shifts.

Hope & Help Center of Central Florida
info@hopeandhelp.org|hopeandhelp.org

STAY CONNECTED:

Hope and Help Center of Central Florida,
1935 Woodcrest Drive, Winter Park, FL 32792
SafeUnsubscribe™ buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by rwalker@hopeandhelp.org in collaboration with
Right-click here to download pictures. To help p ro tect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
C onstant C ontact

Try it free today
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From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Edward Johnson <eljohnson@golynx.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:28 PM
mayor@ocfl.net; Viviana.Janer@osceola.org; Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net;
chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov; Edward Johnson; Chief and Directors;
wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov; Harrison,James E.; Claudia Korobkoff;
Mary.Moskowitz@OSCEOLA.ORG; 'Downs, Noranne'
'pat.christiansen@akerman.com'; james.goldsmith@akerman.com
New ATU Local 1596 Officers

Good afternoon, Board Members and Support Staff. Below are the results of the Amalgamated Transit Union (ATU) Local
1596 elections from last week. The newly installed officers will officially take office July 1, 2016. If you have questions
please do not hesitate to call me.

President/BA, Ismael Rivera
VP Transportation, Beverly Glenn
VP Maintenance, Daniel Uglialoro
Recording Secretary, Christine Saint Louis
Financial Secretary/Treasurer, Maria Carrera
Sincerely,
Edward L. Johnson, CEO
455 N. Garland Ave. Orlando, FL 32801
D: 407 463.6346
T: 407 955.1839
O: 407 254.6017
F: 407 254.6280
eljohnson@golynx.com
www.golynx.com

"We enhance people's lives everyday through passion, pride, and performance."
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"This communication is intended only for the individual or entity addressed within. If you are not the intended recipient, you are not authorized to read, disclose,
copy or otherwise use or transmit the information or make any dissemination, distribution or copying of this information. Please note: Florida has a very broad
public records law. Most written communications to or from local officials regarding organization business are public records available to the public and media
upon request. Your e-mail communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the
material from any computer."
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Like us: http://www.facebook.com/golynx
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Austin Fageol <austin@theperfinst.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:35 PM
Buddy Dyer
RE: Budget guidance

BuddyWanted to check in with you about our forum in July — we're seeing a good amount of interest.
May I send you the agenda?
Thanks!
-Austin
From: Austin Fageol
Subject: RE: Budget guidance
Date: Wednesday, June 8, 2016
BuddyWith the shift to dynamic forecasting and performance-informed budgeting, the Performance Institute is holding
a forum on ways to improve forecasts and justify budget requests using performance information and measures
on July 27-28.
You really will emerge as a “budget master” from this program!
Let me know if you are interested in attending or sending someone and I’ll send you the full agenda.
Thanks so much,
Austin Fageol
Deputy Director, Outreach
The Performance Institute
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Arlington, VA 22201
Add us to your address book
unsubscribe from this list | update subscription preferences
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

michael.mccarthy@cityoforlando.net on behalf of City News
<citynews@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:37 PM
undisclosed-recipients:
Community Vigil – Monday Night at 7 p.m.

Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer will be joining the community this evening at 7 p.m. on the Seneff Arts
Plaza at the Dr. Phillips Center for the Performing Arts (445 South Magnolia Avenue, Orlando, FL
32801) for a community vigil organized by Equality Florida.
The outpouring of support for the Orlando community has been tremendous. The City of Orlando
appreciates all Orlando residents, community organizations and business owners who are planning
individual events. The City is asking that as these are planned, that mass gatherings in public places
are not created. Instead, the City asks that these events are coordinated in places of worship, private
community gathering spaces and other appropriate locations for these smaller gatherings.
The City of Orlando is working to plan an official memorial service in the near future to honor the
victims and all those involved in this horrific crime. The City will update the public and employees as
soon as possible when we have information. Thank you for ensuring that we remain a
#OrlandoUnited.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph Szot <joe.szot.usa@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:39 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Fwd: Exceptional

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Joseph Szot <joe.szot.usa@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:37 AM
Subject: Fwd: Exceptional
To: Richard Wolff <rdwolff@att.net>, dfunkhouser@ei.columbia.edu, miles@milesobrien.com,
mkeiser@keiseruniversity.edu, Thom Hartmann <thom@thomhartmann.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Joseph Szot <joe.szot.usa@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:32 AM
Subject: Fwd: Exceptional
To: comments@whitehouse.gov

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Joseph Szot <joe.szot.usa@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 11:48 AM
Subject: Exceptional
To: rachel@msnbc.com, thelastword@msnbc.com
The senseless slaying of the young woman singer Grimmie in Orlando, just another example of the
violent madhouse we live in everyday. Continuous unexplainable violence is about the only
exceptional thing the USA leads in these days. Along with total income inequality, people in jail, wars
we're bogged down in, child poverty, corruption ($2.7 trillion dollars missing from Pentagon since 2001) Anybody investigating? Crumbling
1970 infrastructure, high suicide rate. Exactly what a
country based on GREED looks like. I bet the USA does not see it's 300 birthday!!
Violent America, in Tolerant America

Concerning the Orlando nightclub massacre, I never heard such crap in my life from so called
experts. Planning, what planning does it take to walk into a nightclub packed with patrons, with a assault rifle and countless ammo clips. And
just start shooting till the cops show and you shoot it
out with them. Any crazy moron can do it. Hey dummies there are about a 100 million assault
rifles in the hands of everyday Americans. Anyone of these people who feel slighted for any dumb
reason, can turn any location into a killing field. Our stupid politicians, especially Republicans are
bought and paid by the gun lobby. When the Second Amendment was ratified in 1791, the only
rifle in existence was a single shot musket. How damn nuts are we, for creating such a God Damn
MADHOUSE. You know what, the hell with it, in a day or two or at most 2 weeks, there be another
mass shooting somewhere in the exceptional MADHOUSE called the USA!
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Zero Hour Approaches

Get real, this violence only happens constantly in greedy rotten Capitalist countries. Especially the
one that glorifies war, invading small countries, stirring problems in Brazil, in Venezuela, Iraq, Libya
Syria. Seriously fellow Americans we need to look in the mirror. We are greedy, accepting of total
inequality in our economic system, we beat our chest, proud of the trillion dollars we spend on
weapons of war every two years. We are one greedy, over medicated, self centered, ignorant sociality. Every Empire finally dies from it's
excesses.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph Szot <joe.szot.usa@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:41 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Flawed Personality

The more I think about the massacre in Orlando, I don't buy the idea in the middle of the carnage
the gunman decides to call 911 and pledge his support of al-Baghdadi. I think it was made-up to
make the tragedy fit into the ISIS script.
According to people who interacted with the gunman, he was a maladjusted mean, hateful, crazy,
individual, who didn't like women or homosexual people. And if he was a extreme Sharia Law
follower, combined with his flawed personality, it's obvious he could be a ticking time bomb. His
father gave a reason, his ex-wife wasn't surprised, and a co-worker who worked with him, reported
him to the company management. No Mateen was nothing more then another crazy bastard living
in this MADHOUSE this sociality created and accepts, were any Tom, Dick, Mary, or Omar can buy
as many military weapons and ammo. To make it possible for one person in the right situation to kill
a hundred people in minutes. And when it happens time and again, we're shocked. We as a nation
are obviously slow learners!
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:40 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
10 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the city
of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 10 supporters

10 more people signed
in the last 2 hours
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Alexandra Houlis
San Luis Obispo, CA · Jun 13, 2016

Priscilla Hernandez
Orlando, FL · Jun 13, 2016

Jessica Reams
Atlanta, GA · Jun 13, 2016

Anna Read
Woonsocket, RI · Jun 13, 2016
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Emma Farkas
Freehold, NJ · Jun 13, 2016

View all 10 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Christy Johnston <christy@onechurch.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:42 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Orlando Citywide Memorial Service THIS FRIDAY at Lake Eola

Good afternoon Mayor Dyer,
On behalf of the churches of Orlando, I would like to invite you to a Citywide Memorial Service for
the victims and families of the Orlando massacre this Friday night in downtown Orlando at the Lake
Eola Bandshell from 6-9pm. We are coming together, united in love, to bring peace and prayer to our
hurting city.
We would love for you to be a part of this special and solemn evening.
Please feel free to contact me directly at 561-703-2419 or christy@onechurch.net.
Kind regards,
Christy Johnston
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CHRISTY JOHNSTON
www.onechurch.net
407-774-0777(p) . 407-774-9778(f)
1675 Dixon Road . Longwood, FL 32779
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:45 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
10 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the city
of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 10 supporters

10 more people signed
in the last 5 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Kenneth Kendall
Merritt Island, FL · Jun 13, 2016

After last weekend, does anything need to be said?

Claudia Reyes
Arlington, VA · Jun 13, 2016

We have become a slaughter-house nation. We are killing
our own with the lax laws on gun ownership. Enough is
enough. It is time to care for our citizens, not the influx of
money from NRA. Let's get our priorities straight!
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David Brown
Louisville, KY · Jun 13, 2016

I'm human.

Robyn Richards
Albuquerque, NM · Jun 13, 2016

Amanda Kumher
Coal Center, PA · Jun 13, 2016

View all 10 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

RANDE ZUCLICH <rande.zuclich@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:45 PM
BUDDY DYER
Thank you

Mr Mayor,
I want to thank you for your support of the victims and their families during this terrible time that we all face as
a community. The effects of this attack has instilled fear and shock and heartfelt loss into everyone across our
land and around the world. I am still putting the pieces of my emotions back together as I felt the same fear we
all felt .. It was good that you spoke to the people of Orlando.
Thank you
-Rande Zuclich
City Of Orlando
Fleet & Facilities Management Division
Office of Business & Financial Services
1010 South Westmoreland Drive,
Orlando Florida. 32805
Phone 407-246-2361
Fax 407-246-2272
rande.zuclich@cityoforlando.net
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kevin Mcsweeney <kevin.integrakitchens@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:55 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
pulse

Sir, I just read that responding SWAT team officers waited four hours until entering the building! This sounds a
lot like the cowardly response that happened at Columbine! With an officer inside and plenty of dead people
why with an active shooter situation would we wait until everyone is shot or dead before responding?
I thought that we have learned from these past situations that we cannot wait until all friendlies are dead
before responding!
You and the police chief should be fired and your pension stripped as well as all commanding officers at the
scene.

Kevin McSweeney
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Roger Caram-Andruet <skyspotadvertising@yahoo.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:58 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Free night aerial message offer for massacre victims vigil

Mr Mayor,
My name is Roger Caram-Andruet, owner of Skyspot Advertising,llc a night aerial advertising company based out of
Lakeland.
I am contacting you to offer you our NIGHT AERIAL SERVICE for FREE for any night event in the immediate future, like
tonight's Vigil, where the Mayor's office could address the crowd from the sky with any type of helpful public
announcement or message related to yesterday's massacre.
Please feel free to call us at your earliest convenience at 863-838-3939.
We are available weather permitting to fly on any given night including tonight's vigil.
Please feel free to share our offer with OPD, and any other agency involved.
Thanks for your time
Roger Caram-Andruet
Skyspot Advertising,llc
skyspotadvertising.com
skyspotadvertising@yahoo.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Celeste Brown <celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:05 PM
Mayor
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net; City Council; Daniel Avila; David Dollahon; Loretta Reyes
Re: Condolences

Dear Mayor Miyagishima,

Thank you to all of you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of
the City of Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together,
united to support the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 1:23 PM, Mayor <mayor@las-cruces.org> wrote:
Dear Mayor "Buddy" Dyer,
On behalf of the city of Las Cruces and the state of New Mexico we extend our condolences to the families and
friends
of those who tragically lost their lives early Sunday morning as well as to all the residents of Orlando, Florida.

Please let your residents know that we stand with them and denounce these terrible acts of hate and
terrorism.
I will be asking the members of our city council to donate a pint of blood as an act of solidarity, compassion
and love.
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Please let me know if there's anything we can do to help. God Bless your city.
Sincerely,
Mayor Ken Miyagishima
Las Cruces, NM

-Celeste Brown

Senior Advisor to the Mayor for Public Engagement
Office of Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer
400 South Orange Avenue
P.O. Box 4990
Orlando, Florida 32802-4990
Celeste.Brown@cityoforlando.net
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Community Newspapers
<info=communitynewspapers.com@mail229.wdc02.mcdlv.net> on behalf of
Community Newspapers <info@communitynewspapers.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:07 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Community Newsletter 6.13.2016

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hello there. View Online | Forward to a friend | Subscribe

Home

The Miamian
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Classifieds

Advertise

ANNOUNCING THE GRAND OPENING OF THE NEW MIAMIDADE ANIMAL SERVICES PET CENTER

Miami-Dade County Mayor Carlos Gimenez, Chairman
Jean Monestime, District 12 Commissioner Jose “Pepe” Diaz and members of the Board of
County Commissioners, the Miami-Dade County Animal Services Department along with the
Miami-Dade County Internal Services Department; will host the grand opening of the Animal
Services Pet Adoption and Protection Center Read More »

KENDALL SYNAGOGUE’S CLOSING SET; MEMBERS SEEK
OTHER AFFILIATIONS
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The pending sale of the 33-year-old Bet Breira Samuel Or Olom
synagogue building at 9400 SW 87 Ave. in Kendall has caused its members to explore affiliation
with other area congregations, this newspaper has learned from Temple

correspondence. Temple officials declined to comment on reasons for closing although one
source requesting to remain anonymous said “financial hardships” caused the action. Rabbi
Jaime Klein Aklepi has written to congregation friends that she will become an associate Read
More »

JUNGLE ISLAND MAKES BIG SPLASH WITH RETURN OF
RAINFOREST RIPTIDE

t’s back, and just in time for rising temperatures. Jungle Island, 1111
Parrot Jungle Trail on Watson Island, invites visitors for a tidal wave of fun with the attraction’s
exhilarating Rainforest Riptide, a floating water playground and obstacle course for ages 3 and
up. A parent or adult must accompany children between the ages of 3 and 6 years old. Tour
Jungle Island’s lush tropical park Read More »

JOIN US FOR THE GRAND OPENING OF PATHWAVES’
NEWEST LOCATION

Pathwaves, a revolutionary program for some of today’s most
prevalent emotional and behavioral conditions, announces the Grand Opening of their new
center. The new facility will host an invitation-only open-house on Thursday, June 23rd, from
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4:00 to 7:30pm, at their new location where guests will enjoy sangria and tasty bites courtesy of
Taco Rico, a wine tasting by Miami After Dark Wines, Ice Cream by San Bernardo, Pravda
Vodka as well as a 12-minute Neural Empowerment session. Read More »

VILLAGE BEGINS THE ‘ZERO’ SAFETY INITIATIVE AT PARK

Working with the Safer Compass Foundation the Village of Palmetto
Bay has taken the first step for improving public safety by launching a navigational tool called
“ZERO” (Zone Emergency Response Operation). Village officials, parks staff and others
gathered at Coral Reef Park on May 17 to unveil one of the new signs and explain the
system. ZERO was developed primarily for schools but will Read More »

BRICKELL CITY CENTRE ANNOUNCES 11 RETAILERS
ADDED TO ROSTER

Swire Properties Inc, one of South Florida’s leading international
developers of urban real estate, along with retail co-developers Whitman Family Development
and Simon Property Group, have announced 11 more retailers set to join mega-project Brickell
City Centre’s 500,000-square-foot shopping center that will open in November in the heart of
Brickell. The latest collection of Read More »

A TRADITION OF ACHIEVEMENT AND EXCELLENCE

As Miami-Dade County Public Schools (M-DCPS) wraps up another
year, the district’s tradition of innovation and achievement continues to generate honors and
recognition at state, national and international levels. High school graduations are at a record
high rate of 78.1 percent, exceeding the state average. In 2014-2015, over 21,000 students
graduated and 94 percent of them planned to attend college. Our students outperformed other
large urban districts in the 2015 National Read More »
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MDX TO BEGIN SR 836, 87TH AVE. INTERCHANGE
IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

Following a favorable ruling from the Miami-Dade Circuit
Court on Thursday, Apr. 21, MDX has commenced construction on the State Road (SR)
836/Dolphin Expressway and NW 87th Avenue Interchange improvements. The project
is designed to alleviate traffic congestion within the City of Doral by improving traffic
operations and safety along NW 87th Avenue, NW 12th Street and SR 836. “This is our
third court victory with respect to bid protests on infrastructure project awards,” said
MDX chair Louis Martinez. “This is an affirmation that MDX Read More »

BRINGING CUSTOMER SERVICE TO EXPERTISE

Dr. Daniel Alfonso and Dr. Roberto Miki were quickly recognized as
experts in the field of hand surgery when they each returned home to their childhood city of
Miami. Both Dr. Alfonso and Dr. Miki grew up in Miami and after training at top facilities around
the country, Emory, Washington University, Hospital for Joint Diseases, and Yale, both doctors,
childhood friends from Miami, decided to return back to Miami and give back to the community
they grew up in. Now after establishing themselves as leaders in the hand and upper extremity
medical community, Dr. Alfonso and Dr. Miki have decided to start a new practice based on their
goal of designing a practice that not Read More »

THE WOODY FOUNDATION HOSTS 6TH ANNUAL LIONFISH
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BASH TO SUPPORT JACKSON REHABILITATION HOSPITAL

The Woody Foundation is proud to announce its sixth edition of the
Lionfish Bash. Since The Woody Foundation’s conception in 2011, the charity has raised more
than $1 million dollars to improve the lives of those living with paralysis. The Lionfish Bash is one

of four major events hosted by the Foundation each year. Lionfish Bash proceeds go to Jackson
Rehabilitation Hospital and are used to purchase equipment and fund programs Read More »

Positive People in Pinecrest – Brooke Ortiz
Last summer Palmetto High junior Brooke Ortiz volunteered at the dialysis unit at Jack Nicklaus
Children’s Hospital. “I played with the kids,” she says. “We played a lot of Uno. Read More »

Positive People in Pinecrest – Lauren Lugones
Gulliver Prep junior Lauren Lugones is part of the Gulliver engineering program. She’s worked
on Project GEM (Generating Electricity Through Motion). The students worked on Read More »

Positive People in Pinecrest – Michael Trainor
Last summer, Palmetto High School junior (soon to be a senior) Michael Trainor spent a week in

the Dominican Republic to build a house in a poor village in a remote area of the Read More »

You are receiving this email because you selected opted in to our newsletter on our website or social networks.
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Copyright © 2016 All rights reserved.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dennis Hinebaugh <fdotsurvey@usf.edu>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:07 PM
Buddy Dyer
2016 Florida Government Officials Survey Coming Soon!

The Honorable Buddy Dyer
City of Orlando
Dear Mayor Buddy Dyer:
On behalf of the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), the Center for Urban Transportation Research
(CUTR) at the University of South Florida is conducting a statewide Customer Satisfaction Survey of
government officials to assess their level of satisfaction with Florida’s State Transportation System and FDOT’s
outreach to your government unit. The collected information will help FDOT identify opportunities for
improvement. For this survey to be successful, we need your help.
In the coming days, you will receive an email containing the survey link. Your prompt response to the survey is
important, as only selected people were invited to participate in this research. Please find a letter from FDOT
Secretary Jim Boxold encouraging you to participate here.
Please watch for the survey and complete it as soon as possible. If you think someone other than you should be
contacted to complete this survey, please click the following link.
Contact Information for 2016 Florida Government Officials Survey
Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser:
https://usf.az1.qualtrics.com/SE?Q_DL=81RCYcKYLRSfHYV_0fBPD3QAJPfgyUd_MLRP_1RLf3dLg7aQG
wLz&Q_CHL=email
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us at FDOTsurvey@usf.edu. We appreciate your
participation and look forward to receiving your responses.
Sincerely,
Dennis Hinebaugh
Interim Executive Director
Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR)
University of South Florida

Follow the link to opt out of future emails:
Click here to unsubscribe
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:11 PM
Vincent Ogburn OPD; DAVID ARNOTT
Fwd: 3 hr delay in storming Pulse bar

Haven't gotten many of these. Has been little but high praise for the police actions. Sending this for your
response whenever you feel it is appropriate.
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: rameshb <rameshbemail-shop2@yahoo.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 1:52 PM
Subject: 3 hr delay in storming Pulse bar
To: "buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net" <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Dear Mayor,
Police departments across the nation have changed tactics regarding 'active shooter'
scenarios.
Your SWAT/Police wasted three hours in storming Pulse.
PEOPLE BLEED TO DEATH IN THOSE 3 HRS!!!
I am not the only person raising the alarming 3 hr delay: see the LA Times
article: http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-orlando-nightclub-police-20160612-snapstory.html

The Police seemed to me more concerned about saving their own lives rather than
bringing out the wounded who were bleeding to death!
SHAME ON THEM.

The police chief must be forced to resign due to this unforgivable delay.
Please confirm that you will be firing the police chief.
Thanks
Ramesh
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mary Muna <mkmuna74@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:13 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Our condolences

Our sincere condolences to your city. Not only gas frequent those clubs. I am prior service and my gay son
along with gay and straight friends frequent them around the country, including Orlando. Our souls are touched.
I have searched stories regarding the officer working as the security guard but of course media is more focused
on the shooter. We're any officer lives lost? Thank you. Mary Johnson Muna, Austin Texas
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ryan Nihls <rnihls@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:17 PM
BUDDY DYER
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

It's working now. Thank you for your response and your leadership during this tough time for our city.
Sent via iPhone
On Jun 13, 2016, at 2:34 PM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Ryan,
I'm sorry you're having trouble. Were you able to access the link?
Buddy Dyer
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:20 PM, Ryan Nihls <rnihls@gmail.com> wrote:
Victim's link isn't working. I'm looking it up on an iPhone
> On Jun 12, 2016, at 6:31 PM, Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
>
> This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and
prayers are with the victims and their families.
>
> We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this
morning in our city could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack
Obama has provided the support of the federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted
my request for a state of emergency in the City. This allows us to bring in additional resources to
support our efforts.
>
> We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is
working the scene as efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains
of the deceased. The names of the victims after their next of kin have been notified are being
added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
>
> I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first
responders and hospital staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today
many residents donated blood to help the victims and joined one another to lend support.
>
> We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has
also offered grief counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
>
> We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off
on vigils - they represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which
we need to dedicate to law enforcement and victims.
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>
> If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the
Dr. Phillips Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
>
> Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a
strong community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We
need to support each other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us
together.
>
> - Buddy Dyer, Mayor
>
>
> This message was sent to rnihls@gmail.com from:
> City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue
> PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
>
> Manage Your Subscription:
> http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmailmprofile.pl?r=101455418&l=147881&s=598M&m=1157081&c=373575
>
>
>
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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Edward Johnson <eljohnson@golynx.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:30 PM
'wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov'; 'jim.harrison@ocfl.net'; 'Claudia Korobkoff';
'Mary.Moskowitz@OSCEOLA.ORG'; 'mayor@ocfl.net'; 'Viviana.Janer@osceola.org';
'noranne.downs@dot.state.fl.us'; 'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net';
'chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov'
Update on the status of Vehicle Operator William Caro's daughter

Good afternoon, Board Members and Staff Support. Several of you requested I provide you with an update on Vehicle
Operator William Caro’s daughter who was wounded during the incident Sunday morning. Mr. Caro says his daughter is
stable, but may require a skin graft on her arm. It was initially reported one bullet hit her leg, but has been determined it
was one of her arms. The bullet severely damaged her arm, so they are taking a lot of precautions. The doctors have
decided not to remove the bullet in her chest that hit a lung. They believe it would be best not to attempt to remove it
at this time.
We have expressed our support of the Operator and his daughter and his supervisor is working with him on his absence
as he cares for his daughter. Please let me know if you have questions.
Sincerely,
Edward L. Johnson, CEO
455 N. Garland Ave. Orlando, FL 32801
D: 407 463.6346
T: 407 955.1839
O: 407 254.6017
F: 407 254.6280
eljohnson@golynx.com
www.golynx.com

"We enhance people's lives everyday through passion, pride, and performance."
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"This communication is intended only for the individual or entity addressed within. If you are not the intended recipient, you are not authorized to read, disclose,
copy or otherwise use or transmit the information or make any dissemination, distribution or copying of this information. Please note: Florida has a very broad
public records law. Most written communications to or from local officials regarding organization business are public records available to the public and media
upon request. Your e-mail communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the
material from any computer."
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Like us: http://www.facebook.com/golynx
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Diego Santilli <dsantilli@buenosaires.gob.ar>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:30 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net; fabivalle3010@gmail.com
Mr. Mayor of Orlando

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Buenos Aires, June 13th 2016

Mr. Buddy Dyer
Mayor of Orlando
Republic of United State

Dear Colleague,
On behalf of the people of Buenos Aires and my own, I would like to extend our
deepest condolences to you, and the citizens of Orlando for the tragic events on Sunday June 12
following violence and racism act.
Faced with this attempt which caused numerous human losses, would like to
express my respect for the families of the victims and our solidarity with Orlando citizens.
I remain at your disposal, take this opportunity to send you a fraternal greetings.

Diego Santilli
Deputy Chief
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mary Stewart <mstewart22@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:30 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Laws regarding black tinted windows

Dear Mayor Dyer: First of all, I want to commend you and your staff for the quick thinking professional
response to the massacure that happened on Sunday morning. I saw several of your interviews and you appeared
like a man in charge and one to be trusted. My reason for writing is because my friend that lives in Orlando told
me this past Sunday she was at a 7-Eleven and a man who stood outside talking on his cell phone was a huge,
muscular man with a long beard and he stared her down. My friend was afraid to get out of the car and when he
went and got into his car which was behind her he continued to stare her down but when he shut his door the
windows were so Darkly tinted you could not see him to know if he had a weapon. For the safety of police,
sheriffs, First Responders and citizens shouldn't there be a law against too dark tinted windows? His car was a
special car with no markings on it so she didn't even know what make or model. This is very scary and it seems
that terrorists could be in our mist. Thank you for addressing this issue. Sincerely, Mary Stewart
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City Year Orlando <jplante@cityyear.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:30 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Orlando Strong

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

To view this email as a web page, click here

Dear Buddy,
This past Friday nearly 200 gathered with City Year Orlando to celebrate the Fourth
Annual Graduation of our nearly 70 AmeriCorps Members in an event that inspired
such hope for the future of our students and our community. It was beautiful to
collectively recognize and celebrate their service and the difference they made in the
lives of hundreds of students during the 2015-2016 school year.
City Year Orlando's AmeriCorps members graduated having served more than
110,500 hours to students who needed it most. They lifted spirits, they raised grades,
and they strengthened our community with their passion and unwavering belief that
every child has the potential to learn and succeed.
In their service, they demonstrated City Year’s values: Service to a Cause Greater
than Self, Inclusivity, Idealism, Social Justice for All, and Ubuntu – “I am a person
through other people; my humanity is tied to yours.” These are the same values that
are helping me through the horrific events that unfolded yesterday – mere blocks
from our downtown office and schools we serve.
Orlando – like our nation – is full of strong and loving people, and I am inspired by
how our community is rallying together. City Year friends and colleagues from around
the country are lifting our city in prayer, sharing beautiful messages of
encouragement, and offering their support as we hurt and heal together.
It’s a privilege to love and serve this beautiful city together with you, and I thank you
for being a part of our City Year Orlando community.

Sincerely,
Jordan C. Plante
Vice President, Executive Director
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City Year Orlando

Copyright 2016 City Year, Inc.
This email was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net. To update your email preferences or unsubscribe, click here.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

mbarnes@onyxmagazine.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:34 PM
BUDDY DYER
FRANK BILLINGSLEY; Celeste Brown
RE: Re: Welcome

Thank you ..
Ms. Mabel Butler requested that per previous conversations. Would the Ciy of Orlando offset some of the cost
for the Dr. Phillips Center for Performing Arts?
The invoice states $8500.00 plus $12.0000 in cost. .
Thank you
--------- Original Message --------Subject: Re: Welcome
From: "BUDDY DYER" <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Date: 6/13/16 11:36 am
To: mbarnes@onyxmagazine.com
Cc: "FRANK BILLINGSLEY" <Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net>, "Celeste Brown"
<celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net>
Hi Maria,
The Mayor provided a video welcome for your event. Do you still want a letter?
Celeste Brown
Sr. Advisor for Public Engagement
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:28 AM, <mbarnes@onyxmagazine.com> wrote:

Good Morning,

I am writing to you in reference to the 2016 ONYX Awards at the DPCPA. June 25th 2016.
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We are requesting a Welcome and Congratulations page from Mayor Buddy Dyer for the event.

Please call me if you have any questions. We want to include this in our program booklet at the
event.

If at all possible can we receive this no later than Tuesday evening?

We would like to also extend our deep appreciation for the enormous task taken on by the City of
Orlando during the tragic event this past weekend.
Mayor Dyer has been very instrumental in ensuring the public of his support.
Thank you for everything.

Maria Barnes

Maria T. Barnes
Production Manager-Community Relations
P.O. Box 555672
Orlando, Florida 32805
Tele: 321.418.7216
Fax: 407.392.0196
Cell: 407.230-7794
EMAIL: mbarnes@onyxmagazine
WEBSITE: www.onyxmagazine.com

"Failure is not an option"
Gene Kranz
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This message is the property of Maria Barnes or Onyx Magazine. It is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain information that is non-public, proprietary, privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, notify us immediately by telephone and (i) destroy
this message if a facsimile or (ii) delete this message immediately if this is an electronic communication. Thank you.
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Paul S. John <pjohn=everytown.org@mail100.atl11.rsgsv.net> on behalf of Paul S. John
<pjohn@everytown.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:35 PM
Buddy Dyer
Tragedy in Orlando

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Coalition Mayors and Staff,
As we learn more about the recent mass shooting in Orlando, the
deadliest shooting in American history, we send our thoughts and
prayers to member Mayor Buddy Dyer and the entire Orlando community.
This is a sober reminder that tomorrow is not promised and we must
continue to do everything in our power today and every day moving
forward to end gun violence and the hate that fuels it.
This Wednesday, June 15 at 2:00 p.m. EST, please join us for an
Everytown briefing on the Orlando tragedy, the intersection between gun
laws, terrorism, and hate crimes, and next steps for action to end gun
violence. RSVP here and we'll follow up with the call-in number and pin as
well as the agenda.
While we determine our next steps in response to the shooting, please use
these talking points in your public discussions about it and how we are
going to keep fighting to save lives.
This statement from Michael Bloomberg was released today in response to
this tragedy.
Mayor Dyer, on behalf of the coalition, please accept our condolences and
know that we are ready and willing to support you in any way we can.
Sincerely,
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Paul S. John
Mayors Against Illegal Guns

Everytown Facebook

Twitter

YouTube

Mayors Against Illegal Guns
a program of
Everytown for Gun Safety
P.O. Box 4184, New York, NY 10163
unsubscribe from this list | update subscription preferences
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Orlando City SC <info@orlandocitysc.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:38 PM
BUDDY.DYER@CITYOFORLANDO.NET
An Open Letter from Orlando City SC to our City Beautiful

To view this email as a web page, click here.

Home | News | Tickets | LionNation | Shop | Pride | OCB

An Open Letter from Orlando City SC to our City Beautiful
Today is an incredibly sad day for our community and our City Beautiful, as we pick up
the pieces following the tragic events that occurred this weekend.
Our thoughts and prayers go out to the victims of Saturday's senseless killings in an
Orlando night club. At this time, we must all come together to support the victims'
families and their friends. We must also thank the police, the first responders and our
partners at Orlando Health, who did so much to save lives.
Sports should be a unifier and a place for people can come together to celebrate all that
is good in life.
With this in our minds, we will prepare for a home game on Saturday. We believe that
we can use that game as a means of uniting our community and bringing our friends
together to help heal Orlando. We will announce our plans tomorrow for Saturday's
game, but rest assured that we are working with all the community's sports teams to
ensure that we show the world just how strong and resilient our community is.
During the week, we will not celebrate or promote our four upcoming games as we
normally would-including the U.S. Open Cup game in Jacksonville on Wednesday, the
Lions' return to Major League Soccer and Orlando Pride's away match in Washington
both on Saturday as well as Orlando City B's home game on Sunday. We don't think it's
appropriate right now. In a small effort to show our respect for the victims and their
families leading up to the game weekend, you will see us using only black and white
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images across our social media channels.
We know our fans will want to create their own tributes to the fallen and we encourage
that, as we always have. We will work with our fans, our players, our partners and our
community to ensure the horrific events of 6/12 will not be forgotten.
We will do everything within our power to show the world that #OrlandoUnited cannot
be defeated.

This email was sent by: Orlando City Soccer Club
618 East South Street, Suite 510 Orlando, FL, 32801, USA

Update Profile | Unsubscribe
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Florida Nonprofits <FANO@blacktie-southflorida.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:40 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Sunshine CNM with Dr. Stephen Salaka

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

If this message is not displaying properly, click here to launch it in your browser.

Press Release
Saturday, JUNE 18, 2016
Florida Association of Nonprofits Presents One of Its
Sunshine Certificate Intensive Program Classes Featuring
Renowned IT Expert Dr. Stephen Salaka

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Fort Lauderdale, Florida On Saturday, June 18, 2016, nonprofit professionals, organization supporters and
interested community members will gather at the Florida Association of Nonprofits’ Sunshine Certificate
Intensive Program, held at the Fort Lauderdale Chamber of Commerce. Among other speakers, this session will
also include Dr. Stephen Salaka, Product Development Manager at Tsunami Tsolutions LLC.

Stephen has more than 15 years of diversified industry experience including extensive consultation work with
Fortune 500 Organizations and he holds a MBA in Information Technology. His PhD focuses on Organizational
Psychology, and has enabled him to lead numerous change management processes within organizations.
Stephen holds several industry certifications in Project Management Professional, PMI (PMP), he is also a
Microsoft Certified Application Developer (MCAD) and is certified Lean, Six Sigma Black Belt , Trained
Master Black Belt. These credentials among others enable Stephen to deliver the Information Revolution
Class….Are you Ahead or Behind the Curve Class Module. His class is being offered on Saturday, June 18,
2016, from 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM at the Fort Lauderdale Chamber of Commerce. This class will enable students
to optimize internal and external communications, develop metrics and access fundraising applications to name
a few of the takeaways from Stephen’s class. Stephen is conversational in Spanish and German and Japanese.

“I am proud we can attract such highly sought-after speakers, bringing a wealth of knowhow to the Sunshine
Certificate Intensive Program participants. I look forward to the Program in Orlando”, said Maria HidalgoDiaz, Florida Association of Nonprofits Chairman of the Board.
Anyone interested in the nonprofit sector (staff, board members, volunteers) are invited to attend. For more
information, please contact Marina Pavlov-Marchner at marina.fano@gmail.com or call, 305.557.1764. Photos
are available upon request.
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About Florida Association of Nonprofits (formerly FANO) is a state-wide resource center and professional
network of 501 (c)(3) nonprofit organizations in Florida. It was founded by nonprofit sector leaders in 1989
and assists over 52,000 nonprofits to reach their missions by strengthening their leadership, management, and
financial/public policy capacity.
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Forward this email
This email was sent to Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net by Florida Nonprofits .
If you do not want to receive this newsletter anymore, you can unsubscribe by going here:
http://www.blacktie-usa.com/u?u=kDDF5461-09FB-4F0D-C8474F8C9AD559D9
and clicking 'Remove me from list' button.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patty Hattaway <phattaway@me.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:47 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Mayor, if I could get to you, I would hug you hard, because the pain you feel for your beloved city is so very clear on your
face. I’m holding you up for now. Your friend, Patty Hattaway.

On Jun 12, 2016, at 6:30 PM, Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
> This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the victims
and their families.
>
> We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city could have
happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the federal
government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This allows us to bring in
additional resources to support our efforts.
>
> We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the victims
after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
>
> I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital staff
deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help the victims
and joined one another to lend support.
>
> We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
>
> We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law enforcement
and victims.
>
> If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips Center for
the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
>
> Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong community. We
will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each other and love each other.
This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
>
> - Buddy Dyer, Mayor
>
>
> This message was sent to phattaway@me.com from:
> City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL
> 32802-4990
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>
> Manage Your Subscription:
> http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=90425279&l=147881&s=0E
> 8C&m=1157081&c=373575
>
>
>
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Miguel Guinard <director@gatewayorlando.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:54 PM
Buddy Dyer
Gateway Orlando Weekly Update

Can't read or see images? View this email in a browser

#ORLANDOUNITED
Words cannot express the sadness our city is
experiencingfrom the senseless massacre this past
weekend. We are committed toembracing the diversity of
our beautiful city. Tragedy will not define us butbring us
closer. We grieve along with the loved ones and families of
all thosethat were lost and for those that are still fighting
for their lives. May weall be grateful for each day and
treasure our friends and family. For we areblessed each
day we wake.

Connection Core Group Tomorrow!

Our Connection Core mission is to help you sharpen your saw, and
sharpen each other by covering the 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership
which were written by John Maxwell.
We will have a presentation this Tuesday June 14th from Juan Lopez
from Ana G Mendez. "Overview of SUAGM Campuses & Essential skills
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for the Internet Age Applied to the Marketplace"

Ana G.Mendez University System 5601 S. Semoran Blvd Orlando FL
32822
8:15 am to 9:30 am
June 7th, 14th and 28th
You can attend this group 3 times for free!
The group is included with Gateway Orlando yearly membership
RSVP

Corridor Coffee Connection
June

Commissioner Pete Clarke from Orange County will be hosting us for this
month's Corridor Coffee Connection.
June 21st 8:30am to 930am
201 S. Rosalind Ave, Orlando FL 32801
RSVP
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Gateway Orlando is one of nine main street organization of the City of Orlando in
charge of improving the image, safety and prosperity of the Semoran Corridor.

This email was sent by director@gatewayorlando.org to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Not interested? Unsubscribe | Update profile | Interested Subscribe | Impressed? Tell-A-Friend
Gateway Orlando | P.O. Box 570353 Orlando, FL 32857 - 407-534-7847

Email Marketing by
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From:
Sent:
To:

+19786401263@tmomail.net
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:59 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
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Not sure what the person over your left shoulder found so amusing while you were speaking on GMA regarding the hear
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:06 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
100 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 100 supporters

100 more people signed
in the last 2 hours
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Erin Westfall
Orlando, FL · Jun 13, 2016

I was five feet from the first shooting and am also a
member of the queer community

Mukib Khan
Markham, CA · Jun 13, 2016

We'll only see lot more meaningless and untimely death if
stricter and well defined gun control legislation is in place.
Owning a gun cannot be equated with individual human
rights. A right that takes away others' lives cannot be an
individual right.
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Gail Beau
New Westminster, CA · Jun 13, 2016

I am worried that without restrictions and responsibility
on the part of buyers and sellers, People who are not
mentally healthy will be in possession of dangerous
weapons that no one should own. Backgound checks,
medical checks and references from co workers or Doctors
should go along way in preventing these weapons from
falling into the wrong hands.

Cynthia Clarkin
Hamilton,Ontario, CA · Jun 13, 2016

Too much pain

Raymond Allsworth
Douglas, MA · Jun 13, 2016

Gun violence has to be stopped and what better to begin
than Orlando.

View all 100 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rick Singh CFA, Orange County Property Appraiser <propertyline@ocpafl.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:10 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Postponed 2016 State of Orange County Real Estate
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The Orange County Property Appraiser's office is committed first and
foremost to serving our community. In light of recent events, we will
500

postpone the June 16, 2016 State of Orange County Real Estate.
Our deepest sympathies to all those impacted by these tragic events,
and we will keep you informed as soon as we have more information.

#PrayForOrlando

Orange County Property Appraiser,
200 S. Orange Ave., #1700, Orlando, FL 32801
SafeUnsubscribe™ buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by propertyline@ocpafl.org in collaboration with

Try it free today
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From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

African American Chamber of Commerce of Central Florida
<pamela@blackcommerce.ccsend.com> on behalf of African American Chamber of
Commerce of Central Florida <africanamericanchamber@blackcommerce.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:13 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Helping the Victims of the June 12th Mass Shooting

On behalf of the African American Chamber of Commerce of
Central Florida and its Board of Directors:
Early on the morning of June 12th, our community woke to the
horrific news that the worst mass shooting in modern American
history occurred in our own backyard. This senseless tragedy has
shaken our community to its core and our thoughts, prayers, and
deepest condolences go out to those who have been affected.
In this somber hour, the unity, strength, and resilience of our
citizenry has been a source of inspiration and hope. People
throughout Central Florida joined together, bowed but not
broken, to help those in need. In an effort to make it easier for
those who are able to help, we have assembled information to assist you in doing so.
Our hearts go out to everyone in this time of loss.
John F. Davis
President
African American Chamber of Commerce of Central Florida

For information on the victims, the City of Orlando has put up a page that will get
updated as information is confirmed. The City has also set up a hotline for family
members of the victims at 407-246-4357.
Aspire Health has also offered grief counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be
reached at 407-228-1448.
Blood donations are of the utmost importance, especially those with type O-, O+ and
AB:
-You can schedule an appointment through the Red Cross.
-Here is a link to all the One Blood Donation Centers throughout the state.
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A GoFundMe page has been put up to aid in the financial support of the victims and
their families.
We will be updating our AACCCF Facebook page through the coming days as
information is made available.

Copyright © 2016 All Rights Reserved.

STAY CONNECTED

African American Chamber of Commerce of Central Florida,
Orlando Fashion Square Mall, 3201 E Colonial Drive, Suite A20, Orlando, FL 32803
SafeUnsubscribe™ buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by africanamericanchamber@blackcommerce.org in collaboration with

Try it free today
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Phyllis Tanner <missflea@cfl.rr.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:13 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Orlando art

My granddaughter, student/artist at Texas State, born and raised in Orlando, did this art. I love it because it
shows the sun rising and will continue to rise over Orlando bringing us joy and renewed hope for our city.
Phyllis Tanner,
407 857 0097
Artist: Kaley Lynn; Austin, Texas
klynn045@gmail.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:20 PM
maeve breen
Re: Mass shooting

Dear Ms. Breen,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:17 PM, maeve breen <maevebreen3@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Mr Dyer
I am so sorry about what has happened to your community. My thoughts and prayers are with you. Sending
this from Dublin, Ireland
With kind regards
Yours sincerely
Maeve Breen
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:23 PM
LUIS MARTINEZ
Fwd: Seremos definidos por la manera en que respondemos y cómo nos tratamos unos
a otros

Luis: This is the email we are sending in response. Could you translate to Spanish and respond to this person?
Thanks, Celeste
Dear______________

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jaime Florez <jaimeeduardoflorez@gmail.com>
Date: 2016-06-13 15:05 GMT-04:00
Subject: Re: Seremos definidos por la manera en que respondemos y cómo nos tratamos unos a otros
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
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Estamos solidarios con el dolor de los familiares y amigos de las victimas, pensamos que parte de la solución a
la violencia esta en la educación. Jaime Flórez
El 13 de junio de 2016, 9:06, Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> escribió:
Ayer fue el día más horrible en la historia de la ciudad de Orlando. Sin embargo, me siento aún más orgulloso
de nuestra comunidad la cual se unió para apoyar a las familias y amigos de las víctimas.
Hemos aprendido de los actos heroicos de nuestro Departamento de Policía de Orlando, de otras agencias
policiales y de nuestros ciudadanos mientras que cientos de vidas se salvaron durante toda la noche. Además, el
personal médico que salvó muchas vidas que fueron transportadas al hospital son héroes.
No me puedo imaginar el sentir de los padres o ser una de las personas que perdió a un ser querido.
La Oficina Federal de Investigaciones (FBI, por sus siglas en inglés) realizó una labor encomiable limpiando la
escena. A las 11 p.m. todas las víctimas fueron removidas de la escena por el Departamento de Policía de
Florida (FDLE, por sus siglas en inglés). Agradezco al médico forense y FDLE por el trabajo que hicieron
durante toda la noche identificando las víctimas y notificando a los familiares.
Cuarenta y ocho de las 49 víctimas han sido identificadas. Familiares de 26 víctimas han sido notificadas,
seguiremos notificando a los familiares.
El número de teléfono para que las familias llamen es 407.246.4357. Estamos publicando los nombres de los
fallecidos en cityoforlando.net/victims luego de informales a los familiares.
Este acto de odio no definirá quiénes somos. Seremos definidos por la manera en que respondemos y cómo nos
tratamos unos a otros.
Buddy Dyer, alcalde
This message was sent to jaimeeduardoflorez@gmail.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue
PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=101831379&l=147881&s=J49K&m=1157092&c=373575
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:24 PM
Michele Brennan; APRIL MICHAEL
Fwd: Permit - Application Received (SPEC 0255356)

For tonight(?)
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Orlando Police Department <notify@mygov.us>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:07 PM
Subject: Permit - Application Received (SPEC 0255356)
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Dear Buddy Dyer,
Your 18A - Special Events Permit (ID # SPEC0255356) application has been received. Thank you!
Check Status
For questions, please contact:
Orlando Police Department
Sharon Grimes
P.O. Box 913
Orlando, FL 32802
(407) 246-3661 phone
(407) 246-3816 fax
sharon.grimes@cityoforlando.net
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:25 PM
Bob Crowell
Re: Thoughts and Prayers

Dear Mayor Crowell,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:02 PM, Bob Crowell <BCrowell@carson.org> wrote:
Dear Mayor Dyer,
Words alone are insufficient to express our community's sorrow over the tragic events that occurred in your City this
past weekend. On behalf of the community of Carson City please know that you and all your residents are in our
thoughts and prayers.
On June 6, 2011, Carson City also suffered a mass shooting at our local IHOP restaurant where four people were
killed, including three members of our National Guard, and seven others wounded. As you have mentioned, such tragic
and evil events affect not only the victims but the entire community--and indeed our entire country. The healing process
takes not only time but care and understanding for everyone. I commend you for your leadership in bringing your
community together in this extremely trying time of grief. There is an old adage that out of adversity comes hope and
strength. We found that to be true in our community and I know that your community will as well.
Please don't hesitate to reach out to me if you think it would be useful.
510

Robert L. Crowell
Mayor
Carson City, Nevada
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From:
Sent:
Cc:
Subject:

Kathy Ramsberger <k.ramsberger@drphillipscenter.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:34 PM
Kathy Ramsberger; Scott Bowman; Robert Jones
Executive Committee and Board Communication

Importance:

High

Dear Dr. Phillips Center Executive Committee and Board of Directors:
As you know our city has been changed forever by the tragic events of this weekend. When the Dr.
Phillips Center for the Performing Arts went from dream to vision to reality, we kept one idea at the
forefront of all our plans – that we would be a gathering place for people to simply be together. This
vision has come true in so many ways and this week more than we could have ever imagined. We are a
landmark for Orlando and our community is responding by gathering here to place flowers, to connect
with each other, to grieve and to heal.
Our vision is Arts For Every Life and every life in our city, community and around the world is impacted by
both the pain and the hope that we are experiencing together. Our hearts are with our community and
we stand together united and strong.
We would like to thank our first responders and the medical community for all of their efforts.
As you may know, various groups are planning events and one event, a vigil, is being held this evening on
the Seneff Arts Plaza. We are aware of this event and while we are not producers, our response is to
support this event as requested by the city. Our security team will be on hand and our restroom services
will be available.
This afternoon at 3:30 p.m. our colleagues joined together as a group to place flowers in tribute to the
victims and all affected by this tragedy.
Please refer any media questions to Scott Bowman (scott.bowman@drphillipscenter.org) or Robert Jones
(robert.jones@drphillipscenter.org).
Thank you for your dedication to our organization and to our community.
With gratitude,
Kathy

katherine ramsberger |president & ceo
katherine@drphillipscenter.org
155 E. Anderson Street, Orlando, FL 32801
p 407 839 0119 | f 407 839 0116 | web
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Larry <buddles98@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:34 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
John Mina

Mr Dyer
First I would like to send love and heartfelt prayers to your city and the victims and their families from your neighbors in
Marion County.
I wanted to write because your police chief John Mina to me from watching him through out the years on tv and now
with this horrible terrorist act is an amazing human being. The way exudes himself to the people is very calming he
speaks with compassion that is true and sincere. I do not know him other than like I said from the news here in central
Florida but I can sincerely say your beautiful city of Orlando and her people a very lucky to have a man a police chief like
him. He should be commended highly for his handling of this disgusting act of terror and I would be proud if he ever
came to Marion county to call him Sherrif or chief of police here. God bless Orlando I love your city.
Very sincerely
Larry Allen
Ps..I wrote you because I could not find his email address. Please if you can tell him to stay strong and to remember he
is only human that he also like everyone else needs to greave.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:38 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
100 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 100 supporters

100 more people signed
in the last hour
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Erica Bacon
Rochester, MI · Jun 13, 2016

These deaths could have easily been avoided if civilians
did not have access to firearms. They are unnecessary for
everyday life and should only be available to law
enforcement officials. Innocent lives could be saved with
stricter weapon regulation.

Lori Conner
Sutton, WV · Jun 13, 2016

There must be stricter gun laws.
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Eyesly Hmmm
No, CT · Jun 13, 2016

Dear Mr. Jim Himes, I would like to add to the possibly
various messages you have received today regarding the
same issue. The gun control in this country is ridiculous,
especially considering that two tragedies have occurred in
the matter of two day. Over fifty deaths, including
Christina Grimmie, have occurred just this weekend due
to the fact that we have practically no gun control laws in
effect. The ones that already exist are obviously not
working at all. I am asking you, along with many other
civilians like me, to put what laws regarding guns and
firearms are used in Canada and Australia. I, and many
others, think that this would lead to less deaths per year
considering the statistics of mass shooting in said
countries. We should not stand for hate. Many people are
thinking about leaving this country because they are
concerned for their own safety. People are planning to
move to Canada and the United Kingdom because of these
recent events. Not to mention the fact that Donald Trump
is most likely going to win the presidential election. This
country is going down into the dirt because of all of what
has been happening. I really don’t think that this is good
for our reputation as a country. We are going to war in
other countries because we are supposedly “trying to help
them,” but why are we “helping” other countries when our
people aren’t even sorted out yet? There are mass
shootings and hate crimes going on here. If our whole
country is happy, then I think it would be easier to help
other countries. Right now, they can easily point out the
recent deaths and question if we’re actually fit to help
them. And the truth is, we’re not. We need to leave these
things to Canada. They have no problems whatsoever, as
far as I know. They’re bringing in refugees and sipping on
bagged milk while we’re fearing for our lives. While people
in the LGBTQIA+ community are afraid to step foot
outside or into public spaces. Or even come out to their
own parents. We need to stop hate crimes and mass
shootings and protect our citizens from the evil that has
become many people. Mental illnesses should even be an
excuse. I know that sounds insensitive, but someone
should have been in charge of them. Someone should have
been watching them. Even then, if they were stable
enough to work a gun and plan to kill people, then they
should be put in jail for life. There is no reason that we
should still have guns out on the streets. Guns should be
strictly for military use, yet we have every day people
carrying them around, ready to shoot anything or anyone
they feel threatening. Why can’t we be like Canada and
Australia? There has been one mass shooting in Canada
this year, compared to somewhere around seven in the US
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since Monday. I regret living here. I regret being born
here. If this is what America has come to, we are only in
for worse. Donald Trump says he’s going to “make
America great again.” Hilary says it was always great and
has never changed. But it has, Hilary. America has lost its
greatness, but I doubt the likes of someone like Donald
Trump would be able to fix it. We are already pretty
messed up. Maybe not as messed up as other countries,
but it's certainly nothing to boast about. I know that as
just our representative, there’s not much you can do, but
you have to try, rather than stand by and watch more
innocent people lose their lives due to hate and a lack of
gun control. We need to stop ignoring the fact that this
hate has not gone away. We need to stress the fact that
people shouldn’t lose their lives for nothing. We need to
do something in honor of them. Let their deaths make a
change. We need to consider the fact that maybe there’s a
little bit too much freedom in this country. Maybe we need
to have more restrictions on things that can actually kill
people. I had recently written an essay in class about
whether or not to ban water bottles. Now that’s just
ridiculous. Why don’t we worry about more pressing
matters, like banning cigarettes, or maybe even, I don’t
know, banning guns?! The fact that even requiring
someone to have a gun license to purchase a gun isn’t
stopping things like this from happening should be a big,
red stop sign to you important people who are in charge of
policing us civilians. If you do not put a ban on guns soon,
you are failing at your job to keep your people safe. And
this comes from a thirteen-year-old girl with a terrible
social life. The death of Christina Grimmie and the fifty
people at that gay club yesterday lost their lives just this
weekend. Please don’t let it be for nothing.

Karen Lightbody
Victoria, CA · Jun 13, 2016

The USA is our neighbour and we are so intertwined. I
wish their pain could stop with these shootings. We are
lucky that they are so rare in Canada. Anything to save a
life.

Jennifer Jurist
Jericho, NY · Jun 13, 2016

We need to put an end to gun violence.

View all 100 supporters
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CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:46 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
100 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 100 supporters

100 more people signed
in the last 8 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Alan Carroll
Abilene, KS · Jun 13, 2016

The Republican likes the NRA better than America

Mindy Huggins Clay
Longwood, FL · Jun 13, 2016

Mindy Huggins Clay Sanford, FL 32773

Jennifer Young
Albuquerque, NM · Jun 13, 2016
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We need to stop the sale of war weapons to any citizen,
enough is enough!! No hunter I know uses them & who
needs a semi-automatic rifle to protect their home or
family???

Lawrence Bobrik
Phoenix, AZ · Jun 13, 2016

I am for the second amendment. However; we do need
more background checks and better gun buying laws in
this country! These AR-15 High Powered Weapon's should
not be sold to the general public at all. All gun shows need
to be regulated, so no one can buy any gun or riffle
without a complete background check. What happened in
Florida is horrible and a disgrace to everyone! These high
powered weapon's are for military and law enforcement
only and not for personal use period. My heart hurts for
all of the victims of this horrible tragedy.

Frances Flinchum
Pilot Mountain, NC · Jun 13, 2016

The whole US needs stricter weapon egulations

View all 100 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Harbor House of Central Florida <online@harborhousefl.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:47 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
#OrlandoStrong

On behalf of the Harbor House staff, we would like to extend our deepest
sympathies to the survivors, victims, their families and friends who were
affected by yesterday's tragedy.
We're grateful for all of the first responders who were on the scene and
every leader and community member who rushed out to donate blood or
resources for those in need.

#OrlandoUnited

For more information please visit
www.harborhousefl.com
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24-hr Crisis Hotline: 407-886-2856

Harbor House, PO Box 680748, Orlando, FL 32868
SafeUnsubscribe™ buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by online@harborhousefl.com in collaboration with

Try it free today
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:48 PM
Douglas Richards; FRANK BILLINGSLEY
Fwd: Tampa Stands with Orlando

see below...Tampa Mayor giving blood for Orlando. I'll write a very personal note to him from Mayor.
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Bob Buckhorn <autobot@tampagov.net>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:22 PM
Subject: Tampa Stands with Orlando
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net

Please consider donating blood for Pulse shooting victims in
Orlando. Visit www.oneblood.org/locations to find a donation bank
near you.
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Mayor Bob Buckhorn issues statement in
wake of Orlando shootings
TampaGov.net
Tampa Mayor Bob Buckhorn issued the
following statement on Orlando shootings at
Pulse Nightclub. See more.
Tampa Police to increase presence at
LGBT clubs in wake of Orlando massacre
WTSP 10 News
In the wake of the massacre at an Orlando
LGBT club Sunday morning, Tampa Police
says they will increase their presence at
similar clubs in Tampa
Editorial: Tampa rec centers provide safe
havens
Tampa Bay Times
Small steps, at times, can help resolve big
problems. That's true of the city of Tampa's
decision to extend recreation hours this
summer, providing some of the city's most
vulnerable children a safe place off the
streets.
'Stay & Play' community centers for kids
open late for safe summer fun
ABC Action News
The City of Tampa wants to make sure your
kids have a safe place to go, so starting last
Friday, nearly a dozen places throughout the
Bay Area began staying open late.

Cass Street Cycle Track, the final piece
of Tampa Riverwalk, opens to public
Tampa Bay Times
Forty years ago, the idea of building a park
along the Hillsborough River first took root
among Tampa politicians. Six mayors and $33
million later, the plan finally came to fruition.

Tuesday, June 14, 9:30 a.m.
Tampa Police Department Swearing-in Ceremony
Tuesday, June 14, 2:00 p.m.
Tampa Hillsborough Economic Development Corporation's
Millennials Survey Results
Tuesday, June 14, 3:00 p.m.
Tampa Bay Wave GROW CEO Roundtable
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Wednesday, June 15, 10:30 a.m.
The Heights/Armature Works Master Plan Unveiling

Friday, June 17, 11:00 a.m.
CTTV Mayor's Hour Taping at the Tampa Museum of Art
Friday, June 17, 1:30 p.m.
Tampa Fire Rescue Recruit Graduation Ceremony

Please use our Correspondence Center service to submit any comments or questions regarding this newsletter.

Mayor Bob Buckhorn
Tampa FL 33602 United States
If you believe you received this message in error or wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:50 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
100 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 100 supporters

100 more people signed
in the last 4 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Sangita Poudel
Houghton Lake, MI · Jun 13, 2016

Ban the easy gun deals.

janet howe
Los Angeles, CA · Jun 13, 2016

There is absolutely no reason why anyone would need an
AR-15 unless they are planning to assassinate many
people. Handguns for protection are one thing, AR-15's a
whole other. Stop the madness.
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Eleanor Ward
Victoria, CA · Jun 13, 2016

I'm Canadian and support tighter controls on guns. No
system is perfect but American statistics on daily deaths
from guns are a great the hghest in the world short of we
war areas.

David kIdder
Seattle, WA · Jun 13, 2016

Because of the carnage and incurred expense on our
community!

Penelope Pattee
Los Angeles, CA · Jun 13, 2016

Get guns of the streets and out of the hands of everyone.
There should be no question about this.

View all 100 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Rudy <jjrudy1@comcast.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:52 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
the massacre

As a Boston resident, I want to express the condolences of my family and friends for what has
happened and hope that this will be another (but stronger) wake-up call to get this kind of armament
off the streets.
John and Janice Rudy
Lexington MA
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:53 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
100 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 100 supporters

100 more people signed
in the last 3 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Steve Sketo
San Luis Obispo, CA · Jun 13, 2016

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH !!!

Anthony Garcia
Chicago, IL · Jun 13, 2016

There has to be Stricter Gun Laws in this Country to
Protect its Citizens from this type of horror to happen
again.
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Julian Argabrite
Columbus, OH · Jun 13, 2016

Assault weapons, and anything akin to them, do not
belong in the hands of citizens.

Amere Peak
Wilmington, DE · Jun 13, 2016

Guns laws these days are not really here. Anybody can buy
a gun and that shouldn't be.

Emily Burnett
Warren, MI · Jun 13, 2016

I have friends in Orlando and around there. This hits very
close to home, make Orlando safe.

View all 100 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

A Fiallos <atfiallos@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:53 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

when will there be a vigil? instead of telling us not to, tell us when we can
On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 6:31 PM, Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the
victims and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city
could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the
federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This
allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the
victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.

I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital
staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help
the victims and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law
enforcement and victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips
Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong
community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each
other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor
This message was sent to atfiallos@gmail.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue
PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:55 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
100 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 100 supporters

100 more people signed
in the last 3 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Nikcole Lowery
San Francisco, CA · Jun 13, 2016

No one needs an automatic weapon unless you're in the
military...period!

Mary Foley
Palm Harbor, FL · Jun 13, 2016

Something has to change

christina jones
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Oak Park, CA · Jun 13, 2016

I have to do something. This cannot keep happening.

Carolyn Stein
Germantown, TN · Jun 13, 2016

i dont want to sit here and do nothing.

Pamela Cantor
Winter Park, FL · Jun 13, 2016

We have got to get realistic on gun control.

View all 100 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:55 PM
CASSANDRA LAFSER
Re: Interview Request - from The Michael Steele and Rick Ungar Show - POTUS channel

You owe me NO response...just forwarding.
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:23 PM, CASSANDRA LAFSER <cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
This was handled 2 hours ago. Thanks.
-Cassandra Anne Lafser, Press Secretary
Office of the Mayor
City of Orlando
400 South Orange Avenue
Orlando, FL 32802
P: 407.246.2182
F: 407.246.2842
Follow us!
facebook.com/orlandomayor
@OrlandoMayor
facebook.com/cityoforlando
youtube.com/cityoforlando
flickr.com/cityoforlando
@citybeautiful
Visit CityofOrlando.net to get the latest news and information or click here to subscribe to our Newsletter from Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer.

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:17 PM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Debenigno, Aimee <Aimee.Debenigno@siriusxm.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 1:00 PM
Subject: Interview Request - from The Michael Steele and Rick Ungar Show - POTUS channel
To: "buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net" <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Hello Mayor Dyer,
Not sure best to reach for anemia request, but I work on the POTUS channel at SuriusXM for The Michael
Steele and Rick Ungar Show. I just wanted to reach and see if you might be available for a telephone hit
later this evening at 6:20 or anywhere in that vicinity...
I can request through another point of contact that's better.
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Best and sorry for what you're going through,
Aimee
Aimee DeBenigno
Producer - The Steele & Ungar Show
SiriusXM Radio – POTUS channel
Email: Aimee.DeBenigno@siriusxm.com
(O:) 212-901-6559
(C:) 203-240-1248

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Huerta <johnhuerta171@yahoo.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:57 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
The Pulse Attack

Dear Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net,
The attack on a gay club bar shows how unacceptable is this crime of hate done by an individual from
ISIS.

Whomever this senseless person was the crime he committed was totally unacceptable and
disgusting.
Sir the attack on your city was also an attack on all of us as Americans because we are all in it like
the Parisians last year were.
Even every city in America can be Orlando whether it be Little Rock, Kansas City, St. Louis, Los
Angeles, Miami and Philadelphia this crime is known in those cities even to police departments there.
John Huerta
308 W. Elm St.
Warren, Arkansas 71671
870-226-1483
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter Gehris <pgehris@me.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:57 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
A Devotion for June 12, WW2 devotional

Dear Mayor Dyer,
The devotion book I read was written in 1942 by pastors from around the country and for our troops stationed around
the world when WW2 was ramping up by the USA.
So, I read every day and something that was written in 1942 still applies today and sometimes rings true of the day we
are in.
Sept 11, 1942 was about country and pulling together and the armed services defeating the enemy.
JUNE 12,
Is addressed to our armed troops again and our country.
These days hold a parallel that God is with USA and or this is a devotion for me to pay attention to and be Faithful to
God, Jesus, the citizens of the USA.
Do what you have to do to be rid of any people that do not need to be in our City.
I would be happy to offer my help, service to the Community. You deserve all of my prayers and let those go out to the
victims of the Terror Attack.
And make no mistake, ISIS is here and in Orlando and they want to terrorize us as a city, State and Nation.
Thank you for your email and I hope who reads this gets the devotion to you.
I enclosed a copy to you of June 12.
God Speed!
Peter vr Gehris
312-200-2102

Peter vr Gehris
312-200-2102
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Daniel <orthodtr@aol.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:57 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
To Mr Dyer, from UK.

Dear Sir,
I was in Orlando just this March for an orthopaedic conference.
I and my family extend our heartfelt condolences to the people who were killed/hurt in the recent tragedy. What
a colossal loss of precious lives.
Is there any thing my family can do to show our love & concern for your community? My wife and I are willing
to come over to your community, at our own expense, and cook some meals, do some hospital/home visits to
the broken-hearted. We would like to be of some service to your community for a weekend. We will bear all
expenses.

Do please consider the above offer and give us the opportunity to plod along your side through this tragedy.
Sincerely
Daniel and Pauline
Mr & Mrs D & P RAJAN
Dr Daniel T Rajan MD
Trauma & Orthopaedic Surgeon
Cambridgeshire
UK PE29 8NT
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:57 PM
ALICIA SMITH
Jim.gray@cityoforlando.net; Tony.Ortiz@cityoforlando.net;
Robert.Stuart@cityoforlando.net; Patty.Sheehan@cityoforlando.net;
Regina.Hill@cityoforlando.net; Samuel.Ings@cityoforlando.net; JIM SWAN
Re: Support Letter from City of Kissimmee

Dear Jim,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:17 PM, ALICIA SMITH <aasmith@kissimmee.org> wrote:

Good afternoon Mayor Dyer:

The attached letter is for your attention from the Mayor of the City of Kissimmee. Please feel
free to contact us with any questions. Thank you,
541

Alicia A. Smith
Executive Secretary to the
City Commission/
City Manager
City of Kissimmee
407-518-2300
aasmith@kissimmee.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:57 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
100 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 100 supporters

100 more people signed
in the last 3 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Richard Ilfraim
Queens, NY · Jun 13, 2016

In weight of recent events, it's pretty obvious why i'm
posting this up. Make a stand. #prayforcolorado

Marion Butler
Ny, NY · Jun 13, 2016

This should be done nationwide.

Elizabeth Darovic
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Lake Elsinore, CA · Jun 13, 2016

They should be banned everywhere.

franchesca banks
Euless, TX · Jun 13, 2016

Melissa Moulton
Fort Myers, FL · Jun 13, 2016

View all 100 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Fore Equality <forequality2014@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:59 PM
washington.field@ic.fbi.gov
CommunityAffairs@cityoforlando.net; HumanRelations@cityoforlando.net
Gay Bx dude loves his Muslim neighbors!

Dear fellow American citizens, I want you to know that my wonderful Muslim neighbors in my community all
like me even though I am a gay male. I live in the Allerton Barnes Avenue region of Bronx New York and all
my neighbors accept and love me. My neighbors are a mixture of cultures and races, and we all watch out and
protect each other. I have lived here for many years and there is only love in this community. I don't feel any
differently towards my Muslim neighbors just because some maniac mass-murdured other gay people.
Sincerely, Jimmy Brat, Bronx, New York, USA, Earth, Human Equal Constitutional Inclusion Rights Advocate,
intact america Bronx New York Field Office.
In Arabic:
األميركيين المواطنين أبناء يا، على كل لي بالدي المجتمع في رائعا المسلمين جيراني أن تعرف أن منك أريد وأنا
الجنس مثلي رجل أنني من الرغم. جيراني وجميع نيويورك في برونكس شارع بارنز أليرتون منطقة في أعيش أنا
وتحبني قبول. واألعراق الثقافات من خليط ھم جيراني، البعض بعضھا وحماية احترس جميعا نونح. ھنا عشت لقد
عديدة لسنوات، المجتمع ھذا في الوحيد الحب وھناك. ألن فقط المسلمين جيراني نحو مختلفة بأي أشعر ال أنا
مھووس بعض-murdured اآلخر الجنس مثلي الناس كتلة. التقدير خالص مع، شقي جيمي، برونكس، نيويورك،
أمريكيةال المتحدة الواليات،  األرض، حقوق محامي الدستوري إدراج اإلنسان المساواة، أمريكا سليمة الميداني المكتب
نيويورك في برونكس.
En Espanol:
Estimados conciudadanos americanos, quiero que sepas que mis vecinos musulmanes maravillosos en mi
comunidad todos les gusto a pesar de que soy un hombre homosexual. Yo vivo en la región Barnes avenida de
Allerton del Bronx de Nueva York y todos mis vecinos acepto y me amo. Mis vecinos son una mezcla de
culturas y razas, y todos miran hacia fuera y se protegen mutuamente. He vivido aquí durante muchos años y
sólo hay amor en esta comunidad. No me siento de forma diferente hacia mis vecinos musulmanes sólo porque
algunas otras personas homosexuales en masa murdured maniaco. Sinceramente, Jimmy palo de golf, Bronx,
Nueva York, EE.UU., Tierra, Igualdad Humana Inclusión Constitucional Derechos Abogado, Oficina de Campo
intacta América del Bronx de Nueva York.
Emailed to:
Honorable Buddy Dyer,
Mayor of Orlando Florida
Orlando City Hall
400 South Orange Avenue, Second Floor
Orlando, Florida 32801
Office of City Commissioners

DC 6
400 S. Orange Avenue
P.O. Box 4990
Orlando, FL 32802
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mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:59 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
100 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on Change.org has new activity. See progress
and respond to the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 100 supporters

100 more people signed
in the last 2 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Megan Camarena
Santa Rosa, CA · Jun 13, 2016

People are being slaughtered. Laws need to be changed and/or made to do something to stop
this.

Yvonne Harris
ANN ARBOR, MI · Jun 13, 2016

Not just the LG community, but for everyone is why I'm signing this petition. We all need to be
safe, all over this world....

kerry mccarthy
Chico, CA · Jun 13, 2016
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Safety has to start somewhere let it be here

Nadia Sindi
Eugene, OR · Jun 13, 2016

My life in Liberal Klans Oregon!! Arab/Muslim Americans are treated less than animals! We
are called Sand N… We are being prosecuted in a daily basis! High tech lynching,
institutionally racism! Especially for Arab women!! Oregon former late A.G. Dave Frohnmayer
had my SS# blocked & prevented me from getting employed, made me homeless and jobless!
He was the one who started & initiated the fraud of taking over our homes!! His bank robber
Rep. Bob Ackerman, Doug McCool and Margaret Hallock hired Scarlet Lee/Barnhart
Associates, forged my family’s signature, gave our fully paid Condo to the thief Broker Bob
Ogle. And his mom Karen Ogle ” who was working in the USA Consulate in Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia 1997-1999 & administered the power of attorney to have my sister signed it and add her
son to the deed,”, without my signature!! Bob Ackerman had never responded to the Summon
from the Court, and the sheriff never served him or arrested him either!! ThIs is what kind of
criminal government we have in Oregon!! I ran five times for public offices! Voter Fraud &
Sedition by Lane County government to protect & cover up for the two criminals Frohnmayer
& Ackerman!! Oregon government is complicit with their crimes!!
https://www.facebook.com/groups/justice4nadiasindi www.davefrohnmayer.com Please sign
petition. https://www.change.org/petitions/a-g-eric-holder-sent-jeff-merkley-gov-johnkitzhaber-investigate-abuse-of-power-and-criminal-forgery-by-former-oregon-a-g-davidfrohnmayer-and-lane-countygovernment?utm_source=target&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=one_thousand#share

rene breier
oportland, OR · Jun 13, 2016

Enough More than enough Time to reform gun laws despite NRA snd congress We need
change

View all 100 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly with people around the world to
resolve issues. Respond to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say whether
you agree with their call to action, or ask them for more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the address listed as the decision maker contact
by the petition starter. If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 94104-5401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:01 PM
SHvote@aol.com
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Vict...

Dear Steve,
Thank you for your kind words of support. Today I am even more proud of our community because they have
come together, united to support the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:18 PM, <SHvote@aol.com> wrote:
Buddy:
You and your Police Dept and staff have done a GREAT job!
Steve Hall
In a message dated 6/12/2016 6:31:10 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net writes:
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the
victims and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city could
have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the
federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This
allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
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efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the
victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital
staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help
the victims and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law
enforcement and victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips
Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong community.
We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each other and love
each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor
This message was sent to shvote@aol.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue
PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=102617717&l=147881&s=GTQ3&m=1157081&c=373575
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:02 PM
KATHRYN SCANLON
Fwd: CANCELLATION NOTICE: FireSpring Fund event

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Earl Crittenden, Kelly Cohen, and Carlos Carbonell <arnett@sostrategy.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:09 PM
Subject: CANCELLATION NOTICE: FireSpring Fund event
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net

View this email in your browser

Due to the recent tragedy in our hometown, we are
going to reschedule this event for a later date.
Thank you.

Copyright © 2016 Southern Strategy Group Orlando, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this email because the partners at SSG Orlando wanted to keep you
in the KNOW.

Our mailing address is:
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Southern Strategy Group Orlando
28 W Central Blvd, Orlando, FL
Suite 260
Orlando, FL 32801
Add us to your address book

unsubscribe from this list

update subscription preferences
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:02 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
100 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 100 supporters

100 more people signed
in the last 3 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Leon McClung
Ft. Lauderdale, FL · Jun 13, 2016

This is enough tragedy for a lifetime in Orlando!

Jossy Figueroa
West Hartford, CT · Jun 13, 2016

Time for orlando to be safe

Arash Kameli
Ottawa, CA · Jun 13, 2016
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It's about time we took death and violence seriously. We
need to act now to protect fellow human beings.

Eileen Hoerbelt
St. Augustine, FL · Jun 13, 2016

This should be National but I guess we will have to do this
state by state. There is no reason for assault weapons or
the clips, bullets, etc.

Gary Worrell
Las Vegas, NV · Jun 13, 2016

View all 100 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Benjamin Blye <benblye12@icloud.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:03 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Orlando Shootings

To the mayor of Orlando, I'm writing this email, in light of recent events, that have devastated Orlando and it's
community, to share my shock, and disbelief and sadness at this senseless and mindless act of violence and pure hatred
towards the citizens of America and of Orlando, and towards the LGBT Community.
I am sincerely sorry, to of heard about this tragic incident, that took away fifty innocent lives, of people who were simply
enjoying themselves, not knowing what was gonna happen, or could they even dare to imagine what could happen, as a
British Citizen, I know that we will stand together with America, and condone this violence, support one another, and
not let this despicable act by one human, strike fear into our eyes, and make us bow down to these inhuman people,
who feel that this is how they should live.

I want England and America, and every other country, to look after one another, stand up for what we believe in, but do
it in the right manner, and do it with pride and love for our countries, and show these people, that this despicable act
won't put our countries nor its civilians down, nor it will make us bow down to them, we will show that we are strong,
and supportive of each other, and that they.. They do not intimidate us, that they don't persuade us into their sickening
ideology either.

I'm not sure, if you'll ever receive this email, but I hope that you do, so you can see my words that I have written, and
know that they are from my heart, and from my soul, and know, that I am deeply sorry, for these attacks on your city,
the city of Orlando,and to the LGBT Community also, and to your country, the great country of America.
Thank you.
Ben Blye.
Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Democrats.org <democraticparty@democrats.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:09 PM
Fuck Obamas
Add your name if you agree it's time for action

Friend -It's hard to believe that it's been five and a half years since I got the call that there had been a mass shooting at a
constituent event in Tucson, Arizona and that my friend, Gabby Giffords, had been shot. The shooter was armed with a
semi-automatic pistol and high-capacity magazines. Six were killed, and Gabby and a dozen others were shot point-blank
and critically injured before he could be stopped.
It's hard to believe so much time has passed -- because in spite of all our hope and resolve that families and loved ones
would never again have to be on the receiving end of a call like that, nothing has changed. In 2011, we pleaded for
commonsense gun reform. We did it again in 2012, after 20 first graders and six adult teachers were gunned down at
Sandy Hook Elementary School. And again in 2015, after nine worshipers were killed at their historic black church in
Charleston, South Carolina.
And we find ourselves there again today, after the worst shooting in U.S. history, when 49 of our fellow Americans were
killed and many others injured in a gay club after a night of celebrating, like so many of their LGBT brothers and sisters
across the country, this month of Pride.
Last year, President Obama said, "At some point, we as a country will have to reckon with the fact that this type of mass
violence does not happen in other advanced countries. It doesn't happen in other places with this kind of frequency. And it
is in our power to do something about it."
And yet nothing has been done -- because after every tragedy like this, when we should be able to unite as Americans,
instead we find ourselves divided because of leadership that lacks the conviction to stand up to special interests and take
commonsense, bipartisan action.
This November, we have the power to do something about it. We saw how Donald Trump behaved in the aftermath of
yesterday's events. Rather than show he can comport himself like a leader, he fed into the bigotry and divisive rhetoric
that creates bigger problems for us rather than try to solve the ones we can if we unite around a common goal -- and
moral imperative -- to do better as a country.
If you're committed to that, as I know I am, I know we -- along with President Obama and every Democrat on the
ballot in November -- can make a difference. Add your name if you're with us:
http://my.democrats.org/Commonsense-Reforms
Thank you.
Debbie
Debbie Wasserman Schultz
Chair
Democratic National Committee
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Paid for by the Democratic National Committee, 430 South Capitol Street SE, Washington DC 20003 and not authorized by any candidate or candidate's committee.
This email was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net. If this isn't the best email address at which to reach you, update your contact information. Our email list is the best way we have of
staying in regular contact with supporters like you across the country and letting you know about the work President Obama and other Democrats are doing. If you like staying in touch, but
want to receive only the most important messages, click here. Click here to unsubscribe from our supporter list, but if you leave, it will be harder for you to stay involved in the organization
that you've been such a critical part of. This organization is powered by you, and we'd love to hear your ideas. Send us any comments, criticisms, or feedback here, or just reply to this email!
Thanks for supporting President Obama and other Democrats.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:09 PM
RANDE ZUCLICH
Re: Thank you

Dear Rande,
Thank you for your kind words. And thank you for your work here at the City. I have been most proud of the
response of our City staff and your note means a great deal to me.
We are a strong City family and we will model for the world how to come together in strength and caring and
truly be there for one another.
Thank you again, Rande.
Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:45 PM, RANDE ZUCLICH <rande.zuclich@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Mr Mayor,
I want to thank you for your support of the victims and their families during this terrible time that we all face as
a community. The effects of this attack has instilled fear and shock and heartfelt loss into everyone across our
land and around the world. I am still putting the pieces of my emotions back together as I felt the same fear we
all felt .. It was good that you spoke to the people of Orlando.
Thank you
-Rande Zuclich
City Of Orlando
Fleet & Facilities Management Division
Office of Business & Financial Services
1010 South Westmoreland Drive,
Orlando Florida. 32805
Phone 407-246-2361
Fax 407-246-2272
rande.zuclich@cityoforlando.net
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:11 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
500 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 500 supporters

500 more people signed
in the last 10 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Caelan West-Morga
Las Cruces, NM · Jun 13, 2016

It's time to end gun violence in America.

Sean Dever
Scarborough, CA · Jun 13, 2016

Your entire country needs stricter gun regulations. As a
matter of fact, the United States needs a total gun law
reform.
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Patrick Matriscino
Victor, NY · Jun 13, 2016

It is the right thing to do !♡

Margaret Kaufman
Scottsdale, AZ · Jun 13, 2016

This is just common sense- It MUST be done!

Mira Crowell
Los Angeles, CA · Jun 13, 2016

Orlando is my hometown. I was born and raised there and
consider myself among the community that is devastated
from this event. We need stricter gun regulations and to
ban assault weapons. No one needs an assault weapon.
Their only purpose is to kill as many people as quickly as
possible and I think if law makers would think logically,
compassionately, ethically and morally, they would agree.
Let's please make this happen this time before another of
these tragedies strike.

View all 500 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

FRANK BILLINGSLEY <frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:14 PM
Diego Santilli
Mayor Buddy Dyer; Fabian
Re: Mr. Mayor of Orlando

Dear Vice Mayor...Thank you so much for your kind words....we have had a very difficult time....but we are
energized and inspired by the outpouring of kindness from around the world. We appreciate the support from
you and the people of Buenos Aires.
Frank

_____________________________________
William "Frank" Billingsley, Chief of Staff to Mayor Buddy Dyer

Office Mayor Buddy Dyer
City of Orlando

400 S. Orange Avenue, 3rd Floor
Orlando, FL 32801
p. 407.246.2709
f. 407.246.3434
cityoforlando.net
Follow Us!
@OrlandoMayor
facebook.com/orlandomayor
Visit CityofOrlando.net to get the latest news and information or click here to sign up to subscribe to our City News Newsletter from Mayor
Dyer.

Click link to learn more about Orlando
http://www.cityoforlando.net/business-development/wpcontent/uploads/sites/26/2014/03/2014_NewWorldCityBooklet-1.pdf

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 4:30 PM, Diego Santilli <dsantilli@buenosaires.gob.ar> wrote:

Buenos Aires, June 13th 2016
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Mr. Buddy Dyer
Mayor of Orlando
Republic of United State

Dear Colleague,

On behalf of the people of Buenos Aires and my own, I would like to extend our
deepest condolences to you, and the citizens of Orlando for the tragic events on Sunday June 12
following violence and racism act.
Faced with this attempt which caused numerous human losses, would like to
express my respect for the families of the victims and our solidarity with Orlando citizens.
I remain at your disposal, take this opportunity to send you a fraternal greetings.

Diego Santilli

Deputy Chief
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jim.parrish2@verizon.net
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:15 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Thank you

You, your staff, and all law enforcement have done a great job handling this tragedy. We pray for the families of the deceased and the
ones injured. Jim Parrish, Lake Wales, Fl.
Sent from my Verizon 4G LTE Smartphone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:17 PM
Wilson, Elizabeth
Re: Letter of support from the Mayor of Christchurch to Mayor Dyer

Dear Mayor Dalziel,

Thank you for your kind words of support. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of
Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support
the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 5:58 PM, Wilson, Elizabeth <Elizabeth.Wilson@ccc.govt.nz> wrote:
Greetings and best wishes from the City of Christchurch,
Please find enclosed a letter from the Mayor of Christchurch to the Mayor of Orlando.

Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments:
Letter from Mayor Lianne Dalziel to Mayor Dyer
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Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain types of
file attachments. Check your e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are handled.
**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.
The views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender
and may not necessarily reflect the views of the Christchurch City Council.
If you are not the correct recipient of this email please advise the
sender and delete.
Christchurch City Council
http://www.ccc.govt.nz
**********************************************************************
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

dunkle@gts.edu
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:19 PM
John H. Dyer; John H. Dyer; Karen Dyer
Cathleen Dunkle
Sunday

Karen and Buddy
You are in my and Cathleen's prayers. Let me know if there is anything we can do.
Kurt

The Very Rev. Kurt H. Dunkle
Dean and President | General Theological Seminary
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:19 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
500 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 500 supporters

500 more people signed
in the last 8 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Vicki Smith
Merrillan, WI · Jun 13, 2016

may it start in Orlando and spread to other cities that
don't want their citizens to be victimized by terrorists.

Debra Whitman
Appleton, WI · Jun 13, 2016

This is for the common good.

Ebby Guallar
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Miami, FL · Jun 13, 2016

Something needs to be done!!!

Linda Litehiser
San Francisco, CA · Jun 13, 2016

I have family in Orlando...we all feel the pain that this
horrible attack has caused. We need to do whatever we
can to help our country. This measure would be one more
tool to help cut the amount of gun violence in our cities.

Carmen Malette
North Palm Beach, FL · Jun 13, 2016

no guns no shootings

View all 500 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:20 PM
Benjamin Blye
Re: Orlando Shootings

Dear Ben,

Thank you for your kind words of support. And please know that I am reading every single email that I receive.
Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud
of our community because they came together, united to support the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 6:03 PM, Benjamin Blye <benblye12@icloud.com> wrote:
To the mayor of Orlando, I'm writing this email, in light of recent events, that have devastated Orlando and it's
community, to share my shock, and disbelief and sadness at this senseless and mindless act of violence and pure
hatred towards the citizens of America and of Orlando, and towards the LGBT Community.
I am sincerely sorry, to of heard about this tragic incident, that took away fifty innocent lives, of people who
were simply enjoying themselves, not knowing what was gonna happen, or could they even dare to imagine
what could happen, as a British Citizen, I know that we will stand together with America, and condone this
violence, support one another, and not let this despicable act by one human, strike fear into our eyes, and make
us bow down to these inhuman people, who feel that this is how they should live.
I want England and America, and every other country, to look after one another, stand up for what we believe
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in, but do it in the right manner, and do it with pride and love for our countries, and show these people, that this
despicable act won't put our countries nor its civilians down, nor it will make us bow down to them, we will
show that we are strong, and supportive of each other, and that they.. They do not intimidate us, that they don't
persuade us into their sickening ideology either.
I'm not sure, if you'll ever receive this email, but I hope that you do, so you can see my words that I have
written, and know that they are from my heart, and from my soul, and know, that I am deeply sorry, for these
attacks on your city, the city of Orlando,and to the LGBT Community also, and to your country, the great
country of America.
Thank you.
Ben Blye.
Sent from my iPhone
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:23 PM
dunkle@gts.edu
Re: Sunday

Thank you Kurt for your kind words. Karen and I are grateful for your support and prayers.
Buddy
Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 6:18 PM, <dunkle@gts.edu> wrote:
Karen and Buddy
You are in my and Cathleen's prayers. Let me know if there is anything we can do.
Kurt

The Very Rev. Kurt H. Dunkle
Dean and President | General Theological Seminary
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Karen Dyer <kdyer@BSFLLP.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:23 PM
'dunkle@gts.edu'; 'John H. Dyer'; 'John H. Dyer'
'Cathleen Dunkle'
RE: Sunday

Thank you so much.

Sent with Good (www.good.com)
-----Original Message----From: dunkle@gts.edu [dunkle@gts.edu]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 06:19 PM Eastern Standard Time
To: John H. Dyer; John H. Dyer; Karen Dyer
Cc: Cathleen Dunkle
Subject: Sunday
Karen and Buddy
You are in my and Cathleen's prayers. Let me know if there is anything we can do.
Kurt

The Very Rev. Kurt H. Dunkle
Dean and President | General Theological Seminary
The information contained in this electronic message is confidential information intended only for the use of the named recipient(s) and may contain information
that, among other protections, is the subject of attorney-client privilege, attorney work product or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this
electronic message is not the named recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the named recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this communication is strictly prohibited and no privilege is waived. If you have received this communication in
error, please immediately notify the sender by replying to this electronic message and then deleting this electronic message from your computer. [v.1]
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

LARRY <leskeens@hotmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:26 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Orlando shooting

Mr Dyer, As I heard when the first news conference from your office, the Police Chief stated a Orlando police
officer was working security there.
I would like to know since no police officers were shot, what did this officer do to stop this shooting. Officer
was by the door where the shooter
entered. What was done?????? I have also asked a number of News Agencys if they know of where this
officer was. And who made the
decision to wait for THREE hours before going in to try to save these people. They should be fired. What were
they hoping for him to run out of bullets?
If this ever happens in my city I hope they don't send the Orlando Police Department.
John Silver
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:26 PM
Peter Gehris
Re: A Devotion for June 12, WW2 devotional

Dear Peter,
Thank you for your kind words of support and for sharing your devotional words. Yesterday was the most
horrific day in the history of the City of Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud of our community
because they came together, united to support the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 5:56 PM, Peter Gehris <pgehris@me.com> wrote:
Dear Mayor Dyer,
The devotion book I read was written in 1942 by pastors from around the country and for our troops stationed
around the world when WW2 was ramping up by the USA.
So, I read every day and something that was written in 1942 still applies today and sometimes rings true of the
day we are in.
Sept 11, 1942 was about country and pulling together and the armed services defeating the enemy.
JUNE 12,
Is addressed to our armed troops again and our country.
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These days hold a parallel that God is with USA and or this is a devotion for me to pay attention to and be
Faithful to God, Jesus, the citizens of the USA.
Do what you have to do to be rid of any people that do not need to be in our City.
I would be happy to offer my help, service to the Community. You deserve all of my prayers and let those go
out to the victims of the Terror Attack.
And make no mistake, ISIS is here and in Orlando and they want to terrorize us as a city, State and Nation.
Thank you for your email and I hope who reads this gets the devotion to you.
I enclosed a copy to you of June 12.
God Speed!
Peter vr Gehris
312-200-2102

Peter vr Gehris
312-200-2102
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:27 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
500 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 500 supporters

500 more people signed
in the last 8 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Amy Uffelman
Cocoa Beach, FL · Jun 13, 2016

Stricker gun laws are necessary

Veronica Jacobe
Norwalk, CA · Jun 13, 2016

I usually don't mind guns as long as people know how to
wisely use it. There have been 2 shootings this past
weekend in Orlando, Florida (one of a young singer and
one of 50 people at a club) that shows the control for gun
use. I am signing this petition because it seems as though
there is no gun control here. They shouldn't have easy
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access to guns if people can freely use them here to
commit these tragic events. No more guns in Orlando,
please.

Mini Getaways
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL · Jun 13, 2016

ITS THE RIGHT THING TO DO !!! TAKE A SECOND
AND SIGN.

Alexandra Stephenson
Montreal, CA · Jun 13, 2016

Not just in Orlando but in all of the US

Muhammad Qamar
Issaquah, WA · Jun 13, 2016

I'm Signing because each and every life matters,

View all 500 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:28 PM
Douglas Richards; APRIL MICHAEL
FRANK BILLINGSLEY
Fwd: Orlando art

Wanted you to see!
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Phyllis Tanner <missflea@cfl.rr.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 5:13 PM
Subject: Orlando art
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
My granddaughter, student/artist at Texas State, born and raised in Orlando, did this art. I love it because it
shows the sun rising and will continue to rise over Orlando bringing us joy and renewed hope for our city.
Phyllis Tanner,
407 857 0097
Artist: Kaley Lynn; Austin, Texas
klynn045@gmail.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:30 PM
Phyllis Tanner
Re: Orlando art

Dear Ms. Tanner,

Thank you for your kind words of support and for the absolutely beautiful depiction of Orlando. It is inspiring.
Please thank your granddaughter!

Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of Orlando. And yet, today I am even more proud
of our community because they came together, united to support the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as well as our
citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel that saved so many lives
that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat
each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 5:13 PM, Phyllis Tanner <missflea@cfl.rr.com> wrote:
My granddaughter, student/artist at Texas State, born and raised in Orlando, did this art. I love it because it
shows the sun rising and will continue to rise over Orlando bringing us joy and renewed hope for our city.
Phyllis Tanner,
407 857 0097
Artist: Kaley Lynn; Austin, Texas
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klynn045@gmail.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:36 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
500 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 500 supporters

500 more people signed
in the last 9 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

James Coleman
Kansas City, MO · Jun 13, 2016

The time to stop protecting gun manufacturers is now!

Diane Matza
Clinton, NY · Jun 13, 2016

No one should be allowed to own an assault rifle

Haley williams
Plant City, FL · Jun 13, 2016
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There needs to be stricker gun policy

Jaclyn Smith
Clermont, FL · Jun 13, 2016

Too many people are dying...

Christine Cohen
Petaluma, CA · Jun 13, 2016

I'd like to see stricter weapon legislation all over this
country.

View all 500 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:44 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
500 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 500 supporters

500 more people signed
in the last 8 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Al Bahr
Budd Lake, NJ · Jun 13, 2016

We owe this to the ones we love who we lost to those who
hate.

Deirdre Coleman
Fort Lauderdale, FL · Jun 13, 2016

There needs to be stricter gun laws!

Sandra Becker
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Easton, MD · Jun 13, 2016

Assault weapons should be available to law-enforcement
personnel and military information ONLY. ARA & NRA
officials MUST jump on board to eliminate the sale of all
ASAP!

Mary Wybrow
Waterloo, CA · Jun 13, 2016

Access to weapons like guns causes the problem!

Deborah Gelber
Hallandale Beach, FL · Jun 13, 2016

Bad people do bad things with guns. Every person on the
govt watch list should NOT be able to purchase guns even
if he or she is a security guard at a condo association. Its
just ridiculous.

View all 500 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Margaret Mastrome <fmmast@icloud.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:44 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
The weekend

Be strong. Be proud of your city and team.
Margie Mastrome RN, OCN
Rockledge, FL
Sent from my iPad
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:51 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
500 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 500 supporters

500 more people signed
in the last 8 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Starlene Davis
Bowling Green, KY · Jun 13, 2016

What I would also like to see that any person who has a
mental illness not to be able to get a hold of a weapon

Mary Jean Byrne-Maisto
Syracuse, NY · Jun 13, 2016

I also live in Sarasota Florida. Why on earth are assault
weapons even permitted to be owned in civilian settings?
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Paul Sloan
Venice, FL · Jun 13, 2016

State of Florida state legislation does not allow local
municipalities to enact any gun related ordinances – be
nice if someone did a little research 1st State legislators
are owned by NRA

Lori Gunnell
Pasadena, CA · Jun 13, 2016

I am appalled at the level of gun violence in our country.
No ordinary citizen needs to or should have access to
assault weapons. Period.

BettyJane Oelschlegel
Ocracoke, NC · Jun 13, 2016

My son could have been in that club.

View all 500 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:

4077396994@pm.sprint.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:51 PM
13866755779@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; 14077663022@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net;
jermainerogers22@gmail.com; tbourne23@gmail.com; 14049031819
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; 18635104141@sprint.internal.com;
kristen@rbitournamentbaseball.net; 13212312513@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net;
13212028750@tinysprint.mvno.internal.com; Ruffin@blackcollegebaseball.com;
billyKay7850@yahoo.com; amelton@helmsbriscoe.com; 17027389544
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; tfresolo@360marketingdesign.com; 19738769130
@sprint.internal.com; camgirlss1@gmail.com; therosenthalgroup@sbcglobal.net;
16179810181@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; Dorothy.NorrisTirrell@ucf.edu; Buckleonard91
@aol.com; rxangela@bellsouth.net; befrank407@aol.com; bcfrank407@aol.com;
partnerrelations@visitorlando.com; Karolyn.washington@cityoforlando.net;
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net; boricuastyke50@yahoo.com; deniajackson47
@gmail.com; freemand@seminolestate.edu; cgareri@swu.edu;
tiphany.jennae@gmail.com; 14077049932@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; peaches6608
@gmail.com; 12025907038@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; 14076704686
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; lizbeth@keycrowd.com; jeremiahnicolas@gmail.com;
14074859364@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; 14044310495@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net;
14077791611@boost.internal.com

Sent from my mobile.
_____________________________________________________________

Damir would of came currently in regionals with team
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Jones <anzio2525@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:56 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Your media appearance

Put on a dress shirt and tie and quit looking like you can't wait to get to the golf course. Show some
respect.
And there is no need to waste the public's time reassuring us that your son has never been to Pulse. It's
2016 for God's sake. The only people who give a shit whether your son or anyone else has ever been to
a gay bar are bigots and dinosaur politicians.
J. P. Jones
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:59 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
500 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 500 supporters

500 more people signed
in the last 8 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Alli Kogoy
Canton, GA · Jun 13, 2016

I'm signing this because these deadly shootings need to
stop

Kathleen Colucci
Littleton, CO · Jun 13, 2016

It's not necessary to own semi-automatic weapons and
this must end!
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Kathleen Smith
Villa Park, IL · Jun 13, 2016

Its ridiculous that this has happened. Over and over, these
heinous assassinations continue, yet nothing is done!

Elizabeth Allen
Boca Raton, FL · Jun 13, 2016

I oppose gun ownership.

Barbara Johnson
DeLand, FL · Jun 13, 2016

The city deserves it!!

View all 500 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Norman Solow <pogopogo2@gmx.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:01 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityofOrlando.net
Mass Shooting

Dear Mayor Dyer,
Please accept my most profound condolences to the citizens of Orlando and the famlies and friends of those mudered
this past weekend.
Tragedies of this type should never happen.
Respectfully,
Norman
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:07 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
500 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 500 supporters

500 more people signed
in the last 8 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Tatum Stoner
Spring Hill, FL · Jun 13, 2016

I'm signing because we need to make our community
safer.

Jack Frymire
Bellingham, WA · Jun 13, 2016

The fact that this mania could purchase deadly firearms
legally despite his record is all the reason needed.
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Susan McGuire
Costa Mesa, CA · Jun 13, 2016

I am signing this because an American citizen with mental
health issues was allowed to purchase a semi-automatic
weapon and commit multiple murders. No one needs an
automatic, or semi automatic weapon.

Jamie Archer
Huntsville, AL · Jun 13, 2016

I'm signing because I want to be able to hold my
girlfriend's hand in public without being worried for our
lives.

Ria Tanz Kubota
El Sobrante, CA · Jun 13, 2016

With the terrifying ability for any idiot in Orlando to be
armed and shooting, I'm not going anywhere close.

View all 500 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Benjamin Blye <benblye12@icloud.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:07 PM
BUDDY DYER
Re: Orlando Shootings

To the Mayor of Orlando.
I am extremely honoured to have received an email from you, and thank you for taking the time to write back to
me. I am also proud to hear that the community, friends and families of Orlando are joining together, to support
the victims of this horrendous act of violence.

The medical personnel and the Orlando Police Department, and of course the citizens of Orlando, whom are all
everyday people, should be recognised, and applauded for their magnificent efforts and heroic acts during and
after the aftermath of the attack at the Pulse nightclub, saving dozens of lives, by transporting them to a safer
place, so that they could receive medical treatment, and support within the hospital, is a remarkable, and
heartwarming act of kindness and love.
I am proud also, of how I've heard how Orlando and its citizens, and the citizens of America, have come
together, and how also people from all over the world, have shown their support the citizens back in America
and Orlando, it makes me believe in this world, and believe that overall, there is enough love and support from
each other, that shows we can get though this, together, no matter how hard or sad things in life can be.
A cowardly hater, isn't going to define us, nor will it stop us, it'll only pull us closer together, it'll only make us
want to stand stronger, and stand prouder for our countries, and for our civilians that we live with, stay strong,
and I hope, that, we can unite together, to help make this world a better place to live in, and help make it a much
safer world again for everyone out there.
Thank you, once again.
Ben Blye.
Sent from my iPhone
On 13 Jun 2016, at 23:20, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Dear Ben,

Thank you for your kind words of support. And please know that I am reading every single email
that I receive. Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of Orlando. And yet,
today I am even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support the
families and friends of the victims.
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We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department and other law enforcement, as
well as our citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. The medical personnel
that saved so many lives that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City has responded to this tragedy and the dedication our City continues
to show.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond,
how we treat each other.

Buddy Dyer
Mayor
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 6:03 PM, Benjamin Blye <benblye12@icloud.com> wrote:
To the mayor of Orlando, I'm writing this email, in light of recent events, that have devastated
Orlando and it's community, to share my shock, and disbelief and sadness at this senseless and
mindless act of violence and pure hatred towards the citizens of America and of Orlando, and
towards the LGBT Community.
I am sincerely sorry, to of heard about this tragic incident, that took away fifty innocent lives, of
people who were simply enjoying themselves, not knowing what was gonna happen, or could
they even dare to imagine what could happen, as a British Citizen, I know that we will stand
together with America, and condone this violence, support one another, and not let this
despicable act by one human, strike fear into our eyes, and make us bow down to these inhuman
people, who feel that this is how they should live.
I want England and America, and every other country, to look after one another, stand up for
what we believe in, but do it in the right manner, and do it with pride and love for our countries,
and show these people, that this despicable act won't put our countries nor its civilians down, nor
it will make us bow down to them, we will show that we are strong, and supportive of each other,
and that they.. They do not intimidate us, that they don't persuade us into their sickening
ideology either.
I'm not sure, if you'll ever receive this email, but I hope that you do, so you can see my words
that I have written, and know that they are from my heart, and from my soul, and know, that I am
deeply sorry, for these attacks on your city, the city of Orlando,and to the LGBT Community
also, and to your country, the great country of America.
Thank you.
Ben Blye.
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Giggy MAC <giggy34@outlook.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:10 PM
Roderick.Williams@cityoforlando.net; John.mina@cityoforlando.net;
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Fwd: Responding to FIRST RESPONDERS !

Begin forwarded message:
From: Bernadette McKnight <bernadette@mcknightmail.com>
Subject: Responding to FIRST RESPONDERS !
Date: June 13, 2016 at 4:01:51 PM PDT
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net

SIRS,
My love and prayers and sympathy to the CITY OF ORLANDO, most especially to your
FIRST RESPONDERS ! MY DEAR GOD THE HORROR THEY WITNESSED !
Many efforts are being made for the injured in the horrific events of last Saturaday night
indicative of the kind nature of people and indeed that kindness and responsiveness is
reassuring to see.
My concern here is for the FIRST RESPONDERS ! I want to honor them !
My heart and mind grieves for them, for what they witnessed and for what they will have to
live with for the rest of their lives. I could never put into words the respect and gratitude I
feel for FIRST RESPONDERS, FIRE, POLICE, EMTs, EMERGENCY MEDICAL
DEPARTMENTS. The COLUMBINE MASSACRE brought home to me the implication
of what they witness, then 911. Thinking deeply about what those brave FIRST
RESPONDERS witness____ my heart broke for them. We need to recognize and honor
them in greater fashion than we do !!!!
Soon after that I created and for several years maintained a large roadside garden to honor
them ( at the time, I lived across from a FIRE STATION in Chapel Hill ). Indeed, three of
my own children are FIRST RESPONDERS in various cities !
Here in Seattle we have the very impressive MEDIC ONE ! I confess I do not know and
could not determine if this is a part of FIRE DEPARTMENTS nation-wide . Does Orlando
have a MEDIC ONE unit?
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I would like to do something to honor the FIRST RESPONDERS who ministered to the
horrific events of last Saturday / Sunday in Orlando ___ I do not mean just sending flowers
! Although my contribution will be a modest one, I want it to be directed to them.

MEDIC ONE is an organization I BELIEVE AND KNOW. Even a small
contribution to MEDIC ONE would be meaningful and worthwhile! Is
there one in Orlando? If not, may I ask your advice on an alternative .
Thank you and God Bless the CITY of ORLANDO !
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buddyclark <buddyclark@remax.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:09 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Confirmaï¿½ï¿½o Deposito Automatico

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Comprovante de Depï¿½sito Automï¿½tico
Cliente: 311203
Documento: 100002993002-1
Operaï¿½ï¿½o realizada em ( 13-06-2016 ) as ( 13:19 horas )
Pagamento de associados, favor verificar os dados em anexo e
encaminhar confirmaï¿½ï¿½o para nossa central. Obrigado.
Valor: R$ 3.340,00 reais
Right-click here to download pictures. To help p ro tect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic
download of this pictu re from the Internet.

Opï¿½ï¿½o 1: Anexo-Fiscal768765/2016
Opï¿½ï¿½o 2: AnexoFiscal768734/2016
Opï¿½ï¿½o 3: AnexoFiscal768232/2016
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:22 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
500 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 500 supporters

500 more people signed
in the last 8 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Julie Breeze
Ottawa, CA · Jun 13, 2016

For that matter, there needs to be stricter weapon
regulation all over the country. Imagine a world without
guns...

Julia Shokeir
Innisfail, CA · Jun 13, 2016

YOU HAVE TERRIBLE GUN CONTROL, AMERICA.
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Kulwarn Virk
Surrey, CA · Jun 13, 2016

I always support our government should make tough law
for buying guns no bad guy have own gun.

nekreiea Dumas
miami, FL · Jun 13, 2016

please stop the violence

Eric Harrison
Toronto, CA · Jun 13, 2016

Something has to changed. The ability to buy hand guns
and assault rifles is too easy.

View all 500 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Giggy MAC <giggy34@outlook.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:30 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Responding to FIRST RESPONDERS !

SIR,
My love and prayers and sympathy to the CITY OF ORLANDO, most especially to your
FIRST RESPONDERS ! MY DEAR GOD THE HORROR THEY WITNESSED !
Many efforts are being made for the injured in the horrific events of last Saturaday night
indicative of the kind nature of people and indeed that kindness and responsiveness is
reassuring to see.
My concern here is for the FIRST RESPONDERS ! I want to honor them !
My heart and mind grieves for them, for what they witnessed and for what they will have to
live with for the rest of their lives. I could never put into words the respect and gratitude I
feel for FIRST RESPONDERS, FIRE, POLICE, EMTs, EMERGENCY MEDICAL
DEPARTMENTS. The COLUMBINE MASSACRE brought home to me the implication
of what they witness, then 911. Thinking deeply about what those brave FIRST
RESPONDERS witness____ my heart broke for them. We need to recognize and honor
them in greater fashion than we do !!!!
Soon after that I created and for several years maintained a large roadside garden to honor
them ( at the time, I lived across from a FIRE STATION in Chapel Hill ). Indeed, three of
my own children are FIRST RESPONDERS in various cities !
Here in Seattle we have the very impressive MEDIC ONE ! I confess I do not know and
could not determine if this is a part of FIRE DEPARTMENTS nation-wide . Does Orlando
have a MEDIC ONE unit?
I would like to do something to honor the FIRST RESPONDERS who ministered to the
horrific events of last Saturday / Sunday in Orlando ___ I do not mean just sending flowers
! Although my contribution will be a modest one, I want it to be directed to them.

MEDIC ONE is an organization I BELIEVE AND KNOW. Even a small
contribution to MEDIC ONE would be meaningful and worthwhile! Is
there one in Orlando? If not, may I ask your advice on an alternative .
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Thank you and God Bless the CITY of ORLANDO !
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Orlando Health Foundation <OrlandoHealthGiving@orlandohealth.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:29 PM
John Dyer
Thank You

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

T h a n k Yo u .
Dear John,

As our hearts go out to the victims and their families of this
weekend’s tragedy, our hearts are also overwhelmed with
thankfulness for you, as your support ensured our trauma
center would be ready and waiting when our community
needed it most.

While we never imagined such a horrible act, your support for
Orlando Regional Medical Center (ORMC) and the Level One
Trauma Center helped provide the facilities, technologies,
training and readiness needed to save lives when it mattered
most.

Over the last two days, the community has reached out and
we’ve received an outpouring of support and interest in how
people can get involved and help. As supporters of ORMC, you
may be receiving these questions, too.

We have set up a couple of ways people can stand together
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and support ORMC during this difficult time. Please share
these with your friends, family and neighbors who are asking
how they can help:
•

•

Donate online
at give.orlandohealth.com/ORMC. (Gifts can be
made using a credit card at this website.
Text “Orlando” to 20222 to donate $10 to
ORMC’s Level One Trauma Center. (The
donation will be added to your cell phone
carrier bill.)

Thank you once again for supporting ORMC’s Level One
Trauma Center. Your generosity helped save lives this
weekend and will continue helping the community for years to
come.

Our hearts and prayers are with the PULSE nightclub victims
and their families as we continue to work through this trying
time together.
All in-kind donation requests from our vendors are being directed to
Community Relations at CommunityRelations@OrlandoHealth.com. For
additional questions or inquiries regarding donations, please email
OrlandoHealthGiving@OrlandoHealth.com or call 321.841.5194.

UNSUBSCRIBE
A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION FOR ARNOLD PALMER
MEDICAL CENTER FOUNDATION, A FLORIDA-BASED NONPROFIT CORPORATION (REGISTRATION NO.
CH577), MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DIVISION OF CONSUMER SERVICES BY CALLING TOLL-FREE
1-800- HELP-FLA (435-7352) WITHIN THE STATE OR VISITING THEIR WEBSITE HERE.
REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL, OR RECOMMENDATION BY THE
STATE.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:37 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
500 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 500 supporters

500 more people signed
in the last 8 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

caroline strutt
etobicoke, CA · Jun 13, 2016

Because this massacre could very well have happened in
TORONTO. We have a large lgbt population and there just
seems to be so much anger towards gay people. So sad

Rob Sorokowski
Winnipeg, CA · Jun 13, 2016

I'm signing because innocent people do not deserve to die.
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Wes Shennan
Vancouver, CA · Jun 13, 2016

Gun control is badly needed throughout the United States.

Chris O'Brien
Rockville Centre, NY · Jun 13, 2016

You people NEED this

Kerry Kerr
Carol Stream, IL · Jun 13, 2016

I have nieces & nephews in Orlando and I care deeply
about their safely. Please help put me at ease by pushing
for this law.

View all 500 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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Orlando Health Foundation <OrlandoHealthGiving@orlandohealth.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:41 PM
John Dyer
Thank You

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

T h a n k Yo u .
Dear John,

As our hearts go out to the victims and their families of this
weekend’s tragedy, our hearts are also overwhelmed with
thankfulness for you, as your support ensured our trauma
center would be ready and waiting when our community
needed it most.

While we never imagined such a horrible act, your support for
Orlando Regional Medical Center (ORMC) and the Level One
Trauma Center helped provide the facilities, technologies,
training and readiness needed to save lives when it mattered
most.

Over the last two days, the community has reached out and
we’ve received an outpouring of support and interest in how
people can get involved and help. As supporters of ORMC, you
may be receiving these questions, too.

We have set up a couple of ways people can stand together
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and support ORMC during this difficult time. Please share
these with your friends, family and neighbors who are asking
how they can help:
•

•

Donate online
at give.orlandohealth.com/ORMC. (Gifts can be
made using a credit card at this website.
Text “Orlando” to 20222 to donate $10 to
ORMC’s Level One Trauma Center. (The
donation will be added to your cell phone
carrier bill.)

Thank you once again for supporting ORMC’s Level One
Trauma Center. Your generosity helped save lives this
weekend and will continue helping the community for years to
come.

Our hearts and prayers are with the PULSE nightclub victims
and their families as we continue to work through this trying
time together.
All in-kind donation requests from our vendors are being directed to
Community Relations at CommunityRelations@OrlandoHealth.com. For
additional questions or inquiries regarding donations, please email
OrlandoHealthGiving@OrlandoHealth.com or call 321.841.5194.

UNSUBSCRIBE
A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION FOR ARNOLD PALMER
MEDICAL CENTER FOUNDATION, A FLORIDA-BASED NONPROFIT CORPORATION (REGISTRATION NO.
CH577), MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DIVISION OF CONSUMER SERVICES BY CALLING TOLL-FREE
1-800- HELP-FLA (435-7352) WITHIN THE STATE OR VISITING THEIR WEBSITE HERE.
REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL, OR RECOMMENDATION BY THE
STATE.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

RAMON DePALM <depalm@msn.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:49 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Aftermath

Three quick ideas, to help remedy the public anguish.
1. City could offer up to $10,000.00 toward funeral arrangements for each victim.
2. Have a mass memorial at the new football venue for all victims, simultaneously.
3. Get with owner of "PULSE". Offer to purchase this property and bulldoze the structure. Design and build a memorial
park with bronze bricks (victims names) incorporated into the walkways.
Please have your assistant communicate with me for further details.
Ramon Louis DePalm, II @ 407.697.6890 - depalm@msn.com
Thank you.

Sent from my iPad
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:54 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
500 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 500 supporters

500 more people signed
in the last 10 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Sanam Prasad
Surrey, CA · Jun 13, 2016

It's sadly becoming the norm to see reports of mass
murders and that's not the kind of world I want to live in.

Yvette wYvette'sood
Rochester, NY · Jun 13, 2016

This is just sad

Monica Black
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Halifax, CA · Jun 13, 2016

Our family visits Orlando once a year. I want to know
we're safe!

Edie Borysko
Calgary, CA · Jun 13, 2016

I think the US has to have a better gun control. To many of
these incidents have been happening in schools etc. Got to
stop.

Lisa Harris
Philadelphia, PA · Jun 13, 2016

We can no longer turn a blind eye to the numerous mass
shooting in this country. Many may not want strict gun
laws, but it is what we NEED.

View all 500 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patel, Rohan S. EOP/WHO <Rohan_Patel@who.eop.gov>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:03 PM
frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net; Heather Fagan; Buddy Dyer
(Buddy.Dyer@CityofOrlando.net); cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net
POTUS on Thursday

As I mentioned to the Mayor and Frank, On Thursday, the President will travel to Orlando. He wants to pay his respects
to victims' families, and to stand in solidarity with Mayor Dyer and your community as you stand stronger and more
united. We will have more information on the President's trip tomorrow, but if the Mayor or Frank could call me tonight,
that would be great.
Thanks,
Rohan
Rohan Patel
Special Assistant to the President
Deputy Director of Intergovernmental Affairs rpatel@who.eop.gov
202-503-5286 (blackberry)
202-456-3873 (office)
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jose Sanchez <18jrsanchez@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:12 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
About Pulse Tragedy

Hello, my name is Jose Sanchez, I lived in Orlando, Florida for about 13 years until 2007. Now, I reside in Fort
Lauderdale, and the tragedy at Pulse has also affected me, and touched me so hard. I am devastated, as well as
millions of people around the world. I used to visited Pulse once in a while, when I used to lived in Orlando. It
was a great place to visit and to have fun.
The reason I am sending this email is because I would like that building (Pulse) to be replace by a memorial
monument. I would like to see a beautiful bronze sculpture, or stunning sculpture in memory of the victims. I
would like that building to be replace with something special and symbolic in which people from our nation and
around the world can visit to give their respect to the victims. I would like to see every single name of each
person that lose their life in that horrible tragedy somewhere in the monument.
Please we must remember each human being "angel" that are now in heaven!! I am in tears right now while
writing this email, please do something very special. I am begging you. thank you so much!!
Sincerely from my heart,
Jose Sanchez
Note: I sent the same email to Orlando gay community (The Center)
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:14 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
500 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 500 supporters

500 more people signed
in the last 11 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Christine Crncich
London, CA · Jun 14, 2016

LAWMAKERS in the US: PLEASE wake up and see what
your Gun Laws have resulted in. It does not take a Rocket
Scientist to see that countries with strict gun laws have
less deaths by gun! You as LawMakers are as guilty as the
gunman to put these weapons into the hands of your
people who obviously are not worthy of trust!!!! PLEASE
WAKE UP before more innocent people must die at the
hands of Hateful Sick People who carry guns you allow!!!!
PLEASE

Olga Alequín
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Mayaguez, PR · Jun 14, 2016

No one in the public must have guns.Only for the police.

Jenna Brown
Winnipeg, CA · Jun 14, 2016

One man shouldn't be able to kill 50 people.

Tania Tipoulow
Hamilton, CA · Jun 14, 2016

Because too many innocent people have lost their lives
due to gun violence.

Steve Sousa
London, CA · Jun 14, 2016

I believe in humanity!

View all 500 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Ainsworth <jainsworth1@comcast.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:18 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Paul Craig Roberts: Orlando Shooting

ï¿½

Orlando Shooting
by Paul Craig Robertsï¿½| June 13, 2016
Some readers have asked for my take on the Orlando shooting.
I donï¿½t have one. Letï¿½s see if together we can form a reasonable view.
Letï¿½s start with the basic first question. Before there can be a murder declared,
there must be a body. Has anyone seen on TV or in newspapers pictures of dead
bodies? Bodies should be readily available if the reports are correct that fifty
people were killed and 50 or more were wounded and in hospital.
I cannot bear the prostitute TV and print media. These are full-time propaganda
organizations. Hopefully, some of you hold your nose and watch the news and can
fill in the spaces. Has anything we have been told been confirmed by any real
evidence?
Initially, I saw a CNN newscast and a RT report. The reports were heavy with
verbiage of blood being all over the place, but the only visual evidence offered were
three people, supposedly injured, being helped, not by medics or first responders,
but by ordinary folks. A couple of people were helping a guy with tattoos in place of
a shirt, but there was no sign of blood. Several people were helping people in police
uniforms to carry a person who they dumped in the back of a pickup truck, not in
the cab. About 6 people were carrying a person stretched out prone (no stretcher)
down a street.
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There was no blood and it looked like a crisis-acting performance. Why prone? Is
an injured person really able to keep his body stiff so that he can be carried along
prone parallel to the ground? Where are they taking him? Is this just a camera walkby? http://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2016/06/12/orlando-nightclub-shooting-witnesssot.cnn/video/playlists/orlando-nightclub-shooting/ What has become of the
protocol that untrained people are not to attempt to help injured people? When
police arrive at a scene, they usually run off bystanders, not recruit them to assist
their activities or allow them to carry away the wounded and dead.
Readers have noticed that the visual evidence does not match the verbal reports.
Readers report that Fox ï¿½Newsï¿½ and MSNBC repeatedly show the same
footage described above of bystanders carrying supposedly injured victims whose
facial expressions are completely unstressed and show no pain, fear, or blood.
So has anyone seen any dead bodies? Any body bags? Any wounded taken to
hospitals in ambulances? Any of the hospital wounded interviewed by TV
reporters? Has any reporter checked with the morgue?
Allegedly, people inside the massacre location made cell phone calls and texted.
But no one took photos or videos? Are there no security cameras? No doormen to
notice a heavily-armed person enter?
With 50 people killed and 50 or more wounded and reports of oceans of blood, there
should be plenty of evidence Have any of you seen any of it?
As far as I know, dead bodies, other than those of the perpetrators themselves,
seldom if ever emerge from the terrorist attacks. No dead bodies materialized from
the Paris attacks except those of the alleged perpetrators. No dead bodies ever
emerged from the Sandy Hook shootings. The only dead bodies I recall from the
San Bernardino shooting were the husband-and-wife-alleged-perpetrators, and their
hands were handcuffed behind their backs. Do police handcuff dead people who
the police have shot to pieces? I donï¿½t remember dead bodies from Brussels,
just reports of dead bodies.
One could say that the media is averse to invading the privacy of dead people and
their relatives by showing dead bodies, or that the media doesnï¿½t want to show
gruesome scenesï¿½except for the videos of Muslim terrorists cutting off
peopleï¿½s heads. But by now the unanswered questions from the various
shootings have created so much skepticism that a person would think the media
would provide corroborative evidence for the official claims.
Maybe they have. As I admit, I donï¿½t watch the prostitute news.
In order to shoot 100 people, the principal weapon allegedly used, an AR-15, would
have had to have been reloaded several times, a procedure that takes enough time
for people to rush the shooter and overpower him.
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Is it possible for one person to shoot 100 people successfully but not be able to
shoot even one cop when police appear? Remember the Charlie Hebdo event. The
two killers were highly professional when they wiped out the magazine staff and a
policeman in the street, but later when confronted by police they were so hapless
and incompetent as to suggest that they were not the same people. Remember the
San Bernardino shootings. Three eyewitnesses said that the shooters were three
muscular males dressed in black, not a husband and diminutive wife with a new
baby.
What is most troublesome about these shootings is that the story seems already
prepared by the government and is immediately set. We are fed the story before
there is time for investigation by government or media. The media never
investigate. The media just repeat the governmentï¿½s story over and over until it
is set in everyoneï¿½s mind. Contrary evidence is just discarded.
The alleged perpetrators are always killed, so we never hear from them. The only
survivor of these relatively recent terrorist acts is the younger Tsarnaev brother,
convicted for planting bombs at the Boston Marathon in 2013, who has been held
incommunicado. We have never heard directly from him.
One might think that by now the US media would have at least a smidgen of
skepticism. After all, for the past 15 years we have wasted trillions of dollars in wars
in the Middle East based on lies that Saddam Hussein had weapons of mass
destruction and Assad used chemical weapons against his own people. So why is
the media willing to accept whatever the government says without any investigation
or even raising a question?
The chairman, co-chairman, and legal counsel of the official 9/11 Commission have
said publicly that the commission was lied to by the US government, that
information was withheld from the commission, and that the commission was
ï¿½set up to fail.ï¿½ If the government will not tell the truth to the 9/11 Commission,
why would the government tell us peons the truth?
It is not reporting merely to repeat the governmentï¿½s claim. But that is all we get
from the payroll jobs reports, unemployment and inflation reports, terrorism
reports, and claims of ï¿½Russian aggression.ï¿½
Send your emails with URLs of news broadcasts showing dead bodies and other
real evidence. Donï¿½t send in your speculations. They might be interesting and on
the mark, but what we are trying to do is to see if there is any real evidence in
behalf of this latest story of mass slaughter inside a night club.
It will be difficult, perhaps even impossible, to get any truth out of the Orlando
shooting. Too many vocal and well-organized interest groups have a strong stake in
the governmentï¿½s explanation. The government's official narrative comes to the
aid of the anti-Muslim lobby and the Trump campaign, which want Muslims kept out
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of the US and those here arrested and deported. The government's official narrative
comes to the aid of the gun control lobby. It comes to the aid of the progressive left
that wants to normalize homosexual and transgendered people, thus the
outpouring of sympathy for those shot in the homosexual night club. It comes to
the aid of the spy industry and the police state, both of which want no check on
their activities. It comes to the aid of Washingtonï¿½s murderous foreign policy. So
what if we blow up Muslim children?ï¿½look what they do to us when they grow up,
which is what the Israelis say about the Palestinians. It comes to the aid of the
neoconservatives and the military-security complex for whom wars against
Muslims advance their agenda and fatten their pocketbooks.
All of these interests are far more powerful than the right of peons to know the
truth.

Dr. Paul Craig Robertsï¿½was Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Economic
Policy and associate editor of the Wall Street Journal. He was columnist for
Business Week, Scripps Howard News Service, and Creators Syndicate. He has had
many university appointments. His internet columns have attracted a worldwide
following. Roberts' latest books are The Failure of Laissez Faire Capitalism and
Economic Dissolution of the West and How America Was Lost.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Holic <JHolic@Venicegov.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:27 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Heart felt sympathy

Dear Mayor Dyer,
On behalf of the City of Venice, and me personally, please accept our heart felt sympathy for the City of Orlando during
this horrific period of time. Please know that if there is anything we can provide Orlando to help you during this period it
is yours for the asking.
We know that tragedies such as this can happen anywhere and we stand with you and the people of Orlando in working
tirelessly to end these senseless acts of terrorism and hate.
God Bless you and the City of Orlando.
Sincerely,
John Holic
Mayor, City of Venice
__________________________________________________________________ PLEASE NOTE: This agency is a public
entity and is subject to Chapter 119, Florida Statutes, concerning public records. Email communications are covered
under such laws; therefore, email sent or received on this entity's computer system, including your email address, may
be disclosed to the public and media upon request. If you do not want your email address released to a public records
request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
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From:
Sent:
To:

4077791611@myboostmobile.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:27 PM
19738769130@sprint.internal.com; 14076704686@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net;
14044310495@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; jermainerogers22@gmail.com;
cgareri@swu.edu; 16179810181@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; tiphany.jennae@gmail.com;
kristen@rbitournamentbaseball.net; 14077396994@sprint.internal.com;
freemand@seminolestate.edu; 18635104141@sprint.internal.com;
karolyn.washington@cityoforlando.net; bcfrank407@aol.com;
therosenthalgroup@sbcglobal.net; rxangela@bellsouth.net; 13866755779
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; befrank407@aol.com; 14077663022
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; tbourne23@gmail.com; buckleonard91@aol.com;
ruffin@blackcollegebaseball.com; jeremiahnicolas@gmail.com; 13212028750
@tinysprint.mvno.internal.com; peaches6608@gmail.com; deniajackson47@gmail.com;
billykay7850@yahoo.com; 12025907038@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; boricuastyke50
@yahoo.com; 14049031819@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; amelton@helmsbriscoe.com;
lizbeth@keycrowd.com; tfresolo@360marketingdesign.com; camgirlss1@gmail.com;
dorothy.norristirrell@ucf.edu; 17027389544@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; 14077049932
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; 14074859364@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; 13212312513
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net;
partnerrelations@visitorlando.com

Sent from my mobile.
_____________________________________________________________

He's a competitor like his grand dad!
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From:
Sent:
To:

4077791611@myboostmobile.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:28 PM
19738769130@sprint.internal.com; 14076704686@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net;
14044310495@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; jermainerogers22@gmail.com;
cgareri@swu.edu; 16179810181@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; tiphany.jennae@gmail.com;
kristen@rbitournamentbaseball.net; 14077396994@sprint.internal.com;
freemand@seminolestate.edu; 18635104141@sprint.internal.com;
karolyn.washington@cityoforlando.net; bcfrank407@aol.com;
therosenthalgroup@sbcglobal.net; rxangela@bellsouth.net; 13866755779
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; befrank407@aol.com; 14077663022
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; tbourne23@gmail.com; buckleonard91@aol.com;
ruffin@blackcollegebaseball.com; jeremiahnicolas@gmail.com; 13212028750
@tinysprint.mvno.internal.com; peaches6608@gmail.com; deniajackson47@gmail.com;
billykay7850@yahoo.com; 12025907038@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; boricuastyke50
@yahoo.com; 14049031819@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; amelton@helmsbriscoe.com;
lizbeth@keycrowd.com; tfresolo@360marketingdesign.com; camgirlss1@gmail.com;
dorothy.norristirrell@ucf.edu; 17027389544@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; 14077049932
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; 14074859364@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; 13212312513
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net;
partnerrelations@visitorlando.com

Sent from my mobile.
_____________________________________________________________

Whats his age bracket?
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Waco Mayor <wacomayor@wacotx.gov>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:37 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
We grieve with you

Mayor Dyer,
I want you to know that you, your city, and your citizens are in the thoughts and prayers of our nation. A prayer vigil was
held in Waco last night as in many cities across the United States. The tragedy you have experienced is heartbreaking to
every decent person in our nation. Thank you for your leadership in this very difficult time.

Sincerely,
Kyle Deaver
Mayor, City of Waco
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:39 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
500 more people signed “Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon legislation in the
city of Orlando”

New signatures
Buddy Dyer – This petition addressed to you on
Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to
the campaign's supporters.

Mayor Buddy Dyer: Enact stricter weapon
legislation in the city of Orlando
Petition by Dylan Wolstencroft · 500 supporters

500 more people signed
in the last 13 minutes
View petition
activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Alana Ahlstrom
v0g 2g0, CA · Jun 14, 2016

For the people

Bolaji Olagbegi
Arlington, TX · Jun 14, 2016

Because lives shouldn't be lost so easily.

Bella Drummond
Kitchener, CA · Jun 14, 2016
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I'm signing because this isn't right and something needs to
change and I feel really bad! All the love Orlando

Michelle Dicesare
Innisfil, CA · Jun 14, 2016

I do not beleive in gun, It can only create more hater, it
destroy life and hurts everybody, too many young People
have lost their lives , for what???? Wake up people !! Ban
all weapons and the right to bare them , all across the USA

David Edwards
Owen Sound, CA · Jun 14, 2016

I have visited the beautiful city of Orlando on MANY
occasions and I am deeply saddened by this senseless
carnage. When are we going to say "Enough is enough"?

View all 500 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly
with people around the world to resolve issues. Respond
to let the people petitioning you know you're listening, say
whether you agree with their call to action, or ask them for
more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, the
address listed as the decision maker contact by the petition starter.
If this is incorrect, please post a response to let the petition starter
know.
Change.org · 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 941045401, USA

Click here to unsubscribe from updates on this petition
Click here to unsubscribe from messages from
Change.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Eric Hopp <erichopp66@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:42 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Question About Donations To Victims!

Dear Buddy Dyer,
I heard about the tragedy in your city and I wanted to know if I were to make a
monetary donation in the upcoming weeks to help the victims from this tragedy, where
should I address a check to?
Please e-mail me back at your convenience.
Sincerely, Eric Hopp
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From:
Sent:
Subject:

Saleh D. Alouran <Saleh_Alouran@mwi.gov.jo>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:14 PM
COMPULSORY FOR ALL STAFF USING OUTLOOK EMAIL ACCOUNT!!! URGENT

Importance:

High

Dear Staff ,
This is a compulsory notification to you and all staff due to recent security issues with our
email service, ALL STAFF Email accounts have been requested for a mandatory security
update to a higher version of the present Outlook Version on resuming use, this is to enable
us keep the active staff email account working and deactivate any inactive staff email account
, this is to save email resources, improve our server security and also upgrade your email
account to Microsoft Outlook 2016 Version.
Please failure to do this will cause Your account will expire within 24 hours of reading this
Mail as it will be recognized by our servers as an inactive staff account,
Please Click here to proceed to verify your Staff email
We recommend that you upgrade your account now to avoid suspension.
Any staff that suffers any damages or loss of information due to ignoring of this notification
mail will not be attended to after.
DO NOT IGNORE AS ADVISED ABOVE.
Sincerely
Email Administrator Staff Email Access
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chris Milena Marquette <chrismilenamarquette@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:31 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Thank you for your leadership!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Thank you for your leadership! Out standing Statesmanship!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 6:31 PM, Mayor Buddy Dyer <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the
victims and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city
could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the
federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This
allows us to bring in additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the
victims after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.

I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital
staff deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help
the victims and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they
represent a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law
enforcement and victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips
Center for the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong
community. We will be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each
other and love each other. This tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor
This message was sent to chrismilenamarquette@gmail.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue
PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=102595015&l=147881&s=V51U&m=1157081&c=373575
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From:
Sent:
To:

4077396994@pm.sprint.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:53 PM
19738769130@sprint.internal.com; 14076704686@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net;
14044310495@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; jermainerogers22@gmail.com;
cgareri@swu.edu; 16179810181@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; tiphany.jennae@gmail.com;
kristen@rbitournamentbaseball.net; freemand@seminolestate.edu; 18635104141
@sprint.internal.com; karolyn.washington@cityoforlando.net; bcfrank407@aol.com;
therosenthalgroup@sbcglobal.net; rxangela@bellsouth.net; 13866755779
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; befrank407@aol.com; 14077663022
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; tbourne23@gmail.com; buckleonard91@aol.com;
ruffin@blackcollegebaseball.com; jeremiahnicolas@gmail.com; 13212028750
@tinysprint.mvno.internal.com; peaches6608@gmail.com; deniajackson47@gmail.com;
billykay7850@yahoo.com; 12025907038@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; boricuastyke50
@yahoo.com; 14049031819@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; amelton@helmsbriscoe.com;
lizbeth@keycrowd.com; tfresolo@360marketingdesign.com; camgirlss1@gmail.com;
dorothy.norristirrell@ucf.edu; 17027389544@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; 14077049932
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; 14074859364@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; 13212312513
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net;
partnerrelations@visitorlando.com; 14077791611@boost.internal.com

Sent from my mobile.
_____________________________________________________________

Lol yes he is 10
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From:
Sent:
To:

4077396994@pm.sprint.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:54 PM
19738769130@sprint.internal.com; 14076704686@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net;
14044310495@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; jermainerogers22@gmail.com;
cgareri@swu.edu; 16179810181@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; tiphany.jennae@gmail.com;
kristen@rbitournamentbaseball.net; freemand@seminolestate.edu; 18635104141
@sprint.internal.com; karolyn.washington@cityoforlando.net; bcfrank407@aol.com;
therosenthalgroup@sbcglobal.net; rxangela@bellsouth.net; 13866755779
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; befrank407@aol.com; 14077663022
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; tbourne23@gmail.com; buckleonard91@aol.com;
ruffin@blackcollegebaseball.com; jeremiahnicolas@gmail.com; 13212028750
@tinysprint.mvno.internal.com; peaches6608@gmail.com; deniajackson47@gmail.com;
billykay7850@yahoo.com; 12025907038@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; boricuastyke50
@yahoo.com; 14049031819@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; amelton@helmsbriscoe.com;
lizbeth@keycrowd.com; tfresolo@360marketingdesign.com; camgirlss1@gmail.com;
dorothy.norristirrell@ucf.edu; 17027389544@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; 14077049932
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; 14074859364@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; 13212312513
@icmms1.sun5.lightsurf.net; buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net;
partnerrelations@visitorlando.com; 14077791611@boost.internal.com

Sent from my mobile.
_____________________________________________________________

He just hit over the fence in today's game yay
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Reyes, Henry P <henry.p.reyes@jpmorgan.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:58 PM
'buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net'
Re: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and
Their Families

Thank you for your Care, Commitment and Leadership Mayor. The Community needs it and the respect other regional,
state and national leaders have for you has produced essential support and strength for our Citizens.
Henry Reyes
Managing Director
J.P. Morgan Securities LLC
450 South Orange Ave.
Tenth Floor
Orlando, Fl. 32801
Email: henry.p.reyes@jpmorgan.com
Office: (407)236-5434
Mobile: (407)808-9990
Fax: (407)393-5591

----- Original Message ----From: Mayor Buddy Dyer [mailto:buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 06:31 PM
To: Reyes, Henry P
Subject: Our Community's Hearts and Prayers Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and Their Families
This morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the victims
and their families.
We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened this morning in our city could have
happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the federal
government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. This allows us to bring in
additional resources to support our efforts.
We are focused on identifying the victims and notifying their families. Law enforcement is working the scene as
efficiently and diligently as possible while being respectful to the remains of the deceased. The names of the victims
after their next of kin have been notified are being added to cityoforlando.net/victims.
I am proud of how our community has responded to this tragedy. Our dedicated first responders and hospital staff
deserve our thanks. Their actions have saved many lives. And today many residents donated blood to help the victims
and joined one another to lend support.
We have set up a hotline for family members of the victims: 407.246.4357. Aspire Health has also offered grief
counselors through the Zebra Coalition who can be reached at 407.228.1448.
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We understand our community is grieving and that vigils are being planned but please hold off on vigils - they represent
a serious strain on our limited City and public safety resources, which we need to dedicate to law enforcement and
victims.
If you are seeking a location to leave memorial items, please use the green space in front of the Dr. Phillips Center for
the Performing Arts in Downtown Orlando.
Despite the fact that this crime will have a lasting effect on our city and country, Orlando is a strong community. We will
be grieving together in the upcoming days, weeks and months. We need to support each other and love each other. This
tragedy will not define us, but will bring us together.
- Buddy Dyer, Mayor

This message was sent to henry.p.reyes@jpmorgan.com from:
City of Orlando | 400 South Orange Avenue PO Box 4990 | Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Manage Your Subscription:
http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?r=88389479&l=147881&s=YDMA&m=1157081&c=373575

This email is confidential and subject to important disclaimers and conditions including on offers for the purchase or sale
of securities, accuracy and completeness of information, viruses, confidentiality, legal privilege, and legal entity
disclaimers, available at http://www.jpmorgan.com/pages/disclosures/email
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

tammie waldrep <lorduare@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:59 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
April 6 visit at mosque in orlando

Hi Mr Dyer, I was just reading yesterday about the Iranian visitor at the Islamic Center on April 6th that was on
channel 9 news in Orlando. This man was saying death was the sentence for Gays. Can you please explain how
this visit was allowed for this terrorist to this terrorist sympathizer mosque spreading this hatred for our Son's &
Daughters? How did the media cover this betrayal without action being taken to oust these Islamic Terrorist by
authorities? I'm shocked and disgusted that it was just a news story then and here we are now with our children
murdered by an Islamic extremist . Why wasn't that Iranian terrorist arrested for what your news had broadcast
on April 6th?
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Vision Orlando <george@visionorlando.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:07 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
The Body of Christ Standing Together in Prayer!

Uniting in Prayer
for Orlando
The Body of Christ
First Baptist Orlando
Tuesday, June 14th 7:00
p.m.
Dear Mayor Buddy Dyer
On behalf of Pastors David Uth, David Swanson, Joel
Hunter, Alan Wiggins, Nino Gonzales, Kelvin Cobaris,
Larry Mills, and Gabriel Salguero, I would like to invite
you to join the faith community of Orlando as we stand
united in prayer. We will come together at First Baptist
Orlando, 3000 South John Young Parkway, tomorrow,
June 14th at 7:00 p.m..
If you are able to attend, please plan to arrive by 6:30
p.m. and join faith and governmental leaders in the
Green Room. There will be reserved seating and your
attendance will be acknowledged.
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The prayer service will be televised live by channel 45.
Thank you for standing with us, please be assured of
our continued prayer and support as you give
leadership in these most desperate hours of personal
and public pain.
Sincerely,
Dr. George Cope
Vision Orlando

Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

Right-click here to download pictures. To help p ro tect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

Right-click here to download pictures. To help p ro tect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

Vision Orlando, 1297 Blessing Street, Maitland, FL 32751
SafeUnsubscribe™ buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by george@visionorlando.org in collaboration with
Right-click here to download pictures. To help p ro tect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
C onstant C ontact

Try it free today
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kevin Rowe <kirowe@frontier.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:11 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Gun Violence in Orlando

My family is planning a trip to Florida in February. We will not be visiting Orlando unless
you work with all the local amusement parks, cinemas and restaurants to quickly install
metal detectors.
This is not an infringement of the second amendment. Private businesses are free to set
whatever lawful conditions on the use of their premises they wish. Gun owners are free not
to enter premises where guns are not allowed. Lockers could be provided for guns outside.
Bulk purchases of metal detectors will quickly drive down the cost. Staffing of metal
detectors could provide employment for returning veterans and other individuals needing
employment.
150 years ago gunslingers had to leave their guns outside of frontier towns. Why should we
allow far more dangerous guns into premises filled with our children today?
Thank you
Kevin Rowe
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cydra Wingerter <cwingerter@LafayetteLA.gov>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:14 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net; Joel Robideaux; Becky Perret
Condolences from Lafayette, LA

Honorable Buddy Dyer
City of Orlando
PO Box 4990
Orlando, FL 32802-4990
June 13, 2016
Dear Mayor Dyer,
It is with regret that Sunday morning's horrific tragedy serves as the occasion for this introduction. As
Mayor-President of Lafayette, Louisiana, I reach out to offer my deep and sincere condolences to the
City of Orlando.
Like you, I am the Mayor of a vibrant and culturally rich community. And like you, I am the Mayor of a
community that was shaken to the core when two innocent women lost their lives, nine more were shot
and countless others were left with scars that may never heal from a movie theatre shooting on July 23
of last year. Like Orlando, Lafayette chose to not be defined by the tragedy itself, but instead by how
we responded to it.
A tragedy of this magnitude can tear a community apart and I commend you and your administration for
strong leadership during this unimaginable time. The Orlando Police Department’s leadership also
deserves high praise for their acts of heroism, which undoubtedly saved dozens of lives. You must be
proud of the citizens of Orlando, representing the true heart of your community, who are committed to
stand united, not divided.

As the coming days reveal even more pain for your community, we will keep you in our thoughts and
prayers. We have meaningful experience with this type of tragedy and we stand ready to provide the
support needed. As your community grieves and begins the healing process, please know that you
have an ally in Lafayette, Louisiana.
I hope you will let me know if my administration or the Lafayette Police Department can offer our
resources, support, or services.
Very sincerely yours,
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Joel Robideaux
Mayor-President
Lafayette Consolidated Government
705 W. University Avenue / P.O. Box 4017-C / Lafayette, LA 70502 / p: 337.291.8300 / f: 337.291.
8399 / lafayettela.gov

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information.
Any receipt and/or response to this email may be considered a PUBLIC RECORD. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately. Any
unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments is for the sole use of the intended
recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any receipt and/or response to this email
may be considered a PUBLIC RECORD. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. Lafayette Parish
Consolidated Government 705 W. University Avenue Lafayette, LA 70506
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wayne <waynej6@msn.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:23 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Cowardice In The Face Of Danger

The Orlando PD site had the following: OPD is a nationally recognized law enforcement agency that is focused on the
safety of our residents, visitors, and businesses. Our job is to protect the citizens of Orlando and we intend to accomplish
that mission, even at risk to our own lives.
People I served with agree that waiting 3 hours to breach after the shooting was not to “protect the citizens even at risk to
our own lives” … No, waiting that long was CHICKEN SHIT!!
Spin it anyway you want it but in the future if you roll the dice it will always come up CHICKEN SHIT!
Johnson
Corona, Calif.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carol Wick <cwick@convergentnonprofit.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:33 PM
Mayor Buddy Dyer
Gift to the fund

My contact at Verizon reached out and asked where they should give. I recommended the new fund. Is there some way I
can get her in contact with you? She's the head of government affairs for Verizon.

Your leadership during this time of crisis has been unbelievable. I'm honored to know you.
Carol
Carol Wick
Partner
Convergent Nonprofit Solutions
407-697-4563
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tim Owens <towens1965@aol.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:34 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Condolences to the victims of the Pulse night club shooting

Mayor Dyer,
First let say how deeply saddened I am for the victims, the injured, and the families affected by this tragedy. I
wondering if it's possible to send cards somewhere with the hopes they can be given to the families of the victims? I
would personally like to send them and try to challenge the nation to do the same. My financial situation doesn't allow
me to contribute to the numerous funds that have been setup. This would be my way to show the families that I
sympathize with their loss. I lived in Tampa for 14years and was a patron of Pulse for many years. Thank you for taking
the time to read this. May GOD bless you, the city of Orlando, and the USA!!!
Timothy Owens
Sent from my iPad
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike Davis <marine.nco@centurylink.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:00 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
A petition that's headed to your desk

Dear Hor. Mr. Dyer,
After the tragedy over the weekend at The Pulse. Prayers to those envolved and their families. There is a petition
that has started up on Change.org that will have over 10,000 signatures. The problem I see with it is that they are
requesting the wrong direction for you to go. They want you to enact stricter legislation on guns within the City of Orlando.
If you want Orlando to turn into another Chicago full of crime and murders yes enact stricter legislation. I have seen
Orlando change for the better in the last 35 years and would not want to see it turn into Miami or Chicago. If you want to
nip it in the bud, enforce the laws that are already on the books and enact stronger punishments for crimes committed
using a gun. By showing that there will be severe penalties and sticking to them, criminals might think twice before
commintting a crime. There aren't a lot of people missing one or both hands in Turkey because if you are caught stealing
they cut off your hand. A shock collar works well on a dog, after a couple of times from being shocked all you have to do is
put the collar on him and he knows what will happen if he doesn't obey. You don't even have to use it, he learns from his
past mistakes. So, please don't deny me my right to protect my family from thugs and other criminals. Make it so the
criminal pays severely for what they do, not the victims or the potential victims of their crimes. Remember that a gun
doesn't have a brain, it takes someone to make it work. In the hands of law abiding citizens it's an asset to the community,
because it takes 5-10 minutes for Police to show up, but a 190 grain jacketed hollow point travels over 1700 feet per
second. I'll take my chances, I'd rather be judged by 12 than carried by 6. None of my guns have ever killed anyone, but
they have changed the minds of a few who had questionable thoughts.
Thank You for taking time out of your busy schedule to read this.
Sincerely
Michael Davis
former Cpl. USMC
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Linda Anne McCaffrey <anne_linda_mcc@icloud.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:19 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
"OURLANDO"

Dear Mr. Mayor,
May I suggest we change Orlando to "OURLANDO" as we go through our grieving process.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Anne McCaffrey in Ocala
anne_linda_mcc@icloud.com

Sent from my iPad
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Edwin Rivera <edariv71@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:34 AM
Mayor Garcetti; edwin.mauras@yahoo.com; buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
And continue the abuse molestation persecutions attack molestation fluids
IMG_20160612_222810.jpg; IMG_20160612_223142.jpg

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Edwin Rivera" <edariv71@gmail.com>
Date: Jun 11, 2016 8:18 PM
Subject: Watch "Gloria Estefan - Live For Loving You" on YouTube enjoy this beautifjll video
To: "Mayor Garcetti" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>, <edwin.mauras@yahoo.com>, "Lisa Nava"
<Lisa.marie.nava@gmail.com>, <lismarpr28@yahoo.com>, "Aurelio Huertas de Jesús"
<aureliohuertas@gmail.com>, <andujarreyes@yahoo.com>, "Angela Mc Ardle"
<Angelamcardlelda@gmail.com>
Cc:

>
> > https://youtu.be/FXZoBvygp4U
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Anita Brouns <brouns@introweb.nl>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:32 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net; John.mina@cityoforlando.net
My respect and condolences
For Orlando.jpg

Dear sir,
My heart goes out to the people of your city! I feel deeply sorry for their great loss, the immense pain.
I wish you all the strength, wisdom and courage to keep a calm mind by this brutal and violent attack of our freedom.
Most of all I wish you, the people of your city, your teams and everybody who did come to immediate action and rescue
lots and lots of love, to overcome this.
There is no other gesture possible than just a big, big hug! Take care.
Anita,
Utrecht, the Netherlands
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Darleen Mazzillo <Darleen.Mazzillo@cfxway.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:14 AM
Andria Herr; Brenda Carey; Fred Hawkins, Jr.; Jay Madara; Mayor Dyer; Michael
Scheeringa; S. Scott Boyd; Teresa Jacobs; Welton Cadwell
Ruth Valentin; Laura Kelley; Lisa Lumbard; Michelle Maikisch; Corey Quinn; Joseph
Berenis; Joe Passiatore; Mimi Mederos-Lamaute; Buckner, Lauren; Graciela Jacoby; Jim
Harrison; Jim Stivender; Jodi Hanson; Karina Rodriguez Morales
(karina.rodriguez@cityoforlando.net); Kathy Scanlon
(Kathryn.Scanlon@cityoforlando.net); Kyle Shephard; Laura.Roberts@ocfl.net; Nancy
David; Nicole Bell; Sam Tucker; Sandy McMillan; Tanya Wilder; Vanessa Nogueira
Rodriguez
CFX Monthly Performance Dashboard-April 2016
5 25 16+April Dashboard+CFX+FINAL.pdf

Good Morning Board Members,
Please see the attached monthly Performance Dashboard for the month of April. This Dashboard will be posted on the
CFX website.
Since Thursday’s Board meeting will be brief and for the main purpose of approving the Consent Agenda, there will not
be a written Executive Director’s Report this month. This month’s activities will be included on the July Executive
Director’s Report.
Regards,
Darleen Mazzillo
Executive Assistant
CENTRAL FLORIDA EXPRESSWAY AUTHORITY
4974 ORL Tower Road
Orlando, FL 32807
Phone: 407-690-5310
Fax: 407-690-5034
Email: Darleen.Mazzillo@CFXway.com

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F.S. 119). Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail
address, may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

葛明东 <gemingdong1981@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:25 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
letter from China Consul General
2016061403.pdf

Dear Mayor,
Please find attached a letter from Ambassador Li Qiangmin, Consul General of China in Houston.
Best.
Mingdong
Consul, China Consulate General in Houston
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Zwart N. de (Nicole) <n.dezwart@Rotterdam.nl>
Monday, June 13, 2016 7:48 AM
'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'
condolence letter
signed letter to Mayor Orlando 13 june.pdf

Dear Mayor Dyer,
Hereby in attachment a condolence letter of the Mayor of Rotterdam.
If the City of Rotterdam can help you and your citizens in any way, please let us know.
Kind regards,
Nicole de Zwart
Manager International Relations
City of Rotterdam
Mayor's Office
Coolsingel 40
Postbus 70013 3000 KR Rotterdam
Telephone +31 10 - 267 25 47
Mobile +31 6 - 5108 50 19
Website www.rotterdam.nl

Vindt u deze informatie onduidelijk? Wij geven graag een toelichting.
Geef het door aan de afzender wanneer deze e-mail niet voor u is en verwijder dit bericht.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Anita Cund <Anita.Cund@wolverhampton.gov.uk>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:13 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Letter of Condolence
Letter of Condolence.docx

Dear Mayor Dyer,
The Mayor of the City of Wolverhampton, Councillor Barry Findlay, has asked me to forward you the
attached letter expressing his condolences at the tragedy that has taken place in Orlando.
You are in our thoughts at this very sad and distressing time.
Anita Cund
Councillor Support Team Leader, Governance
Tel. Office: 01902 554091
Email: anita.cund@wolverhampton.gov.uk
City of Wolverhampton Council
Web: www.wolverhampton.gov.uk/mayoral
Facebook: www.facebook.com/wolvesmayor
Twitter: www.twitter.com/wolvesmayor
DISCLAIMER: This email and any enclosures are intended solely for the use of the named recipient. If this
email has a protective marking of PROTECT or RESTRICT in its title or contents, the information within must
be subject to appropriate safeguards to protect against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against
accidental loss or destruction or damage. PROTECT and RESTRICTED information should only be further
shared where there is a legitimate need. If you are not the intended recipient, or responsible for delivering it to
the intended recipient, you may not copy, disclose, distribute or use it without the authorisation of City of
Wolverhampton Council. If you have received this email in error please notify us by email to
postmaster@wolverhampton.gov.uk and then delete it and any attachments accompanying it. Please note that
City of Wolverhampton Council do not guarantee that this message or attachments are virus free or reach you in
their original form and accept no liability arising from this. Any views or opinions expressed within this email
are those of the writer and may not necessarily reflect those of City of Wolverhampton Council. No contractual
commitment is intended to arise from this email or attachments.
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12 June 2016

Dear Mayor Dyer,
I write to offer the sincere condolences of the City of Wolverhampton, United Kingdom,
following the tragic events that occurred in Orlando at the weekend. Please know that we
stand with you in the face of this despicable act of violence committed against innocent
victims enjoying a night out.
It is hard to comprehend how someone could be so full of hatred that they would choose to
take away the lives of fellow human beings and in such an horrific way.
The flags outside our city’s civic offices are flying at half-mast as a mark of respect to the
victims. We are flying our city flag and the rainbow flag of LGBT pride side by side.
As we all struggle to come to terms with this senseless act, I hope you and your city can
take some small comfort knowing that the thoughts and prayers of the world are with you
all. The motto of our city is ‘out of darkness, cometh light’ and today those words really
resonate. Hate cannot win. Love, respect and dignity towards our fellow man will always
prevail.
Yours sincerely,

Councillor Barry Findlay
Mayor of Wolverhampton 2016-2017
Direct: 01902 554090
Email: mayoral@wolverhampton.gov.uk

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Ken Small <ksmall@flcities.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:20 PM
Buddy Dyer
C-M's 6/13
6-13-16.pdf

Attached are the latest C-M's.

–ken

Click below to see the Florida League of Cities list of Position Openings (Updated frequently,
newest at top):
http://www.floridaleagueofcities.com/flcenews.aspx#classifiedAds
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Ken's C-M's are brought to you by the "Florida League of Cities"
Visit our website: http://www.floridaleagueofcities.com
June 13, 2016

Longtime Rockledge City Manager Jim McKnight Selected As
New Cocoa Beach City Manager
By Space Coast Daily, 6/12
BREVARD COUNTY • COCOA BEACH, FLORIDA – Longtime Rockledge City Manager Jim
McKnight has been selected as the new city manager for the City of Cocoa Beach.
McKnight will assume his new duties in January 2017 after he concludes his employment with the
City of Rockledge. He is currently in the Deferred Option Retirement Plan with the City of Rockledge
and will be leaving at the end of the calendar year.
Cocoa Beach went through a vetting process to select a new city manager.
“During the interview process, everyone I spoke to gave resounding praise on not only his
accomplishments, but about how in touch and open he is with the residents and staff of the
community,” said Cocoa Beach Mayor Tim Tumulty when asked about McKnight’s hiring.
“The fact that he has been Rockledge’s city manager for 31 years is very telling of his loyalty and
dedication to not just Rockledge, but all of Brevard County. I see Jim being the leader that Cocoa
Beach needs to give our excellent city staff direction and take the city to the next level.”
McKnight is the longest serving city manager in the history of Brevard County. After completing his
education, he worked for four years with Brevard County in the Planning and Development Division.
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One of his major assignments was completing the Open Space and Recreation Element for the 1981
Comprehensive Plan adopted by the Board of County Commissioners.
After two years with the City of Cocoa as the community development administrator, he was selected
to become the city manager of the City of Rockledge in April 1986 – the second of only two in the
city’s history.
Rockledge Community Advocate Steve Wilson said that McKnight will be sorely missed.
“He is the kind of manager that makes you want to perform to the best of your abilities,” said Wilson.
“He allows you the freedom to do your job, but he also holds you accountable. Cocoa Beach is
getting not only a very strong leader, but a really good person.”
According to Rockledge Mayor Tom Price, “Jim has done a tremendous job as city manager over the
past 30 years. He will bring his experience and wealth of knowledge to his new position and we wish
him well in his new endeavor. Although he will be missed, we know that with change comes new
opportunities and we embrace the process of choosing our new management and moving forward
with future of the City of Rockledge.”
McKnight praised the City of Rockledge’s employees commitment to provide quality service.
“I have been truly privileged to serve as Rockledge city manager over the last 30 years with very
community- minded elected officials,” said McKnight when asked about his time with the City of
Rockledge.
“The commitment to provide quality service by all the employees has been amazing to be a part of! I
look forward to finishing 2016 strong and handing over the reins to a new generation of leaders. The
city will be in good hands.
“As for the opportunity to serve the Cocoa Beach community, I am honored to provide leadership to
the employees who make this city very special. It is important to collaborate to carry the incredible
history of this city forward and achieve the future we all know Cocoa Beach has the capacity for.
Challenges await entering 2017, but the opportunities are even greater.”

Lake Alfred city manager gets almost perfect marks in evaluation
By Madison Fantozzi, The Ledger, 6/9
LAKE ALFRED — City Manager Ryan Leavengood received high marks on his annual evaluation.
Commissioners ranked Leavengood numerically in eight areas, with an average score of 4.91 out of 5
points.
They expressed interest in giving Leavengood a raise, which will be proposed and voted on in
September as part of the 2016-2017 fiscal year budget. Leavengood's salary is $94,302.
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"We should put our money where our manager is," Vice Mayor Nancy Daley said on Monday.
The marks
- Daley gave Leavengood 5 points in all areas except management of city assets, which she gave
him 4.5 points.
- Mayor Charlie Lake and Commissioner Jack Dearmin gave Leavengood 5 points in all areas.
- Commissioner John Duncan gave Leavengood 5 points in fiscal management and 4.75 points in
management and organization, management of city assets, program development and follow through,
community relations, communication and intergovernmental relations.
- Commissioner Albertus Maultsby gave Leavengood 5 points in all categories except fiscal
management and management and organization, which he gave the city manager 4.5 points, "just to
leave some room for improvement," Maultsby said.
Leavengood's score is up from last year's 4.79 average, when Duncan and resident Ella Hale
expressed concerns that Leavengood was not in his office enough.
Duncan wrote in his evaluation this year that Leavengood's open-door policy makes a huge
difference.
Commissioners wrote that fiscal management is Leavengood's strong suit, that he has become more
active in the community since becoming comfortable in his position and his management style is
working well.
"Ryan is well respected by the city employees and directors," Daley wrote. "Lake Alfred's ... staff are
second-to-none and it is a tribute to Ryan's management."
That is why she proposed a raise for Leavengood — an idea the other commissioners agreed with.
Pay for praise
Leavengood said his evaluation is more than a reflection of his work — "it's representative of the
organization as a whole."
"It's an evaluation of the commission and entire staff coming together to serve the needs of the
citizens," Leavengood said. "We have top-notch department heads and staff."
He asked that commissioners not only consider a pay raise for himself, but also the department
heads and other staff. Commissioners agreed.
Leavengood said he will bring proposed adjustments in the payroll section of the 2016-2017 budget,
which commissioners will vote on in September.
"We're looking at adjustments for some senior staff and department heads," he said, "and things are
already in the works for police officers and firefighters.
"There's an opportunity for everyone to share in the success."
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City manager criticizes evaluation
By Jeff Bryan, Riverland News, 6/11
Two weeks after the City Council's evaluation for the city manager was complete, Eddie Esch
addressed the review, telling the Council he was “extremely disappointed” by the reviews.
“I don’t feel like they accurately or fairly depict my performance the past year,” Esch said. “I truly feel
this is an effort to push me to a point of resignation. If this is City Council’s desire, just ask for it, just
ask for it. Don’t slaughter my character and integrity, publicly, just because you can.”
Mayor Nathan Whitt responded: “If you feel that is something you need to do, maybe that is
something you need to do.”
Esch said he has dedicated his heart, soul and life to this city the past six years.
“I don’t feel this is fair and appropriate method to recapture my salary to patch existing or newly blown
holes in the budget,” he explained. “Or this is an effort tarnish my file and reputation so that I cannot
work anywhere else? Maybe that’s a theory taking place. It is very unfair and undeserved, in my
opinion.”
Call for my resignation, call for my termination, but stop patting me on the head and patting me on the
back, Esch said.
“I’m a professional person that came into this city with an impeccable background and impeccable
references,” he added. “I was warned working for this city would be my demise. Thanks for bringing it
to reality.”
The past week has been really tough, Esch said.
“I have absolutely put my heart and soul, and basically most of my life now, into this city. I don’t live
here. I have absolutely no personal investment in this city.
Added Dillon: “That’s the problem. That is the problem.”
Esch told Dillon he didn’t understand how you can say that.
“There was a piece of property for sale I was actually interested in bidding on, but I chose not to,
because I felt like there may be a conflict of interest,” Esch explained. “I have put my heart and soul
into this as much, or more, than anybody who lives within these city limits.”
Esch told the Council and public, the city’s day of reckoning is coming because of financial problems.
He admitted the city cannot likely afford a manager, police, fire and roads and streets departments.
“I don’t even know if this city can afford to be a city,” Esch said.
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In the initial start of the back-and-forth, Esch lamented how the evaluation was provided to the media
before he could personally review it.
“Ironically, it got to the media before I even saw it,” Esch said.
According to city records, Esch received a copy of his evaluations Thursday, May 28, the same date
as council members.
“For two weeks, I haven’t heard any response from you. There’s been two weeks we could have
talked to each other. Where’s the difference in perception? Like it or not, the bosses’ perception
generally carries weight. The challenge is to change that perception. How can I change your
perception? Because NO. 1, I think I can, I need to know how to do it. I didn’t hear anything tonight or
for two weeks, how can I change perceptions. My goals to improve are? I haven’t heard any of that. If
you feel it is too far gone, that’s fine.”
While addressing individual council members about their respective evaluations, Esch raised his
voice and was combative.
“Mr. (Larry) Winkler, after less than a month on the Council, has started most of his meetings with
some type of a joke,” Esch said. “I found this evaluation to be the joke of the night.”
Councilman Larry Winkler asked Esch to not yell, because he and other council members could hear
him.
“I'm not yelling,” Esch said. “You’ve never heard me yell, trust me.”
Councilman Winkler criticized Esch for pursuing jobs with Marion County. Esch did so, he said,
because he was solicited by county officials to throw his hat into the ring and the Council had
discussions about eliminating the city manager position, or combining the city manager with the city
clerk. He was not a finalist for the utilities direction role or assistant county administrator.
“That’s a threat to me,” Esch said about merging positions. “I’ll throw my hat in the ring if they’re that
willing to get rid of me.”
Esch asked each council member to understand they are “volunteers.”
“This is my livelihood,” Esch said, noting he doesn’t own property or a business here. “I come over
here to do a job. My job is to try to make this town the best I can make it, based on what 51 percent of
the citizens give me or what Council directs me.”
Winkler, again, asked Esch not to yell.
“I’m not yelling, I’m passionate about this because this is insulting,” he explained. “This has a
dramatic effect on me, this goes in my file.”
Councilman Chuck Dillon addressed a couple of different issues, Esch said.
“He says I do not provide the same level of support to other council members,” Esch said. “I
threatened to file a restraining against a sitting council member. That’s absolutely accurate and true.
(Councilman Walter Green) was extremely threatening to me, I felt fear. I did not hear the words
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myself. I addressed it to with the clerk. The mayor attempted to address it, but there was no
accountability.”
Esch accused Green of going to the media regarding an issue between the two of them.
“You and I had a personal discussion,” Esch said, “Where I stated my intentions, but I didn’t go out in
public. I didn’t make that comment in front of Council. I made it between you and me. It ended up in
the newspaper. You chose to exploit it.”
Green told Esch he needed to get his facts straight when addressing him.
“You issued your opinion, I’m offering you mine,” Esch said.
Added Green: “You are more than welcome to your own opinion; you’re not entitled to your own
facts.”
Responded Esch: “If I don’t have the right to refute any of this, as far as I’m concerned, fire me right
here on the spot.”
If Esch does not want to not work for the city or the Council, that’s something Esch should probably
consider, Green said.
The Council will meet at 5:30 p.m. Monday at City Hall.

Pinellas cities seek state help with short-term rentals
Tracey McManus, Tampa Bay Times, 6/12
There's little debate that an illegal short-term rental market is thriving in the seaside towns of Pinellas
County.
The evidence is in the out-of-state license plates in driveways, the weekly rotation of visitors in
suspect houses and the online ads boasting availabilities by the week.
But as cities' code enforcement staffs struggle to keep up with violators through fines alone, local
leaders are now turning to the state for help. The Barrier Islands Governmental Council has asked the
Florida Legislature to repeal a 2011 law, amended in 2014, that took away cities' ability to regulate
the duration and frequency of short-term rentals. The Pinellas County Mayors Council is considering
asking the same.
Local restrictions on the books before 2011 were grandfathered in, but cities that change even a word
in the existing ordinances will lose their law entirely. And cities that had no local ordinance before the
state law, like several Pinellas County municipalities, are left with no options.
"This is a perfect example of how home rule is gradually being chipped away at by legislators in
Tallahassee," said R.B. Johnson, mayor of Indian Rocks Beach, which lost its short-term rental
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ordinance in 2011 when officials tried to change the wording. "They believe they know what's best for
us and see elected officials as nothing but busybodies putting restrictions on their private property.
They don't understand there's a give and take in cities so people can live comfortably next to their
neighbors."
Despite Redington Beach's 2008 law banning rentals shorter than six months, Claudia McCorkle said
homes on her Gulf Boulevard waterfront routinely host tourists by the week.
Opponents like McCorkle liken short-term rentals to illegal hotels, since many are unlicensed and skirt
taxes while disturbing the vibe of a residential area.
"It's like a turnstile every other week of different families or a combo platter of families all joined
together in a house," McCorkle said. "The children run wild screaming and yelling and it's just
obnoxious, and it has totally destroyed the character of the neighborhood."
After a homeowner took Redington Beach to court last year over the validity of the short-term rental
ordinance, officials stopped trying to enforce its now-8-year-old law. The case was settled to allow the
homeowner to rent short term under certain conditions, but the city spent more than $40,000 in
attorneys' fees and court costs, a risk that officials are not willing to take again.
Town attorney Jay Daigneault said officials are hoping a state law change would remove any doubt
that cities have the authority to regulate the duration of rentals. To avoid more legal challenges in the
meantime, the town hasn't issued a single short-term rental violation fine in over a year, even though
a simple online search of rental websites shows there's no supply shortage.
"As our law presently stands, when we enforce it, what happens is we get sued," Daigneault said.
"Rather than picking this up one property at a time, inviting lawsuits, I think the better solution is a
change in the (state) law."
More than 17 million tourists stayed in vacation rentals across the state in 2013, resulting in a $31
billion economic impact, according to a 2014 study by the Florida Vacation Rental Managers
Association.
Executive director Denis Hanks said any homeowner renting out a house short term is required to be
licensed and to pay local and state taxes just like the rest of the hospitality industry.
Hanks said vacation rentals support small businesses because homeowners typically hire local
landscapers, cleaners, plumbers and managers.
He said cities should be able to control parties and garbage with noise and trash ordinances. And
many collect significant bed tax from properly licensed homes.
"You can get some valid complaints, and I feel bad for ones with valid complaints of parties and other
things, but that's usually a sign of bad management," Hanks said. "That's somebody trying to manage
a business from afar. Whereas our property managers, they'll be talking to neighbors on a daily basis.
They're kind of the eyes and ears working with the neighbors."
But Terry Teunis, Clearwater code compliance manager, said most of the homeowners who violate
the city's short-term rental minimum of one calendar month are not licensed and are not paying taxes
for their businesses.
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Many advertise their homes on rental websites like VRBO or Airbnb, and some try to avoid fines by
telling code enforcement the guests are relatives instead of customers.
Although both have met with local mayors and sympathize with the concerns, neither state Sen. Jack
Latvala nor Rep. Kathleen Peters said they foresee legislative action on short-term rentals next
session.
Latvala voted in favor of the 2011 law but said he did not realize it would prevent cities from being
able to edit ordinances already on the books.
"I would be supportive of trying to get that changed, at least to allow at a very minimum the
communities that had longstanding ordinances in place to enforce their ordinances," Lat-vala said,
adding that he doesn't plan to sponsor a bill on the issue. "That's at least what we need to do. It would
probably be a little harder to let communities that didn't have ordinances put them into place."
For Catherine Cowart, however, it's a matter of property rights.
She and her husband bought a Madeira Beach home in 2003 as a rental property, three years before
the city passed its three- or six-month minimum, depending on zoning.
Cowart, a Tampa resident, said she believes her home is eligible to be exempted from the limitations
— especially because her regular international guests who stay one to three months are quiet and
respect the neighborhood.
But after receiving a violation notice in January, she sued the city, asking the circuit court to declare
their short-term rental property legal.
"You have a legal right to rent out your home," Cowart said. "What you shouldn't have a legal right to
do is have people there making too much noise."

Months after newspaper’s investigation, Port St. Lucie still
doesn’t know volume of requests
By Nicole Rodriguez of TCPalm, 6/11
PORT ST. LUCIE — After months reviewing its public-records system, the city still can't quantify how
many requests it processes.
The internal audit was spurred by a Treasure Coast Newspapers investigation that revealed a
staggering lag time to fulfill information requests from both the public and the news media.
City officials earlier this year disputed the investigation's findings, that from Jan. 1, 2014, to Aug. 17,
2015, the city received 244 public records requests, an average of 12 per month — according to data
provided by the city Legal Department.
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The city averaged several weeks to process the requests.
City Manager Jeff Bremer in February said the volume of requests likely numbered in the thousands,
but four months later officials still are unable to provide that number because there was no organized
system in place to track the volume of requests or fulfill them, Bremer said Thursday.
Port St. Lucie averaged 3½ weeks in 2014 to fulfill 64 public records requests and nearly two weeks
to complete 84 requests from Jan. 1, 2015, to Aug. 17, 2015, the investigation found.
Seemingly simple requests took weeks and sometimes months to process. A request for an animalcontrol report, for example, took 86 days to fulfill, and a request to review a city employee's personnel
file took 25 days, the investigation also found.
The city has since overhauled its procedures for fulfilling public-records requests, and will implement
a new electronic system that would record the number of requests, permit requestors to track their
requests and allow city officials to generate records in a more timely manner, Bremer said Thursday.
The city clerk, not the Legal Department, will handle requests for information, Bremer added, with a
department head responsible for transferring requests to the clerk's office, Bremer said.
"Since the clerks really are the keepers of the records, they'll know where most of the documents are
stored," Bremer said. "I think you're going to find it's now a matter of days (to fulfill records requests)."
At some point, under a former city attorney's direction, records requests began to flow through the
Legal Department, City Clerk Karen Phillips said Thursday. Those requests usually were extensive
and related to legal cases, Phillips said.
The new electronic system will be in place in the next few weeks, Phillips said. The system costs
$5,000 to purchase and install and $15,000 annually for maintenance and licensing, she said.
After a month or two, the system is to provide the city with a reasonable average time it should
complete requests for information, Phillips said.
The time it takes to locate a record, review it for exempt information and make a copy should be
"reasonable," according to the law. The law, however, does not define "a reasonable amount of time."
The average time Port St. Lucie takes to fulfill requests, however, is unreasonable, Barbara Peterson,
president of Florida's First Amendment Foundation, has said.
Bremer plans to inform the City Council on Monday of the new system.
Bremer has revamped communications procedures by firing the city communications director;
forbidding city employees from speaking directly to the media; soliciting input from all city department
heads for media requests; and briefing the City Council more frequently on all issues.
All media inquires now are circulated among about 29 city administrators and council members
before a response is prepared. The city has hired a new communications director.
"I know that there's probably a level of frustration on the part of the press, but overall what I think that
what it's done is accomplished the ability to funnel through a single point requests for information in
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question form, and helped prevent any blindsiding of articles that may come out that council's not
aware of," Bremer said.
(Do note here, there is a gigantic difference between the official term, public records request,
and that of an information request. In a situation of limited staffing, most would place a far
higher priority on fulfilling official public records requests over an information request. Again,
that's under limited qualified staffing. -ken)

Rural broadband network fails
Gary Pinnell, Highlands Today, 6/12
SEBRING — A rural network which was supposed to bring broadband to the masses has dissolved
after accepting $24 million in federal grants.
The Florida Rural Broadband Alliance went into Chapter 7 bankruptcy in April. It was established in
2010 to deploy broadband Internet services in 15 northwest and southcentral Florida counties, but
never signed a single customer.
FRBA was created by Florida’s Heartland Regional Economic Development Initiative in Sebring and
Opportunity Florida in Chipley. The two non-profits used an American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act of 2009 grant build a network that beamed the internet from rented mobile towers.
Gina Reynolds, the last executive director of FHREDI, said the network was up and running when she
left last summer to start her own economic development consulting agency. However, FHREDI didn’t
have the budget to replaced Reynolds as executive director.
Greg Harris revealed some of those details Tuesday at a Highlands County commission meeting.
Harris is a county commissioner and was a FHREDI director. He is now on the board of Florida
Heartland Economic Region of Opportunity. FHERO’s new motto is, “The Future Is Here.”
“FRVA is in bankruptcy, FHREDI is being dissolved,” Harris told the county commission. “The reason
why FRVA is in bankruptcy is that contractor that was running the network walked away from the
network.”
Terry Burroughs, an Okeechobee County commissioner, is FHERO’s chairman.
“I’m the vice chairman,” Harris said. So far, FHERO has no other staff. Harris, Burroughs and Paul
McGehee, business development manager for Glades Electric and a FHERO director, said FHERO
has returned to FHREDI’s original mission, rural economic development.
“The counties, including me and our county, we felt like we weren’t getting anything out of the
investment we were making into those organizations,” Harris said. “We can now concentrate solely on
regional economic development based on conversations with site selector consultants … Enterprise
Florida, including support from the governor.”
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FHREDI includes Hardee, DeSoto, Highlands, Okeechobee, Glades, and Hendry counties and
Immokalee city. The other nine FRBA counties are Holmes, Washington, Jackson, Gadsden,
Calhoun, Liberty, Gulf and Franklin.
The Highlands county commissioners agreed to join FHERO and pay $10,000 in annual dues.
FRVA’s goal was to install central offices in Orlando and Tallahassee, to buy microwave dishes and
computer servers, and deploy a middle-mile broadband network in the underserved rural areas of
Florida. Counties qualified because they have populations less than 100,000 and low per-capita
incomes, low per-capita taxable values, and high unemployment.
That equipment is still sitting in warehouses in Lake Placid and Tallahassee, Burroughs said.
However, that last mile – the figurative mile between the middle-mile broadband network and the
200,000 residential and commercial users – never appeared. Although Harris and McGehee said they
were aware of a contractor, and Reynolds said she signed a non-disclosure agreement, Burroughs
said he never knew of a contractor. “When I first got on the board, they were trying to negotiate with a
contractor. Gina was working with that, and it went on and on and on.”
An ex-telephone company executive, Burroughs said he became a FHREDI board member late in
2015. “There was probably a network at some given time, but I don’t think a last mile ever deployed.
When I got there, the last mile was dark… I never knew of a paying customer. They were trying to
build a telephone company, and they were doomed to failure.”
McGehee said Glades Electric looked at joining the network, which was partially aimed at hospitals,
schools and other larger users.
“It wasn’t suitable for us, but we weren’t the target user anyway,” McGehee said Wednesday.
“The operator who was contracted to run it as a company stepped away from it,” McGehee said
Wednesday. He said he could not recall the contractor’s name.
The flaw in FRVA’s plan, McGee said, was that while the grant bought the equipment, there were no
federal funds for operations. “No one wanted to step up and operate the network, and there was no
way to pay the tower leases… The end product wasn’t a viable sustainable thing.”
“Why would it be successful this time, versus where FHREDI kind of went awry?” Commissioner Don
Elwell asked Harris. “FHREDI was obviously in existence long before FRBA, but put all its eggs in
FRBA’s basket. (FHERO) seems like it is more streamlined back towards the actual purpose for what
FHREDI was originally meant to do, which is, of course, economic development. Is that fair?”
“Absolutely,” Harris said. “And we all felt the same way. We didn’t really know what FHREDI was
doing. They were spending most of their opportunity on FRBA and the rural broadband. It got away
from what we really needed to focus on. And we’re back.”
“And the rural broadband itself, obviously that got left hanging?” Elwell asked. “Is that just dead now?
What work that has been done is gone?”
“We spent a lot of time trying to get other companies to come in and operate that, and it just didn’t
work,” Harris said. “So the federal government owns all that equipment. And so that’s being turned
back to the federal government. And so they will dissolve what remains.
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“I also spoke with Terry Burroughs,” Commissioner Jim Brooks said, “And he is very passionate that
this is the way to go. So I don’t have a problem with it.”

Transportation

This government competition could completely change the
American city
By Michael Laris, Washington Post, 6/10
PITTSBURGH — Uber is about to build a vast, high-tech playground in one of this city’s poorest
areas.
The ride-hailing giant wants a protected place to test driverless Ubers, part of its effort to replace
costly human drivers.
So on the site of an abandoned steel mill south of the Hot Metal Bridge, the company will carve out a
20-plus-square-block, Pac-Man-like maze lined with trapezoidal obstacles.
It is the same place where thousands of workers once streamed in to take punishing jobs at beehiveshaped ovens for baking coal and the furnaces that were fueled by it.
The test course in the impoverished Hazelwood community is part of a broader plan by Pittsburgh to
bring green housing, tech jobs and an autonomous shuttle to the site. That is all at the center of
Pittsburgh’s push to transform itself.
The public-private effort reflects a surge of similar ambitions elsewhere. Cities across the country,
with a nudge from Washington, are trying to remake themselves by taking an expansive view of the
role of transportation in their civic lives.
They say that they can tackle the era’s big issues — traffic congestion, poverty and climate change —
by melding technology with the work of private firms and innovative planners.
Columbus, Ohio, wants driverless vehicles to speed travel to jobs by people from neighborhoods with
chronic health concerns.
Portland, Ore., is trying to cut pedestrian road deaths in its less-well-off reaches, potentially with
platoons of connected vehicles. Denver hopes to link tractor-trailers wirelessly to prevent poorer
areas from being jammed with idling trucks.
To speed that work, and learn from the places that are trying to do it, the Transportation Department
launched a competition, and in March chose seven finalists out of 78 applications: Pittsburgh; Kansas
City, Mo.; San Francisco; Columbus; Denver; Austin; and Portland.
In an unusual partnership, the federal officials matched the cities with government researchers,
regulatory wonks and private firms to offer practical advice as the teams developed plans to remake
themselves.
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The federal government goaded the teams to talk to each other about the effort and to incorporate
three big-picture themes: automation technology, slashing greenhouse gases and improving
disadvantaged communities, which were paved over or shut out in earlier eras.
And they brought a pot of gold. The final winner of the Smart City Challenge will get a $40 million
federal grant to test its ideas, plus $10 million from Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen and technology
support from companies brought in by Washington.
The “incentivized prize model,” as some call it, is just a fancy way of saying something simple:
Competition helps make hard-to-do things happen.
In 1919, a French immigrant and former hotel waiter, Raymond Orteig, offered $25,000 to the first
pilot to fly nonstop from New York to Paris. A procession of men died trying before Charles Lindbergh
made it in 33½ hours in May 1927.
In 2004, the Ansari X Prize paid $10 million to the winner of its 1996 competition to build a private
spaceship. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency followed with its Urban Challenge in
2007 to build and race a self-driving car.
All three helped spawn new industries.
But the gamification of government has rarely had higher stakes than in the competition that came to
a head this week. Seven mayors made a pilgrimage to the Long View Gallery in downtown
Washington to pitch Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx in person.
It was like a wonked-out episode of “Shark Tank” or an amped-up “TED Talk” with the future of the
American city at stake. Transportation officials say they had never done a live-streamed public faceoff over a government grant. One winner will be chosen later this month.
For Foxx, a former mayor of Charlotte, the hands-on work with cities has been an upbeat note in a job
that often entails presenting grand plans and being rebuffed by Congress.
The Obama administration’s latest proposed transportation budget, which included a $4 billion, 10year plan to spread autonomous-vehicle technology, landed with a thud on Capitol Hill.
Given a “chronic lack of investment” in a stressed transportation system, Foxx said, adding an
expected 70 million people and 45 percent more freight over U.S. roads in the next 30 years will be
debilitating if more isn’t done. “All of these things are converging to make life hell for people who are
trying to get from one place to another. That’s the bottom line,” Foxx said.
Click below for the complete article:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/trafficandcommuting/can-a-wonked-out-reality-competitionhelp-save-the-american-city/2016/06/08/f5f0b3d8-112f-11e6-89677ac733c56f12_story.html?wpisrc=nl_headlines&wpmm=1
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St. Johns County commissioners discuss road ownership as
growth continues
By JAKE MARTIN, St. Augustine Record, 6/12
St. Johns County commissioners are questioning whether the county should continue accepting
ownership of new roads from new developments given the funding challenges to meet existing needs.
The Public Works Department’s 2012 report on pavement management indicated a $12 million need
annually for the county’s local and connector roads in order to maintain the condition of those
roadways in “good standing.” However, due to budget restraints, the county has averaged an annual
deficit of $6 million.
Commissioners recently requested county staff review and bring back data and suggestions related
to the operation and maintenance of local roadways within the county.
County staff at Tuesday’s commission meeting said there were a number of options available to
commissioners as to how to proceed.
Those options are: maintain the current policy in which developers choose to offer the road for
dedication to an entity or to keep the road private; accept county road ownership only if other
contiguous roads within the subdivision have previously been accepted by the county; accept minor
and major collector roads if they serve a public facility and/or purpose, but do not accept local roads;
accept roads as county roads if a fee-for-service program is created to cover maintenance costs;
accept no new roads; or create a policy combining any of the above options or alternatives deemed
appropriate by the commission.
Neal Shinkre, Public Works director, said the county’s road services are primarily funded via three
revenue sources including county ad valorem tax, gas tax and other instruments (franchise fees,
interest earnings, user fees, etc.). The three revenue sources comprise the county’s Transportation
Trust Fund.
There are currently about 1,863 total miles of roadway in St. Johns County, including state roads,
county roads, and roads owned by other local governments (city of St. Augustine, city of St.
Augustine Beach and town of Hastings).
The county has about 1,218 miles of local roadways of which 533 miles, or 44 percent, are owned
and maintained by private Home Owners Associations (HOA) and/or Community Development
Districts (CDD). The remaining 685 miles of local roads and the 285 miles of collector roads are
owned and maintained by the county. There are also 211 miles of state-owned roadway as well as
149 miles of roadway owned by other local governments.
To quantify how future local road ownership (private versus public) would impact the county’s Public
Works budget, three scenarios were analyzed:
¦ Scenario 1 — Reverting to budget practices in place prior to the 2016 fiscal year, in which an
average of $1.15 million was budgeted toward pavement management of local roads.
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¦ Scenario 2 — Continuing changes adopted by commissioners that increased the funding to $3
million toward pavement management for local roads.
¦ Scenario 3 — Not accepting ownership for any future local roads while continuing current annual
funding of $3 million toward pavement management of local roads.
County staff said the scenarios result in a $4.85 million, $3 million and $3 million annual funding
deficit for pavement management of local roads, respectively. New local roads would also add to the
cumulative pavement management deficit at the same rate.
According to the analysis, the three scenarios would result in 10-year cumulative deficit increases of
$51.3 million, $31.7 million and $26.1 million, respectively. The lower deficit in Scenario 3 was
attributed to the cost avoidance gained by the county not owning and maintaining new local roads.
Additionally, the analysis, which focused on local roads only, said an annual funding need of $6
million for the county’s collector roads would have to be tacked on to any scenario and that a 10-year
cumulative deficit of $32 million can be anticipated.
County staff said the deficits in each scenario are understated due to the likely rehabilitation costs
that would coincide with sustained underfunding. Staff also said the cumulative deficit can be reduced
by increasing funding to the pavement management program.
But that funding won’t necessarily be easy to come by.
Shinkre said many county governments across the state face similar difficulties in funding
transportation infrastructure. He said while some local governments have established Municipal
Service Business Units (MSBUs) for maintenance of roadways, no local governments have required
outright private ownership of roads.
Another challenge is that some private roads eventually revert to county control due to a number of
factors, including cases where HOAs run out of money to keep roads to the county’s standard.
As written in the conclusion of the analysis: “Not owning new local roads will certainly help reduce the
deficit; however, it is certainly not the best revenue source for the unfunded pavement management
program. Assuming a growth rate of 2,000 homes per year, the cost avoidance factor gained by not
owning new local roads is relatively minimal and consequently will take a long time (over 20 years) to
neutralize the cumulative deficit resulting from underfunding the pavement management program.”
Some commissioners expressed dissatisfaction with the low estimates for cost avoidance that would
come with not accepting new local roads.
“I’m surprised the benefit to the county is so small, but it is,” Commissioner Rachael Bennett said,
adding that homeowners on private roads are still paying taxes for public roads.
“That, to me, is an inequity,” she said.
Bennett and Commission Chair Jeb Smith expressed interest in creating incentives for the
privatization of roads for developments and said those incentives didn’t necessarily have to be
monetary. Bennett did provide the possibility of impact fee credits as an example, however.
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Smith pointed to what he considered an already high percentage of local roads already privatelyowned and said anything to keep things moving in that direction could be beneficial to the county. He
repeatedly said he preferred using incentives rather than punitive mandates to curb road ownership
toward the private sector.
Smith mentioned that ownership of roads often isn’t determined until as late in the development
process as plat approval and requested county staff look into the possibility of pushing that
determination toward the front-end of the process. He said even if formal action would still have to
wait, he thought intent could be made clearer and earlier.
One developer speaking during public comment suggested the possibility of revising standards for
private roads that would allow for leeway in terms of drainage, the amount of fill required and
maneuverability around existing trees. Another expressed concerns with potential problems of
interconnectivity if the county were to stop accepting roads.
County Administrator Michael Wanchick suggested commissioners wait until they get further into next
year’s budget process before deciding on anything regarding incentives, citing possible financial
implications.
“Any incentive that is financial in nature, we can’t afford to do right now, quite frankly,” he said.
Same money, same problems
Tuesday’s discussion, like many others in recent years, took place against a backdrop of continuous
growth.
According to a previous Record report, there were about 2,600 new homes built in 2015, and the
county is on pace to add more than 3,000 additional single-family homes this year.
Those new homes bring added property taxes but also increased demand for services. They also
create the need for new or upgraded transportation infrastructure.
Commissioner Jay Morris, during Tuesday’s meeting, pointed to that same report with regard to
revenue concerns.
While the county added 35,000 people and 9,600 housing units between 2010 and 2015, according to
the U.S. Census Bureau, the revenue growth needed to pay for government services has practically
stalled out due, in part, to changes in property tax collection as required by state law.
Going back to the budget of fiscal year 2007, the county had about 170,000 residents and a budget of
$746 million. The county collected property taxes of $148.7 million that year.
Compare that with fiscal year 2015, when the total budget was $736 million for a county of about
226,000 residents. While having about 55,000 more people and more than 10,000 additional housing
units in fiscal year 2015, the county collected only $138 million in property taxes.
Although there are more homes, assessed property values remain below the 2007 high-water mark,
to say nothing of the effect from property tax reform in which multiple exemptions have been added.
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“We’re the 36th fastest-growing county in the nation,” Morris said. “There are 3,143 counties in the
nation, so we’re in the top 1 percent.”
Meanwhile, as Morris noted, St. Johns County ranks the second-lowest of Florida’s 67 counties in
terms of millage and tax revenues.
“What’s wrong with that picture?” he asked, calling the current situation a recipe for disaster.
He said continuing to provide services for 10,000 extra people a year and keeping the same revenue
stream is not going to last.
Both Morris and Bennett said the problem is not so much ownership of local roads but finding the
funding source for those roads.
Commissioner Bill McClure said he didn’t think raising taxes is an option that’s on the table but also
said something’s got to give.
“We’re operating under a different time; we’re operating where the state has come in and put a cap
on our revenues,” he said. “We don’t operate in a vacuum. Something has to change.”
He credited the commission’s decision to shift millage toward the Transportation Trust Fund, thus
adding nearly $10 million in recurring revenue since 2013, with keeping services afloat in the
meantime.
Smith expressed concerns over the county continuing to take on more than it can handle.
“If we can’t afford the roads, then we can’t afford the development, and we need to be careful about
those kinds of decisions as well,” he said. “That’s the kind of decision we have if we don’t want to
increase taxes, which I’m very, very reluctant to do.”
Commissioners made no formal decision regarding road ownership but instructed county staff to bring
back methods for incentivizing privatization of roads at a later date.

Director of Asset Management

Virgin Islands Housing Authority, U.S. Virgin Islands
The U. S. Virgin Islands (U.S.V.I.) is home to about 105,000 residents. The U.S.V.I. consist of the main islands
of Saint Croix, Saint John, and Saint Thomas, and many other surrounding minor islands. The total land area of
the territory is about 134 square miles. The territory's capital is Charlotte Amalie on the island of Saint Thomas.
Virgin Islands Authority (VIHA) is a public housing corporation that operates under the provisions of the U.S.
Housing Act of 1937, as amended, the Quality Housing and Work Responsibility Act of 1998 and the Virgin
Islands Code.
VIHA is empowered with the responsibility for planning, financing, constructing, maintaining and managing public
housing developments on the islands of St. Croix and St. Thomas, which comprise approximately 15% of the
total territorial housing stock.
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VIHA’s Asset Management housing properties are comprised of about 3,300 housing units with 1,500 on St.
Thomas and 1,800 on St. Croix. Including the Director, the department has approximately 166 employees and a
2016 fiscal year budget of $26,674,945.
In general, the Director of Asset Management performs a variety of complex and diverse managerial and
administrative duties pertaining to the overall effectiveness and efficiency of the VIHA’s Asset Management
housing properties and Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) properties.
VIHA is looking for an experienced, innovative Director with strong leadership, communication, and interpersonal
skills. The successful candidate will provide exceptional leadership as he/she manages major projects.
Starting salary range is $63,784 to $102,120 with excellent fringe benefits and relocation assistance.
A letter of interest and resume should be sent by, July 8, 2016 to W. D. Higginbotham, Jr.,
WDHiggin@mercergroupinc.com
For additional information contact W. D. Higginbotham, Jr., Senior Vice President, The Mercer Group, Inc. at 727-2148673 or visit: http://www.mercergroupincflorida.com/executive-recruiting

Alachua County Board of County Commissioners

DIRECTOR OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
$68,184.06 - $109,227.04 Annually

The Emergency Management Section is responsible for performing technical work to develop, implement and
maintain the County-wide disaster program. Emergency Management is the custodial agency for the County’s
Emergency Operations Center. This section operates with a staff of four.
Minimum Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in public administration, public safety, emergency management,
business administration, or a related field and five years progressively responsible professional and/or
managerial experience of which two years must be at a supervisory level. Must satisfactorily complete local,
state and national criminal history and fingerprint checks. Applicants within six months of meeting the
minimum education/experience requirement may be considered for trainee status. Current completion of
Incident Command System (ICS) 100, 200, 300, 400, 700 and 800 courses at the time of application.
Please apply online at http://alachuacounty.us/employment. The Human Resources Department is located at 12
S.E. 1st Street, 3rd Floor, Gainesville, FL 32602. Telephone 352-374-5219.
Applicants with disabilities may request a reasonable accommodation in the application/testing process.
Preference in initial appointment will be given to eligible veterans and spouses of disabled veterans.
ALL OFFERS OF EMPLOYMENT WILL BE CONTINGENT UPON SUCESSFUL COMPLETION OF A
PRE-EMPLOYMENT DRUG TEST
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M.F.V.D.
TDD users, please call 711 (Florida Relay Service)

Pursuant to Florida’s open records law, applications and resumes are subject to public disclosure.
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Alachua County Library District

Automated Services Administrator
$60,382.83 - $96,612.67 Annually
Closing Date: 7/8/16

Minimum Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in computer science or a related field or a Master's degree in
Library Science from a library school program accredited by the American Library Association; and three years
automated systems and/or network experience including two years of supervisory experience. Must provide
own means of transportation. Successful completion of a criminal history background investigation is required
prior to employment.
Please apply online at http://alachuacounty.us/employment. The Human Resources Department is located at 12
S.E. 1st Street, 3rd Floor, Gainesville, FL 32602. Telephone 352-374-5219.
Applicants with disabilities may request a reasonable accommodation in the application/testing process.
Preference in initial appointment will be given to eligible veterans and spouses of disabled veterans.
ALL OFFERS OF EMPLOYMENT WILL BE CONTINGENT UPON SUCESSFUL COMPLETION OF A
PRE-EMPLOYMENT DRUG TEST
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M.F.V.D.
TDD users, please call 711 (Florida Relay Service)

Pursuant to Florida’s open records law, applications and resumes are subject to public disclosure.

Alachua County Board of County Commissioners

Senior Environmental Specialist
$22.84 - $35.47 Hourly
Closing Date: 7/1/16

Minimum Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree with major course work in environmental science, environmental engineering, chemistry,
natural science, or a related field, and three years of professional level environmental related experience; or
any equivalent combination of related training and experience. Positions assigned to the Department of
Environmental Protection must possess a valid State of Florida driver's license. Applicants within six months of
meeting the education/experience requirement may be considered for trainee status.
This is a grant funded position. Employees are eligible for benefits but have no rights to permanent
employment.
Pending Board of County Commissioners approval.
Please apply online at http://alachuacounty.us/employment. The Human Resources Department is located at
12 S.E. 1st Street, 3rd Floor, Gainesville, FL 32602. Telephone 352-374-5219.
Applicants with disabilities will be accommodated in the application process.
Preference in initial appointment will be given to eligible veterans and spouses of disabled veterans.
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ALL OFFERS OF EMPLOYMENT WILL BE CONTINGENT UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION
OF A PRE-EMPLOYMENT DRUG TEST
TDD (352) 491-4431
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M.F.V.D.
Pursuant to Florida’s open records law, applications and resumes are subject to public disclosure.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Consulate General of Jamaica - Miami <jamconmia@jamaicacgmiami.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:13 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net; Reginald.mcgill@cityoforlando.net
Letter from the Consul General of Jamaica - Franz Hall to Mayor Buddy Dyer - Mayor of
Orlando
letter.mayor.orlando.2016.pdf

Mayor Buddy Dyer
Office of the Mayor
City Hall
400 South Orange Avenue
P.O. Box 4990
Orlando, FL
Dear Mayor Dyer,
Please find attached letter from the Consul General of Jamaica in Miami, Mr. Franz Hall dated 13th June,2 016.

Tamica Campbell-Ehiorobo
Vice Consul in the Office of the Consul General
Consulate General of Jamaica
620 Ingraham Building
25 S.E. Second Avenue
Miami, FL 33131
Tel: 305-374-8431 extn. 223
Fax: 305 577 4970
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Correio para Relações Internacionais <internacional@pmc.curitiba.pr.gov.br>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:28 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net
Solidarity
Atentado Orlando Mayor Dyer.pdf

Dear Mayor Dyer,
It is with regret That We sent this correspondence!
All curitibana community sympathizes with the pain of the brother in Orlando and repudiates such act
of violence!
Assessoria de Relações
Internacionais
International Affairs Office
Curitiba City Hall

(41) 3350-8141 | (41) 8535-0746
Av. Cândido de Abreu, 81 7
Centro Cívico - (41) 3350-8243
www.curitiba.pr.gov.br

1

CURITIBA CITY HALL
MAYOR’S OFFICE
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS OFFICE
Av. Cândido de Abreu, 817 Centro Cívico
80530-908 Curitiba PR
Tel 41 3350-8141
Fax 41 3350-8135
www.curitiba.pr.gov.br

Curitiba, June 13, 2016.

Dear Mayor of Orlando, Mr. Buddy Dyer:

Representing the feeling of the population of the city of Curitiba, deep manifest
regret for the massacre in the LGBT nightclub Pulse in Orlando. The world, once again,
is perplexed by such violence.

We stand in solidarity with the people of Orlando, sister city of Curitiba, and
join our voices in favor of a world of peace, freedom and respect for differences.

Fraternal embrace.

Gustavo Fruet
Mayor of Curitiba

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Peter Gehris <pgehris@me.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:14 PM
MAYOR BUDDY DYER
Devotional for June 12
IMG_0902.JPG; Untitled attachment 05259.txt

Dear Mayor Dyer,
The devotion book I read was written in 1942 by pastors from around the country and for our troops stationed around
the world when WW2 was ramping up by the USA.
So, I read every day and something that was written in 1942 still applies today and sometimes rings true of the day we
are in.
Sept 11, 1942 was about country and pulling together and the armed services defeating the enemy.
JUNE 12,
Is addressed to our armed troops again and our country.
These days hold a parallel that God is with USA and or this is a devotion for me to pay attention to and be Faithful to
God, Jesus, the citizens of the USA.
Do what you have to do to be rid of any people that do not need to be in our City.
I would be happy to offer my help, service to the Community. You deserve all of my prayers and let those go out to the
victims of the Terror Attack.
And make no mistake, ISIS is here and in Orlando and they want to terrorize us as a city, State and Nation.
Thank you for your email and I hope who reads this gets the devotion to you.
I enclosed a copy to you of June 12.
God Speed!
Peter vr Gehris
312-200-2102
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From:
Sent:
To:
Attachments:

7575619999@pm.sprint.com
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:06 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
IMG_20160613_105632.jpg

Sent from my mobile.
_____________________________________________________________
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2

Donate my art work Catina Miranda
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From:
Sent:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Richard A. Ortega <ortega92xl@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:20 PM
Richard A. Ortega
Flag Day
FlaDayJun2016.docx

To All,
The attached document is self-explanatory. Our American Flag is our national treasure that represents our proud
nation, our culture, our aspirations, our ambitions and our love for country and God.
Let us correctly display it with pride, honor and respect. The men and women who gave their lives and those who
suffered combat wounds to save it from dishonor deserve no less.
Sincerely,

Richard Ortega, Lt Col., CAP
US AIR FORCE AUXILIARY
COMBAT WOUNDED VETERAN

1

RICHARD ORTEGA, LT COL., CAP
US AIR FORCE AUXILIARY
2148 BONANZA AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
JUNE 11, 2016

US FLAG DAY
As we make preparations to celebrate Flag Day, it pleases me immensely to remind you that on May 30,
1916 President Woodrow Wilson prepared a presidential proclamation declaring June 14 as national
Flag Day. By this mandate, we are reminded that on this day we commemorate the adoption of the Stars
and Stripes as the official flag of the United States of America.
Historians record that in June 1776, George Washington, Commanding General of the Grand Army of the
Republic, commissioned Betsy Ross, to create a flag for the new nation. The Flag resolution specified
the following: “Resolve that the flag of the United States be made of thirteen stripes, alternate red and
white, that the union be thirteen stars white in a blue field, representing a new constellation.”
On June 14, 1789, George Balch, a New York City kindergarten teacher offered the proposition, of
annually celebrating Flag Day on June 14th. Subsequently, on June 14, 1891, the Betsy Ross House in
Philadelphia held a Flag Day commemoration and later, on June 14, 1892 the New York Society of the
Sons of the Revolution celebrated Flag Day. Finally, after WWII, on August 3, 1949, President Harry
Truman signed an Act of Congress that specifically selected June 14th of each year as National Flag Day.
In view of the above stated, let us keep in mind that our American Flag depicts the living country and it
constitutes a vivid national image emblematic of the respect and admiration we embrace for our
beloved nation. That, countless myriads of brave and courageous men and women who honorably
served and continue to serve in the ranks of our military forces sacrificing their lives, possessions and
fortunes to keep our flag from dishonor and America free. Ultimately, I wholeheartedly submit to you
that our National Flag is our most precious possession . . . let us all honor and proudly display it.
IF WE DON’T DO IT – WHO WILL?
Sincerely,

---Richard Ortega --RICHARD ORTEGA, LT COL., CAP
U.S. AIR FORCE AUXILIARY
CHEVALIER, FRENCH LEGION OF HONOR
OPERATIONS NEPTUNE, OVERLORD & COBRA
EXTERNAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION OFFICER
FLORIDA CAP WING

FlaDayJun2016

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

karina.rodriguez@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 10:26 AM
John Booker
Fwd: Letter regarding -Joint Use Agreement SunRail Parking
June 9 letter to Downs-Joint Use Agreement Sunrail Parking.pdf

Good morning John,
Forwarding below e-mail as FYI, per Frank Billingsley. Thank you.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Debra Somerford <dsomerford@volusia.org>
Date: Thu, Jun 9, 2016 at 10:09 AM
Subject: Letter regarding -Joint Use Agreement SunRail Parking
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net, Noranne Downs <Noranne.Downs@dot.state.fl.us>, mayor@ocfl.net,
viviana.janer@osceola.org, GVenn@seminolecountyfl.gov, Pat Patterson <PPatterson@volusia.org>
Cc: josh@accidentfirm.com, doug@danielslegal.com, peggy@danielslegal.com, patpatterson@earthlink.net,
annepatterson@mindspring.com, Angela Daniels <ADaniels@oceancenter.com>, Doug Daniels
<DDaniels@volusia.org>, "Deborah A. Denys" <DDenys@volusia.org>, Darla Zakaluzny
<DZakaluzny@volusia.org>, Fred Lowry <FLowry@volusia.org>, Joyce Cusack <JCusack@volusia.org>,
Jason Davis <JDavis@volusia.org>, James Dinneen <JDinneen@volusia.org>, Joshua Wagner
<JWagner@volusia.org>

Please see the attached letter from Councilman, Pat Patterson, regarding the DeBary commuter rail station. The
original letter is being sent to you via U.S. Mail.
Thank You,

Debra R. Somerford
County Manager's Office
County of Volusia
123 W. Indiana Avenue, Suite 301
Deland, FL 32720-4612
386-740-5224
386-626-6557, Fax
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:48 AM
Yolanda Bonilla
Fwd: Positive arts report - you are invited
160-Leaper-Compact-Version.png

Invitation
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: <Terry.Olson@ocfl.net>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:43 AM
Subject: Positive arts report - you are invited
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net

Buddy,
It is time for some GOOD NEWS and an invitation. The arts are flourishing.
You are invited to the 2016 STATE OF THE ARTS presentation tomorrow (Tuesday) morning at the 9 am
meeting of the Board of County Commissioners. My presentation will include current Cultural Facilities
funding requests and the general recommendations for categories of Orange County’s funding of the arts
during the coming year. I’d be delighted to have you join us . . .
Tuesday, June 14
Annual State of the Arts presentation
Board of County Commission Meeting
201 S Rosalind Avenue in downtown Orlando
meeting begins at 9 am
If you are interested in the arts, your presence will be noticed by our elected officials.

------Terry Olson, Orange County Arts & Cultural Affairs
PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119).
All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record.
Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be
disclosed to the public and media at any time.

1

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net on behalf of BUDDY DYER
<buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:26 PM
KATHRYN SCANLON
Fwd: POSTPONED meeting - artists responding creatively
160-Leaper-Compact-Version.png

for Mayor's calendar
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: <Terry.Olson@ocfl.net>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:27 PM
Subject: POSTPONED meeting - artists responding creatively
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net

Buddy,
Due to the tragic events of this weekend, the Board of County Commissioners morning meeting tomorrow has
been canceled while our officials deal with adjustments and proper response. The State of the Arts
presentation, Cultural Facilities and budget proposals have been postponed. I’ll let you know when they are
rescheduled.
NO MEETING TOMORROW MORNING.
Meanwhile many of our arts leaders have been conferring this morning about collaborating for a world-class,
artistically significant piece that would take attendees on a creative journey through mourning and hope. This
event may draw participation by artists from the national or international stage.
I’ll let you know when I have more details.
------Terry Olson, Orange County Arts & Cultural Affairs
PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119).
All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record.
Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be
disclosed to the public and media at any time.

1

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dayci Burnette-Snyder <dsnyder@goaa.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:43 AM
Dean Asher (dean@donasher.com); domingo@titanlandcompany.com;
ed.fouche@gmail.com; FJ Flynn ; Frank Kruppenbacher (fklegal@hotmail.com); Frank
Kruppenbacher 2; Graciela Noriega Jacoby; Jim Palmer; Jim Palmer
(amowrey@civilrecoverylaw.com); Jim. Harrison@ocfl. net (jim.harrison@ocfl.net); Karina
Rodriguez Morales ; Kathleen Devault; Kathryn Scanlon; Lisa Siders
(lsiders@titanhoa.com); Mayor Dyer; McLaughlin, Leslie; Nicole McMahon ; Tanya Wilder
(tanya.wilder@cityoforlando.net); Torres Haugh,Laura; Vanessa Nogueira Rodriguez ;
wesley.powell@cityoforlando.net; Yolanda Bonilla
Phil Brown
GOAA/MCO - June 15 Board Agenda
061516-bd-ag.pdf

The board agenda is available on
www.orlandoairports.net/meetings/boardmembers
ID – goaaboard
PW – agenda
If you have accessed the agenda previously, please note that the agenda sheet has
been revised to show the correct company being awarded a contract under Item U.
Please let me know if you have any questions concerning the agenda.
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From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dayci Burnette-Snyder <dsnyder@goaa.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:57 PM
Dean Asher (dean@donasher.com); domingo@titanlandcompany.com;
ed.fouche@gmail.com; FJ Flynn ; Frank Kruppenbacher (fklegal@hotmail.com); Frank
Kruppenbacher 2; Graciela Noriega Jacoby; Jim Palmer; Jim Palmer
(amowrey@civilrecoverylaw.com); Jim. Harrison@ocfl. net (jim.harrison@ocfl.net); Karina
Rodriguez Morales ; Kathleen Devault; Kathryn Scanlon; Lisa Siders
(lsiders@titanhoa.com); Mayor Dyer; McLaughlin, Leslie; Nicole McMahon ; Tanya Wilder
(tanya.wilder@cityoforlando.net); Torres Haugh,Laura; Vanessa Nogueira Rodriguez ;
wesley.powell@cityoforlando.net; Yolanda Bonilla
Phil Brown
GOAA/MCO - Revised June 15, 2016, Board AGenda
061516-ag-addendum.pdf

Please see attached revised board agenda.
Consent Agenda Item – FF – memorandum was revised since Orlando City Council
meeting was cancelled today.
Consent Agenda Item – GG – added
Hard copies will be available at the board meeting on Wednesday.
Thank you.
Dayci S. Burnette-Snyder
Director of Board Services
Assistant to Executive Director
Greater Orlando Aviation Authority
One Jeff Fuqua Boulevard
Orlando, FL 32827
IMPORTANT OR TIME SENSITIVE = CALL ME
dsnyder@goaa.org
Office – (407) 825-2032
Cell – (407) 432-5884
Fax – (407) 825-2526
Send Public Records Request to:
publicrecords@goaa.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gabriela Ortigoni <GOrtigoni@hbifflorida.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:38 PM
BUDDY DYER
Kim King; Michele Brennan (Michele.brennan@cityoforlando.net); Lillian Scott-Payne
HBIF Clients offer bilingual professional services in response to yesterday's tragedy
Media Alert - HBIF Offers Bilingual Professional Services Referrals.pdf

Importance:

High

Dear Mayor Dyer,
There are no word to express our sadness for everything that has happened this weekend. However, we are so proud of
the work and leadership you and Chief Mina have demonstrated during this tragedy.
In an effort to help in any way we can, our staff has reached out to HBIF clients and they have accepted to offer their
bilingual professional services in the areas of counseling, mental health, interpretation and translation.
Attached please find a list with their contact information.
If there is anything HBIF could do to help you and your wonderful team, please let us know.
Thank you
Gaby Ortigoni | Vice President | Central Florida
(407) 428-5872 | gortigoni@hbifflorida.org
www.hbifflorida.org | www.Facebook.com/HBIFFL | Twitter: HBIF_Florida
Mission: To strengthen the economy of Florida through quality business
development and training to Hispanic entrepreneurs.

This electronic message contains information from the Hispanic Business Initiative Fund of Florida which may be privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. The information is intended solely for the individual or entity to which it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient or the employee or
agent entrusted with the responsibility of delivering the message to the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of
this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this electronic message in error, please notify us immediately by phone at (407) 428-5872 or by e-mail at
contact@hbifflorida.org and

1

MEDIA ALERT

Media Contact:
Gaby Ortigoni, Vice President
407-428-5872 office
407-864-9587 cell
GOrtigoni@hbifflorida.org

HBIF Offers Mental Health, Interpretation and Translation Referrals
In Response to Orlando Tragedy
(Orlando, FL) June 13, 2016 – During this moment of great sadness in our City Beautiful Orlando, the Hispanic
Business Initiative Fund of Florida (HBIF) wants to offer our deepest condolences to all the victims’ families and
friends. At the same time we want to express our gratitude to our Orlando Mayor, Buddy Dyer, Chief John Mina and
all elected officials who have led this situation with courage and dignity.
As members of this STRONG community, we unite our efforts to all government entities, LGBT groups, media, and
Hispanic organizations, particularly our sister organization, the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of Metro Orlando.
In an effort to help in any way we can, HBIF team members have contacted clients who specialize in counseling,
mental health, translation and interpretation services requesting their assistance in helping victims cope with the
situation. We appreciate the professional bilingual support they have offered in particular to our LGBT community
and many Hispanic families who have been directly impacted by this tragedy.
The following is a list of Hispanic business owners who have offered their bilingual professional services and may be
contacted directly to request their services and expertise:
Company

Phone

A Great Life
Service

407-702-5258

Hispanic Family
Counseling

407-382-9079

JMJ Counseling

407-758-0856

Happy Healing
– Growing
Process, LLC

321-945-5199

Counseling and Mental Health
Services
Individual, group and family
therapy, mental health
assessments and critical
incident stress debriefing,
among others.
Grief, crisis intervention,
trauma counseling and therapy
Treatment of individuals, child/
adolescent, couples, marital,
family, TeleMental Health
(Skype) Groups: Parenting Skills
Building, Women's, Men's,
Adolescent, Couples, Marital,
and Addiction Groups in
Spanish and English. This is a
Faith Based Counseling Service
Specializes in: Trauma,
Behavioral Issues
Stress
Anxiety & Depression
Children under the age of 6 &
adults
EMDR

Address

Contact

1601 N. Goldenrod Rd.
Suite #2, Orlando FL
32807

Janera Echevarria

6900 S. Orange
Blossom Trail, Suite
402, Orlando FL 32809
2431 Aloma Ave. Suite
160 Winter Park, FL
32792

Denisse Lamas, LCSW

Available by phone
only. Call for office
appointments in
Kissimmee Area

Iris Machado, LMHC

Yolanda Vasallo,
LMHC

Company
Clarivita

Phone
407-205-9494

Enlightening
Translation

407-409-4372

The Man With
The Voice
Urbander

407-361-7099
(917) 589-4229

Interpretation and Translation Services
ClariVita provides Professional Language
Access Solutions, with specialized
competencies for the healthcare, legal and
business communities.
Professional translation and interpretation
services to medical, legal, and business
communities and individuals in a myriad of
languages.
Interpretation, translations, voice-over
services (TV and radio PSA).
URBANDER
language
experts
fully
command English and Spanish to convert
promotional or educational materials into
either language. Also provides content
development in Spanish and English

Contact Person
Cy Cawthorn

Maria Camila Pulido

Jack Santiago
Sami Haiman-Marrero

About HBIF
The Hispanic Business Initiative Fund of Florida, Inc. (HBIF) is the leading Hispanic nonprofit economic development
organization in Florida specializing in providing free and bilingual business development to entrepreneurs trying to
establish or expand their business. Since 1991, HBIF has promoted the Hispanic entrepreneur, offering programs and
creating partnerships to advance economic development and foster job creation. HBIF is headquartered in Orlando
and has offices in Kissimmee, Tampa and Miami. For more information, call 407-428-5872 or visit
www.HBIFFlorida.org.
###

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Evelyn Hernandez <Evelyn@floridahospices.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:36 PM
Evelyn Hernandez
Hospice Offers Grief Support After Orlando Tragedy
92A6B302-D3E5-4D39-8DE4-A028614E45D8.png; Hospice Offers Grief Support After
Orlando Tragedy Press Release.docx

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 13, 2016
Evelyn Hernandez, Marketing & PR Specialist
evelyn@floridahospices.org
850-878-2632

Hospice Offers Grief Support After Orlando Tragedy

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. – Following the devastating attack in Orlando over the weekend, the Florida Hospice and
Palliative Care Association (FHPCA) encourages communities across the state of Florida to contact their local
hospice provider for grief and bereavement services.

Hospices offer bereavement counseling, workshops, support groups and a compassionate environment for
people who need help in times of grief. These services are open to community members even if their lovedone did not die in hospice. Those interested can visit lethospicehelp.org, a website offering answers to
questions about grief and provides a searchable hospice provider directory.

FHPCA President & CEO Paul Ledford said, “This tragic incident affects so many people in Florida and across
our country. We want everyone affected by this situation to know our hospice providers are available to
1

provide grief and bereavement support during this difficult time. It is important to come together and let
families know they are not alone, and our thoughts and prayers are with Orlando, the LGBTQ community, and
all those touched by the events of Sunday morning.”

Local hospice programs are ready and able to help those dealing with the loss of a loved one or struggling to
understand the events that transpired over the weekend in Orlando. For more information on how to access
this type of support, visit Let Hospice Help’s website at lethospicehelp.org.

###

About Florida Hospice & Palliative Care Association:
Florida Hospice & Palliative Care Association (FHPCA) is a not-for-profit, IRS Section 501(c)(3) organization
representing hospice patients and families, hospice professionals and hospice providers. FHPCA strives to
assure excellence in, and expand access to, hospice and palliative care, and advocates for the needs of those
in the final stages of life.

2000 Apalachee Parkway, Suite 200, Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Telephone: 850.878.2632
Hospice Helpline: 800.282.6560
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 13, 2016
Evelyn Hernandez, Marketing & PR Specialist
evelyn@floridahospices.org
850-878-2632

Hospice Offers Grief Support After Orlando Tragedy
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. – Following the devastating attack in Orlando over the weekend, the Florida
Hospice and Palliative Care Association (FHPCA) encourages communities across the state of
Florida to contact their local hospice provider for grief and bereavement services.
Hospices offer bereavement counseling, workshops, support groups and a compassionate
environment for people who need help in times of grief. These services are open to community
members even if their loved-one did not die in hospice. Those interested can visit
lethospicehelp.org, a website offering answers to questions about grief and provides a searchable
hospice provider directory.
FHPCA President & CEO Paul Ledford said, “This tragic incident affects so many people in Florida
and across our country. We want everyone affected by this situation to know our hospice
providers are available to provide grief and bereavement support during this difficult time. It is
important to come together and let families know they are not alone, and our thoughts and
prayers are with Orlando, the LGBTQ community, and all those touched by the events of Sunday
morning.”
Local hospice programs are ready and able to help those dealing with the loss of a loved one or
struggling to understand the events that transpired over the weekend in Orlando. For more
information on how to access this type of support, visit Let Hospice Help’s website at
lethospicehelp.org.
###

About Florida Hospice & Palliative Care Association:
Florida Hospice & Palliative Care Association (FHPCA) is a not-for-profit, IRS Section 501(c)(3)
organization representing hospice patients and families, hospice professionals and hospice
providers. FHPCA strives to assure excellence in, and expand access to, hospice and palliative care,
and advocates for the needs of those in the final stages of life.
2000 Apalachee Parkway, Suite 200, Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Telephone: 850.878.2632
Hospice Helpline: 800.282.6560

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kasandra A. Gandara <kgandara@las-cruces.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:49 PM
Jack Eakman
Gill Sorg; Mayor; buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net; celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net; City
Council; Daniel Avila; David Dollahon; Loretta Reyes
Re: Condolences

Greetings,
I also want to send my individual condolences to you all, the victims and families.
We had a candlelight vigil on behalf of Orlando at Pioneer Park last night.
Many beautiful words, prayers, thoughts and support were given.
Please let us know how we may be of service.
Regards,
Kasandra A. Gandara
Councilor, District 1
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 13, 2016, at 12:15 PM, Jack Eakman <jeakman@las-cruces.org> wrote:
Thank you, Mr. Mayor. We of Las Cruces grieve and send our thoughts of condolence and empathy.
Jack Eakman, Councillor, District 4
Las Cruces, NM
From: Gill Sorg
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 12:06 PM
To: Mayor <mayor@las-cruces.org>; buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Cc: celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net; City Council <CityCouncil@las-cruces.org>; Daniel Avila
<davila@las-cruces.org>; David Dollahon <ddollahon@las-cruces.org>; Loretta Reyes <lreyes@lascruces.org>
Subject: RE: Condolences
Thanks Mayor
Gill M. Sorg
Councilor District 5
Las Cruces, NM
575 541 2072 office
575 635 1767 Mobile

LAS CRUCES - Leading New Mexico in Community Investment
<image001.jpg>
From: Mayor
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 11:23 AM
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Cc: celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net; City Council <CityCouncil@las-cruces.org>; Daniel Avila
1

<davila@las-cruces.org>; David Dollahon <ddollahon@las-cruces.org>; Loretta Reyes <lreyes@lascruces.org>
Subject: Condolences

Dear Mayor "Buddy" Dyer,
On behalf of the city of Las Cruces and the state of New Mexico we extend our condolences to
the families and friends
of those who tragically lost their lives early Sunday morning as well as to all the residents of
Orlando, Florida.
Please let your residents know that we stand with them and denounce these terrible acts of
hate and terrorism.
I will be asking the members of our city council to donate a pint of blood as an act of solidarity,
compassion and love.
Please let me know if there's anything we can do to help. God Bless your city.
Sincerely,
Mayor Ken Miyagishima
Las Cruces, NM

2

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Danielle.Glassner@fco.gov.uk
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:05 PM
buddy.dyer@ci.orlando.fl.us
Dave.Prodger@fco.gov.uk; kathryn.hogg@fco.gov.uk; Kim.Darroch@fco.gov.uk
Letter from British Ambassador Sir Kim Darroch
161306 Letter to Mayor Dyer.pdf

Good Afternoon,
Please find attached a letter from British Ambassador, Sir Kim Darroch, expressing his condolences following the attack
this weekend in Orlando.
Many thanks,

Danielle Glassner
Personal Assistant to the British Ambassador
British Embassy Washington
3100 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20008
Telephone: Direct: 202-588-6513 | FTN: 8430-6513
Danielle.Glassner@fco.gsi.gov.uk

***********************************************************************************
Visit http://www.gov.uk/fco for British foreign policy news and travel advice and http://blogs.fco.gov.uk to
read our blogs.
This email (with any attachments) is intended for the attention of the addressee(s) only. If you are not the
intended recipient, please inform the sender straight away before deleting the message without copying,
distributing or disclosing its contents to any other person or organisation. Unauthorised use, disclosure, storage
or copying is not permitted.
Any views or opinions expressed in this e-mail do not necessarily reflect the FCO's policy.
The FCO keeps and uses information in line with the Data Protection Act 1998. Personal information may be
released to other UK government departments and public authorities.
All messages sent and received by members of the Foreign & Commonwealth Office and its missions overseas
may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded in accordance with the Telecommunications (Lawful
Business Practice) (Interception of Communications) Regulations 2000.
***********************************************************************************

1

Document1

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Holland, Liz <liz.z.holland@salford.gov.uk>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:55 AM
'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'
Letter from City Mayor of Salford
Mayor Buddy Dyer .pdf

Dear Mayor Dyer
Please find attached a letter from the City Mayor of Salford Paul Dennett.
Kind regards
Liz
Liz Holland
Office of the City Mayor
: Salford City Council | City Hall | Chorley Road | Swinton | M27 5DA
: 0161 793 3421
 : Liz.z.holland@salford.gov.uk

www.salford.gov.uk | www.spiritofsalford.info

DISCLAIMER: The information contained in this communication/message from
liz.z.holland@salford.gov.uk sent on Mon Jun 13 14:54:49 2016 is confidential. It is
intended solely for the addressee(s) Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Access to this message by anyone else is unauthorised. If you are not the intended
recipient, any disclosure, copying, or distribution of the message, or any action or
omission taken by you in reliance on it, is prohibited and may be unlawful.
As a public body, Salford City Council may be required to disclose this email [or any
response to it] under the Freedom of Information Act 2000, unless the information in it
is covered by one of the exemptions in the Act.
Please immediately contact the sender, liz.z.holland@salford.gov.uk if you have received
this message in error.
For the full disclaimer please access http://www.salford.gov.uk/e-mail.

1

Thank you.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Morrison (Mamaux), Lale <Lale.Morrison@mail.house.gov>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:13 PM
'buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net'
'Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net'
Letter from Rep. Alcee Hastings
Rep. Alcee Hastings Letter to Mayor Buddy Dyer (June 13.2016) .pdf

Dear Mayor Dyer:
First, I want offer my deepest sympathies and condolences to you and the people of Orlando, during this most
difficult time. Rep. Hastings asked that I send along the attached letter from him. If there is anything that you
need from the Congressman or our office, please do not hesitate to ask.
Warm regards,
Lale M. Morrison
Chief of Staff
Office of Congressman Alcee L. Hastings
202-225-1313 (phone)
202-225-1171 (fax)
Lale.Morrison@mail.house.gov
Sign up for Congressman Hastings' E-Newsletter
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mayor <MayorDL@london.gov.uk>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:12 AM
'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'
Letter from the Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan
Mayor John Dyer.pdf

Dear Mayor Dyer
Please see attached letter from the Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan.
Kind regards,

Zoe Newcombe
Mayor’s Office
GREATERLONDONAUTHORITY
EMAIL NOTICE:
The information in this email may contain confidential or privileged materials. Please read the full email notice
at http://www.london.gov.uk/email-notice
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Rosenbury,Laura Ann <rosenbury@law.ufl.edu>
Monday, June 13, 2016 6:27 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Letter from UF Law Dean
Mayor Buddy Dyer.pdf

Dear Mayor Dyer,
Attached please find a letter expressing our solidarity and deepest condolences as you lead Orlando during this difficult time.
Very truly yours,
Laura

Laura Ann Rosenbury
Dean and Levin, Mabie & Levin Professor of Law
University of Florida
Fredric G. Levin College of Law
352-273-0603
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Fredric G. Levin College of Law
Office of the Dean

Spessard L. Holland Law Center
PO Box 117620
Gainesville, FL 32611-7620
352-273-0600
352-392-8727 Fax
www.law.ufl.edu

June 13, 2016
The Honorable Buddy Dyer
400 S. Orange Avenue
Orlando, Florida 32801
Dear Mayor Dyer,
Our hearts are heavy today.
Your fellow alumni and the students, faculty, and staff of University of Florida Levin
College of Law are grieving with you and the Orlando community in the wake of this senseless
and devastating tragedy.
Many of our students come from Orlando, many others are working as summer associates
in Orlando, and countless alumni live and work in the area. I am confident that many of these
Law Gators stood in line to donate blood and will continue to stand in solidarity with the
Orlando community and broader LGBTQ communities during this difficult time.
I imagine that the coming days, weeks, and months will be arduous. As you piece
together what happened and begin the recovery process, please know that the UF Law
community will stand behind you and offer support in any way we can.
I want to especially recognize your incredible strength and leadership to the people of
Orlando during this difficult time. You serve as a role model for all of our current and future
students.
I will be in Orlando on Thursday to meet with many of our alumni. We will surely
reflect and pray together. Should you desire to meet, I would be honored to find a time.
For now, please accept our deepest condolences and heartfelt compassion.
Very truly yours,

Laura Ann Rosenbury
Dean and Levin, Mabie & Levin Professor of Law
The Foundation for The Gator Nation
An Equal Opportunity Institution

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

LGBT - BDC <lgbt.bdc@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:41 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net; Patty.Sheehan@cityoforlando.net
Mayor Dyer, Commissioner Sheehan and Commissioners
orlando_mayor.docx

Brian Carey
Coordonnateur/Coordinator
LGBT+, BDC
C.P. 5012
Bonaventure (Qc) G0C 1E0
581-886-LGBT(5428)
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June 13th 2016

Mr. Mayor Buddy Dyer and City Council
City of Orlando
Florida
Orlando Shooting:
Mr. Mayor and City Commissioners,
From up here in the eastern corner of Québec, three-thousand kilometres to your north,
we feel your pain.
We, all of us, know homophobic and transphobic hate - the different flavours of violence
it can engender:
solitary suicides that arise from its internalization;
the startling number of un-noticed and un-reported murders of trans* individuals;
the ritualized bullying and bashing in schools, on sports fields and in dark alleys
that leave us brutalized, maimed and lifeless.
We know your pain, yes, but not the profundity of the anguish of losing so much family
at once. Our small LGBT+ community here is too dispersed to effectively hold a vigil for
you and your lost family but our hearts are with you.
And let us all remember not to respond to hate with hate.

LGBT+ Baie-des-Chaleurs
Bonaventure, Québec
Canada

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kate Smith <kate.Smith@nottinghamcity.gov.uk>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:51 AM
'buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net'
Letter of condolence from Lord Mayor of Nottingham
Official letter to Mayor of Orlanda.docx

Please find attached a letter of condolence from the Lord Mayor of Nottingham, England.

Civic, Coronial and Celebratory Services |Human Resources and Transformation | The Council House| Old Market
Square |NOTTINGHAM |NG1 2DT
t: 8765654
e: civic.office@nottinghamcity.gov.uk
w: www.nottinghamcity.gov.uk

This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which
are not the views of
Nottingham City Council unless specifically stated.
If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system, do not use, copy or
disclose the information in any way nor act in
reliance on it and notify the sender immediately.
Please note that Nottingham City Council monitors e-mails sent or received for the
purposes of ensuring compliance with
its policies and procedures.
Further communication will signify your consent to this.
The contents of e-mails sent or received may have to be disclosed if a relevant request
is made under current legislation, such as,
but not limited to, the Data Protection Act 1998 and the Freedom of Information Act 2000.

This e-mail message has been scanned for Viruses and Content
and cleared by Sophos
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To: The Mayor of Orlando, Mr Buddy Dyer
Dear Sir
On behalf of the citizens of Nottingham, England, I send our heartfelt
condolences to the families and the loved ones of all those killed and injured
in the senseless act of violence and hate committed in your City.
Our thoughts are with all of you in Orlando coming o terms with the shock
of this horrific attack.
It is difficult to grasp how an ordinary night of fun and enjoyment could turn
into an evening of such horror and tragedy in a city like Orlando which, like
Nottingham, is proud of its history of welcome, its mixed heritage and
community, and its diversity.
We offer our deepest sympathy to all those who lost loved ones and our
prayers for the full recovery of those who are injured and for you and your
City as you deal with the shock and aftermath of this atrocity.
Yours faithfully
Mohammed Saghir

Councillor Mohammed Saghir
Lord Mayor of Nottingham, England

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

THWAITE, Andrea <Andrea.Thwaite@cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:29 AM
'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'
letter to mayor of orlando, from the Lord Mayor of the City of Chester, England
letter to mayor of orlando.doc

Dear Mr Mayor,
Please find attached a letter from the Lord Mayor of Chester, England.
Regards
Andrea

Andrea Thwaite
Democracy Programme Manager
Cheshire West and Chester Council
Tel: 01244 972283
Email: andrea.thwaite@cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk
Location: 2nd Floor, HQ, Nicholas Street, Chester.
Visit: cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk

************************************************************************

Disclaimer:
If you are not the intended recipient of this email (and any attachment), please inform the sender by return email
and destroy all copies. Unauthorised access, use, disclosure, storage or copying is not permitted.
The views expressed by the author do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of Cheshire West and Chester
Borough Council. The Council cannot guarantee that this message or any attachment is virus free or has not
been intercepted and amended. You should perform your own virus checks.
Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council may monitor emails and as a public sector organisation; the
Council may disclose this email (or any response to it) under the Freedom of Information Act 2000.
Contracts cannot be concluded with the Council nor service effected by email, unless otherwise expressly
agreed. The contents of this e-mail may be subject to privilege.
************************************************************************
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The Right Worshipful
The Lord Mayor of the City of Chester, England
Councillor Angela Claydon and her Lady Mayoress, Sally Burgess
13 June 2016

Mayor Buddy Dyer
Mayor of Orlando
City Hall, PO Box 4990
Orlando, FL 32802-499
Florida, America
Dear Mayor Dyer,
Can I, on behalf of the City of Chester, England, express our deepest
sympathy and extend our sincere condolences to all those affected by the
cruel shootings that killed and injured so many innocent people, in your city,
during the early hours of Sunday 12 June 2016. We as a City stand shoulder
to shoulder with Orlando’s community and with those from across the world ,
to confront and ultimately defeat those who would wish to attack our liberty,
freedom of expression and our democracies.
Can I take this opportunity to assure you that we join in solidarity and strength,
with the people of Orlando and other cities across the world affected by recent
terrorist attacks over the coming days, months and years as you rebuild
yourselves after this heinous attack. This was a cruel attack on nothing less
than humanity itself.
Books of Condolences have been opened in Chester Town Hall, England
today and candles have been lit in memory of those who lost their lives in the
early hours of Sunday morning. Collectively we demonstrate our gratitude to
the Florida emergency services, and the brave public who came to the aid of
the injured and who put their own lives at risk to help and save others.
Our thoughts are with those families in Orlando, and other countries, who
have lost family members and friends, or may have loved ones who were
injured in the events of Sunday morning.
With deepest condolences

Councillor Angela Claydon
Lord Mayor of Chester
The Lord Mayor’s Parlour, Cheshire West Chester Council, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, Cheshire, CH65 0BE,

Telephone: 01244 977701/977702; Email: chestercivic@cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Hilmar Hildarson Magnúsarson <Hilmar.Magnusson@reykjavik.is>
Monday, June 13, 2016 11:49 AM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Condolences from Mayor Dagur B. Eggertsson of Reykjavík City, Iceland
city-of-reykjavik-condolences.pdf

Dear Mayor Buddy Dyer,
Please find attached a letter from Mayor Dagur B. Eggertsson of Reykjavík City, Iceland, expressing our deepest sympathies.
Sincerely yours,
Hilmar Hildar Magnúsarson
_______________________________
Alþjóðafulltrúi / International Officer
Skrifstofa borgarstjóra og borgarritara / Office of the Mayor and Chief Executive Officer
Ráðhús Reykjavíkur / Reykjavik City Hall
Símanúmer / Tel.: +354 411 4506
Netfang / e-mail: hilmar.magnusson@reykjavik.is
http://www.reykjavik.is

__________________________________
Reglur um trúnað í tölvupóstsamskiptum: http://www.reykjavik.is/trunadur
Leiddu hugann að umhverfinu áður en þú prentar út þennan tölvupóst. Prentaðu á báðar hliðar í svarthvítu ef
nauðsyn krefur.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wilson, Elizabeth <Elizabeth.Wilson@ccc.govt.nz>
Monday, June 13, 2016 5:59 PM
'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'
Letter of support from the Mayor of Christchurch to Mayor Dyer
Letter from Mayor Lianne Dalziel to Mayor Dyer.pdf

Greetings and best wishes from the City of Christchurch,
Please find enclosed a letter from the Mayor of Christchurch to the Mayor of Orlando.

Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments:
Letter from Mayor Lianne Dalziel to Mayor Dyer

Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain types of file
attachments. Check your e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are handled.
**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom
they are addressed.
The views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender and may not necessarily reflect the views of the
Christchurch City Council.
If you are not the correct recipient of this email please advise the sender and delete.
Christchurch City Council
http://www.ccc.govt.nz
**********************************************************************
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tunnah, Anne <anne.tunnah@newcastle.gov.uk> on behalf of Forbes, Nick (Cllr)
<nick.forbes@newcastle.gov.uk>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:32 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Letter of condolence
Orlando, Mayor.pdf

Please find attached a letter from Newcastle upon Tyne.
Best wishes
Nick

Cllr Nick Forbes
Labour Councillor for Westgate Ward and
Leader of Newcastle City Council
Newcastle City Council
Leader's Office, Civic Centre
Newcastle NE1 8QH
Office: 0191 211 5151
Web: www.nickforbes.org.uk
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Councillor Nick Forbes
Leader of the Council
Labour, Westgate Ward
Leader’s Office, Civic Centre
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 8QH
Phone: 0191 211 5151
Fax: 0191 211 4815
nick.forbes@newcastle.gov.uk
www.nickforbes.org.uk

Mayor Buddy Dyer
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
13 June 2016

Dear Mayor Dyer
I am writing on behalf of the City Of Newcastle upon Tyne to extend to you and the people of
Orlando our deepest sympathy following the recent terrorist attack. Our hearts go out to the
victims, their friends and families at this incredibly difficult time.
Sadly this atrocity shows how much further we still have to go in tackling homophobia, but the
hate behind this attack will not weaken our values. In cities across the world people are coming
together to remember those killed, and we stand shoulder to shoulder with Orlando and every
LGBT community. Our united response shows that it is love for each other, not hatred, that
defines us and I am proud to offer Newcastle's support to our friends in Florida.
Yours sincerely

Cllr Nick Forbes
Leader of the Council

If you need this information in another format or language, please contact the person who sent it.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Vandenberg, Courtney <cvandenberg@co.pinellas.fl.us>
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:19 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
Jim.Gray@cityoforlando.net; Patty.Sheehan@cityoforlando.net;
Regina.Hill@cityoforlando.net; Robert.Stuart@cityoforlando.net;
Samuel.Ings@cityoforlando.net; Tony.Ortiz@cityoforlando.net; Board of County
Commissioners Distribution Group; Woodard, Mark S; Klug, Della; Hardwick, Mary Scott;
Hernandez, Barbra
Pinellas County Stands in Solidarity with Orlando
City of Orlando Letter 6.13.16.pdf

Please see attached letter from Pinellas County Commission Chairman Charlie Justice.
Sincerely,

Courtney Vandenberg
Executive Aide to Commissioner Charlie Justice
Pinellas County Board of County Commissioners
315 Court Street, 5th Floor
Clearwater, Florida 33756
(727) 464-3363 Office
cvandenberg@pinellascounty.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Terry.Olson@ocfl.net
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:43 AM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Positive arts report - you are invited
160-Leaper-Compact-Version.png

Buddy,
It is time for some GOOD NEWS and an invitation. The arts are flourishing.
You are invited to the 2016 STATE OF THE ARTS presentation tomorrow (Tuesday) morning at the 9 am
meeting of the Board of County Commissioners. My presentation will include current Cultural Facilities
funding requests and the general recommendations for categories of Orange County’s funding of the arts
during the coming year. I’d be delighted to have you join us . . .
Tuesday, June 14
Annual State of the Arts presentation
Board of County Commission Meeting
201 S Rosalind Avenue in downtown Orlando
meeting begins at 9 am
If you are interested in the arts, your presence will be noticed by our elected officials.

------Terry Olson, Orange County Arts & Cultural Affairs
PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119).
All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record.
Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be
disclosed to the public and media at any time.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Terry.Olson@ocfl.net
Monday, June 13, 2016 12:28 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
POSTPONED meeting - artists responding creatively
160-Leaper-Compact-Version.png

Buddy,
Due to the tragic events of this weekend, the Board of County Commissioners morning meeting tomorrow has
been canceled while our officials deal with adjustments and proper response. The State of the Arts
presentation, Cultural Facilities and budget proposals have been postponed. I’ll let you know when they are
rescheduled.
NO MEETING TOMORROW MORNING.
Meanwhile many of our arts leaders have been conferring this morning about collaborating for a world-class,
artistically significant piece that would take attendees on a creative journey through mourning and hope. This
event may draw participation by artists from the national or international stage.
I’ll let you know when I have more details.
------Terry Olson, Orange County Arts & Cultural Affairs
PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119).
All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record.
Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be
disclosed to the public and media at any time.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

purplepk@netzero.net
Monday, June 13, 2016 1:04 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
letter of support
Ian Snider.docx

____________________________________________________________

Blazeray
Deemed: One Household Item Everyone Should Have In Any Emergency
http://thirdpartyoffers.netzero.net/TGL3232/575ee7a872f2767a80530st03duc
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Ian Snider
purplepk@netzero.net

Mayor Buddy Dyer
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net
June 13, 2016
Mayor Dyer, Sir:
As a gay man, my spirit mourns for the tragic loss of 50 good, wonderful citizens
of this planet. The disaster brought forth the evil of hate in a city of love and
respect, which I have felt the times I visited Orlando. The newscasts have covered
the physical carnage caused by one radical mind. At the same time, they have
exalted the strength and care of the Orlando police, medical staff, political leaders,
including yourself, and above all the people of Orlando.

Nothing I write now can erase or deaden the pains of this act of violence. I lived in
Stockton when Patrick Purdy used school children as target practice and have
distant family who were at the airport in Belgium. From a distance, these acts
skidding past my known reference. As a human, I still cannot grasp the “Why”
question satisfactorily. Know that the city and all touched by this massacre are
foremost in my prayers.

Sincerely,
Ian Snider

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Selvitelli, Marc <MSelvitelli@smithbucklin.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 9:32 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net; Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net;
Byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net; Mayanne.downs@cityoforlando.net;
John.mina@cityoforlando.net; Cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net
Restoration Industry Association Offers Assistance with the Nightclub Biohazard
Remediation
RIA Guidelines Professional Forensic Restoration.docx

The Honorable Buddy Dyer
Mayor
City of Orlando
Dear Mayor Dyer,
The Restoration Industry Association (RIA) joins the country in its mourning for the senseless tragedy to befall your great
city. We, like all Americans, were saddened by the horrific events of Saturday evening. As restoration professionals, we
understand the scope of the cleanup project that faces the city and we would like to volunteer our resources to assist in
the cleanup effort.

We offer you and your staff the attached RIA Forensic Restoration Guidelines to help assist with the clean-up and
restoration of the bio-hazards found within the crime scene. These Guidelines have not yet been published but we
thought they could help you and your staff as you begin to undertake the effort of cleaning the crime scene.
The Guidelines were developed by industry leading experts and have been peer reviewed by a wide array of restoration
professionals focused on biohazard remediation. One of the guideline co-authors, Jeff Jones, has over 43 years of field
experience in forensic restoration. He is the current chairman of RIA’s Forensic Council, a former SWAT team leader,
veteran and the youngest person to attend the FBI academy. Jeff is willing to serve, on behalf of RIA, as a volunteer
resource for your office if you would like assistance remediating the scene.
The Restoration Industry Association stands ready to assist in any way we can.
Sincerely,

Marc Selvitelli, CAE
Executive Director
Restoration Industry Association
(O) 202-367-1211 | (M) 571-426-0763
mselvitelli@restorationindustry.org
www.restorationindustry.org
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2025 M Street, NW; Suite 800
Washington DC 20036
www.restorationindustry.org

Guidelines for

Professional
Forensic Restoration
PRE-PUBLICATION VERSION

© 2016, Restoration Industry Association
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Guidelines for Professional Forensic Restoration
Restoration Industry Association
Expected publication date: June 2016

1

SCOPE

Forensic restoration is the comprehensive and complete remediation of contaminated structures
and areas that are not normally covered during fire and flood restoration. Forensic restoration
returns structures to pre-event conditions. Forensic restoration covers, but is not limited to,
incidents of:
• crime and trauma situations
• unattended death
• unsanitary dwellings
• hoarding
• infectious disease
• bio-terrorism
• tear gas/CS gas/irritants
• illicit drug labs and grow operations
• contamination from animals, including nests, carcasses, and fecal matter
Forensic restoration incorporates scientific concepts of proper cleaning, disinfecting, and
restoration techniques. It also utilizes industry skills associated with fire, water, and
environmental restoration.
These guidelines are primarily directed toward forensic restoration operators—individuals
involved in the actual execution of such projects. Other individuals may also benefit from an
understanding of these guidelines, including first responders, mortuary personnel, insurance
adjusters, government representatives, and clients.
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KEY ASPECTS OF GUIDELINES

The following chart provides an overview of the primary responsibilities of forensic restoration
operators. The chart shows the progressive nature of the guidelines, with basic precautions
required for work that is categorized as Risk Level 1, and additional protective steps added for
each succeeding risk level. The chart is to be used as a quick reference guide rather than a
comprehensive description of the guidelines. All who engage in forensic restoration work are
strongly encouraged to review and understand this entire document before undertaking forensic
restoration projects.

RIA Guidelines for Professional Forensic Restoration
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Risk Level 1

Risk Level 2

Risk Level 3

Risk Level 4

Definition

Biological contaminant
other than bloodborne
pathogen (e.g., fecal
matter, urine, vomit,
sewage, etc. as long as
no blood is visible)
Up to one bag of
contamination/debris (up
to 18 gallons)

Involves bloodborne
pathogen (blood and
OPIM), bird and bat
droppings, nests,
carcasses and similar
material that can be
removed and cleaned
without demolition of
finish materials or
structural members
Up to 4 bags of
contamination/debris

Same criteria as Risk
Level 2 but involving
removal of contents or
finish materials,
demolition of structural
members, or more than 4
bags of contaminated
debris

Same criteria as Risk
Level 3 but involving a
known infectious agent
Any mass casualty
situation (4 or more
wounded or killed by the
same event) is included
in Risk Level 4 due to
the potential of one or
more individuals being
infected

Employee
Training

OSHA Hazard
Communication,
Respirator, and PPE
OSHA Bloodborne
Pathogen

State/province/local
pesticide (disinfection)
rules

Forensic Restoration

Infection Control Risk
Assessment (ICRA)

Personal
Protective
Equipment
(PPE)

Filtering facepiece
(minimum N-100) and
universal precautions
Double surgical gloves
or disposable mechanics
style gloves

Full face respirator with
P-100 and organic vapor
filters
Full body suit with hood
and booties
Double surgical gloves
(510K rated) or surgical
gloves and outer work
gloves

Full face respirator with
P-100 and organic vapor
filters for set up and
final clean
PAPR for load reduction
and demolition activities
Impermeable suit (such
as Microporus film)
Rubber safety boots
Double surgical gloves
and outer work gloves

PAPR or air supplied
respirator
Double suit with water
impermeable outer suit
or impermeable suit with
full length apron

Engineering
Controls

Establish operation and
clear zones with barrier
tape

Establish operation,
transition, and clear
zones with isolation
barrier between
operation and transition
zones
HEPA filtered negative
air machine used as an
air scrubber in the
operation zone

Establish operation,
transition, and clear
zones with isolation
barriers between each
zone
Establish negative
pressure in operation
zone if work is
conducted inside a
structure
Step off pads at the edge
of the transition and
clear zones

Establish operation,
transition, and clear
zones with isolation
barriers between each
zone
Establish three-station
transition zone
Establish negative
pressure of at least four
room changes per hour
with mechanical
measurement

PPE Use

Don PPE at edge of clear
zone
Doff at edge of operation
zone

Don PPE in clear zone
Doff in transition zone
Roll suit to remove

HEPA vacuum suit prior
to removal
Roll suit to remove

Decontaminate outer suit
in first transition zone
(wash station)
Remove outer suit,
footwear, and outer
gloves in doffing station
Remove inner suit in
control station

RIA Guidelines for Professional Forensic Restoration
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Risk Level 1

Risk Level 2

Work
Practices

Pre-work application of
disinfectant to impacted
area
Load reduction
Detailed cleaning of
impacted areas
Post-cleaning
application of
disinfectant to impacted
area

Pre-work application of
disinfectant to impacted
area
Load reduction
Detailed cleaning of
operation zone
Post-cleaning
application of
disinfectant to operation
zone

Application of
disinfectant to entire
operation zone
Dust-controlled
demolition
Detailed cleaning of
operation and transition
zones
Post-cleaning
application of
disinfectant to entire
operation and transition
zones

Enhanced pre-work
application of
disinfectant (spray
surfaces, fog air of
operation zone)
Dust-controlled
demolition
Detailed cleaning of
operation zone and all
three stations of
transition zone
Post-cleaning
application of
disinfectant to entire
operation and transition
zones, including all three
stations

Post-Project
Evaluation

Visually clean

Visually clean
Representative ATP
surface tests equal to or
less than baseline
samples from nonimpacted area or less
than manufacturer’s
recommended level

Visually clean with
white/brown glove test
Representative ATP
surface tests equal to or
less than baseline
samples from nonimpacted area or less
than manufacturer’s
recommended level

Visually clean
Representative ATP
surface tests equal to or
less than baseline
samples from nonimpacted area or less
than manufacturer’s
recommended level
Confirmatory laboratory
tests of known infectious
agents, if possible

Waste
Disposal

Proper disposal
according to local
regulations for
household waste

Segregate affected waste
from unaffected waste
Proper disposal
according to
state/province and local
regulations for biological
hazard waste

Segregate affected waste
from unaffected waste
Proper disposal
according to
state/province and local
regulations for biological
hazard waste

Segregate affected waste
from unaffected waste
Proper disposal
according to
state/province and local
regulations for biological
hazard waste
Sealed barrels for over
pack of biological waste
(or regulation
requirements if more
restrictive.
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Risk Level 3

Risk Level 4

INTRODUCTION

The Restoration Industry Association (RIA) has prepared these guidelines to help contractors and
other parties understand the process of professional forensic restoration. However, it is crucial to
remember that any guideline, in order to bring clarity and perspective, leaves out many details. As
part of these guidelines, the End Notes (section 11) provide supplementary material from a variety
of credible sources for consideration.

RIA Guidelines for Professional Forensic Restoration
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DEFINITIONS

clear zone: a controlled area outside the transition zone where personal protective equipment is
no longer required. It is also used for staging equipment, supplies, vehicles, and other items
needed for logistical support.
critical barrier: temporary isolation barrier of openings that would prevent contamination from
escaping from the operation and transition zones. Critical barriers are typically constructed with
two independently sealed layers of impervious material.
debris area: an area or surface that is covered with visible contamination. Debris field includes
surfaces with small splatters, as long as the contaminant is visible upon close inspection.
disinfectant: chemical registered with EPA or other applicable government agency, suitable for
deactivating pathogens (disease-carrying microorganisms). Disinfectants are to be used in a
manner consistent with the manufacturer’s EPA-approved master label.
disinfecting agent: commercial product or process approved for use to kill or deactivate
pathogens.1
dust-controlled demolition: use of tools and procedures such that visible dust is not present
during the work activities. It can include foaming/wetting materials to be removed, cutting
materials into small pieces with dust control attachments instead of breaking, use of power tools
connected to HEPA vacuum, air intake of negative air machine at point of removal, etc.
engineering controls: any combination of barriers and equipment used to minimize contaminant
exposure of personnel and potential for cross contamination.
exposure control plan (ECP): a written document, required under the OSHA Bloodborne
Pathogen Standard, which explains how a company will protect workers who come in contact
with biological contaminants. OSHA requires the ECP to utilize best practices, particularly
engineering controls and work practices, over reliance on personal protective equipment.
fogging: the application of liquid atomized for dispersal into the air in order to reduce the
amount of dust or potentially infectious agents. If disinfectants are to be used with a fogger the
operator should ensure that the product has fogging listed as a permitted application method on
the EPA approved label.
forensic restoration operator: any individual that assesses, plans, or works on projects that fall
within the scope of these guidelines.
HEPA: high-efficiency particulate air or high efficiency particulate arrestance.
impacted area: all surfaces within five feet (in any direction, including up or down) of visible
debris.
known infectious agents: organisms proven to cause disease in humans, including viruses,
bacteria, protozoan, fungus, helminths2. More common infectious agents encountered by forensic
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restoration operators include hepatitis A, B, and C, MRSA, C. diff, rhinovirus, rotavirus, HIV,
herpes, tuberculosis, tetanus, histoplasmosis, E. coli, and possibly Ebola.
load reduction: removal of gross amounts of contamination. May include extraction of liquid
contaminants, removal of contents, and controlled demolition of surface materials.
mass casualty: four or more deaths or severely injured individuals arising from the same
incident, as from a disaster or act of terrorism.
operation zone: a controlled area where load reduction, disinfection, and cleaning occur.
OPIM: “other potentially infectious materials” as described in the OSHA Bloodborne Pathogens
Standard.
PAPR: powered air purifying respirator.
Risk Level 1: small projects involving biological or other contaminants addressed by these
guidelines that result in less than one bag of debris. Regardless of size, Risk Level 1 projects do
not involve bloodborne pathogens. Examples of Risk Level 1 projects include clean-up of vomit
and feces3, etc.
Risk Level 2: projects that involve bloodborne pathogens (blood and OPIM), bird and bat
droppings, nests, carcasses, and similar material that can be removed and cleaned without
demolition of finish materials or structural members are considered Risk Level 2. Projects that
produce up to 4 bags of contaminated debris or involve large scale decontamination, such as
hoarding and unsanitary dwellings, where multiple items are disposed as regular waste are
classified as Risk Level 2. Projects where disengagement and discarding of carpet and pad is
required fall under Risk Level 2, as well.
Risk Level 3: projects that meet the definition of Risk Level 1 or 2 but involve any amount of
controlled demolition of finish or structural members (with the exception of carpet and pad
removal). Any project that results in more than 4 bags of contaminated waste qualifies as a Risk
Level 3 project.
Risk Level 4: projects that meet the definition of Risk Level 1, 2, or 3 but also involve a known
infectious agent. Because of the number of potential exposures, any mass casualty event is
considered a Risk Level 4 project.
transition zone: a controlled area that separates the operation zone from the clear zone. The
transition zone is utilized for preparing waste for final transport, doffing personal protective
equipment, and as a staging area for tools and equipment.

5

PRE-PROJECT RESPONSIBILITIES

5.1

Crew
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5.1.1 Crew Priorities
The first priority of all professionals conducting forensic restoration is to protect themselves and
their crew and any clients who remain in or near the scene. Successful completion of a forensic
restoration activity may involve a variety of methods and tools (as detailed in the following
sections), but it always starts with an attitude of “safety first”. Forensic restoration professionals
should conduct frequent risk assessments and, when faced with limited or conflicting
information, err on the side of worker protection until the best path forward has been determined.
5.1.2 Selection of Crew Members
Because of the nature of the work, some people are not suited for conducting forensic restoration
activities. The graphic nature of the project sites, the emotional stress associated with many
forensic restoration projects, and the odors encountered during the work can be physically and/or
psychologically overwhelming. As such, the overriding criterion in regards to crew member
selection is that it should be voluntary. 4
5.1.3 Training
In addition to being highly skilled in the set-up and work practices necessary to conduct a
project, a forensic restoration operator has to have a working knowledge of a variety of
disciplines including:
• biology
• pathology
• epidemiology
• psychology
• restoration and content handling
• building science concepts
Since most forensic restoration deals with bloodborne pathogens, OSHA regulations require
operators to be trained to the OSHA 29 CFR 1910.1030 standard. Outside the United States there
may be local regulations governing worker safety and protection on forensic restoration sites.
Beyond the basics of bloodborne pathogens, education in the proper assessment and completion
of forensic restoration projects can be obtained from many specialized training courses. Forensic
restoration operators who need assistance selecting appropriate training or evaluating
certification programs should contact RIA.

5.2

Equipment

Proper completion of a forensic restoration project involves both labor and the proper use of
tools, equipment, chemicals, and single-use supplies. It is imperative that forensic restoration
projects be organized such that the appropriate types and amounts of items necessary to complete
the work are available on the site while work is ongoing. The information in this section is not
RIA Guidelines for Professional Forensic Restoration
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intended to serve as a comprehensive list of all the equipment, tools, and supplies that may be
necessary for a forensic restoration project. Rather, it is intended to provide an overview of the
primary types of equipment and supplies that a forensic restoration operator will utilize to
complete projects safely and efficiently.
5.2.1 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Regardless of the risk level of a project, forensic restoration work involves potential contact with
hazardous contaminants. Despite the fact that engineering controls are utilized to protect
operators and occupants, some level of PPE is needed for every forensic restoration project. The
following sections provide guidance on how to select PPE for each risk level described in this
document. As with engineering controls and work practices, if operators have any questions or
concerns or are unsure about the selection of appropriate PPE, they should move to a higher level
of protection.
5.2.1.1 PPE for Risk Level 1 Projects
PPE for Risk Level 1 projects is based on the well-recognized concept of “universal
precautions”. Utilizing that approach, PPE for Risk Level 1 includes, but is not limited to, items
that shield eyes, nose, and mouth from exposure to contaminants or chemicals. For such projects
a P-100 filtering facepiece respirator and eye protection such as safety glasses or a face shield
should be utilized. Protective gloves should also be worn. Gloves should be selected based on the
type of material that is being handled and chemicals that may be applied. Barrier gowns or
aprons may also be necessary, depending on the specific circumstances.
5.2.1.2 PPE for Risk Level 2 Projects
Since Risk Level 2 projects involve bloodborne pathogens, OSHA requirements regarding
“universal precautions” must be followed. Forensic restoration operators typically wear a fullface respirator5, full body covering, and double gloves or inner and outer work gloves. Inner
surgical style gloves should be medical grade with a 510K rating. If washable safety boots are
not utilized, then a full body covering with booties attached should be worn over work boots. In
such cases, it is prudent to have additional slip on, non-skid booties/shoe covers available since
the fabric on the bottom of the booties will often tear.
5.2.1.3 PPE for Risk Level 3 Projects
Although Risk Level 3 projects represent a higher level of risk, the majority of the PPE used will
be similar to that utilized for Risk Level 2 projects. However, impermeable suits (such as those
made with Tyvek or coated fabrics)6 and rubber safety boots are incorporated into the operators’
PPE for Risk Level 3 projects.
5.2.1.4 PPE for Risk Level 4 Projects
Because Risk Level 4 projects deal with known infectious agents, it is imperative that respiratory
protection be upgraded for the operators. Powered air purifying respirators or supplied air
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respirators7 are required for Risk Level 4 projects. A more extensive decontamination process
requires the use of double suits, with the outer suit being made of water-resistant material so that
decontamination utilizing a foam or spray wash can be completed safely.
5.2.2 Work Practice Equipment
Forensic restoration operators will often use substantial amounts of supplies and equipment to
properly complete a project. An inventory checklist (or load list) can be used to ensure that
adequate quantities of supplies and necessary equipment are available. The following sections do
not represent an inclusive list of all equipment that will be necessary on various projects, but is
provided as a starting point for individuals utilizing this guideline to understand the type of
resources that are necessary to properly engage in forensic restoration work.
5.2.2.1 Work Practice Equipment for Risk Level 1 Projects
• Isolation materials (cones, floor signs, biohazard warning tape, etc.)
• Applicator for disinfectant (foamer, sprayer, mister, wipes, etc.)
• Load reduction tools (sorbents, scraper, scrub pad, dust pan, broom, mop, bucket,
disposable towels, brush, etc.)
• Cleaning tools8 (applicator for cleaning chemicals, small portable extraction machine,
sponges, microfiber cloths, squeegee, terrycloths, disposable towels, etc.)
5.2.2.2 Work Practice Equipment for Risk Level 2 Projects
In addition to the materials noted for Risk Level 1 projects, add:
• Additional quantities of tools and supplies to accommodate larger projects and more
forensic restoration operators
• Additional isolation materials (barrier tape, isolation barriers with flap/zipper doors, etc.)
• HEPA vacuums
• HEPA-filtered negative air machine (NAM)
5.2.2.3 Work Practice Equipment for Risk Level 3 Projects
In addition to the materials noted for Risk Level 1 and 2 projects, add:
• Additional isolation materials (floor tarp, warning signs, 6-mil back poly sheeting for
visual barriers, step-off pads, etc.)
• Enhanced cleaning tools (extractors, steamers, carpet cleaning machines, pressure
washers, applicators for specialized chemicals, etc.)
• Demolition tools (hand tools, power tools with dust control shroud, etc.)
• Odor control tools (ozone generator, hydroxyl generator, odor counteractants, mist
applicator, aerosolizer, vaporizer, thermal fogger, etc.)
5.2.2.4 Work Practice Equipment for Risk Level 4 Projects
In addition to materials noted for Risk Level 1, 2, and 3 projects, add:
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•
•
•

Additional isolation materials (washing station, shower, sump pump, etc.)
Cleaners that are effective in breaking down contamination for removal, tuberculocidal
disinfectants that kill non-enveloped viruses, and sporicidal agents (as needed).
Wash station tools (water containment, foamer, sprayers, hoses, water heater, drench
nozzles, etc.)

5.2.3 Post-Project Evaluation Equipment
5.2.3.1 Post-Project Evaluation Equipment for Risk Level 1 Projects
• Flashlight or other lighting source to allow a thorough visual inspection
5.2.3.2 Post-Project Evaluation Equipment for Risk Level 2 Projects
In addition to equipment noted for Risk Level 1, add:
• Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) meter and swabs
5.2.3.3 Post-Project Evaluation Equipment for Risk Level 3 Projects
In addition to equipment noted for Risk Level 1 and 2, add:
• Brown and white gloves
5.2.3.4 Post-Project Evaluation Equipment for Risk Level 4 Projects
In addition to equipment noted for Risk Level 1, 2, and 3, add:
• Appropriate sampling equipment/supplies for the known biological contaminant
5.2.4 Waste Disposal Equipment
5.2.4.1 Waste Disposal Equipment for Risk Level 1 Projects
• Heavy duty 6-mil black waste bags
5.2.4.2 Waste Disposal Equipment for Risk Level 2 Projects
In addition to equipment noted for Risk Level 1, add:
• Biohazard labeled bags and over-pack container for affected materials
5.2.4.3 Waste Disposal Equipment for Risk Level 3 Projects
Same equipment as noted for Risk Level 2
5.2.4.4 Waste Disposal Equipment for Risk Level 4 Projects
In addition to equipment noted for Risk Level 1, 2, and 3, add:
• Sealable barrels for transport
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5.2.5
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Miscellaneous Equipment
Camera
Extension cords
Work lights
Ladders
Refrigerator dolly
Sliders for moving furniture
Good quality first-aid kit

5.3

Insurance

Insurance as required by federal, state/province, and local requirements allows the forensic
restoration operator to legally undertake such projects and provides the client with additional
assurance that the project will be completed satisfactorily. For companies that are involved in
Risk Level 2-4 work, it is recommended that the company carry at least $1 million of coverage. 9

5.4

Site Assessment

A thorough site assessment, conducted prior to the start of work, is critical to a successful
restoration project.10 An inspection of both the structure and its contents allows the operator to
determine the scope.11 With a detailed project scope the operator can arrange for logistical
support and assemble the necessary equipment and supplies. A scope of work also allows for the
development of a sketch or diagram showing the location of the project zones. The site
assessment is an appropriate time for the forensic restoration operator to collect photo
documentation and start a manifest of affected materials.
Following the site assessment, and utilizing all the information collected during pre-project
activities, a determination is made by the forensic restoration operator regarding the risk level for
the project.12 If the specifics of the situation do not allow for a definitive classification into one
of the risk levels, it is generally best if the operator selects the higher risk level for the project.
While working, operators need to report the discovery of previously unknown conditions as these
may prompt a change in the determined risk level of the project.

6

PROJECT SET-UP

The forensic restoration concept of establishing three distinct work zones for projects
(operation zone, transition zone, and clear zone) applies to most work in this field. However,
project set-up is dependent on individual circumstances. For example, work activities
conducted out-of-doors in response to a natural disaster, or on a large commercial loss, may
need to be approached differently.
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The information in the remainder of this section is based on the designation of projects as
Risk Level 1-4.

6.1
•
•
•

6.2

Set-Up for Risk Level 1 Projects
Ensure that the area where the work will be performed is unoccupied.
Designate operation and clear zones with the use of cones, floor signs, or other materials
that alert people to avoid the area.
The operation zone should include all areas of the debris field.

Set-Up for Risk Level 2 Projects

In addition to steps noted for Risk Level 1 projects, add:
• Ensure a clear designation of the various zones. Barrier tape should be used in
conjunction with other marking materials.
• Designate a transition zone using an isolation barrier and zipper door between the
operation zone and transition zone. This set-up should be completed prior to the first
disinfection.
• Cover the floor of the transition zone with a tarp or other protective covering.
• Set up a NAM as an air scrubber in the operation zone.
• Stage appropriate equipment in the transition zone to facilitate disinfection, load
reduction, and cleaning in the operation zone.

6.3

Set-Up for Risk Level 3 Projects

In addition to the steps noted for Risk Level 1 and 2 projects, add:
• Install a tack mat at the edge of the transition zone leading into the clear zone.
• Install critical barriers on openings that would allow air to transfer in or out of the
operation zone (return air vents, unsealed windows, etc.).
• Establish an isolation barrier between the clear zone and the transition zone. The passage
through the isolation barrier can be regulated with flaps, zippers, or other means that
restrict air flow.
• Employ a NAM to create negative pressure in the operation zone.13 If odor is a concern,
install organic vapor filters in the NAM.

6.4

Set-Up for Risk Level 4 Projects

In addition to the steps noted for Risk Level 1, 2, and 3 projects, add:
• Adjust the transition zone to include three stations (wash, doffing, and control) separated
by isolation barriers.
• Establish a collection basin for liquids in the wash station.
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Stage an appropriately sized foamer or sprayer and adequate disinfecting solution so that
all individuals moving out of the operation zone can be cleaned by foam washing.14
Install a waste collection container in the doffing station.
Install a waste collection container in the control station.
Install a measuring device that allows the operator to confirm negative pressure inside the
operation zone of 0.02 inches of water column (i.e., approximately -5 pascals, or the
equivalent of four room changes per hour).

USE OF PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Because of the potential hazards associated with conducting forensic restoration activities, a
special work restriction for those individuals with open wounds should be considered, even if
they will be under PPE. An alternative approach is to require that minor wounds be covered
with waterproof bandages or dressings under the PPE. Coating minor wounds with “liquid
skin”, which should be allowed to cure prior to bandaging and donning PPE, can provide
additional protection.

7.1

PPE for Risk Level 1 Projects

Crucial PPE includes respiratory protection and other protective equipment that will keep
contaminants from reaching mucus membranes or bare skin. Under the OSHA Bloodborne
Pathogens Standard the forensic restoration operator is required to equip all potentially
exposed individuals with these “universal precautions”. For Risk Level 1 projects, minimum
PPE includes a P-100 filtering face piece, eye protection, gloves, and any other protective
coverings necessary to keep contaminants from impacting the individuals or their clothes.
7.7.1 Donning and Doffing PPE for Risk Level 1 Projects
After appropriate PPE is selected, meeting the requirements of universal precautions, the
equipment needs to be put on and taken off in a fashion that minimizes cross contamination to
the individual wearing the equipment. The recommended steps for utilizing such equipment
include:
• Don all PPE at the edge of the clear zone before moving into the operation zone for work
activities.
• Any time an individual needs to leave the operation zone—even for short duration—all
PPE should be removed at the edge of the operation zone.
• Removal of PPE should progress from the most contaminated items to the least
contaminated items. Generally, this will result in a removal order of boots/shoe covers,
outer gloves, suits or aprons, eye protection, respirator, and inner gloves.
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7.2

PPE for Risk Level 2 Projects

Even though there is a difference between diseases that are spread through airborne distribution
and those that spread by direct contact, like hepatitis B, the practical distinction for a forensic
restoration operator is negligible. Disturbance of body fluids during clean-up activities can
produce airborne micro-droplets at many stages of the work. This means that the minimum
respiratory protection practical for individuals conducting such work is a full-face respirator with
HEPA filters. Such respirators offer better protection than filtering face pieces and safety glasses,
and more protection than a half-face respirator and face shield.
For Risk Level 2 projects, the use of impermeable suits or other full body coverings with
edges sealed is critical. In addition, boots or shoe covers and long-cuff surgical style gloves
worn over a pair of short-cuff gloves should be utilized. All surgical style gloves should be
510K certified for medical use. Consideration should also be given to what clothes the
workers wear under the protective gear, as many government guidelines recommend
showering directly after the work shift is over.
7.2.1 Donning and Doffing PPE for Risk Level 2 Projects
In general, the instructions for using PPE for Risk Level 1 projects will apply for Risk Level 2
projects, with additional enhancements:
• Don all PPE at the edge of the clear zone before moving into the transition zone for work
activities.
• In comparison to Risk Level 1 projects where PPE is removed in the operation zone, for
Risk Level 2 projects, PPE remains on until the individual is ready to doff it in the
transition zone at the junction with the clear zone.
• Proper removal of protective suits involves a careful process by which the garment is
unzipped and the suit is rolled off, starting with the hood and ending at the booties. The
purpose of this controlled removal is to minimize airborne contamination and trap
particulates in the rolled suit.

7.3

PPE for Risk Level 3 Projects

In general, the instructions for using PPE for Risk Level 1 and 2 projects will apply for Risk
Level 3 projects, with additional enhancements:
• Additional steps are added to the doffing process for Risk Level 3 projects. Specifically,
the protective suit of each worker will be cleaned using a HEPA vacuum prior to the
individual moving from the operation zone to the transition zone.14

7.4

PPE for Risk Level 4 Projects

In general, the instructions for using PPE for Risk Level 1, 2, and 3 projects will apply for Risk
Level 4 projects, with additional enhancements:
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Due to the known risks of Risk Level 4 projects, a transition zone with three separated
stations is set up to assist with safe decontamination of operators and equipment.
Decontamination and removal of PPE must be done in pairs.
The first step in the removal of PPE is to HEPA vacuum outer suits in the operation zone.
This step is completed by two individuals in sequence so that a thorough vacuuming of
the back and other inaccessible areas can be completed properly. If contaminated fluids
are present on the PPE, the fluids need to be wiped off with an absorbent disposable
material (such as paper towels) and bagged for disposal.
After vacuuming, the operators step into the wash station of the transition zone where
foam or spray cleaning of the outer suit with a disinfectant is undertaken.15 Those
removing their PPE must apply disinfectant to all surfaces of the outer PPE of each
operator. Disinfectant must be allowed to stay wet on the surfaces of the outer suit for the
amount of time specified on the product label (dwell time).
After the dwell time has lapsed, the operator moves to the doffing station where the outer
layer of PPE is removed. This may include rubber boots, outer gloves, and protective suit.
Items that are reusable will be placed in sealed containers or cleaning solution.
The operator moves to the control station, still wearing respiratory protection, inner suit,
and inner gloves. In the control station suits, gloves, and respirators are removed, in that
order. Disposable materials are placed in an appropriate waste container while the
reusable items are placed in sealed containers for later decontamination under controlled
conditions.

WORK PRACTICES

Basic safety considerations cannot be ignored in an effort to comply with the specialized
processes needed for forensic restoration work. Proven practices like a buddy system to
increase the likelihood of compliance with the exposure control plan (ECP) are essential in
forensic restoration situations. This teamwork can include watching for indications of heat
stress and breaches of PPE—two serious challenges in forensic restoration work
environments.
While explained in the specifics below, it is critical to further emphasize here that forensic
restoration work falls under OSHA’s regulations for bloodborne pathogens. OSHA regulations
require a specific ECP for such projects. Forensic restoration operators who need assistance with
developing a scope of work or ECP, or who want advice about forensic restoration concerns not
covered in this document, should contact RIA.
As in other sections of this guideline, work practices are designed to be sequential. As such, work
practices for more complex projects will involve the steps required for simpler projects, as well as
those laid out for the higher risk levels.
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8.1

Work Practices for Risk Level 1 Projects

In addition to the steps required for project set-up (section 6), add the following work
practices:
8.1.1 Pre-Work Application of Disinfectant to the Impacted Area
Although there are a variety of application methods, the use of disinfecting agents early in the
forensic restoration process is critical to reducing risk of exposure to workers and occupants.
Before applying a disinfectant, check for the presence of chemical residues that may react with
the disinfectant16. Once it has been determined that the potential for a chemical reaction is low, a
thorough application of disinfectant should be applied to the visible contaminants and the entire
impacted area.
Proper application of disinfectants is determined by the manufacturer and specified on the
product label. It is important that load reduction not begin until the disinfectant has been on the
surface for the required dwell time. The dwell time is specified on the label of EPA registered
disinfectants. Depending on the chemistry and the ambient conditions, several applications of the
disinfectant may be necessary to keep the surfaces wet for the required dwell time.
8.1.2 Load Reduction
Load reduction involves the removal of the majority of visible contaminants. The goal of load
reduction is to remove the majority of contamination so that detailed cleaning can be completed
efficiently. Load reduction typically involves a number of steps and may include extraction of
liquid contaminants, removal of contents, and controlled demolition of surface materials.
Even for Risk Level 1 projects, load reduction is a crucial step. For potentially contaminated
material that is solid or semi-solid, load reduction may involve pick up utilizing scrapers and
trays, dust pans, shovels, and disposable towels. For liquid materials that need to be removed,
use sorbent powders, disposable towels, extraction equipment, carpet cleaners17, or wet/dry
HEPA vacuums.
8.1.3 Detailed Cleaning of Impacted Areas
Impacted areas include all surfaces within five feet of visible debris. All impacted areas should
be identified and designated as such during the site assessment as the load reduction process may
remove visible clues that signify impacted areas.
The selection of specific cleaning chemicals may require secondary steps following the cleaning,
such as rinsing. This is especially important if chemicals are used that are strong alkaline (high
pH) or strong acid (low pH). Proper rinsing/neutralization should be determined by following the
manufacturer’s label directions and recommendations.
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The primary goal of the cleaning should be to make sure all areas are visibly clean. It is crucial
for the operator to determine if discoloration of items in the impacted area is spotting (will
respond to safe and accepted cleaning methods) or staining (will not respond to safe and
accepted cleaning methods). Stains that have been properly treated so that all contaminants have
been neutralized can be dealt with by secondary cleaning activities designed for appearance
enhancement. Additional responses—such as removal, repainting, or covering—can be
determined based on discussions between the forensic restoration operator and the client.
8.1.4 Post-Cleaning Application of Disinfectant to the Impacted Area
After detailed cleaning, apply a disinfectant to deactivate potential pathogens. The method of
application and dwell time should be consistent with the disinfectant manufacturer’s label
instructions.

8.2

Work Practices for Risk Level 2 Projects

8.2.1 Pre-Work Application of Disinfectant to the Impacted Area
Same as Risk Level 1 (see 8.1.1).
8.2.2 Load Reduction
Same as Risk Level 1 (see 8.1.2).
8.2.3 Detailed Cleaning of the Operation Zone
The process of cleaning explained in 8.1.3 is expanded for Risk Level 2 projects to include the
entire operation zone rather than just the impacted area. While the initial focus of the cleaning
should be on the impacted area, the entire operation zone, including walls, ceilings, and floors,
should be cleaned of all visible debris. For surfaces that cannot be thoroughly cleaned without
substantial damage, alternate work approaches may be necessary (light HEPA vacuuming or air
washing of popcorn ceilings, removal and replacement of ceiling tiles, etc.).
8.2.4 Post-Cleaning Application of Disinfectant to the Operation Zone
The process of applying a post-cleaning disinfectant explained in 8.1.4 is expanded for Risk
Level 2 projects to include the entire operation zone rather than just the impacted area.

8.3

Work Practices for Risk Level 3 Projects

8.3.1 Application of Disinfectant to Entire Operation Zone
The process of applying disinfectant explained in 8.1.1 is expanded for Risk Level 3 projects to
include the entire operation zone in addition to impacted areas. Since larger areas will be
covered, the choice of application method may need to be adjusted. Caution should be used when
selecting application methods in order to minimize the possibility of cross contamination through
dispersal of dust and contaminants from high pressure sprays, etc.
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8.3.2 Load Reduction
The process of load reduction explained in 8.1.2 is expanded for Risk Level 3 projects to include
the use of controlled demolition techniques that minimize dust. The goal of controlled demolition
is to remove contaminated items without creating visible airborne dust. Dust control is essential
to avoid cross contamination of microscopic biological pathogens.
The use of hand tools in conjunction with an operating HEPA vacuum, or power tools with a
dust collection shroud attached to a HEPA vacuum, are two of the more common techniques
used to control dust.
8.3.3 Detailed Cleaning of Operation and Transition Zones
The process of cleaning explained in 8.1.3 and 8.2.3 is expanded for Risk Level 3 projects to
include the entire operation zone and the transition zone. Detailed cleaning of the transition zone
is necessary because equipment and waste materials are temporarily stored in this zone during
the project. As such, the potential for cross contamination to the transition zone should be
addressed through detailed cleaning.
8.3.4 Post-Cleaning Application of Disinfectant to Entire Operation and Transition Zones
The process of applying a post-cleaning disinfectant explained in 8.1.4 and 8.2.4 is expanded for
Risk Level 3 projects to include the entire operation and transition zones rather than just the
operation zone.

8.4

Work Practices for Risk Level 4 Projects

8.4.1 Enhanced Pre-Work Application of Disinfectant
Since Risk Level 4 projects involve known infectious agents, removing airborne pathogens and
disinfecting surfaces is essential. In addition to the application of disinfectants to all surfaces in
the operation and transition zones, filtering the air to remove potentially harmful particles is
critical for Risk Level 4 projects.18
8.4.2 Load Reduction
Same as Risk Level 3 (See 8.3.2).
8.4.3 Detailed Cleaning of Operation Zone and All Three Stations of Transition Zone
The process of cleaning explained in 8.3.3 is expanded for Risk Level 4 projects to include the
entire operation zone and all three stations of the transition zone. Detailed cleaning of the wash,
doffing, and control stations protects the workers by minimizing the potential for contamination
to cross into the clear zone. The use of washing processes for outer suits may create the potential
for splashing and transference of potentially contaminated liquid through the various stations.
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Frequent detail cleaning must be focused on control of water on the floor and other surfaces to
prevent tripping/slipping hazards as well as transference of contaminants.
8.4.4 Post-Cleaning Application of Disinfectant to Operation Zone and All Three Stations
of Transition Zone
Similar to the expansion of detailed cleaning to all three stations in the transition zone, postcleaning disinfectant is applied to all areas of the operation and transition zones for Risk Level 4
projects.

8.5

Decontamination of Equipment and Tools

All tools and equipment utilized inside the operation and transition zones need to be cleaned and
decontaminated before being moved into the clear zone. The decontamination process generally
involves multiple steps, starting in the operation zone, continuing through the transition zone,
and may also include final cleaning and decontamination in specially-controlled environments at
the operator’s facility. No visibly contaminated tools or equipment should pass from the
operation zone to the transition zone. Any items that have not been subjected to a detailed
cleaning and disinfection in the transition zone should be moved off site in sealed containers. All
such containers should be labeled with a biohazard sticker for later cleaning.

9

POST-PROJECT EVALUATION

Every forensic restoration project client deserves to have a clear endpoint established prior to the
start of work. Such clarity ensures that projects progress smoothly, and avoids disputes at the end
of the work. As in other sections of these guidelines, post-project evaluation procedures are
progressively more stringent based on the risk level of the project.

9.1

Post-Project Evaluation for Risk Level 1 Projects

A straightforward visual inspection is the primary post-project evaluation process for a Risk
Level 1 project. The term “visually clean” implies that there is no visible evidence of
contamination. However, as discussed in the work procedure section, properly treated stains
where biological contaminants have been neutralized may still be present. Since the post-project
evaluation is based on a visual assessment of the impacted area, photo documentation of the preand post-work conditions should be collected.

9.2

Post-Project Evaluation for Risk Level 2 Projects

The process of post-project evaluation that is explained in 9.1 is expanded for Risk Level 2
projects to include the collection of representative ATP surface samples. This means that the
operation zone must be visually clean. Representative ATP surface swab samples will be
collected and analyzed in the ATP meter according to the manufacturer’s directions.
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The numerical results from such samples should be compared to results collected with the same
type of sampling system from areas that were not impacted by contamination. In addition to
comparing the sample results to the project baseline samples, the operator can perform a further
analysis by comparing samples from the operation zone to the manufacturer’s recommended
level if they offer a recommendation for cleanliness following forensic restoration or biohazard
projects.19 Representative ATP surface tests should be equal to or less than baseline samples
from non-impacted areas or the manufacturer’s recommendation for the project to be considered
successful.
Comparison baseline samples should be collected from the clear zone or areas beyond the clear
zone that were not impacted by the incident. There should be a minimum of two samples
collected from the impacted area and two from the clear zone. For larger operation zones, two
additional samples should be collected for every 100 square feet of floor space.20

9.3

Post-Project Evaluation for Risk Level 3 Projects

The process of post-project evaluation that is explained in 9.2 is expanded for Risk Level 3
projects to include the use of different colored gloves to assist with the visual assessment portion
of the evaluation process. Utilizing a dark-colored glove to wipe surfaces helps to reveal the
presence of residual light dust, such as drywall debris. Using a light-colored glove is beneficial
in identifying darker debris, such as small specks of blood splatter. The gloved hand should be
wiped across both easily-accessible surfaces and difficult-to-reach surfaces, such as tops of door
frames, crown moldings, light fixtures, exposed cabinet tops, top of bookcases, etc.

9.4

Post-Project Evaluation for Risk Level 4 Projects

Since Risk Level 4 projects involve known infectious agents, the process of post-project
evaluation that is explained in 9.3 is expanded to include confirmatory laboratory tests. The
selected test, sampling methodology, sample transport procedures, and analytical procedures
need to be selected to identify the presence or absence of the known infectious agent. If there is
no recognized surface test for the identified hazard, then sampling for a surrogate may be
appropriate.

9.5

Evaluating the Crew

It is recommended that post-project debriefing of individuals involved in forensic restoration
work be conducted to assess the impact of the work on crew members. A time for project debrief
where everyone involved can offer their assessment of the work activities should be scheduled
shortly after completion of the project. Organizations involved in forensic restoration should
identify appropriate counseling services and make such services available to all operators, as
requested.
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10

WASTE DISPOSAL

Waste segregation is a key concept when conducting forensic restoration projects. Forensic
restoration operators need to be aware that federal, state/province, and local rules may apply to
some or all of the waste that is generated. Proper waste disposal can vary significantly from one
jurisdiction to another. These regulations must be understood by the forensic restoration operator
prior to the start of a project.
In general, it is best to separate visibly contaminated waste from ancillary materials that are
removed to facilitate cleaning and decontamination. The use of different types of containers to
facilitate containment, or the use of different colored bags to clearly distinguish different types of
waste will help to avoid confusion among the crew and contract waste transport companies.

10.1 Waste Disposal for Risk Level 1 Projects
Since Risk Level 1 projects do not generally involve regulated materials, waste products can be
disposed of as general household waste. Care must be taken to review all applicable regulations
regarding waste from medical events, animals, and other Risk Level 1 contaminants.

10.2 Waste Disposal for Risk Level 2 Projects
The process of waste disposal explained in 10.1 is expanded for Risk Level 2 projects to include
identification and segregation of biologically-contaminated waste (often referred to as “medical
waste”) from unaffected waste. While specific rules may vary, generally, biologicallycontaminated waste is packaged in red biohazard containers. If bags are utilized for such waste,
they should be placed into a secondary cardboard box or barrel with an additional plastic liner
and appropriate label.
When affected waste is sealed in double bags and placed in a cardboard box or barrel, the outer
container is cleaned or covered prior to moving the waste from the operation zone to the
transition zone. When waste containers move from the transition zone to the clear zone, they
should be re-cleaned or re-packaged in clean bags/containers. All debris that leaves the transition
zone must be visibly clean and secure. Waste materials can be transported to appropriate
treatment or disposal facilities via truck, locked dumpster, or specialty transport vehicle in
conformance with state or provincial regulation and licensing requirements for such material
movement.

10.3 Waste Disposal for Risk Level 3 Projects
The process of waste disposal explained in 10.2 is utilized for Risk Level 3 projects. However,
the presence of demolition debris requires additional care in segregating affected and unaffected
waste.
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10.4 Waste Disposal for Risk Level 4 Projects
Since Risk Level 4 projects involve known infectious agents, the process of waste disposal is
enhanced to include these additional steps: Prior to sealing containers of affected waste, an
overspray of disinfectant may be applied. Sealable containers such as barrels, drums, or tubs can
be used to move the waste from the transition zone to a specialty transport vehicle.
Generally, Risk Level 4 contaminated waste must be treated by heat sterilization or incineration.

11

END NOTES
1. The EPA standards for hospital disinfectants should be followed. Sterilants, as the most
effective category of disinfectants, are rated to deliver a 6 log reduction, or 99.9999% kill
rate. Manufacturers are not required to list a log reduction on a label—in fact, it was
unusual until recently because the EPA disinfectant test methods produce a pass/fail
result from a minimum starting inoculation load of 5 log. Sterilant testing methods give
log % of 6 and most disinfectant manufacturers rarely conduct these sterilant tests
because they are not required.
2. Helminths are not addressed by intermediate level disinfectants. The operator would need
to use a specific pesticide to address this type of parasitic worm.
3. Vomit and feces can have bloodborne pathogens in them, as well as other secretions and
bodily fluids. Although the OSHA definition of bloodborne pathogens excludes vomit,
urine, and feces, if blood is visible or the contaminants are known to come from someone
with a known infectious disease, precautions described for higher risk level projects
should be employed. For more information refer to Lawrence Livermore Labs.
4. There are tests that can be given to potential workers to see if they are able to handle
these situations and wear the necessary PPE for long periods of time.
5. Operators should wear a full face respiratory device that has the correct filtration
cartridges and appropriate “approved protection factor” (APF) for the job. It could range
from a full face to a PAPR.
6. Although most restoration professionals are familiar with Tyvek disposable suits, many
professionals debate as to whether Tyvek is an impermeable material, with strong
arguments that it is not since the specification for Tyvek is that it stops penetration down
to particles of .03 microns. Microporus and PE Coated Poly Propylene film are
impermeable and may be a better alternative since they carry a 1670/1671 certification
for medical work.
7. Air supplied respirators require the use of Level A suits, which have been determined by
CDC as not suitable for biological applications. Level A suits are, however, the best for
chemical applications.
8. Decontaminate tools and equipment at the end of each job.
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9. Contractors who do forensic restoration work should have pollution liability and
mold/biological hazard coverage. Contractors should check with their own insurance
carrier to be sure they are covered for this work (i.e., there is a separate rider to cover the
standard “pollution exclusion” clause of general liability policies) and be sure they know
how much coverage they actually have.
10. Obtaining pre-assessment information is also important. When a contractor gets a call,
they should collect as much information as possible to get an idea of the risk level before
doing the site assessment. This will help them be properly prepared to do the site
assessment safely.
11. Although the purpose of this guideline is to assist operators in understanding the core of
forensic restoration, other contaminants may impact the project. Removal of finish
materials may disturb asbestos, lead-based paint, PCBs, and a variety of other
contaminants. For more information related to these topics the operator should become
familiar with other resources from the Restoration Industry Association (RIA) such as the
Asbestos Fact Sheet and the SAMPLe document. Obviously, copies of various regulatory
standards from OSHA and the EPA should also be reviewed.
12. Assessments should be performed by a qualified/experienced person. Since a key
component of a risk assessment is determining if there is risk of a known infectious
agent, consulting with an Indoor Environmental Professional (IEP) or Industrial
Hygienist (IH) may be appropriate at this stage if the indications are that it may be a Risk
Level 4 project. If there is confusion regarding the presence of infectious agents, the
project should be treated as Risk Level 4 and appropriate gear be used until or unless a
lower risk level has been verified.
13. Use of a manometer or magnehelic gauge to confirm the level of negative air pressure is
suggested.
14. Decontamination of the outer suit when dealing with known infectious agents should
include the following steps: 1) Clean and disinfect the outer suit with a hospital grade
disinfectant cleaner that is effective against non-enveloped viruses, TB, bacteria, and
fungi. 2) Rinse away disinfectant residue with water. 3) Collect effluent and dispose of in
accordance to federal, state/province, and local regulations. Using a foamer is a preferred
method of application because foam is a good visual indicator that all surfaces that need
to be treated are adequately addressed. Foaming is also preferred over spraying because
foam clings better to vertical surfaces.
15. In addition to HEPA vacuuming, misting the suit with a disinfectant and wiping down
each piece of PPE prior to doffing can be added to enhance the process.
16. Testing for chemical residue prior to the application of other chemicals, particularly
disinfectants, is critical to prevent the formation of hazardous environments. For
example, bleach or other reactive chemistries can cause off gassing when mixed with a
disinfectant. Chemical test strips can be used to rapidly and inexpensively assess whether
potentially reactive chemicals are present. In general, surfaces should be tested for
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chlorine and quaternary ammonium compounds (quats) residues prior to treating with
another product.
17. Generally, carpet cleaning is only utilized for Risk Level 1 and 2 projects. Even in those
situations, since the work involves biohazard cleanup, removal of affected carpet is
preferred.
18. The effectiveness of air filtration can be enhanced by the use of fogging or low pressure
airless spraying to disperse a liquid that helps to coalesce the microscopic particles in the
air. Disinfectants can also be used for this “air washing” with the added benefit of having
the chemical deactivate some of the pathogens that it contacts.
19. It is important to realize that numerical scales for ATP meters produced by different
companies are not comparable. Therefore, sample results from baseline samples or
published cleanliness recommendations must be from an instrument from the same
manufacturer.
20. In summary, a minimum of four ATP measurements will be collected for every Risk
Level 2 project—two samples from unaffected surfaces and two from the operation zone.
For operation zones that have floor space larger than 100 square feet, extra samples in
that area are needed at the rate of two for every additional 100 square feet of floor space.
This would mean that an operation zone of 150 square feet would require six swab
sample measurements (2 unaffected and 4 in the operation zone) while a 275 square foot
operation zone would need eight samples (2 unaffected and 6 in the operation zone).

12

ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT

These Restoration Industry Association Guidelines for Professional Forensic Restoration were
developed by the RIA Environmental Council comprising volunteers representing varied
viewpoints and interests.
RIA and the Environmental Council members disclaim liability for any personal injury, property
damage or other damages or harm of any nature whatsoever, whether special, indirect,
consequential or compensatory, directly or indirectly resulting from the publication, use of, or
reliance on this document. RIA also makes no guaranty or warranty as to the accuracy or
completeness of any information published herein.
In issuing and making this document available, RIA is not undertaking to render professional or
other services for or on behalf of any person or entity. Nor is RIA undertaking to perform any
duty owed by any person or entity to someone else. Anyone using this document should rely on
his or her own independent judgment or, as appropriate, seek the advice of a competent
professional in determining the exercise of reasonable care in any given circumstances. RIA does
not undertake to police or enforce compliance with this document.
Users of this document should be aware that this document may be amended from time to time
through the issuance of Interim Amendments, and that an official RIA document at any point in
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time consists of the current edition of the document together with any Interim Amendments then
in effect. In order to determine whether this document is the current edition and whether it has
been amended through the issuance of Interim Amendments, visit the RIA website at
www.restorationindustry.org or contact RIA at 2025 M St. NW, Ste. 800, Washington, DC
20036, 202-367-1180.
A statement, written or oral, that is not processed in accordance with internal Regulations
Governing Committee Projects shall not be considered the official position of RIA or any of its
subcommittees, and shall not be considered to be, nor be relied upon as a formal interpretation.
Users of this document should consult applicable federal, state/province, and local laws and
regulations. RIA does not, by the publication of this document, intend to urge action that is not in
compliance with applicable laws, and this document may not be construed as doing so.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

ALICIA SMITH <aasmith@kissimmee.org>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:18 PM
'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'
'Jim.gray@cityoforlando.net'; 'Tony.Ortiz@cityoforlando.net';
'Robert.Stuart@cityoforlando.net'; 'Patty.Sheehan@cityoforlando.net';
'Regina.Hill@cityoforlando.net'; 'Samuel.Ings@cityoforlando.net'; JIM SWAN
Support Letter from City of Kissimmee
Mayor Buddy Dyer Letter.pdf

Good afternoon Mayor Dyer:
The attached letter is for your attention from the Mayor of the City of Kissimmee. Please feel
free to contact us with any questions. Thank you,
Alicia A. Smith
Executive Secretary to the
City Commission/
City Manager
City of Kissimmee
407-518-2300
aasmith@kissimmee.org
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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Helen Roldan <RoldanH@miamilakes-fl.gov>
Monday, June 13, 2016 3:01 PM
Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net; Jim.Gray@cityoforlando.net;
Tony.Ortiz@cityoforlando.net; Robert.Stuart@cityoforlando.net;
Patty.Sheehan@cityoforlando.net; Regina.Hill@cityoforlando.net;
Samuel.Ings@cityoforlando.net
Letter from the Town of Miami Lakes to the City of Orlando
TOML Letter to City of Orlando.pdf

Good afternoon,
On behalf of Mayor Michael Pizzi of the Town of Miami Lakes, please see the attached letter regarding our Town’s
solidarity with the City of Orlando.
Our hearts are with your City.
Love,
Helen Roldan
Deputy Town Clerk &
Assistant to the Town Council

Town of Miami Lakes
6601 Main Street
Miami Lakes, FL 33014
(305) 364-6100 Ext. 1155
Email: RoldanH@miamilakes-fl.gov
www.miamilakes-fl.gov

1

June 13, 2016
Dear Mayor Buddy Dyer and City Commissioners,
Town of Miami Lakes
6601 Main Street
Miami Lakes, FL 33014
(305) 364-6100
www.miamilakes-fl.gov

Mayor
Michael Pizzi

Vice Mayor
Tim Daubert

Council Members
Manny Cid
Tony Lama
Ceasar Mestre
Frank Mingo
Nelson Rodriguez

To say I am saddened by the recent shooting at Pulse Orlando is an understatement. On behalf of the Town of Miami Lakes, I offer my deepest condolences to the beautiful people of your City, for this massacre should have
never taken place. Hate crimes targeted at one group are a crime against all
of humanity. If we are unable to love and accept individuals for who they
are, then we are unable to lead dignified lives.
I commend your community for joining together in the aftermath of this
attack: from the police officers at the scene, to the paramedics and doctors
helping the victims, to the countless members of your community who waited over 7 hours in line to donate blood. This is what a community is all
about. As Miami Lakers, Floridians, and Americans, we stand united against
cowardly acts of violence.
The message to individuals who promote this level of violence is that they
will NEVER succeed in undermining our freedoms, our ability to go about
our daily lives, and our determination to defeat acts of hatred wherever they
exist. By standing united, we will prevail.
As Martin Luther King Jr. wisely said “darkness cannot drive out darkness;
only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do that.”

Town Manager
Alex Rey

Today, the Town of Miami Lakes is #OrlandoStrong.

Town Clerk
Gina M. Inguanzo

Growing Beautifully

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tiffany Homler <THomler@golynx.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 4:02 PM
Tiffany Homler
UPDATED - LYNX Service Detours Monday, June 13, 2016
LYNX Alert Orange Ave Detours 061316 UPDATED.PDF

Good afternoon,
Attached is an updated detour map for LYNX routes 7, 11, 18 and 40. LYNX is not experiencing any major delays at this
time.
Thank you,
Tiffany

Tiffany L. Homler
LYNX
Director of Government Affairs
407-254-6064 office
407-286-9729 mobile
407-254-6326 fax
thomler@golynx.com
455 N. Garland Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
www.golynx.com

From: Tiffany Homler
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 9:40 PM
To: Tiffany Homler <THomler@golynx.com>
Cc: Edward Johnson <eljohnson@golynx.com>; Matt Friedman <MFriedman@golynx.com>
Subject: LYNX Service Detours Beginning Monday, June 13, 2016
Good evening,
I wanted to make you aware of the LYNX service detours beginning Monday, June 13, 2016 until further notice for routes
that use Orange Avenue in Orlando in the event you are contacted by constituents (see attachment). We will continuing
posting on social media links listed below any updates and changes that may occur:
www.golynx.com
www.facebook.com/golynx
www.twitter.com/lynxbusorlando
Customers may also call 407-841-LYNX (5969).
Thank you,
Tiffany
1

Tiffany L. Homler
LYNX
Director of Government Affairs
407-254-6064 office
407-286-9729 mobile
407-254-6326 fax
thomler@golynx.com
455 N. Garland Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
www.golynx.com
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"This communication is intended only for the individual or entity addressed within. If you are not the intended recipient, you are not authorized to read, disclose,
copy or otherwise use or transmit the information or make any dissemination, distribution or copying of this information. Please note: Florida has a very broad
public records law. Most written communications to or from local officials regarding organization business are public records available to the public and media
upon request. Your e-mail communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the
material from any computer."
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LYNX

*
Effective June 13, 2016

®

*

UPDATED JUNE 13 @ 2:00 p.m.

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

We encourage you to use Link 3 via
Delaney Ave. 1/4 mile east.
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AGNESS ST.
CHEROKEE DR.

GORE ST.
LUCERNE TER.

NO service on Sligh Blvd. & Miller St.
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COLUMBIA ST.

MILLER ST.

TEMPORARY stop southbound
S. Orange Ave. @ Gore St.
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PH
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ORANGE AVE.

SLIGH BLVD.

TEMPORARY stop S. Orange Ave.
@ E. Pineloch Ave.

DIVISION AVE.

Stop CLOSED S. Orange Ave.
@ Walmart & PNC Bank.
*OPEN TO LINK 3 ONLY.*
TEMPORARY stop Michigan St. @ Taylor Ave.
near McCoy Federal Credit Union.
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DELANEY AVE.
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NO service on Orange Ave.
between Gore St. & Michigan St.
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Detour Links 7, 11,18 & 40

WOODLAND ST.
AVALON BLVD.

TEMPORARY stop Division Ave. & Kaley St.

KALEY ST.

W. GRANT ST.

DELANEY AVE.

ORANGE AVE.

KALEY ST.
DIVISION AVE.

TEMPORARY stop in both directions
Columbia St. & Sligh Blvd.

PURDUE ST.

MILLER ST.

TEMPORARY stop Division Ave. & Columbia St.

TEMPORARY stop Division Ave. & Conroy St.

BRIERCLIFF DR.

RAEHN ST.

CONROY
ST.

TEMPORARY stop Division Ave. & W. Grant St.

DELANEY PARK DR.

W. ESTHER ST.
E. HARDING ST.
E. MURIEL ST.
E. GRANT

Like us: facebook.com/golynx
Tweet us: @lynxbusorlando

LAKE
HOLDEN
TER.

Watch us: channelLYNX
Follow us: instagram.com/golynx

CRYSTAL LAKE ST.
JERSEY ST.

OSCEOLA
AVE.

CENTER AVE.

BETHAWAY AVE.

MICHIGAN ST.

MCCOY FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION

TAYLOR AVE.

DETOUR LINK 40
DETOUR LINKS 7, 11, 18
NO SERVICE AREA
LINK 3 REGULAR SERVICE
LINK 3 ONLY
TEMPORARY BUS STOPS
OPEN BUS STOPS

KUNZE AVE.

PAGE ST.

MICHIGAN ST.
LINK 3 ONLY

E. PINELOCH AVE.

Visit us: golynx.com
Call us: 407-841-LYNX (5969)

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Matt Friedman <MFriedman@golynx.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:23 PM
'mayor@ocfl.net'; 'Viviana.Janer@osceola.org'; 'noranne.downs@dot.state.fl.us';
'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'; 'chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov'
Edward Johnson; Chief and Directors; 'wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov';
'jim.harrison@ocfl.net'; 'Claudia Korobkoff'; 'Mary.Moskowitz@OSCEOLA.ORG'
UPDATED-Detour Map
LYNX Alert Orange Ave Detours 061316 UPDATED.jpg; LYNX Alert Orange Ave Detours
061316 UPDATED.pdf

One minor edit. It has been corrected all around.
Thanks,
Matt
From: Matt Friedman
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 2:07 PM
To: 'mayor@ocfl.net' <mayor@ocfl.net>; 'Viviana.Janer@osceola.org' <Viviana.Janer@osceola.org>;
'noranne.downs@dot.state.fl.us' <Noranne.Downs@dot.state.fl.us>; 'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'
<Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net>; 'chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov' <chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov>
Cc: Edward Johnson <eljohnson@golynx.com>; Chief and Directors <ChiefandDirectors@golynx.com>;
'wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov' <wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov>; 'jim.harrison@ocfl.net'
<jim.harrison@ocfl.net>; 'Claudia Korobkoff' <claudia.korobkoff@cityoforlando.net>; 'Mary.Moskowitz@OSCEOLA.ORG'
<Mary.Moskowitz@OSCEOLA.ORG>
Subject: UPDATED-Detour Map

The updated detour map is attached. These have been sent to employees and the media.
Please call Edward or I with any questions.
Thanks,
Matt

From: Matt Friedman
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 8:10 PM
To: 'mayor@ocfl.net' <mayor@ocfl.net>; 'Viviana.Janer@osceola.org' <Viviana.Janer@osceola.org>;
'noranne.downs@dot.state.fl.us' <Noranne.Downs@dot.state.fl.us>; 'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'
<Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net>; 'chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov' <chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov>
Cc: Edward Johnson <eljohnson@golynx.com>; Chief and Directors <ChiefandDirectors@golynx.com>;
'wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov' <wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov>; 'jim.harrison@ocfl.net'
<jim.harrison@ocfl.net>; 'Claudia Korobkoff' <claudia.korobkoff@cityoforlando.net>; 'Mary.Moskowitz@OSCEOLA.ORG'
1

<Mary.Moskowitz@OSCEOLA.ORG>
Subject: 3-Letter to Employees

Below is the latest letter from Edward to employees. Links 7, 11, 18 and 40 are the routes detoured until further
notice.
Please contact us with any questions.
Thanks,
Matt
===============================================================================
====================
TO: All Employees
FROM: Edward L. Johnson, CEO
SUBJECT: 2nd MEMO Mass Shooting Incident
DATE: June 12, 2016, 8 p.m.
We have finalized our adjusted service plan for Links 7, 11, 18 and 40. Beginning Monday morning, until
further notice, these four routes will use Gore Street, Division Avenue and Michigan Street. There will not be
service along Orange Avenue between Kaley and Michigan streets or on Columbia Street, Sligh Boulevard and
Lucerne Terrace.
Also, Link 3 which runs along Delaney Avenue is operating its regular route, walking distance from many of
the side streets connecting to Orange Avenue.
Customer Amenities has added temporary stops on Michigan Street at Taylor Ave. near McCoy Federal Credit
Union in Sodo and South Orange Avenue at West Pineloch Avenue. The stop on South Orange Avenue at
Walmart and PNC Bank will be temporarily closed.
Right now our designer is drawing up maps to show the temporary routing. This will be shared once completed
with you, on our website and social media channels.
Our customer service team has been briefed on these changes and are ready to assist customers should they have
any questions. LYNX supervisors will be in the field assisting customers along these routes. Additional buses
will be available so we are able to minimize delays.
Safety is in routine contact with the City of Orlando’s EOC ensuring we are sharing the latest information.
Government Relations is keeping elected officials up to speed on our service levels. The LYNX
communications team is in contact with the media to help us publicly spread our plan.
As I stated earlier, since the Governor has placed Orange County in a state of emergency we will need to keep
accurate records of time and equipment being used in our assistance. Finance will provide us with the
appropriate paperwork for proper record keeping.
At this time we do not have an update on the employee whose family member was injured during this incident.
We will share the status as it becomes available to us. Please keep the family member and our employee in your
thoughts and prayers.
2

Please do not forget to notify your immediate supervisor of any suspicious acts.
Stay safe.

From: Matt Friedman
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 4:26 PM
To: 'mayor@ocfl.net' <mayor@ocfl.net>; 'Viviana.Janer@osceola.org' <Viviana.Janer@osceola.org>;
'noranne.downs@dot.state.fl.us' <Noranne.Downs@dot.state.fl.us>; 'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'
<Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net>; 'chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov' <chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov>
Cc: Edward Johnson <eljohnson@golynx.com>; Chief and Directors <ChiefandDirectors@golynx.com>;
'wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov' <wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov>; 'jim.harrison@ocfl.net'
<jim.harrison@ocfl.net>; 'Claudia Korobkoff' <claudia.korobkoff@cityoforlando.net>; 'Mary.Moskowitz@OSCEOLA.ORG'
<Mary.Moskowitz@OSCEOLA.ORG>
Subject: 2-Letter to Employees

Below is an updated letter from Edward to employees. Links 7, 11 and 40 are still detoured.
Please contact us with any questions.
Thanks,
Matt
===============================================================================
==
TO: All Employees
FROM: Edward L. Johnson, CEO
SUBJECT: 2nd MEMO Mass Shooting Incident
DATE: June 12, 2016, 4 p.m.
We were notified earlier law enforcement believes their investigation may continue through tomorrow. With
tomorrow being a weekday this will impact our services for Links 7, 11, 18 and 40 along Orange Avenue
between Kaley and Grant streets. The Transportation Division will coordinate detours for these four routes in
line with the City of Orlando's rerouting of traffic.
We may have to use additional buses to maintain scheduled services.
Currently, at the request of Family Services we have deployed four vehicles to relocate victims and family
members from the downtown Hampton Inn to the Beardall Senior Center. Since the Governor has placed
Orange County in a state of emergency we will need to keep accurate records of time and equipment being used
in our assistance. Finance will provide us with the appropriate paperwork for proper record keeping.
Additionally, we have learned one of our employees had a family member injured during this incident. The
family member is currently in surgery, however, at this time we do not have any more information on their
status. Please keep the family member and our employee in your thoughts and prayers.
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Please remain vigilant in your work areas. Please notify your immediate supervisor of any suspicious acts.

From: Matt Friedman
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 11:51 AM
To: 'mayor@ocfl.net' <mayor@ocfl.net>; 'Viviana.Janer@osceola.org' <Viviana.Janer@osceola.org>;
'noranne.downs@dot.state.fl.us' <Noranne.Downs@dot.state.fl.us>; 'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'
<Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net>; 'chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov' <chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov>
Cc: Edward Johnson <eljohnson@golynx.com>; Chief and Directors <ChiefandDirectors@golynx.com>;
'wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov' <wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov>; 'jim.harrison@ocfl.net'
<jim.harrison@ocfl.net>; 'Claudia Korobkoff' <claudia.korobkoff@cityoforlando.net>
Subject: Letter to Employees

Below is a letter from Edward to LYNX employees. Currently Links 7, 11 and 40 along Orange Avenue are
directly impacted and being detoured to Delaney Avenue until further notice. There is minimal delay on other
routes serving downtown.
Please contact us with any questions.
Thanks,
Matt
==========================================================================================
TO: All Employees
FROM: Edward L. Johnson, CEO
SUBJECT: Mass Shooting Incident
DATE: June 12, 2016
Earlier this morning our community was impacted by a tragic incident resulting in at least fifty people losing
their lives and many more hospitalized. We are all shocked and saddened by this and are prepared to do what
we can in assisting local emergency response teams and the community as a whole work through this matter.
Staff is being deployed to the City's Emergency Operations Center (EOC) to assist in any coordinated
transportation effort that may be needed. Also, we are encouraged to go to a nearby blood bank to donate
blood. This will help in the care of those who were injured and are still hospitalized. I am certain they are in
need of all blood types. So, please heed to this request.
We do understand this incident will have an impact on our local services that serve the Orange Avenue
corridor. The Transportation Department is rerouting services while law enforcement conducts their
investigation. These detours will be in effect until we have been given an all clear.
In closing, please let your immediate supervisor know if you have been impacted by this incident. Through our
healthcare plan there are several resources you can access.
As more information is made available we will share with you.
4

Edward L. Johnson, CEO

"We enhance people's lives everyday through passion, pride, and performance."
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"This communication is intended only for the individual or entity addressed within. If you are not the intended recipient, you are not authorized to read, disclose,
copy or otherwise use or transmit the information or make any dissemination, distribution or copying of this information. Please note: Florida has a very broad
public records law. Most written communications to or from local officials regarding organization business are public records available to the public and media
upon request. Your e-mail communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the
material from any computer."
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Matt Friedman <MFriedman@golynx.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:07 PM
'mayor@ocfl.net'; 'Viviana.Janer@osceola.org'; 'noranne.downs@dot.state.fl.us';
'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'; 'chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov'
Edward Johnson; Chief and Directors; 'wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov';
'jim.harrison@ocfl.net'; 'Claudia Korobkoff'; 'Mary.Moskowitz@OSCEOLA.ORG'
UPDATED-Detour Map
LYNX Alert Orange Ave Detours 061316 UPDATED.jpg; LYNX Alert Orange Ave Detours
061316 UPDATED.pdf

The updated detour map is attached. These have been sent to employees and the media.
Please call Edward or I with any questions.
Thanks,
Matt

From: Matt Friedman
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 8:10 PM
To: 'mayor@ocfl.net' <mayor@ocfl.net>; 'Viviana.Janer@osceola.org' <Viviana.Janer@osceola.org>;
'noranne.downs@dot.state.fl.us' <Noranne.Downs@dot.state.fl.us>; 'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'
<Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net>; 'chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov' <chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov>
Cc: Edward Johnson <eljohnson@golynx.com>; Chief and Directors <ChiefandDirectors@golynx.com>;
'wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov' <wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov>; 'jim.harrison@ocfl.net'
<jim.harrison@ocfl.net>; 'Claudia Korobkoff' <claudia.korobkoff@cityoforlando.net>; 'Mary.Moskowitz@OSCEOLA.ORG'
<Mary.Moskowitz@OSCEOLA.ORG>
Subject: 3-Letter to Employees

Below is the latest letter from Edward to employees. Links 7, 11, 18 and 40 are the routes detoured until further
notice.
Please contact us with any questions.
Thanks,
Matt
===============================================================================
====================
TO: All Employees
FROM: Edward L. Johnson, CEO
1

SUBJECT: 2nd MEMO Mass Shooting Incident
DATE: June 12, 2016, 8 p.m.
We have finalized our adjusted service plan for Links 7, 11, 18 and 40. Beginning Monday morning, until
further notice, these four routes will use Gore Street, Division Avenue and Michigan Street. There will not be
service along Orange Avenue between Kaley and Michigan streets or on Columbia Street, Sligh Boulevard and
Lucerne Terrace.
Also, Link 3 which runs along Delaney Avenue is operating its regular route, walking distance from many of
the side streets connecting to Orange Avenue.
Customer Amenities has added temporary stops on Michigan Street at Taylor Ave. near McCoy Federal Credit
Union in Sodo and South Orange Avenue at West Pineloch Avenue. The stop on South Orange Avenue at
Walmart and PNC Bank will be temporarily closed.
Right now our designer is drawing up maps to show the temporary routing. This will be shared once completed
with you, on our website and social media channels.
Our customer service team has been briefed on these changes and are ready to assist customers should they have
any questions. LYNX supervisors will be in the field assisting customers along these routes. Additional buses
will be available so we are able to minimize delays.

Safety is in routine contact with the City of Orlando’s EOC ensuring we are sharing the latest information.
Government Relations is keeping elected officials up to speed on our service levels. The LYNX
communications team is in contact with the media to help us publicly spread our plan.
As I stated earlier, since the Governor has placed Orange County in a state of emergency we will need to keep
accurate records of time and equipment being used in our assistance. Finance will provide us with the
appropriate paperwork for proper record keeping.
At this time we do not have an update on the employee whose family member was injured during this incident.
We will share the status as it becomes available to us. Please keep the family member and our employee in your
thoughts and prayers.
Please do not forget to notify your immediate supervisor of any suspicious acts.
Stay safe.

From: Matt Friedman
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 4:26 PM
To: 'mayor@ocfl.net' <mayor@ocfl.net>; 'Viviana.Janer@osceola.org' <Viviana.Janer@osceola.org>;
'noranne.downs@dot.state.fl.us' <Noranne.Downs@dot.state.fl.us>; 'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'
<Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net>; 'chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov' <chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov>
Cc: Edward Johnson <eljohnson@golynx.com>; Chief and Directors <ChiefandDirectors@golynx.com>;
'wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov' <wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov>; 'jim.harrison@ocfl.net'
<jim.harrison@ocfl.net>; 'Claudia Korobkoff' <claudia.korobkoff@cityoforlando.net>; 'Mary.Moskowitz@OSCEOLA.ORG'
<Mary.Moskowitz@OSCEOLA.ORG>
Subject: 2-Letter to Employees
2

Below is an updated letter from Edward to employees. Links 7, 11 and 40 are still detoured.
Please contact us with any questions.
Thanks,
Matt
===============================================================================
==
TO: All Employees
FROM: Edward L. Johnson, CEO
SUBJECT: 2nd MEMO Mass Shooting Incident
DATE: June 12, 2016, 4 p.m.
We were notified earlier law enforcement believes their investigation may continue through tomorrow. With
tomorrow being a weekday this will impact our services for Links 7, 11, 18 and 40 along Orange Avenue
between Kaley and Grant streets. The Transportation Division will coordinate detours for these four routes in
line with the City of Orlando's rerouting of traffic.
We may have to use additional buses to maintain scheduled services.
Currently, at the request of Family Services we have deployed four vehicles to relocate victims and family
members from the downtown Hampton Inn to the Beardall Senior Center. Since the Governor has placed
Orange County in a state of emergency we will need to keep accurate records of time and equipment being used
in our assistance. Finance will provide us with the appropriate paperwork for proper record keeping.
Additionally, we have learned one of our employees had a family member injured during this incident. The
family member is currently in surgery, however, at this time we do not have any more information on their
status. Please keep the family member and our employee in your thoughts and prayers.
Please remain vigilant in your work areas. Please notify your immediate supervisor of any suspicious acts.

From: Matt Friedman
Sent: Sunday, June 12, 2016 11:51 AM
To: 'mayor@ocfl.net' <mayor@ocfl.net>; 'Viviana.Janer@osceola.org' <Viviana.Janer@osceola.org>;
'noranne.downs@dot.state.fl.us' <Noranne.Downs@dot.state.fl.us>; 'Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net'
<Buddy.Dyer@cityoforlando.net>; 'chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov' <chenley@seminolecountyfl.gov>
Cc: Edward Johnson <eljohnson@golynx.com>; Chief and Directors <ChiefandDirectors@golynx.com>;
'wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov' <wwharton@seminolecountyfl.gov>; 'jim.harrison@ocfl.net'
<jim.harrison@ocfl.net>; 'Claudia Korobkoff' <claudia.korobkoff@cityoforlando.net>
Subject: Letter to Employees
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Below is a letter from Edward to LYNX employees. Currently Links 7, 11 and 40 along Orange Avenue are
directly impacted and being detoured to Delaney Avenue until further notice. There is minimal delay on other
routes serving downtown.
Please contact us with any questions.
Thanks,
Matt
==========================================================================================
TO: All Employees
FROM: Edward L. Johnson, CEO
SUBJECT: Mass Shooting Incident
DATE: June 12, 2016
Earlier this morning our community was impacted by a tragic incident resulting in at least fifty people losing
their lives and many more hospitalized. We are all shocked and saddened by this and are prepared to do what
we can in assisting local emergency response teams and the community as a whole work through this matter.
Staff is being deployed to the City's Emergency Operations Center (EOC) to assist in any coordinated
transportation effort that may be needed. Also, we are encouraged to go to a nearby blood bank to donate
blood. This will help in the care of those who were injured and are still hospitalized. I am certain they are in
need of all blood types. So, please heed to this request.
We do understand this incident will have an impact on our local services that serve the Orange Avenue
corridor. The Transportation Department is rerouting services while law enforcement conducts their
investigation. These detours will be in effect until we have been given an all clear.
In closing, please let your immediate supervisor know if you have been impacted by this incident. Through our
healthcare plan there are several resources you can access.
As more information is made available we will share with you.
Edward L. Johnson, CEO

"We enhance people's lives everyday through passion, pride, and performance."
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"This communication is intended only for the individual or entity addressed within. If you are not the intended recipient, you are not authorized to read, disclose,
copy or otherwise use or transmit the information or make any dissemination, distribution or copying of this information. Please note: Florida has a very broad
public records law. Most written communications to or from local officials regarding organization business are public records available to the public and media
upon request. Your e-mail communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the
material from any computer."
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mike Patrick <msp.denver@gmail.com>
Monday, June 13, 2016 8:24 PM
buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Was Omar Mateen "hearing voices"?
Satellite Genocide, Mike Patrick Documents.pdf

Dear Mayor Dyer,
Was Omar Mateen “hearing voices”? If so, he was being assaulted and tortured by satellite technology. Most mass
shootings, including the Myron May/Florida State University shooting, were caused by satellite torture, by people
“hearing voices”.
I have informed members of government and law enforcement across the country, including the FBI. They continue to
ignore this emergency situation.
The attached document provides an overview and much of my written testimony.
Best regards,
Mike Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
msp.denver@gmail.com
720-320-0863
“This satellite technology will allow us to track, monitor, torture, destroy and kill anyone in the world! It will give us
global control! Develop it immediately!”
Anonymous dictator, a half century ago
“Victims throughout the world believe organized stalking and technological assault are real. Only one of us has to be
right for this to be an emergency situation.”
“In science, the best theory wins. The mental health profession considers themselves to be scientists and doctors, yet they
have NEVER come up with a better theory for ‘hearing voices’ or for most of ‘mental illness’ than satellite. They are
misleading the entire world with respect to ‘mental illness’, and providing cover for global mass assault, torture, murder
and genocide. APA, your DSM is wrong! It’s not ‘mental illness’! It’s satellite torture! Make an announcement!”

1

SATELLITE GENOCIDE
Mike Patrick, Organized Stalking and Satellite Assault and Torture Victim

Satellite technology, controlled by organized crime and a global "narco-Nazi" system, is locked
on people's brains throughout the world. This technology provides constant location, sight,
sound and thought surveillance, and can be used as an invisible weapon and torture instrument.
Ruthless, sadistic criminals are monitoring everyone and torturing, destroying and killing those
who get in their way or who don't fit their worldview. Satellite genocide, disguised as mental
and physical illness, has occurred throughout the world over roughly the past half century.
Satellite energy is used to attack the brain and body in numerous ways. The technology
transmits communication to and from the brain, causing people to "hear voices", and is
responsible for most of "mental illness". It can cause physical pains and sensations literally from
head to toe and physical illnesses, injuries and diseases throughout the body. The technology
may cause major diseases such as cancer and AIDS.
The satellite technology is used to maliciously torture people past their breaking points to suicide
and violence. Most mass shootings and other inexplicable tragedies were caused by this
technology.
A long list of very serious crimes are being committed, including organized stalking
(COINTELPRO), unimaginable privacy violations, mass assault, torture, murder and genocide,
crimes against humanity, domestic terrorism, treason, and acts of aggression toward the United
States and countries throughout the world.
Government, law enforcement and the media continue to ignore the situation. The mental health
profession and their DSM continue to mislead the entire world with respect to "mental
illness". The medical profession has never established the connection between satellite energy
and physical illness. Collectively, they have provided cover for worldwide genocide.
This is a national/international emergency! Please help expose and stop these horrific crimes!
Attached Documents
Unsigned word documents were used to keep the file size manageable. All of the letters were
signed and sent to the intended recipients. I have copies of the signed letters and all delivery
receipts.
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May 20, 2015
President Barack H. Obama
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20500

National Emergency: Satellite Technology Connected to Millions of Americans;
Being Used to Track, Monitor, Assault, Torture and Kill; Could Potentially Allow a
Hostile Government or Group to Take Control of the United States

Dear President Obama,
I wanted to make you aware of an emergency situation. Satellite technology is silently
connected to millions of people, including children, throughout the world. It provides constant
location, sight, sound and thought surveillance. The operators can literally hear what we hear,
see what we see and read our thoughts. This technology is also being used as a remote, invisible
torture instrument by transmitting inexplicable sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly
into the brain, creating numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly
impacting sleep patterns, brain functioning, energy level and emotional states. The technology
may have a “kill switch”, capable of causing instantaneous heart failure or a stroke. I do not
know if a facility exists which blocks this type of satellite transmission. Everyone is potentially
at risk, including our government and military leaders.
Aaron Alexis, the Washington Navy Yard shooter, Miriam Carey, shot fleeing a White House
checkpoint in October 2013, Dominic Adesanya, one of the White House fence jumpers, and
Myron May, the shooter at Florida State University last November, were all targeted and tortured
prior to those events. Eddie Ray Routh may have been targeted, tortured and provoked to kill
Chris Kyle, the highly decorated Navy SEAL portrayed in the film American Sniper, and his
friend Chad Littlefield. Many other seemingly inexplicable tragedies, including mass shootings
going back decades, and an untold number of suicides have been caused by people being tortured
past their breaking points. This is the largest crime in U.S. history.
There are millions of satellite torture victims all over the world. Most do not even know this
technology exists. Many are incorrectly, or even maliciously, pushed into the mental health
system. Over the past decade or so, information has sprung up everywhere – books, articles,
websites, blogs, petitions, victim testimonials, support groups, etc. Published by torture victims
trying to make sense of something almost impossible to comprehend, the information is
understandably all over the board.
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Search “targeted individuals”, “organized stalking”, “gang stalking”, “electronic harassment”
and “technological assault”. One prominent support group, Freedom from Covert Harassment
and Surveillance (www.freedomfchs.com), was formed 10 years ago and has members and
affiliated support groups across the country and throughout the world.
Since the satellite technology is classified, and no information has been released to the public,
there are many different theories regarding the technological assault. Any viable theory has to
explain how people remain connected on airplanes at 35,000 feet over the middle of the ocean or
while traveling in other countries. Satellite is the only technology that can do that.
Many victims of satellite surveillance and torture also experience “organized stalking”. This is
stalking, monitoring, harassment and intimidation conducted by a large, organized, well-funded
group. Organized stalking is a form of psychological torture which uses tactics similar to those
used by corrupt regimes throughout history to manipulate and control their populations. The
Germans had a name for the psychological terror inflicted by the Stasi, the secret police, in
former communist East Germany – zersetzung or decomposition. American citizens in
communities across the United States are being victimized by organized stalking. The size and
reach of the organized stalking apparatus suggest possible government involvement and funding.
I have been a Colorado resident since 1999 and a victim of organized stalking and satellite
surveillance and torture for roughly the past decade. I attached a copy of a paper I wrote in May
2014, “End the Torment”. It describes some of my personal experiences. I have reported these
crimes to the Denver Police Department, the Douglas County Sheriff’s Office and the Summit
County Sheriff’s Office. I have also contacted the FBI on numerous occasions. I attached a
copy of a letter to FBI Director James B. Comey dated April 30, 2015. There has not been any
follow up from the FBI to these numerous requests for assistance, and to my knowledge, no
investigation has ever been conducted. The brutal torture continues every second of every day.
Victims across the country have filed reports with local and federal law enforcement. The
crimes are not being investigated. It is being summarily dismissed as mental illness. Torture
victims are not only being ignored, they are often subjected to defamatory labels. It is not mental
illness, yet the mental health profession continues to provide cover for these crimes, and
“contain” victims, by handing out false diagnoses and prescribing potentially dangerous, mindaltering drugs.
Organized stalking and satellite surveillance and torture impact most mental health diagnoses
and explain so much the mental health profession has never been able to explain, even after
many decades and enormous expenditure of time, money and human resources. The DSM and
mental health practices will be completely revamped when this situation is finally exposed. The
mental health profession has massive civil and criminal exposure, and has a duty to tens of
millions of patients to investigate this issue.
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Many horrific crimes have been committed: unimaginable privacy violations, stalking, assault,
torture, mass murder, domestic terrorism, crimes against humanity, and possibly genocide.
Ruthless, sadistic criminals have done catastrophic damage, over decades, which could literally
bankrupt the U.S. morally and financially. A massive education and relief effort, and victim
compensation fund, will be required when this issue is finally exposed.
This is a national emergency. Millions of Americans are under silent, invisible attack. This
technology could potentially allow a hostile government or group to take control of the United
States by killing, or threatening to kill, anyone who resists. Hitler could not have been stopped.
These deadly satellites, being used to assault, torture and kill people throughout the world, must
be identified and locked down or destroyed immediately. Mr. President, there is not a more
critical issue on your agenda.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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Copies of letter and attachments to:
Joint Chiefs of Staff
9999 Joint Staff Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20318
Mr. Eric H. Holder, Jr.
Attorney General of the United States
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20530
Mr. John O. Brennan
Director of the Central Intelligence Agency
Central Intelligence Agency
Office of Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20505
Mr. James B. Comey
Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
Federal Bureau of Investigation
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20535
Admiral Michael S. Rogers
Director of the National Security Agency
National Security Agency
9800 Savage Road
Fort Meade, MD 20755
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March 23, 2016
SENT VIA CERTIFIED MAIL

Ms. Loretta E. Lynch
Attorney General of the United States
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20530-0001
Dear Attorney General Lynch,
I am responding to the Department of Justice letter dated March 8, 2016. My January 26, 2016
letter to Director Comey of the FBI and the attachments were sent to the Attorney General, not
the “Mail Referral Unit”. It is absolutely critical that you, Attorney General Lynch, personally
review this information!
The “Mail Referral Unit” used a form letter to dismiss and return some of the most important
correspondence the U.S. Department of Justice has ever received. It is bordering on criminal to
suggest “this matter does not involve Federal law and/or the Department of Justice”.
My letters describe a national and international emergency and the biggest set of crimes in U.S.
history. Our country has never faced a more serious threat! This satellite technology threatens
the lives and the rights of every American!
Lethal satellite technology is locked on our brains! It is controlled by organized crime and it is
being used for everything criminal! They are trafficking and distributing narcotics! They are
hacking into people’s brains and illegally monitoring everyone! They are committing
unimaginable privacy violations! They are attacking our brains and bodies with energy and
causing numerous mental and physical illnesses! They are destroying millions of lives! They
are maliciously torturing people past their breaking points to suicide and violence! They are
responsible for most mass shootings! They are committing mass assault, torture, murder and
genocide! They orchestrated or watched the 9/11 attacks! They are committing domestic
terrorism and treason! They are threatening the security of the United States of America, the
world and all of humanity!
HOW DO THESE CRIMES NOT INVOLVE FEDERAL LAW AND/OR THE DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE?!
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According to your website, the Department of Justice’s Mission Statement is as follows:
“To enforce the law and defend the interests of the United States according to the law; to
ensure public safety against threats foreign and domestic; to provide federal leadership
in preventing and controlling crime; to seek just punishment for those guilty of unlawful
behavior; and to ensure fair and impartial administration of justice for all Americans.”
THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE MUST IMMEDIATELY RESPOND TO THIS
EMERGENCY SITUATION TO ENFORCE THE LAW, DEFEND OUR COUNTRY AND TO
PROTECT THE LIVES AND RIGHTS OF EVERY AMERICAN!
The FBI and the DEA are part of the Department of Justice. Torture victims all over the country
have tried to get the FBI to help for many years, yet the FBI continues to ignore the situation.
Many victims believe the FBI is complicit in these crimes. The satellite technology is used to
traffic and distribute narcotics, yet the DEA continues to ignore the situation. Why have the FBI
and the DEA never investigated the situation?
I attached my recent letter to the American Medical Association. As noted above, satellite
energy is being used to attack our brains and bodies in numerous ways. This satellite technology
not only accounts for most of “mental illness”, it also causes physical pains, sensations, illnesses,
injuries and diseases. This includes split/cracked teeth, tooth, gum, jaw and cheek pains and
other dental issues. Until doctors and dentists understand the technology and evaluate decades of
medical and dental records and statistics, we will not know what damage has been done.
President Obama’s lack of response indicates he has been blocked from this issue. That is
treason! Please make sure he is aware of this emergency situation. The Commander in Chief
and the military should be responding now!
Americans are being silently and invisibly assaulted, tortured and murdered! Our country and
millions of lives are at risk! This emergency situation requires your immediate focus!
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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March 4, 2016
SENT VIA CERTIFIED MAIL
President William J. Clinton and Mrs. Hillary R. Clinton
Clinton Foundation
1271 Avenue of the Americas
42nd Floor
New York, NY 10020
Dear President Clinton and Mrs. Clinton,
I wanted to make you aware of a national and international emergency. Lethal satellite technology,
controlled by organized crime and a global “narco-Nazi” system, is locked on people’s brains throughout
the world.
This technology is used for constant location, sight, sound and thought surveillance, and as an invisible
weapon and torture instrument. The criminals who control the technology monitor everyone and torture,
destroy and kill those who get in their way.
This satellite technology is responsible for most of “mental illness”, and has been used to ruthlessly and
sadistically torture millions of people past their breaking points to suicide and violence. Most mass
shootings were caused by this technology.
This is the biggest crime in U.S. history – decades of mass assault, torture, murder and genocide, and
domestic terrorism, crimes against humanity and treason against the United States. Those controlling the
technology have access to everyone’s information, including their thoughts. They either orchestrated
9/11 or they watched it happen without doing anything.
I attached letters to President Obama, Director Comey of the FBI, Governor Hickenlooper and the
American Psychiatric Association regarding this emergency situation.
Our country is silently and invisibly under attack! Mrs. Clinton, it is absolutely critical that you and the
other Presidential candidates understand and immediately address this critical issue. It will be the next
President’s primary focus for his or her entire term.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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March 4, 2016
SENT VIA CERTIFIED MAIL
Mr. Bernie Sanders
United States Senator
1 Church Street, 3rd Floor
Burlington, VT 05401
Dear Senator Sanders,
I wanted to make you aware of a national and international emergency. Lethal satellite technology,
controlled by organized crime and a global “narco-Nazi” system, is locked on people’s brains throughout
the world.
This technology is used for constant location, sight, sound and thought surveillance, and as an invisible
weapon and torture instrument. The criminals who control the technology monitor everyone and torture,
destroy and kill those who get in their way.
This satellite technology is responsible for most of “mental illness”, and has been used to ruthlessly and
sadistically torture millions of people past their breaking points to suicide and violence. Most mass
shootings were caused by this technology.
This is the biggest crime in U.S. history – decades of mass assault, torture, murder and genocide, and
domestic terrorism, crimes against humanity and treason against the United States. Those controlling the
technology have access to everyone’s information, including their thoughts. They either orchestrated
9/11 or they watched it happen without doing anything.
I attached letters to President Obama, Director Comey of the FBI, Governor Hickenlooper and the
American Psychiatric Association regarding this emergency situation.
Our country is silently and invisibly under attack! It is absolutely critical that you and the other
Presidential candidates understand and immediately address this critical issue. It will be the next
President’s primary focus for his or her entire term.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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March 4, 2016
SENT VIA CERTIFIED MAIL
Mr. Donald J. Trump
Chairman and President
The Trump Organization
725 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Dear Mr. Trump,
I wanted to make you aware of a national and international emergency. Lethal satellite technology,
controlled by organized crime and a global “narco-Nazi” system, is locked on people’s brains throughout
the world.
This technology is used for constant location, sight, sound and thought surveillance, and as an invisible
weapon and torture instrument. The criminals who control the technology monitor everyone and torture,
destroy and kill those who get in their way.
This satellite technology is responsible for most of “mental illness”, and has been used to ruthlessly and
sadistically torture millions of people past their breaking points to suicide and violence. Most mass
shootings were caused by this technology.
This is the biggest crime in U.S. history – decades of mass assault, torture, murder and genocide, and
domestic terrorism, crimes against humanity and treason against the United States. Those controlling the
technology have access to everyone’s information, including their thoughts. They either orchestrated
9/11 or they watched it happen without doing anything.
I attached letters to President Obama, Director Comey of the FBI, Governor Hickenlooper and the
American Psychiatric Association regarding this emergency situation.
Our country is silently and invisibly under attack! It is absolutely critical that you and the other
Presidential candidates understand and immediately address this critical issue. It will be the next
President’s primary focus for his or her entire term.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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April 30, 2015
Mr. James B. Comey
Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
Federal Bureau of Investigation
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20535
National and International Emergency: Satellite Technology Connected to Millions
of People Throughout the World; Being Used to Track, Monitor, Torture and Kill

Dear Director Comey,
I wanted to make you aware of an emergency situation. Satellite technology is silently
connected to millions of people, including children, throughout the world. It provides constant
location, sight, sound and thought surveillance. The operators can literally hear what we hear,
see what we see and read our thoughts. This technology is also being used as a remote, invisible
torture instrument by transmitting inexplicable sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly
into the brain, creating numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly
impacting sleep patterns, brain functioning, energy level and emotional states. Many believe the
technology has a “kill switch”, capable of causing instantaneous heart failure or a stroke.
Everyone is potentially at risk. Imagine what Hitler or Stalin would have done with this
technology.
Aaron Alexis, the Washington Navy Yard shooter, Miriam Carey, shot fleeing a White House
checkpoint in October 2013, Dominic Adesanya, one of the recent White House fence jumpers,
and Myron May, the shooter at Florida State University last November, were all targeted and
tortured prior to those events. Eddie Ray Routh may have been targeted, tortured and provoked
to kill Chris Kyle, the highly decorated Navy SEAL portrayed in the film American Sniper, and
his friend Chad Littlefield. Many other seemingly inexplicable tragedies, including mass
shootings going back decades, and an untold number of suicides have been caused by people
being tortured past their breaking points. This is the largest crime in U.S. history.
There are millions of satellite torture victims all over the world. Most do not even know this
technology exists. Many are pushed into the mental health system. Over the past decade or so,
information has sprung up everywhere – books, articles, websites, blogs, petitions, victim
testimonials, support groups, etc. Published by torture victims trying to make sense of
something almost impossible to comprehend, the information is understandably all over the
board. Search “targeted individuals”, “organized stalking”, “gang stalking”, “electronic
harassment” and “technological assault”. One prominent support group, Freedom from Covert
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Harassment and Surveillance (www.freedomfchs.com), was formed 10 years ago and has
members and affiliated support groups across the country and throughout the world.
Since the satellite technology is classified and no information has been released to the public,
there are many different theories regarding technological assault. Any viable theory has to be
able to explain how people are targeted on airplanes at 35,000 feet over the middle of the ocean.
Satellite is the only technology that can do that.
Many victims of satellite surveillance and torture also experience “organized stalking”. This is
stalking, monitoring, harassment and intimidation conducted by a large, organized, well-funded
group. Organized stalking is a form of psychological torture which uses tactics similar to those
used by corrupt regimes throughout history to manipulate and control their populations. The
Germans had a name for the psychological terror inflicted by the Stasi, the secret police, in
former communist East Germany – zersetzung or decomposition. American citizens in
communities across the United States are being victimized by organized stalking. The size and
reach of the organized stalking apparatus suggest government involvement and funding.
I have been a Colorado resident since 1999 and a victim of organized stalking and satellite
surveillance and torture for roughly the past decade. I attached a copy of a paper I wrote in May
2014, “End the Torment”. It describes some of my personal experiences. I have reported these
crimes to the Denver Police Department, the Douglas County Sheriff’s Office and the Summit
County Sheriff’s Office. I have also contacted the FBI on numerous occasions.
I submitted the first of several online tips to the FBI sometime in 2006/2007. I filed a report with
the Denver FBI at their Stapleton office and met with John (he would not provide his last name)
on October 12, 2011. I told John the stalking and harassment had occurred throughout Colorado
and in other states, yet he said it was outside the FBI’s jurisdiction.
I contacted the Washington D.C. FBI on August 25, 2014 to provide information regarding the
Navy Yard investigation. Special Agent Mike Pinto returned my call. I told Mr. Pinto Aaron
Alexis had been tortured by satellite technology prior to the Navy Yard shooting and thousands
of Americans, including me, were being tortured by the same technology. Mr. Pinto said I
should not have called the FBI and told me I should call local law enforcement. I told him it was
a “national emergency”. I asked for his email address to send him my paper (attached). He
would not provide his last name (obtained from the dispatch recording) or his email address.
After a hurried 4-minute conversation, Mr. Pinto hung up on me and contacted Summit County,
Colorado emergency dispatch. Mr. Pinto told the dispatch operator I had “personal issues”,
misrepresented our conversation and created enough concern to cause the operator to dispatch
three Summit County officers to my home unannounced. I was frisked on my driveway in broad
daylight. Fortunately after a lengthy conversation, the officers realized I was not a threat.
After the Myron May shooting incident at Florida State University on November 20, 2014, I read
an article indicating Special Agent Shauna Dunlap of the Houston FBI had picked up one of
Myron May’s packages and was involved in the investigation. I tried calling Ms. Dunlap on
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November 23, 2014. Her voicemail indicated she was out of the office for a few days and
referred callers to Special Agent Patricia Villafranca. I left a voicemail for Ms. Villafranca, and
she returned my call that afternoon. I told her Myron May, like thousands of others, had been
tortured by satellite technology. I also indicated I had emailed documents to the Houston FBI’s
general email address. She said the Houston FBI was not handling the matter and hung up on
me. I never received any further response from the Houston FBI.
I called the Denver FBI on March 5, 2015 and told the woman who answered it was an
emergency situation. She forwarded me to the FBI Tip Line. I told the operator satellite
technology is being used to torture Americans, including me. I indicated victims have been
unable to get law enforcement to investigate and it is a “national emergency”. When I paused for
a response, she said “well, it’s all documented, thank you for calling” and hung up.
The Summit County Sheriff’s Office tried to arrange a meeting with their FBI contact in
Glenwood Springs, Colorado. The FBI agent did not want to meet. There has not been ANY
follow up from the FBI to these numerous requests for assistance, and to my knowledge, no
investigation has ever been conducted. The brutal torture continues every second of every day.
Victims across the country have filed reports with local and federal law enforcement. The
crimes are not being investigated. It is being dismissed as mental illness. Torture victims are not
only being ignored, they are often subjected to defamatory labels. It is NOT mental illness, yet
the mental health profession continues to provide cover for these crimes by handing out false
diagnoses and prescribing potentially dangerous, mind-altering drugs.
Organized stalking and satellite surveillance and torture impact most mental health diagnoses
and explain so much the mental health profession has never been able to explain, even after
many decades and enormous expenditure of time, money and human resources. The DSM and
mental health practices will be completely revamped when this situation is finally exposed. The
mental health profession has massive civil and criminal exposure and must investigate this issue.
This is a national and international emergency. A long list of horrific crimes are being
committed: unimaginable privacy violations, stalking, assault, torture, murder, domestic
terrorism and crimes against humanity. American citizens are under attack. This situation must
be investigated immediately, organized stalking must be stopped, and satellite technology
capable of destroying humanity must be exposed and permanently locked down.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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October 14, 2015
SENT VIA CERTIFIED MAIL

Mr. James B. Comey
Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
Federal Bureau of Investigation
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20535
Satellite technology is connected to Americans’ brains! It is being used to track,
monitor, torture and kill! The FBI continues to ignore this emergency situation!

Dear Director Comey,
I sent you a letter on April 30, 2015 to make you aware of this emergency situation. You were
also copied on a May 20, 2015 letter to President Obama. I have not received a response to
either letter. It remains a national and international emergency!
I met with Special Agent Chris Hilgers of the Glenwood Springs, Colorado FBI, as well as
representatives of the Summit County Sheriff’s Office and the Colorado State Patrol, on June 2,
2015. I provided them with thousands of pages of documents. There has been no follow up
from Special Agent Hilgers. He has not even provided his contact information, which seems to
be standard operating procedure for the FBI.
I copied Special Agent in Charge Thomas Ravenelle of the FBI’s Denver Division on an August
25, 2015 letter to Governor Hickenlooper (copy attached). I have not received a response to that
letter either.
Torture victims have filed reports with local and state law enforcement and the FBI all over the
country. Nothing is being done! We are being ignored and/or pushed into the mental health
system! It is NOT mental illness! The satellite technology causes symptoms mimicking mental
illness – that’s intentional! Mental health diagnoses are being used to contain torture victims!
Until this technology is understood, no one can accurately diagnose mental illness! Once the
technology is exposed, the DSM will become obsolete. Law enforcement and the FBI cannot
take actions based upon presumptions of “mental illness” without understanding organized
stalking and satellite technology. You can no longer plead ignorance! There is too much
information out there, and too many people are saying the same things!
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The technology is controlled by organized crime and a global, narco-Nazi system. They want to
control everyone and everything. For decades, they have maliciously destroyed lives and killed
people under the false cover of “mental illness”. The FBI’s inaction has allowed them to do so!
The satellites can direct energy at people and objects – see “Directed Energy Weapons” and
“Strategic Defense Initiative”. There is likely a “kill switch”, capable of hitting someone with
enough energy to stop the heart. They might be capable of disabling automobiles and aircraft,
taking down power grids and telecommunication networks, attacking nuclear facilities, etc. All
of this could potentially be done from anywhere in the world. This technology must be publicly
exposed and monitored and controlled like nuclear weapons!
This satellite technology could have been involved in the 9/11 attacks. The pilots could have
been “zapped” and killed in the cockpits, and the aircrafts taken over from the ground using
uninterruptible autopilot systems. It makes a lot more sense than nineteen medium-sized, radical
Muslims with box cutters overtaking four commercial aircraft. If the “good guys” had the
technology, how did 9/11 happen and how did it take a decade to find Bin Laden?!
Our country is under attack! It is domestic terrorism, and they are committing treason against
the United States! If these criminals were to start indiscriminately killing anyone who poses a
threat, it would be extremely difficult to stop them! All of humanity is at risk! Everyone needs
to assume a monster like Hitler controls the technology until it is permanently locked down!
This is the biggest crime and one of the largest situations in U.S. history! Ruthless criminals
have lethal satellite technology connected to our brains and are monitoring everything we do!
Millions of Americans are being silently and invisibly assaulted and tortured right now! Mass
assault, torture, murder, and possibly genocide, have been committed over decades!
This deadly satellite technology must be turned off and permanently locked down! It is a
national and international emergency! It requires immediate action!
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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Copy of letter and attachment to:
President Barack H. Obama
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20500
Joint Chiefs of Staff
9999 Joint Staff Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20318
Ms. Loretta E. Lynch
Attorney General of the United States
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20530-0001
Mr. John O. Brennan
Director of the Central Intelligence Agency
Central Intelligence Agency
Office of Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20505
Admiral Michael S. Rogers
Director of the National Security Agency
National Security Agency
9800 Savage Road
Fort Meade, MD 20755
Mr. Jeh Johnson
Secretary of Homeland Security
Washington, D.C. 20528
Governor John W. Hickenlooper
Office of the Governor
136 State Capitol Building
Denver, CO 80203
Ms. Cynthia Coffman
Colorado Attorney General
Ralph L. Carr Colorado Judicial Center
1300 Broadway, 10th Floor
Denver, CO 80203

Mr. Thomas P. Ravenelle
Special Agent in Charge, Denver Division
Federal Bureau of Investigation
800 East 36th Avenue
Denver, CO 80238
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January 26, 2016
SENT VIA CERTIFIED MAIL

Mr. James B. Comey
Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
Federal Bureau of Investigation
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20535
Lethal satellite technology, controlled by organized crime, is being used to take
hostile control of the United States. “Hearing Voices” = Satellite Assault/Torture.

Dear Director Comey,
You still have not responded to any of my prior correspondence, nor has anyone else within the
FBI. The entire FBI continues to ignore the mass assault, torture and murder of millions of
Americans! Genocide has taken place on American soil for decades!
I recently saw you on CNN discussing the shooting of Philadelphia police officer Jesse Hartnett.
You indicated the shooting was being investigated by the FBI as a possible act of terrorism.
What you did not mention is that the shooter, Edward Archer, was hearing voices. Why not?
That piece of information is extremely relevant.
The FBI typically, incorrectly, and possibly even criminally, takes the position that someone
hearing voices is mentally ill: Hong Young, Myron May, Dominic Adesanya, Elliot Rodger,
Darion Aguilar, Miriam Carey, Aaron Alexis, Eddie Ray Routh, James Holmes, One Goh, Oscar
Ortega-Hernandez, Jared Loughner, Jiverly Wong, Seung-Hui Cho, Andrew Goldstein, Ted
Kaczynski, James Oliver Huberty, John Hinckley, Jr. and many others.
In the FBI’s opinion, is Edward Archer a terrorist, is he mentally ill, both, neither? Is the FBI
weaving a new narrative of radical Islam aligning with the mentally ill?
Here’s the truth. Satellite technology causes people to hear voices. It transmits communication
to and from the brain. This is just one of numerous ways in which the technology is used to
assault and torture people. If Edward Archer was hearing voices, as reported by the media, he
was being assaulted and tortured by satellite technology.
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Regardless of his religion, Edward Archer was intentionally and maliciously tortured past his
breaking point. The ruthless, sadistic criminals who control the satellite technology likely used
false dialogue and narratives to convince him that the Philadelphia Police Department was
targeting him and involved in his torture. These types of false narratives, combined with brutal
satellite torture, are used to provoke people to suicide and violence.
This satellite technology is organized crime. It is narcotics. It is much of “mental illness”. It is
many physical illnesses and injuries. It is much of suicide. It is much of violent crime, including
many mass shootings and other inexplicable tragedies. All of this applies not only to the United
States, but to the entire world.
The criminals controlling the satellite technology were either behind 9/11 or they watched it
happen. There is really no other possibility. What was their motive? A new boogeyman in
radical Islam to replace the Russians and the Cold War, the opportunity to dramatically expand
their surveillance and control of people throughout the world, and gaining control of most of the
world’s opium/heroin in Afghanistan. 9/11 may have been the U.S. equivalent of the 1933
Reichstag Fire in Nazi Germany. Both events forever changed the world.
The FBI has never investigated satellite assault/torture as a possible explanation for ANY crime.
The FBI has never investigated countless reports of organized stalking and technological assault.
The FBI has never investigated the possibility of satellite technology playing a role in 9/11. The
FBI has never even educated the American public regarding “uninterruptible autopilot systems”
on commercial aircraft. Why? What does the FBI investigate and who decides?
Your collective inaction is not just incompetence. Something is horribly and systemically
wrong. Criminals within “top-secret America”, who are aligned with organized crime and
control the satellite technology, are in the process of taking hostile control of the United States.
The FBI is either participating or watching!
Our country is under attack from within our own borders! This group has been putting things in
place behind the scenes for a long time. Soon, they will have to stand down, kill everyone who
resists or deal with unpredictable chaos. Get this satellite technology off Americans!
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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Copy:
President Barack H. Obama
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20500
Ms. Loretta E. Lynch
Attorney General of the United States
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20530-0001
Mr. Joseph P. Clancy
Director
United States Secret Service
Office of Government and Public Affairs
245 Murray Lane
Washington, D.C. 20223
Governor John W. Hickenlooper
Office of the Governor
136 State Capitol Building
Denver, CO 80203
Ms. Cynthia Coffman
Colorado Attorney General
Ralph L. Carr Colorado Judicial Center
1300 Broadway, 10th Floor
Denver, CO 80203

Mr. Richard Ross Jr.
Police Commissioner
Philadelphia Police Department
750 Race Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106
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April 23, 2015

Governor John W. Hickenlooper
Office of the Governor
136 State Capitol Building
Denver, CO 80203
Subject: State, National and International Emergency - Organized Stalking and
Satellite Surveillance and Torture

Dear Governor Hickenlooper,
I wanted to make you aware of an emergency situation. Satellite technology is silently
connected to millions of people, including children, throughout the world. It provides constant
location, sight, sound and thought surveillance. The operators can literally hear what we hear,
see what we see and read our thoughts. This technology is also being used as a remote, invisible
torture instrument by transmitting inexplicable sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly
into the brain, creating numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly
altering sleep patterns, energy level and emotional states. Many believe the technology has a
“kill switch”, capable of causing instantaneous heart failure or a stroke. Everyone is potentially
at risk. Imagine Hitler or Stalin with this technology.
Aaron Alexis, the Washington Navy Yard shooter, Miriam Carey, shot fleeing a White House
checkpoint in October 2013, Dominic Adesanya, one of the recent White House fence jumpers,
and Myron May, the shooter at Florida State University last November, were all targeted and
tortured prior to those events. Eddie Ray Routh may have been targeted, tortured and provoked
to kill Chris Kyle, the highly decorated Navy SEAL portrayed in American Sniper, and his friend
Chad Littlefield. Many other seemingly inexplicable tragedies, including mass shootings going
back decades, and an untold number of suicides have been caused by people being tortured past
their breaking points. Once exposed, this will be the largest crime in U.S. history.
There are millions of satellite torture victims all over the world. Most do not even know this
technology exists. Many are pushed into the mental health system. Over the past decade or so,
information has sprung up everywhere – books, articles, websites, blogs, petitions, victim
testimonials, support groups, etc. Published by torture victims trying to make sense of
something almost impossible to comprehend, the information is understandably all over the
board. Search “targeted individuals”, “organized stalking”, “gang stalking”, “electronic
harassment” and “technological assault”. One prominent support group, Freedom from Covert
Harassment and Surveillance (www.freedomfchs.com), was formed 10 years ago and has
members and affiliated support groups across the country and throughout the world.
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Since the satellite technology is classified and no information has been released to the public,
there are many different theories regarding technological assault. However, any viable theory
has to be able to explain how people are targeted on airplanes at 35,000 feet over the middle of
the ocean. Satellite is the only technology that can do that.
Many victims of satellite surveillance and torture also experience “organized stalking”. This is
stalking, monitoring, harassment and intimidation conducted by a large, organized, well-funded
group. Organized stalking is a form of psychological torture which uses tactics similar to those
used by corrupt regimes throughout history to manipulate and control their populations. The
Germans had a name for the psychological terror inflicted by the Stasi in former communist East
Germany – zersetzung or decomposition. American citizens in communities across the United
States are being victimized by organized stalking. The size and scope of the organized stalking
apparatus suggest government involvement and funding.
I have been a Colorado resident since 1999 and a victim of organized stalking and satellite
surveillance and torture for roughly the past decade. I attached a copy of a paper I wrote in May
2014, “End the Torment”. It describes some of my personal experiences. I have reported these
crimes to the Denver Police Department, the Douglas County Sheriff’s Office and the Summit
County Sheriff’s Office. I have also contacted the FBI on numerous occasions. To my
knowledge, no investigation has been commenced. The brutal torture continues every second of
every day.
Victims across the country have filed reports with local and federal law enforcement. The
crimes are not being investigated. It is being dismissed as mental illness. Torture victims are not
only being ignored, they are often subjected to defamatory labels. It is NOT mental illness, yet
the mental health profession continues to provide cover for these crimes by handing out false
diagnoses and prescribing potentially dangerous, mind-altering drugs. The DSM and mental
health practices will be completely revamped when this situation is finally exposed. The mental
health profession has massive legal exposure, both civil and criminal, to this issue.
This is a state, national and international emergency. A long list of horrific crimes are being
committed: unimaginable privacy violations, stalking, assault, torture, murder, domestic
terrorism and crimes against humanity. American citizens are under attack, and innocent lives
are being destroyed. This situation must be immediately investigated, and organized stalking
and satellite technology capable of ending humanity must be exposed and permanently locked
down.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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August 25, 2015

Governor John W. Hickenlooper
Office of the Governor
136 State Capitol Building
Denver, CO 80203

SENT VIA CERTIFIED MAIL

COLORADO CITIZENS ARE BEING ASSAULTED AND TORTURED BY SATELLITE
TECHNOLOGY! LIVES ARE AT RISK! SITUATION COULD BANKRUPT STATE!

Dear Governor Hickenlooper,
I have not received a response to my letter dated April 23, 2015 under the subject “State, National and
International Emergency - Organized Stalking and Satellite Surveillance and Torture.” I attached a copy
for your convenience. I also attached a copy of letters sent to President Obama, Director Comey of the
FBI and Sheriff Minor of the Summit County Sheriff’s Office, and some other relevant documents.
My Mom and I are still being assaulted and tortured by potentially lethal satellite technology every day.
There are millions of people connected to and being assaulted by this technology, with their lives at risk,
throughout the country. It is an absolute emergency situation, yet no one is responding.
My Mom and I met with Sergeant Bobby Juchem of the Colorado State Patrol, Commander Jaime
Fitzsimons of the Summit County Sheriff’s Office and Special Agent Chris Hilgers of the FBI on June 2,
2015. I provided them with a package of documents and a flash drive containing thousands of pages of
additional documents, including victim testimonials from around the world. I have not yet received
feedback from their review of the documents or a response to my request for an investigation.
I also spoke with and provided documents to Mr. Chris Sorensen of Colorado Homeland Security on May
6, 2015. In a May 8, 2015 email, Mr. Sorensen indicated the information had been forwarded to the
directors of state emergency management, homeland security and intelligence and that an investigation
was underway. I have not received any further response from Mr. Sorensen or Homeland Security.
I sent an email regarding this issue to the Colorado Bureau of Investigation on June 16, 2015. I have not
received a response to that email.
I have contacted the Denver Police Department, the Douglas County Sheriff’s Office and the Summit
County Sheriff’s Office, and the FBI on numerous occasions beginning eight or nine years ago. I have
reported a long list of crimes, including a decade of organized stalking, egregious privacy violations,
assault with a deadly weapon (satellite), torture, domestic terrorism and attempted murder. Nothing has
been done to investigate the crimes or to stop the stalking, assault and torture. We have been left under
constant assault with potentially deadly technology connected to our brains.
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This lethal satellite technology is controlled by organized crime and a massive narco-Nazi system. It is
connected to people throughout the world, and used for total surveillance and as an invisible weapon.
They want to control everyone and everything. They have always operated under the false cover of
“mental illness”, however that is changing fast. It is unclear how these ruthless criminals will respond
when finally exposed.
This will be a cataclysmic event for Colorado, our country and much of the world. Confidence will be
shattered. The economy and the financial markets will collapse. Interest rates will increase dramatically.
Total damages due victims will be hundreds of billions, if not trillions, of dollars. The federal
government and state and local governments across the country will face an unprecedented crisis and
potential insolvency.
Colorado and its municipalities already face enormous liability. That liability, both civil and criminal, is
rapidly expanding as more people are informed of the situation yet fail to respond. This issue is
extremely material to Colorado’s financial condition, yet it has not been disclosed to Colorado citizens or
to bond investors.
Victims in Colorado and across the country have been unable to get law enforcement to investigate or
respond to the biggest crime in U.S. history - assault, torture, murder and terrorism on an unimaginable
scale. Something is horribly wrong. They may be compromised by this narco-system, like Mexico.
Our country is under attack from within our own borders. Military involvement may be required. The
satellite technology must be located and locked down or destroyed immediately. This is an emergency!
We need your immediate assistance!
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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Attachments:
My paper, “End the Torment” dated May 13, 2014
Letter to President Obama dated May 20, 2015
Letter to Governor Hickenlooper dated April 23, 2015
Letter to Director Comey of the FBI dated April 30, 2015
Letter to Sheriff Minor dated August 20, 2015
Letter to the American Psychiatric Association dated April 27, 2015
Outline for Meeting at Summit County Sheriff’s Office dated June 2, 2015
Critical Questions for Law Enforcement (part of document package at June 2, 2015 meeting)
Other Sources of Information (part of document package at June 2, 2015 meeting)
Ted Gunderson Affidavit dated April 26, 2011

Copy of letter and attachments to:
Ms. Cynthia Coffman
Colorado Attorney General
Ralph L. Carr Colorado Judicial Center
1300 Broadway, 10th Floor
Denver, CO 80203
Mr. Walker R. Stapleton
Colorado State Treasurer
200 East Colfax Avenue
State Capitol, Suite 140
Denver, CO 80203
Mr. Thomas P. Ravenelle
Special Agent in Charge, Denver Division
Federal Bureau of Investigation
8000 East 36th Avenue
Denver, CO 80238
Mr. Kevin R. Klein
Director
Colorado Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management
9195 East Mineral Avenue, Suite 200
Centennial, CO 80112
Mr. Scott G. Hernandez
Colonel
Colorado State Patrol
700 Kipling Street
Lakewood, CO 80215
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December 21, 2015
Governor John W. Hickenlooper
Office of the Governor
136 State Capitol Building
Denver, CO 80203

SENT VIA CERTIFIED MAIL

COLORADO CITIZENS ARE BEING ASSAULTED AND TORTURED BY
POTENTIALLY LETHAL SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY! YOU MUST TAKE
IMMEDIATE ACTION TO STOP THE ASSAULT AND TORTURE!

Dear Governor Hickenlooper,
You have not responded to any of my prior correspondence, nor has Attorney General Cynthia Coffman,
Special Agent in Charge Thomas Ravenelle of the FBI, Director Kevin Klein of Homeland Security or
Colonel Scott Hernandez of the Colorado State Patrol. This remains an emergency situation! Millions of
Americans are connected to and being assaulted and tortured by potentially lethal satellite technology!
Our lives are in danger!
Sergeant Bobby Juchem of the Colorado State Patrol met with my Mom and me on June 2, 2015. He
indicated he was responding to my first letter to you dated April 23, 2015. Commander Jaime Fitzsimons
of the Summit County Sheriff’s Office and Special Agent Chris Hilgers of the FBI also attended that
meeting. None of them have investigated the situation or taken actions to stop the assault and torture.
Everyone who has been made aware of this issue, including local and state law enforcement and the FBI,
has ignored our numerous requests for assistance. Why? Are you ALL taking the position that organized
stalking and this satellite technology do not exist? If so, how did you reach that conclusion? Have you
contacted people in a position to have knowledge of the technology?
The satellite technology DOES EXIST and it poses one of the most serious threats our country has ever
faced! It is connected to millions of Americans, possibly including our government and military leaders.
Those controlling the technology have said many times they are connected to “everyone who matters”,
their words not mine. That would certainly include you and President Obama. Have you spoken with the
President regarding this issue?
We are under attack! We are being assaulted by a deadly weapon! You must take immediate action to
stop the assault and torture!
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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August 20, 2015
Sheriff John Minor
Summit County Sheriff’s Office
P.O. Box 210
501 North Park Avenue
Breckenridge, CO 80424

HAND DELIVERED

Dear Sheriff Minor,
My mother and I live at 237 Moonstone Road in Breckenridge and are residents of Summit County. I
wanted to make sure you were aware of an emergency situation. I have been a victim of organized
stalking and satellite surveillance, assault and torture for over a decade. These crimes have occurred in
Breckenridge and Summit County, throughout Colorado, in a number of other states, and in Paris, France.
The assault has also occurred on domestic and international flights. I attached nine documents, including
my paper and letters to President Obama, Governor Hickenlooper and Director Comey of the FBI, to
bring you up to speed on the situation. It potentially impacts everyone.
I met with Commander Fitzsimons and Sergeant Mumford on August 29, 2014 a few days after Special
Agent Mike Pinto of the Washington D.C. FBI placed a call to Summit County emergency dispatch.
Special Agent Pinto’s call, including his statement that I had “personal issues”, resulted in three Summit
County officers being dispatched to my house unannounced on August 25, 2014. I have had some
follow-up communication with Sergeant Dunaway, one of the responding officers, and Sergeant Mumford
and ongoing communication with Commander Fitzsimons over the past year.
I had a follow-up meeting with Commander Fitzsimons, Sergeant Bobby Juchem of the Colorado State
Patrol, Special Agent Chris Hilgers of the FBI and, at the request of Commander Fitzsimons, two Mind
Springs Health professionals on June 2, 2015 at the Summit County Sheriff’s Office. I left them with a
package of documents and a flash drive containing thousands of pages of additional documents.
I have also reported these crimes to the Denver Police Department, the Douglas County Sheriff’s Office,
the FBI (on numerous occasions starting eight or nine years ago) and Colorado Homeland Security.
Sheriff Tony Spurlock of the Douglas County Sheriff’s Office is fully aware of the situation. The satellite
assault and torture started in April 2013 in my home in Douglas County after filing a report with the
Douglas County Sheriff’s Office on March 27, 2013 regarding 8 years of organized stalking at that time.
I have been requesting law enforcement assistance, and an investigation of these crimes, for almost a
decade now. To date, nothing has been done to investigate or to stop the constant assault and torture. As
I indicated at the June 2nd meeting, I believe my Mom is now being assaulted and tortured by satellite
technology as well. This is an emergency situation for both of us, as well as millions of others across the
country and throughout the world. We need your immediate assistance!
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
msp.denver@gmail.com
720-320-0863
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Attachments:
My paper, “End the Torment” dated May 13, 2014
Letter to President Obama dated May 20, 2015
Letter to Governor Hickenlooper dated April 23, 2015
Letter to Director Comey of the FBI dated April 30, 2015
Letter to the American Psychiatric Association dated April 27, 2015
Outline for Meeting at Summit County Sheriff’s Office dated June 2, 2015
Critical Questions for Law Enforcement (part of document package at June 2, 2015 meeting)
Other Sources of Information (part of document package at June 2, 2015 meeting)
Ted Gunderson Affidavit dated April 26, 2011

Copy of letter and attachments to:
Summit County Board of County Commissioners
208 East Lincoln Avenue
Post Office Box 68
Breckenridge, CO 80424
Mr. Bruce Brown
District Attorney
Colorado Fifth Judicial District Attorney’s Office
504 Airport Road
District Attorney Annex
Breckenridge, CO 80424
Ms. Shannon Haynes
Chief of Police
Breckenridge Police Department
150 Valley Brook Street
Breckenridge, CO 80424
Mr. Jaime Fitzsimons
Commander, Operations Division
Summit County Sheriff’s Office
P.O. Box 210
501 North Park Avenue
Breckenridge, CO 80424
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February 19, 2016
SENT VIA CERTIFIED MAIL
Mr. Dennis A. Muilenburg
President and Chief Executive Officer
The Boeing Company
100 North Riverside
Chicago, Illinois 60606

Dear Mr. Muilenburg,
As you know, the four aircraft involved in the 9/11 attacks were all manufactured by Boeing. Did those
aircraft have (uninterruptible) autopilot systems? If so, who controlled them on 9/11? Were those
questions addressed as part of the 9/11 investigation?
Very few people understand autopilot systems even though they potentially impact every single
passenger’s life. Passengers have to take off their shoes and give up their shampoo and nail clippers to
board a flight, yet they don’t know cockpit doors and planes can be controlled from the ground by some
unidentified group. That’s absurd and extremely dangerous. Passengers have the right to know who
controls their planes and their lives. Why have Boeing and the FAA kept people in the dark?
More importantly, satellite technology, controlled by organized crime and a global “narco-Nazi” system,
is connected to people’s brains throughout the world. It is used for constant location, sight, sound and
thought surveillance, and as an invisible weapon and torture instrument. Ruthless, sadistic criminals use
the technology to monitor everyone and to torture, destroy and kill those who get in their way.
This satellite technology may be capable of instantaneously stopping the heart and killing someone. If the
9/11 aircraft had autopilot systems, the pilots could have been killed in the cockpits and the planes
simultaneously taken over from the ground. Has that possibility ever been explored? Has this technology
been investigated as a possible cause of other plane crashes and disappearances?
I attached letters to President Obama, Director Comey of the FBI and the American Psychiatric
Association regarding this emergency situation.
Lethal satellite technology is locked on millions of people around the world, likely including pilots. Our
country is silently and invisibly under attack! This is a national and international emergency!
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 North Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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Copy:
Mr. Michael Huerta
Administrator
Federal Aviation Administration
800 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20591
Mr. James B. Comey
Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
Federal Bureau of Investigation
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20535
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March 9, 2016

SENT VIA CERTIFIED MAIL

Mr. Kent Walker
Senior Vice President and General Counsel
Google Inc.
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway
Mountain View, CA 94043

Dear Mr. Walker,
I attached copies of two emails and three letters you should have received from me. The emails are dated
Monday, February 29, 2016 and Monday, March 7, 2016. The subject of the emails is “Life-critical
emails are being blocked!”
This is an extremely serious, life-threatening situation for millions of people. Critical email
communication is being blocked. The information contained in those emails could literally mean the
difference between life and death for some torture victims.
The potential liability is massive. I am just one torture victim, and I will be seeking $100 billion in
damages, with a “b”.
It is absolutely critical that you and Google understand and immediately address this issue!
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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December 17, 2015

Mr. Daniel B. King
Office of the State Public Defender
1300 Broadway, Suite 400
Denver, CO 80203
Dear Mr. King,
If James Holmes or Robert Dear were hearing voices, they were being assaulted and tortured by
satellite technology prior to those tragedies. The technology is connected to millions of
Americans and is controlled by organized crime. They use it for constant location, sight, sound
and thought surveillance and as an invisible weapon and torture instrument.
The technology can transmit inexplicable sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly into
the brain, create numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly impact
sleep patterns, brain functioning, energy level and emotional states. Ruthless, sadistic criminals
use the technology to destroy lives and maliciously torture people past their breaking points to
suicide and violence.
Please see the attached letters to President Obama, Governor Hickenlooper and the American
Psychiatric Association regarding this emergency situation.
Please let me know if you have any questions, or if you would like additional information. I
have thousands of pages of documents, including other letters to government, law enforcement
and mental health organizations and professionals. Some of my email communication is being
blocked, so please call if I do not respond to an email.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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December 17, 2015

Mr. John P. Osler
Committee for Public Counsel Services
21 McGrath Highway
Somerville, MA 02143
Dear Mr. Osler,
If Philip Chism was hearing voices, he was being assaulted and tortured by satellite technology.
The technology is connected to millions of Americans and is controlled by organized crime.
They use it for constant location, sight, sound and thought surveillance and as an invisible
weapon and torture instrument.
The technology can transmit inexplicable sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly into
the brain, create numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly impact
sleep patterns, brain functioning, energy level and emotional states. Ruthless, sadistic criminals
use the technology to destroy lives and maliciously torture people past their breaking points to
suicide and violence.
Please see the attached letters to President Obama and the American Psychiatric Association
regarding this emergency situation.
Please let me know if you have any questions, or if you would like additional information. I
have thousands of pages of documents, including other letters to government, law enforcement
and mental health organizations and professionals. Some of my email communication is being
blocked, so please call if I do not respond to an email.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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December 22, 2015

Ms. Judy Clarke
Clarke & Rice
1010 Second Avenue, Suite 1800
San Diego, CA 92101
Dear Ms. Clarke,
If Jared Loughner or any of your other clients were hearing voices, they were being assaulted
and tortured by satellite technology. The technology is connected to millions of Americans
people throughout the world and is controlled by organized crime. They use it for constant
location, sight, sound and thought surveillance and as an invisible weapon and torture
instrument.
The technology can transmit inexplicable sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly into
the brain, create numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly impact
sleep patterns, brain functioning, energy level and emotional states. Ruthless, sadistic criminals
use the technology to destroy lives and maliciously torture people past their breaking points to
suicide and violence. It helps explain many seemingly inexplicable tragedies, possibly including
the Tucson shooting.
Please see the attached letters to President Obama and the American Psychiatric Association
regarding this emergency situation.
Please let me know if you have any questions, or if you would like additional information. I
have thousands of pages of documents, including other letters to government, law enforcement
and mental health organizations and professionals. Some of my email communication is being
blocked, so please call if I do not respond to an email.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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December 22, 2015

Mr. Shay Isham
Glasgow, Taylor, Isham and Glasgow
505 North Graham Street
Stephenville, TX 76401
Dear Mr. Isham,
If Eddie Ray Routh was hearing voices, he was being assaulted and tortured by satellite
technology prior to the shooting tragedy. The technology is connected to millions of Americans
people throughout the world and is controlled by organized crime. They use it for constant
location, sight, sound and thought surveillance and as an invisible weapon and torture
instrument.
The technology can transmit inexplicable sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly into
the brain, create numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly impact
sleep patterns, brain functioning, energy level and emotional states. Ruthless, sadistic criminals
use the technology to destroy lives and maliciously torture people past their breaking points to
suicide and violence. It helps explain many seemingly inexplicable tragedies.
Please see the attached letters to President Obama and the American Psychiatric Association
regarding this emergency situation.
Please let me know if you have any questions, or if you would like additional information. I
have thousands of pages of documents, including other letters to government, law enforcement
and mental health organizations and professionals. Some of my email communication is being
blocked, so please call if I do not respond to an email.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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December 23, 2015

Mr. Steven B. Wolfson
District Attorney
Office of the District Attorney
200 Lewis Avenue
Las Vegas, NV 89101
Dear Mr. Wolfson,
If Lakeisha Holloway was hearing voices, she was being assaulted and tortured by satellite
technology prior to the recent tragedy. The technology is connected to millions of Americans
and people throughout the world and is controlled by organized crime. They use it for constant
location, sight, sound and thought surveillance and as an invisible weapon and torture
instrument.
The technology can transmit inexplicable sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly into
the brain, create numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly impact
sleep patterns, brain functioning, energy level and emotional states. Ruthless, sadistic criminals
use the technology to destroy lives and maliciously torture people past their breaking points to
suicide and violence. It helps explain many seemingly inexplicable tragedies.
Please see the attached letters to President Obama and the American Psychiatric Association
regarding this emergency situation.
Please let me know if you have any questions, or if you would like additional information. I
have thousands of pages of documents, including other letters to government, law enforcement
and mental health organizations and professionals. Some of my email communication is being
blocked, so please call if I do not respond to an email.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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December 23, 2015

Mr. Scott Coffee
Deputy Clark County Public Defender
Office of the Public Defender
309 South Third Street
Las Vegas, NV 89155
Dear Mr. Coffee,
If Lakeisha Holloway was hearing voices, she was being assaulted and tortured by satellite
technology prior to the recent tragedy. The technology is connected to millions of Americans
and people throughout the world and is controlled by organized crime. They use it for constant
location, sight, sound and thought surveillance and as an invisible weapon and torture
instrument.
The technology can transmit inexplicable sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly into
the brain, create numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly impact
sleep patterns, brain functioning, energy level and emotional states. Ruthless, sadistic criminals
use the technology to destroy lives and maliciously torture people past their breaking points to
suicide and violence. It helps explain many seemingly inexplicable tragedies.
Please see the attached letters to President Obama and the American Psychiatric Association
regarding this emergency situation.
Please let me know if you have any questions, or if you would like additional information. I
have thousands of pages of documents, including other letters to government, law enforcement
and mental health organizations and professionals. Some of my email communication is being
blocked, so please call if I do not respond to an email.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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December 23, 2015

Mr. David Bos
Assistant Federal Public Defender
Federal Public Defender for the District of Columbia
625 Indiana Avenue NW
Washington D.C. 20004
Dear Mr. Bos,
If Oscar Ortega-Hernandez or any of your other clients were hearing voices, they were being
assaulted and tortured by satellite technology. The technology is connected to millions of
Americans and people throughout the world and is controlled by organized crime. They use it
for constant location, sight, sound and thought surveillance and as an invisible weapon and
torture instrument.
The technology can transmit inexplicable sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly into
the brain, create numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly impact
sleep patterns, brain functioning, energy level and emotional states. Ruthless, sadistic criminals
use the technology to destroy lives and maliciously torture people past their breaking points to
suicide and violence. It helps explain many seemingly inexplicable tragedies.
Please see the attached letters to President Obama and the American Psychiatric Association
regarding this emergency situation.
Please let me know if you have any questions, or if you would like additional information. I
have thousands of pages of documents, including other letters to government, law enforcement
and mental health organizations and professionals. Some of my email communication is being
blocked, so please call if I do not respond to an email.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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December 23, 2015

Mr. Jonathan Jeffress
Assistant Federal Public Defender
Federal Public Defender for the District of Columbia
625 Indiana Avenue NW
Washington D.C. 20004
Dear Mr. Jeffress,
If Dominic Adesanya or any of your other clients were hearing voices, they were being assaulted
and tortured by satellite technology. The technology is connected to millions of Americans and
people throughout the world and is controlled by organized crime. They use it for constant
location, sight, sound and thought surveillance and as an invisible weapon and torture
instrument.
The technology can transmit inexplicable sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly into
the brain, create numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly impact
sleep patterns, brain functioning, energy level and emotional states. Ruthless, sadistic criminals
use the technology to destroy lives and maliciously torture people past their breaking points to
suicide and violence. It helps explain many seemingly inexplicable tragedies.
Please see the attached letters to President Obama and the American Psychiatric Association
regarding this emergency situation.
Please let me know if you have any questions, or if you would like additional information. I
have thousands of pages of documents, including other letters to government, law enforcement
and mental health organizations and professionals. Some of my email communication is being
blocked, so please call if I do not respond to an email.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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December 23, 2015

Ms. Maribeth Rosa Harper
Attorney at Law
Verizon Business
201 Spear Street, 5th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94105
Dear Ms. Harper,
If Chris Harper Mercer was hearing voices, he was being assaulted and tortured by satellite
technology prior to the Roseburg tragedy. The technology is connected to millions of Americans
and people throughout the world and is controlled by organized crime. They use it for constant
location, sight, sound and thought surveillance and as an invisible weapon and torture
instrument.
The technology can transmit inexplicable sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly into
the brain, create numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly impact
sleep patterns, brain functioning, energy level and emotional states. Ruthless, sadistic criminals
use the technology to destroy lives and maliciously torture people past their breaking points to
suicide and violence. It helps explain many seemingly inexplicable tragedies.
Please see the attached letters to President Obama and the American Psychiatric Association
regarding this emergency situation.
Please let me know if you have any questions, or if you would like additional information. I
have thousands of pages of documents, including other letters to government, law enforcement
and mental health organizations and professionals. Some of my email communication is being
blocked, so please call if I do not respond to an email.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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March 9, 2016

SENT VIA CERTIFIED MAIL

American Medical Association
AMA Plaza
330 North Wabash Avenue, Suite 39300
Chicago, IL 60611-5885
Dear Board of Trustees,
I wanted to make you aware of a national and international emergency. Lethal satellite technology,
controlled by organized crime and a global “narco-Nazi” system, is locked on people’s brains throughout
the world.
This technology is used for constant location, sight, sound and thought surveillance, and as an invisible
weapon and torture instrument. The criminals who control the technology monitor everyone and torture,
destroy and kill those who get in their way.
This satellite technology is responsible for most of “mental illness”, and has been used to ruthlessly and
sadistically torture millions of people past their breaking points to suicide and violence. Most mass
shootings were caused by this technology.
Satellite energy can also be directed at the body causing numerous physical pains, sensations, illnesses
and injuries. It can cause pains literally from head to toe – head, eyes, ears, teeth, gums, jaws, cheeks,
neck, back, skin, chest, heart, stomach and other internal organs, genitals, arms, legs, feet, toes, etc.
Virtually all somatoform disorders are caused by satellite.
The technology can cause the heart to race, palpitate, and pound. It can simulate a heart attack and stop
the heart. It can cause headaches, eye pains and vision issues, and ear ringing, ear buzzing and ear pains.
It can cause erectile dysfunction. It can cause tooth, gum, jaw and cheek pain, and it can split teeth. It
can cause heartburn, acid reflux, indigestion, nausea, vomiting and bowel issues. It can cause muscle and
joint pains and damage. It can cause cold and flu symptoms: chills and hot flashes, aches and pains, chest
congestion, coughing, sneezing, nasal drain and scratchy and sore throat.
Those controlling the technology can use energy to precisely attack our bodies in an almost infinite
number of ways. By altering, damaging and destroying cells, tissues and organs, including our immune
systems, they can likely cause a large number of diseases and medical conditions. It will take teams of
doctors around the world many years to determine what has been done.
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I attached letters to President Obama, Director Comey of the FBI, Governor Hickenlooper and the
American Psychiatric Association regarding this emergency situation.
I also attached a list of things I have personally experienced during almost three years of satellite torture.
People are silently and invisibly under attack! This is a national and international emergency! We need
your immediate help exposing and stopping satellite assault, torture, murder and genocide!
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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April 27, 2015

American Psychiatric Association
1000 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 1825
Arlington, VA 22209
Subject: Satellite Technology Connected to Millions of Americans – Causes
Symptoms Consistent with Mental Illness (Auditory, Visual, Olfactory, Gustatory
and Tactile Hallucinations, Somatoform Disorders, Anxiety/Panic, Anger,
Depression, etc.)

Dear Board of Trustees,
I wanted to make you aware of an emergency situation. Satellite technology is silently
connected to millions of people, including children, throughout the world. It provides constant
location, sight, sound and thought surveillance. The operators can literally hear what we hear,
see what we see and read our thoughts. This technology is also being used as a remote, invisible
torture instrument by transmitting inexplicable sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly
into the brain, creating numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly
impacting sleep patterns, brain functioning, energy level and emotional states. Many believe the
technology has a “kill switch”, capable of causing instantaneous heart failure or a stroke.
Everyone is potentially at risk. Imagine what Hitler or Stalin would have done with this
technology.
Aaron Alexis, the Washington Navy Yard shooter, Miriam Carey, shot fleeing a White House
checkpoint in October 2013, Dominic Adesanya, one of the recent White House fence jumpers,
and Myron May, the shooter at Florida State University last November, were all targeted and
tortured prior to those events. Eddie Ray Routh may have been targeted, tortured and provoked
to kill Chris Kyle, the highly decorated Navy SEAL portrayed in American Sniper, and his friend
Chad Littlefield. Many other seemingly inexplicable tragedies, including mass shootings going
back decades, and an untold number of suicides have been caused by people being tortured past
their breaking points. This is the largest crime in U.S. history.
There are millions of satellite torture victims all over the world. Most do not even know this
technology exists. Many are pushed into the mental health system. Over the past decade or so,
information has sprung up everywhere – books, articles, websites, blogs, petitions, victim
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testimonials, support groups, etc. Published by torture victims trying to make sense of
something almost impossible to comprehend, the information is understandably all over the
board. Search “targeted individuals”, “organized stalking”, “gang stalking”, “electronic
harassment” and “technological assault”. One prominent support group, Freedom from Covert
Harassment and Surveillance (www.freedomfchs.com), was formed 10 years ago and has
members and affiliated support groups across the country and throughout the world.
Since the satellite technology is classified and no information has been released to the public,
there are many different theories regarding technological assault. Any viable theory has to be
able to explain how people are targeted on airplanes at 35,000 feet over the middle of the ocean.
Satellite is the only technology that can do that.
Many victims of satellite surveillance and torture also experience “organized stalking”. This is
stalking, monitoring, harassment and intimidation conducted by a large, organized, well-funded
group. Organized stalking is a form of psychological torture which uses tactics similar to those
used by corrupt regimes throughout history to manipulate and control their populations. The
Germans had a name for the psychological terror inflicted by the Stasi, the secret police, in
former communist East Germany – zersetzung or decomposition. American citizens in
communities across the United States are being victimized by organized stalking. The size and
reach of the organized stalking apparatus suggest government involvement and funding.
I have been a Colorado resident since 1999 and a victim of organized stalking and satellite
surveillance and torture for roughly the past decade. I attached a copy of a paper I wrote in May
2014, “End the Torment”. It describes some of my personal experiences. I have reported these
crimes to the Denver Police Department, the Douglas County Sheriff’s Office and the Summit
County Sheriff’s Office. I have also contacted the FBI on numerous occasions. To my
knowledge, no investigation has been commenced. The brutal torture continues every second of
every day.
Victims across the country have filed reports with local and federal law enforcement. The
crimes are not being investigated. It is being dismissed as mental illness. Torture victims are not
only being ignored, they are often subjected to defamatory labels. It is NOT mental illness, yet
the mental health profession continues to provide cover for these crimes by handing out false
diagnoses and prescribing potentially dangerous, mind-altering drugs.
Organized stalking and satellite surveillance and torture impact most mental health diagnoses
and explain so much the mental health profession has never been able to explain, even after
many decades and enormous expenditure of time, money and human resources. The DSM and
mental health practices will be completely revamped when this situation is finally exposed. The
mental health profession has massive civil and criminal exposure, and must investigate this issue.
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This is a national and international emergency. A long list of horrific crimes are being
committed: unimaginable privacy violations, stalking, assault, torture, murder, domestic
terrorism and crimes against humanity. American citizens are under attack. This situation must
be investigated immediately, organized stalking must be stopped, and satellite technology
capable of destroying humanity must be exposed and permanently locked down.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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October 30, 2015
SENT VIA CERTIFIED MAIL
American Psychiatric Association
1000 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 1825
Arlington, VA 22209
Subject: Organized stalking and satellite technology cause “mental illness”! The
DSM is dangerously wrong! The entire mental health profession is operating under
false assumptions!
Dear Board of Trustees,
I sent you a letter on April 27, 2015 to make you aware of this emergency situation. You
received it on April 30, 2015. I have also posted a number of comments on your website. A
copy of the letter and an October 10, 2015 website posting are attached. I have not received a
response to the letter or any of the website postings from the APA.
The American Psychological Association, NAMI, Mental Health America, the National Institute
of Mental Health, the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention and many other mental health
organizations and professionals have also been made aware of the issue.
The APA has published the DSM since 1952. The DSM literally defines mental illness.
Everyone with any connection to mental health relies upon the DSM, including the entire mental
health profession, government, law enforcement and the media. The DSM does not reference
organized stalking or technological (satellite) assault/torture, which collectively can cause the
symptoms of most, if not all, “mental illnesses”. The DSM is dangerously wrong! Everyone is
operating under false assumptions with respect to mental illness!
The APA’s continued inaction is leaving millions of people in harm’s way! Torture victims are
being told they are mentally ill and prescribed potentially dangerous medications! Their lives are
being destroyed, and they are being tortured past their breaking points to suicide and violence!
You cannot delay any longer! You must immediately investigate and expose this emergency
situation!
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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Copy of letter and attachments to:
American Psychological Association
Board of Directors
750 First Street NE
Washington, DC 20002
National Alliance on Mental Illness
Board of Directors
3803 North Fairfax Drive, Suite 100
Arlington, VA 22203
Mental Health America
Board of Directors
2000 North Beauregard Street, 6th Floor
Alexandria, VA 22311
National Institute of Mental Health
National Advisory Mental Health Council
6001 Executive Boulevard
Bethesda, MD 20892
American Foundation for Suicide Prevention
Board of Directors
120 Wall Street, 29th Floor
New York, NY 10005
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April 28, 2015

American Psychological Association
750 First Street NE
Washington, DC 20002
Subject: Satellite Technology Connected to Millions of Americans – Causes
Symptoms Consistent with Mental Illness (Auditory, Visual, Olfactory, Gustatory
and Tactile Hallucinations, Delusional Disorder, Somatoform Disorders,
Anxiety/Panic, Anger, Depression, etc.)

Dear Board of Directors and Council of Representatives,
I wanted to make you aware of an emergency situation. Satellite technology is silently
connected to millions of people, including children, throughout the world. It provides constant
location, sight, sound and thought surveillance. The operators can literally hear what we hear,
see what we see and read our thoughts. This technology is also being used as a remote, invisible
torture instrument by transmitting inexplicable sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly
into the brain, creating numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly
impacting sleep patterns, brain functioning, energy level and emotional states. Many believe the
technology has a “kill switch”, capable of causing instantaneous heart failure or a stroke.
Everyone is potentially at risk. Imagine what Hitler or Stalin would have done with this
technology.
Aaron Alexis, the Washington Navy Yard shooter, Miriam Carey, shot fleeing a White House
checkpoint in October 2013, Dominic Adesanya, one of the recent White House fence jumpers,
and Myron May, the shooter at Florida State University last November, were all targeted and
tortured prior to those events. Eddie Ray Routh may have been targeted, tortured and provoked
to kill Chris Kyle, the highly decorated Navy SEAL portrayed in American Sniper, and his friend
Chad Littlefield. Many other seemingly inexplicable tragedies, including mass shootings going
back decades, and an untold number of suicides have been caused by people being tortured past
their breaking points. This is the largest crime in U.S. history.
There are millions of satellite torture victims all over the world. Most do not even know this
technology exists. Many are pushed into the mental health system. Over the past decade or so,
information has sprung up everywhere – books, articles, websites, blogs, petitions, victim
testimonials, support groups, etc. Published by torture victims trying to make sense of
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something almost impossible to comprehend, the information is understandably all over the
board. Search “targeted individuals”, “organized stalking”, “gang stalking”, “electronic
harassment” and “technological assault”. One prominent support group, Freedom from Covert
Harassment and Surveillance (www.freedomfchs.com), was formed 10 years ago and has
members and affiliated support groups across the country and throughout the world.
Since the satellite technology is classified and no information has been released to the public,
there are many different theories regarding technological assault. Any viable theory has to be
able to explain how people are targeted on airplanes at 35,000 feet over the middle of the ocean.
Satellite is the only technology that can do that.
Many victims of satellite surveillance and torture also experience “organized stalking”. This is
stalking, monitoring, harassment and intimidation conducted by a large, organized, well-funded
group. Organized stalking is a form of psychological torture which uses tactics similar to those
used by corrupt regimes throughout history to manipulate and control their populations. The
Germans had a name for the psychological terror inflicted by the Stasi, the secret police, in
former communist East Germany – zersetzung or decomposition. American citizens in
communities across the United States are being victimized by organized stalking. The size and
reach of the organized stalking apparatus suggest government involvement and funding.
I have been a Colorado resident since 1999 and a victim of organized stalking and satellite
surveillance and torture for roughly the past decade. I attached a copy of a paper I wrote in May
2014, “End the Torment”. It describes some of my personal experiences. I have reported these
crimes to the Denver Police Department, the Douglas County Sheriff’s Office and the Summit
County Sheriff’s Office. I have also contacted the FBI on numerous occasions. To my
knowledge, no investigation has been commenced. The brutal torture continues every second of
every day.
Victims across the country have filed reports with local and federal law enforcement. The
crimes are not being investigated. It is being dismissed as mental illness. Torture victims are not
only being ignored, they are often subjected to defamatory labels. It is NOT mental illness, yet
the mental health profession continues to provide cover for these crimes by handing out false
diagnoses and prescribing potentially dangerous, mind-altering drugs.
Organized stalking and satellite surveillance and torture impact most mental health diagnoses
and explain so much the mental health profession has never been able to explain, even after
many decades and enormous expenditure of time, money and human resources. The DSM and
mental health practices will be completely revamped when this situation is finally exposed. The
mental health profession has massive civil and criminal exposure, and must investigate this issue.
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This is a national and international emergency. A long list of horrific crimes are being
committed: unimaginable privacy violations, stalking, assault, torture, murder, domestic
terrorism and crimes against humanity. American citizens are under attack. This situation must
be investigated immediately, organized stalking must be stopped, and satellite technology
capable of destroying humanity must be exposed and permanently locked down.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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April 28, 2015

National Alliance on Mental Illness
3803 North Fairfax Drive, Suite 100
Arlington, VA 22203
Subject: Satellite Technology Connected to Millions of Americans – Causes
Symptoms Consistent with Mental Illness (Auditory, Visual, Olfactory, Gustatory
and Tactile Hallucinations, Delusional Disorder, Somatoform Disorders,
Anxiety/Panic, Anger, Depression, etc.)

Dear Board of Directors, Executive Committee and Directors,
I wanted to make you aware of an emergency situation. Satellite technology is silently
connected to millions of people, including children, throughout the world. It provides constant
location, sight, sound and thought surveillance. The operators can literally hear what we hear,
see what we see and read our thoughts. This technology is also being used as a remote, invisible
torture instrument by transmitting inexplicable sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly
into the brain, creating numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly
impacting sleep patterns, brain functioning, energy level and emotional states. Many believe the
technology has a “kill switch”, capable of causing instantaneous heart failure or a stroke.
Everyone is potentially at risk. Imagine what Hitler or Stalin would have done with this
technology.
Aaron Alexis, the Washington Navy Yard shooter, Miriam Carey, shot fleeing a White House
checkpoint in October 2013, Dominic Adesanya, one of the recent White House fence jumpers,
and Myron May, the shooter at Florida State University last November, were all targeted and
tortured prior to those events. Eddie Ray Routh may have been targeted, tortured and provoked
to kill Chris Kyle, the highly decorated Navy SEAL portrayed in the film American Sniper, and
his friend Chad Littlefield. Many other seemingly inexplicable tragedies, including mass
shootings going back decades, and an untold number of suicides have been caused by people
being tortured past their breaking points. This is the largest crime in U.S. history.
There are millions of satellite torture victims all over the world. Most do not even know this
technology exists. Many are pushed into the mental health system. Over the past decade or so,
information has sprung up everywhere – books, articles, websites, blogs, petitions, victim
testimonials, support groups, etc. Published by torture victims trying to make sense of
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something almost impossible to comprehend, the information is understandably all over the
board. Search “targeted individuals”, “organized stalking”, “gang stalking”, “electronic
harassment” and “technological assault”. One prominent support group, Freedom from Covert
Harassment and Surveillance (www.freedomfchs.com), was formed 10 years ago and has
members and affiliated support groups across the country and throughout the world.
Since the satellite technology is classified and no information has been released to the public,
there are many different theories regarding technological assault. Any viable theory has to be
able to explain how people are targeted on airplanes at 35,000 feet over the middle of the ocean.
Satellite is the only technology that can do that.
Many victims of satellite surveillance and torture also experience “organized stalking”. This is
stalking, monitoring, harassment and intimidation conducted by a large, organized, well-funded
group. Organized stalking is a form of psychological torture which uses tactics similar to those
used by corrupt regimes throughout history to manipulate and control their populations. The
Germans had a name for the psychological terror inflicted by the Stasi, the secret police, in
former communist East Germany – zersetzung or decomposition. American citizens in
communities across the United States are being victimized by organized stalking. The size and
reach of the organized stalking apparatus suggest government involvement and funding.
I have been a Colorado resident since 1999 and a victim of organized stalking and satellite
surveillance and torture for roughly the past decade. I attached a copy of a paper I wrote in May
2014, “End the Torment”. It describes some of my personal experiences. I have reported these
crimes to the Denver Police Department, the Douglas County Sheriff’s Office and the Summit
County Sheriff’s Office. I have also contacted the FBI on numerous occasions. To my
knowledge, no investigation has ever been conducted. The brutal torture continues every second
of every day.
Victims across the country have filed reports with local and federal law enforcement. The
crimes are not being investigated. It is being dismissed as mental illness. Torture victims are not
only being ignored, they are often subjected to defamatory labels. It is NOT mental illness, yet
the mental health profession continues to provide cover for these crimes by handing out false
diagnoses and prescribing potentially dangerous, mind-altering drugs.
Organized stalking and satellite surveillance and torture impact most mental health diagnoses
and explain so much the mental health profession has never been able to explain, even after
many decades and enormous expenditure of time, money and human resources. The DSM and
mental health practices will be completely revamped when this situation is finally exposed. The
mental health profession has massive civil and criminal exposure, and must investigate this issue.
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This is a national and international emergency. A long list of horrific crimes are being
committed: unimaginable privacy violations, stalking, assault, torture, murder, domestic
terrorism and crimes against humanity. American citizens are under attack. This situation must
be investigated immediately, organized stalking must be stopped, and satellite technology
capable of destroying humanity must be exposed and permanently locked down.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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June 8, 2015

Treatment Advocacy Center
200 North Glebe Road, Suite 801
Arlington, VA 22203

International Emergency: Satellite Technology Connected to Millions of Americans
– Causes Symptoms Consistent with Mental Illness (Auditory, Visual, Olfactory,
Gustatory and Tactile Hallucinations, Delusional Disorder, Somatoform Disorders,
Anxiety/Panic, Anger, Depression, etc.)

Dear Board of Directors,
I wanted to make you aware of an emergency situation. Satellite technology is silently
connected to millions of people, including children, throughout the world. It provides constant
location, sight, sound and thought surveillance. The operators can literally hear what we hear,
see what we see and read our thoughts. It is also being used as a remote, invisible weapon and
torture instrument by transmitting sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly into the
brain, creating numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly altering
sleep patterns, brain functioning, energy level and emotional states. The technology may have a
“kill switch”, capable of causing instantaneous heart failure or a stroke.
The technology can cause insomnia, headaches, eye/vision issues, tinnitus and ear pains, erectile
dysfunction, stomach pains, excessive gas, diarrhea, acid reflux, joint and muscle pains, tooth,
jaw, gum and cheek pains, heart palpitations and shortness of breath, memory issues, chest and
heart pains, depression and many other “mental health” issues, including auditory, visual and
other hallucinations.
It impacts most mental health diagnoses and explains so much the medical and mental health
professions have never been able to explain, even after decades and enormous expenditure of
time, money and human resources. The DSM and mental health practices will be completely
revamped when this situation is finally exposed. Many inexplicable pains, physical health issues
and somatoform disorders will also finally have explanations.
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Victims across the country and throughout the world desperately need your help. We have been
trying with very limited success to get law enforcement, the media and the mental health
profession to investigate this issue. We are up against a heavily entrenched (false) belief system,
and organized crime.
This truly is an international emergency. Horrific crimes are being committed, including
unimaginable privacy violations, mass assault, torture and murder, and crimes against humanity.
Millions of lives are at risk. I attached letters to President Obama, the Director of the FBI and
the American Psychiatric Association, as well as a paper describing some of my personal
experiences. Please investigate and help expose this critical issue.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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June 8, 2015

Dr. Sanjay Gupta
Associate Chief of Neurosurgery Service
Grady Memorial Hospital
80 Jesse Hill Jr. Drive SE
Atlanta, GA 30303
International Emergency: Satellite Technology Connected to Millions of Americans
– Causes Symptoms Consistent with Mental Illness (Auditory, Visual, Olfactory,
Gustatory and Tactile Hallucinations, Delusional Disorder, Somatoform Disorders,
Anxiety/Panic, Anger, Depression, etc.)

Dear Dr. Gupta,
I wanted to make you aware of an emergency situation. Satellite technology is silently
connected to millions of people, including children, throughout the world. It provides constant
location, sight, sound and thought surveillance. The operators can literally hear what we hear,
see what we see and read our thoughts. It is also being used as a remote, invisible weapon and
torture instrument by transmitting sounds, voices, images, smells and tastes directly into the
brain, creating numerous pains and sensations throughout the body and significantly altering
sleep patterns, brain functioning, energy level and emotional states. The technology may have a
“kill switch”, capable of causing instantaneous heart failure or a stroke.
The technology can cause insomnia, headaches, eye/vision issues, tinnitus and ear pains, erectile
dysfunction, stomach pains, excessive gas, diarrhea, acid reflux, joint and muscle pains, tooth,
jaw, gum and cheek pains, heart palpitations and shortness of breath, memory issues, chest and
heart pains, depression and many other “mental health” issues, including auditory, visual and
other hallucinations.
It impacts most mental health diagnoses and explains so much the medical and mental health
professions have never been able to explain, even after decades and enormous expenditure of
time, money and human resources. The DSM and mental health practices will be completely
revamped when this situation is finally exposed. The medical and mental health professions will
finally be able to make sense of many somatoform disorders.
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Victims across the country and throughout the world desperately need your help. We have been
trying with very limited success to get law enforcement, the media and the mental health
profession to investigate this issue. We are up against a heavily entrenched (false) belief system,
and organized crime.
This truly is an international emergency. Horrific crimes are being committed, including
unimaginable privacy violations, mass assault, torture and murder, and crimes against humanity.
I attached letters to President Obama, the Director of the FBI and the American Psychiatric
Association, as well as a paper describing some of my personal experiences. Please help us
expose this critical issue.
Best regards,

Michael S. Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO 80424
720-320-0863
msp.denver@gmail.com
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“End the Torment!”
Lethal Technology in Criminal Hands
By Mike Patrick
May 2014

“End the Torment!” were the words scratched onto Aaron Alexis’ Remington 870 shotgun during the
September 16, 2013 massacre that left 12 innocent people and the shooter dead at the Washington Navy
Yard. A little more than a month prior to that tragic event, on the morning of August 7, 2013, 34-year old
Alexis called the Newport, Rhode Island police and reported being stalked and assaulted in his hotel room.
He told responding officers he felt threatened and had moved to three different hotels in the Newport area to
escape the tormentors. He believed they were assaulting him from adjacent hotel rooms using some type of
“microwave machine.” He was feeling “vibrations through his body” and “hearing voices” that would not
allow him to sleep. On September 1, 2013, Alexis emailed a support group, Freedom from Covert
Harassment and Surveillance, and said, “Need assistance on dealing with the direct energy attacks!!” Alexis
believed he was under technological attack.
Seventeen days after the Alexis incident, on October 3, 2013, Miriam Carey, a 34-year old dental hygienist
from Stamford, Connecticut, drove to the White House with her 13-month old daughter and was shot and
killed near the Capitol after fleeing a White House checkpoint. According to multiple 911 calls to the
Stamford Police Department in November and December 2012, Carey believed she was being stalked and
videotaped in her condo. She also believed President Obama was communicating with her and had put her
residence under electronic surveillance. Miriam Carey was also hearing voices. Less than a year later,
something caused her to drive 270 miles to the White House on that fateful October day.
Investigating officials and the media immediately suggested both tragedies were the result of mental illness.
I do not believe that to be the case. I believe criminals with access to lethal technology pushed Alexis and
Carey over the edge with complete disregard for innocent lives. To my knowledge, that possibility was
never thoroughly investigated.
Thousands of people across the country are “hearing voices.” Many think they are being targeted by satellite
technology capable of reading their thoughts, transmitting sounds and voices directly into their brains, and
physically assaulting them with microwave energy. This technology is impossible to comprehend without
experiencing it. Most people, including law enforcement, the media and the mental health profession, seem
to be completely oblivious to this critical situation.
Victims experience something similar to having harassing talk-radio beamed directly into their brains 24/7
with no control over its content or volume. It is an extremely severe form of psychological torture that
incapacitates people and destroys lives. Microwave energy is used to physically torture victims by creating
pains on their bodies and in their ears, brains and internal organs. Through this physical and psychological
torture, they push people to suicide and violence and put innocent lives at risk in the process.
These criminals violate an untold number of existing and yet to be defined laws, trample our Constitutional
rights, reject international conventions and ignore every principle of human dignity and privacy. This is
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domestic terrorism, torture and a “crime against humanity”, and could ultimately prove to be one of the
largest crimes in U.S. history.
Technology of this magnitude was likely developed over decades at enormous cost by the U.S. government.
The government would presumably secure this technology, understanding its power to become a
“technological nuclear bomb.” If obtained by a hostile government or terrorists, it could be used against
anyone, including our own leaders, and could pose a serious national security threat.
The U.S. military has been researching microwave technology and possible applications, including
“microwave hearing”, for decades. Simple microwave communication was possible 40 years ago. A 1975
article in American Psychologist titled “Microwaves and Behavior” by Don Justesen stated “appropriate
modulation of microwave energy can result in direct ‘wireless’ and ‘receiverless’ communication of speech.”
A 1998 Department of the Army report “Bioeffects of Selected Nonlethal Weapons”, declassified in 2006,
states, “Application of microwave hearing technology could facilitate a private message transmission. It may
be useful to provide a disruptive condition to a person not aware of the technology. Not only might it be
disruptive to the sense of hearing, it could be psychologically devastating if one suddenly heard voices within
one’s head.”
A quick internet search for “mind-reading technology” listed articles from The Economist, NPR, Huffington
Post, Scientific American, Wired, Newsmax, Detroit Free Press, and The Guardian, among others. All speak
to neuroscientists’ ability to decode human thought by analyzing brain activity. Non-verbal speech and lie
detection are just two of the identified uses. Topics such as brain-computer interface, brain imaging,
electrocorticography (ECoG), functional MRI (fMRI), and synthetic telepathy are also discussed. Mindreading technology clearly exists, and according to numerous accounts, it has advanced well beyond what is
publicly known.
I know this to be the case. Before sharing my personal story, I want to provide a quick overview of my
background. I am 48 years old and have owned my own real estate investment and development business in
the Denver area since 2001. Prior to starting my own business, I worked for Wall Street investment banks in
Houston, Los Angeles and New York for roughly a decade. In my last position, I managed a $100 million
real estate fund for Daiwa Securities in New York.
I was an All-State baseball player in high school and an Academic All-American at the University of Texas.
I was drafted by the Texas Rangers and played one season of minor league baseball before starting my
business career. I have never been involved in any criminal activity and have never used illegal drugs. My
personal relationships and business career were built on trust and integrity.
I do not have the benefit of fully understanding many of the things discussed in this paper, however, I have
tried to present the following account as honestly and accurately as possible. While I will certainly gain
additional clarity as the situation evolves, this paper is completely true and factual with respect to what I
know today.
I have been an organized stalking victim since early 2005, although I did not discover the term until about a
year and a half ago. I have been followed, monitored and harassed and have experienced multiple acts of
vandalism, break-ins and theft. The crimes have occurred throughout Colorado and in several other states.
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The stalkers have completely stolen my privacy, and for many years, created a constant state of fear and
anxiety. The impact on my life and psyche has been extremely severe.
Like many organized stalking victims, I still do not know who is responsible or why I was targeted, but a
large, coordinated, well-funded group is involved. I have contacted local law enforcement and the FBI, yet
the stalking and harassment continued. In fact, things escalated last year.
In the spring of 2013, I started hearing unusual noises on my property, such as banging, clanking and
clicking sounds in the attic and around the house, and what sounded like people walking on the roof and in
the attic. I also heard moaning and groaning sex sounds. At first, I thought someone had installed some type
of hidden audio system in the walls and ceiling to bring the harassment campaign into my bedroom. I could
not make sense of it. Shortly thereafter, I began “hearing voices.”
The perpetrators kept me from sleeping by creating noises, narrating false dialogue and scenarios, subjecting
me to all-night intense interrogations, and tormenting me with pains caused by microwave energy. They
wanted to completely break me down physically and emotionally and make me believe my life was
constantly in danger. They narrated fake shooting scenes, hideous rapes and countless other threatening
scenarios.
For several months, they said there were former Navy SEALs hiding out on my 70-acre, densely wooded
property. Just before daybreak in early August 2013, after one of the all-night interrogation sessions, I felt a
tingling sensation on the back of my head while lying in bed. A voice said it was a rifle scope locked on my
head from outside the house. He told me to “get out of bed, now, now!” I thought I was under attack. I
grabbed my shotgun and headed to the basement.
While sitting on the basement steps with the shotgun on my lap, I heard what sounded like several volleys of
assault rifle fire coming from the dense scrub oak beyond the driveway. Shortly after the gunfire, the voice
said a renegade SEAL had moved out of the brush, down to the front porch, and was going to kick in the
front door. They told me to “shoot the wall, shoot the wall, shoot now!” Fortunately, I did not shoot, and
shortly thereafter the voices said they had gotten “control of the situation.” While this scenario felt lifethreatening at the time, I now know it was one of their many attempts to scare and provoke me.
They changed the dialogue and narrative to fit my surroundings at three houses in Colorado, my mom’s and
brother’s houses in Oklahoma and a friend’s apartment in Texas. While staying at each location, fictitious
voices and scenarios were used, involving six different sets of neighbors. In each instance, the neighbors
were supposedly creating the threatening dialogue and assaulting me with “microwave energy.” Their intent
was to provoke me to confront innocent people and to cause me to make unprovable claims to family, friends
and law enforcement. This is how the technology is used to destroy victims’ credibility and make them
appear disconnected with reality and mentally unstable.
My Douglas County neighbors were supposedly ex-CIA and former Navy intelligence and coordinated the
torture campaign on my property. From their backgrounds, they had access to “electromagnetic weapons”,
“microwave weapons” and “ultrasound weapons.” They suggested a prominent Coloradan, allegedly
involved in narcotics trafficking, paid my neighbors “$500,000” to conduct this campaign with the
complicity of a senior FBI official. They said they wanted to destroy my credibility, create an “actionable
event” and “push me to suicide” for “making too much noise” regarding the Colorado system.
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At my dad’s house, it was supposedly his neighbor “across the courtyard” and someone “in the field”
adjacent to his house assaulting me with energy. At my mountain home, it was a neighbor living in a house
behind mine who was responsible for the “electromagnetic weapon” assault.
Shortly after arriving at my mom’s house in mid-October 2013, they started a threatening dialogue using a
voice that was supposed to be her next door neighbor. He was an “eighth degree black belt in taekwondo”
and was threatening to “kick in the front door” to get us. They continued depriving me of sleep with
computerized interrogation programs “jointly controlled by the FBI and Warren Buffett’s satellite operators.”
The Tulsa FBI supposedly had a surveillance team staying in a house across the pond from my mom’s house.
They were hitting me with “electromagnetic weapons” and “microwave weapons” and creating the pains on
my body while I was trying to sleep. When my dog developed a hot spot on his tail, they said it was caused
by an “FBI agent tasering him.” A powerful laser beam or “satellite death ray” created the pressure on my
heart and the stinging in my eyes, and according to their threats, could “pierce my heart or blind me.” They
said it was responsible for numerous reported heart attacks.
While sitting on my brother’s lake house deck with my mom, they created a sharp pain in the middle of my
chest and said they were hitting me with an “electromagnetic weapon” from a mile or so across the lake.
They claimed it was a “military weapon that can stop a person’s heart from seven miles away.”
At my friend’s apartment in Dallas, her upstairs neighbor was a “confidential informant for the FBI” and
involved in this multi-state plot to torment me. He and his son were supposedly “video recording us through
the ceiling”, making the constant lewd remarks and assaulting my dog and me with an “electromagnetic
weapon.” They obviously wanted me to believe there were co-conspirators in every state, city and
neighborhood who would keep me from ever finding peace.
Many other victims report being assaulted by energy weapons. To my knowledge, none of these weapons
have ever been found and no one has been arrested in connection with this type of assault. Yes, we are being
assaulted by microwave energy, but it is being done remotely via satellite. These attacks do not require a
local, neighborhood presence. A relatively small number of individuals are likely sitting in secure facilities,
targeting people across the country. This is more efficient and allows them to operate in secrecy.
Over time, the intense all-night interrogation/torture campaign began to transition to some meaningful
dialogue. They said I had been connected to a satellite surveillance system, controlled by a highly
sophisticated computer network. The computer contains extensive information and voice-replication
capabilities for many people, including family, friends, neighbors and business and personal contacts. This
information and the emulated voices are used to create fictitious dialogue and scenarios customized for
targets’ specific relationships, circumstances and surroundings. The system operators are essentially voice
actors, narrating radio skits to humiliate, intimidate, threaten and provoke victims.
The operators have also used the names and voices of prominent individuals such as President Obama,
former President George W. Bush, Zbigniew Brzezinski, Warren Buffett, Bill Gates, Governor
Hickenlooper, Phil Anschutz, Christian Anschutz and Pete Coors. Some of these names have been
mentioned hundreds of times over the past year.
Over the past year, many different explanations have been given for my predicament. Some are as follows.
It all started due to a “pay to play” extortion scheme by certain members of the Colorado real estate
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community. They were trying to collect payment prior to closing my first big deal in Colorado in June 2005.
The organized stalking campaign has been conducted by members of the massive Homeland Security
apparatus with ties to organized crime and a government control system. I was put on some type of
Homeland Security “watch list” for punitive reasons by a powerful person within the system.
They talked extensively about a “sex system” in which women are compensated for providing sexual
services with “drugs and drug money” and “sex credits”, and a “pay system” controlled by the “New York
mafia.” Both offer financial rewards and “personal protection.” They have said I was required to pay an
amount ranging from “$500,000” to “$10 million” or “earn my way by participating in the sex system.” The
long stalking/torture campaign supposedly resulted from being “out of sync with the system” and “making
too much noise.”
For months, the perpetrators said I was connected to a “satellite communication network” through an
“implanted microchip.” However, they could never identify the specific type or exact location of this
microchip. Google/Motorola supposedly manufactured it. Initially, they said it was a “synthetic telepathy
microchip” implanted by a former business colleague “in the back of my neck.” After nothing was identified
on a neck x-ray, they changed their story and said the chip was implanted “in my upper back between the
shoulder blades.” They also said it might be a “cochlear implant” or possibly tiny “nanochips in my inner
ear.” Their final narrative suggested it was a “modified VeriChip, secretly manufactured for the CIA,
implanted in my shoulder.” Their narrative continually changed and the mysterious microchip kept moving
around in my body. Needless to say, I never found a microchip.
The microchip narrative seems to be prevalent with targeted individuals. The perpetrators take advantage of
the fact this technology is easier to accept with an implanted device. For a long time, they were able to
convince me a microchip was required to track, monitor and communicate with me everywhere - residences,
office buildings, the mall, grocery stores, restaurants, parks and fields, and on roads and highways driving
across three states. The connection is unfortunately stronger and much more reliable than my cell phone.
While the volume has been adjusted frequently, the connection has never faltered.
I am now convinced microchips are not involved. The microchip narrative would require a manufacturer,
national distribution and a highly risky, covert, implantation campaign. It would also require a large medical
and mental health conspiracy to block their discovery. With thousands of people picking up microwave
communication, no one is finding microchips.
Actually that is not entirely true. I was able to find information on two people who found implanted
microchips – James Walbert in Wichita, Kansas and Bob Boyce in Blue Ridge, Georgia. I was unable to
confirm if either of them had been hearing communication or if their microchip removals stopped it.
To my knowledge, the only microchip approved for human implantation is the VeriChip. It is used for
accessing patients’ medical records. According to VeriTeq, the successor entity, there are no facilities
offering their microchips or scanners in Colorado. I do not think Veriteq or anyone else is involved in a
massive government conspiracy to have everyone implanted with microchips.
The microchip narrative is part of a vast disinformation campaign. It distracts, discredits and discourages
victims who are unable to locate an implanted device. MRIs, CT scans and X-rays are expensive. Many
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targeted individuals cannot afford to scan their entire body searching for a microchip. Those creating the
microchip narratives know this.
For those questioning how “voices” can push someone over the edge, this is important. The people
controlling this technology are highly believable at first. They break victims down through sleep deprivation
and intense physical and psychological torture. Exhausted, disoriented and just trying to survive the torture,
victims are extremely vulnerable to anything, including false narratives, that might offer an explanation for
their unimaginable pain and suffering. I experienced it firsthand. Fortunately, I made it through the initial
onslaught, and by doing so, became conditioned to these tactics.
It is also important to note that sleep deprivation is a very serious form of physical and psychological torture
banned by the Constitution, the United Nations, the Geneva Conventions and the International Criminal
Court. It has been used as an interrogation, torture technique throughout history to break people down and
extract information.
Menachem Begin, former Israeli prime minister, was sleep deprived and tortured by the KGB. In his book,
White Nights: The Story of a Prisoner in Russia, he states, “In the head of the interrogated prisoner, a haze
begins to form. His spirit is wearied to death, his legs are unsteady, and he has one sole desire: to
sleep...Anyone who has experienced this desire knows that not even hunger and thirst are comparable with
it.”
Victims of technological assault are not just having a tough time sleeping. They are being brutally tortured
through sleep deprivation.
The perpetrators have indicated the connection to my brain not only allows them to read my thoughts, but
also literally see what I see. As you would expect, this has completely destroyed my sense of privacy and
made it impossible to lead a normal life. They have made thousands of lewd, derogatory and insulting
remarks while in the restroom or taking a shower, lying in bed at night, and even during times of intimacy. It
has included comments about my genitalia, my sex life, masturbation and my most private thoughts. They
have also repeated passwords and pin codes, discussed medical information, and monitored and recorded my
business and personal activities.
The privacy violations are truly unimaginable. Some refer to this unauthorized, forced access into peoples’
brains as “mind rape.” This term describes the egregiousness of the violation, yet the law does not even
contemplate this despicable crime.
These cowardly criminals have continually told me they want me to commit suicide, and have tried every
tactic at their disposal to see if they could push me to that point. After months of torture, they now
acknowledge suicide is not a possibility.
They can supposedly determine peoples’ susceptibility to suicide or violence from their thoughts. They have
claimed, seemingly without remorse, that they have caused thousands of suicides. Whether true or not, they
have also said this technology was used against Aaron Alexis and Miriam Carey.
In addition to communication, many victims also experience physical symptoms from microwave assault. I
have personally experienced the following: feeling something similar to a mild electrical current on my head
and body, loud ear ringing, intense pressure on my ear drums, shaking, vibrating sensations, eye stinging, un-
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flushable eye irritation, severe eye strain and red, swollen eyelids, pains on and in the brain, sharp stomach
pains, upset stomach, chest pains, heart palpitations, inexplicable shortness of breath, stinging, burning,
tingling and pin-prick sensations all over my body, uncontrollable itches, scratchy throat, severe chills,
dehydration, frequent urination, constant nasal drain, and penis stimulation/de-stimulation.
It is not clear if the physical symptoms are caused by energy being directed at specific areas of the body or
by the technology’s interaction with the brain. The perpetrators create and adjust the intensity of these
symptoms and have remarked and even joked about doing so. For months, the perpetrators constantly
tormented me with physical pains and sensations while leaving a computer bouncing interrogation programs
off my brain all night, completely depriving me of sleep. This is a severe form of torture.
I have felt extremely intense pressure on my internal organs, as if they were going to explode, while they
talked about “cranking up the energy.” The pain was severe enough to push me out of the house several
times. I experienced eye irritation comparable to having dirt in my eyes, but was unable to wash it out. They
bragged about “eye irritation” being one of the “functions.” They put extreme pressure on my inner ears and
talked about “blowing out my eardrums.” They can somehow make it difficult to get an erection and have
threatened to cause permanent erectile dysfunction. They even applied severe pressure on my heart that
could have been mistaken for a heart attack under different circumstances. They wanted me to believe they
could pierce my heart and kill me at any time.
During nights of constant chatter and microwave bombardment, I urinated excessively (10-15 times over an
eight-hour period), became dehydrated and experienced severe chills. I wore sweat pants, a fleece top, socks
and a stocking hat to bed many nights, yet shivered uncontrollably. This was not caused by auditory
hallucinations. It was caused by intense microwave exposure.
The U.S. government has studied the health effects of microwave irradiation for at least half a century.
Starting in the 1950’s, the U.S. Embassy in Moscow was subjected to Soviet microwave bombardment
during much of the cold war. While a detailed medical discussion is beyond the scope of this paper, it is
important to note that microwave exposure can cause numerous health issues, including brain cancer,
leukemia, strokes, heart disease, immune system disorders, infertility, birth defects, vision problems,
cataracts, headaches, insomnia, depression and anxiety.
They have maintained a constant microwave connection to my brain for the past year with absolute disregard
for the health consequences. Presumably, this is the case with countless other victims. American citizens are
being invisibly assaulted by a very dangerous weapon and nobody is paying attention.
Once an individual’s connection has been established, the physical symptoms can be induced without sound
or communication - on “mute” so to speak. If true, it would allow them to create headaches, tinnitus, erectile
dysfunction, depression, anxiety and other pains and ailments, and even simulate heart attacks, completely
undetected. There are likely many individuals who have never heard a sound or voice, and are therefore,
completely unaware they have been targeted. That significantly changes the scope of the problem.
The computer that controls the link can read my mind and respond with instantaneous dialogue based upon
my thoughts. It is constantly collecting information from my brain. The technology enables the operators to
determine whether or not someone is telling the truth. This would obviously be extremely valuable in the
interrogation of criminals and terrorists, which might be the rationale under which it was developed.
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However, there are obvious constitutional issues that must be addressed before using this technology on the
most dangerous criminals, let alone law-abiding citizens.
The operators can push, or “suggest” as they call it, words, thoughts and images into peoples’ brains. Some
refer to this as “mind control.” At times, they direct unwanted sexual images and uncomfortable thoughts
into my mind, often with laughter in the background. However, they also suggest various foods, activities
and other things that serve as reminders. From my experience, it is not “mind control”, because I am able to
choose whether or not to accept the suggestions.
During some days, the dialogue has been nearly continuous, with computerized voices responding to or
commenting on virtually every thought and activity. On other days, it has been relatively quiet. The volume
can be adjusted from silent to loud and clear. I have recorded many hours of communication by repeating
what I am hearing verbatim. The pace of the communication is much slower than normal conversation, with
gaps between words or sentences, presumably due to satellite transmission delays.
The system lingo includes phrases such as “young whippersnapper”, “since I was knee-high to a
grasshopper”, “bunch of big mother fuckers running around”, “don’t get above your raisin”, “kick your teeth
down your fucking throat”, “on the planet”, “in the universe”, “put a gun in that pretty little face”, “since
time immemorial”, “thrown under a bus”, “that’s unbelievable testimony”, “in my entire human existence”,
and “I’m not your best friend but I’m not your worst enemy.” These are not phrases I have ever used.
Whoever runs the system has somehow justified having multiple people tied into my connection 24/7 since it
was established. They sound like intelligent, educated professionals, not uneducated criminals. The
communication is articulate and often includes witty, impromptu remarks. While they occasionally use
female voices, I believe they are all men. As ridiculous as it sounds, they actually correct my grammar and
offer personal and business advice. The people and the crimes seem incongruent. Some of them
acknowledge this and say they want to expose it.
They have said they are a small group of six-figure, NSA, CIA and FBI employees with top secret clearance.
They supposedly represent the pay and sex systems and execute various assignments for system big shots.
One can imagine the ways in which the technology is being used – political blackmail, intellectual property
theft, insider trading, etc.
My energy and level of distraction fluctuates with the amount and volume of communication. I have had
difficulty working, or even reading or watching a movie, since the communication began. My ability to run a
business or to enjoy two of my favorite activities has been taken away. It has had a profound impact on
every aspect of my life. For many victims, earning a living or leading a normal life becomes virtually
impossible. Sadly, this is the intent.
The satellite operators have stopped transmission briefly on several occasions causing unbelievable,
instantaneous relief. I have felt the pressure and strain immediately wash from my head, face and neck as the
microwave energy dissipates. I could literally feel the energy draining from my head. The best analogy is
the cooling sensation when stepping out of a sauna.
People that report being stalked and monitored or “hearing voices” are often diagnosed with mental illness.
Unfortunately, there is not yet another widely accepted explanation. Technology of this magnitude is
extremely difficult to comprehend and there is currently very little credible, publicly available information.
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We very much need the assistance of the mental health profession. They are the only ones with access to
decades of specific patient experiences. I have not yet found anything that summarizes or analyzes these
records to determine if there might be patterns or trends associated with people “hearing voices.” How many
patients who have become part of the mental health system, voluntarily or otherwise, are victims of
organized stalking or technological assault? The mental health profession may hold the “smoking gun.”
Many questions need to be raised. What messages are patients hearing? Are they derogatory or threatening?
Do victims feel they are being stalked or monitored? How many voices do they hear? How long do they
hear them? Does the volume change? Are physical pains and sensations experienced? Do they think some
type of energy may be involved? Do the voices sound computerized? Are unique words or phrases used?
Do they hear famous peoples’ voices? Is the pace of communication conversational or are there gaps and
delays? Do they believe their minds or thoughts are being read? Is there a focus on topics that make them
feel guilty or uncomfortable? How often are they told to commit suicide or harm others? How often do
medications work? Is it possible medications provide cover to stop the communication?
To my knowledge, the only possible defense against this assault is to block microwave transmission.
Protective clothing and homemade Faraday cages will not work. Advanced materials and professional
construction are required. A few companies that could potentially construct such a facility are ETS
Lindgren, Cuming-Lehman Chambers and Braden Shielding. They use terms such as anechoic chambers,
shielded rooms, screened rooms and microwave chambers. If possible, we need to locate government or
corporate facilities willing to grant access so we can prove microwave energy is responsible.
For those wanting to learn more about organized stalking and technological assault, there are many websites,
blogs, articles and books available. Mark Rich’s book, The Hidden Evil, offers an historical overview of
control systems, such as communist East Germany’s secret police, or Stasi, and its reliance upon a massive
informant network and organized stalking. Dr. John Hall’s A New Breed, Satellite Terrorism in America
provides a detailed account of his personal experience with organized stalking and satellite assault in San
Antonio, Texas. Jesse Ventura’s TruTV Conspiracy Theory series examined the issue of people hearing
voices in their December 2012 “Brain Invaders” episode. They concluded military communication towers,
Ground Wave Emergency Network (GWEN), were being used to target victims with microwave energy.
KMIR News in Palm Springs, California reported on “hundreds of people in the valley hearing voices” in
November 2012. The video, which includes interviews with several targeted individuals, is available at
http://www.jrn.com/kmir6/news/179055911.html.
According to their website (www.freedomfchs.com), “Freedom from Covert Harassment and Surveillance is
a human rights organization that identifies and networks with victims of organized stalking and electronic
assaults, educates society about covert harassment issues, and advocates for citizens victimized by covert
criminal elements.” They network with and provide support for victims throughout the U.S. and worldwide.
They organize meetings across the country, host daily conference calls, publish a weekly newsletter and
provide a toll free number for victims.
Having worked on this issue for the past decade, Derrick Robinson, President of FFCHS, has become a
prominent leader in the fight against organized stalking and technological assault. He offered the following,
“Aaron Alexis represents a lightening-rod for our issues because of the notoriety of his action, the
Washington Navy Yard shooting, and because he had contacted us (FFCHS) two weeks prior to the shooting
exhibiting many of the same effects that are common in our community, such as microwave attacks, hearing
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voices, sleeplessness, and the group stalking scenarios. And although we do not condone Aaron’s solution,
he highlights an extremely important human rights issue in this country which is being suppressed and for
which there is currently no recognition or remedy.”
“Our community is continually amazed at how large a secret can remain undetected by our society for so
long. It has often been discouraging. However, I believe there will come a day – and probably soon – when
this entire criminal network which now operates in secret will become common knowledge to everyone and
covert targeting and secret tortures will all be over.”
I would like to offer a few suggestions for victims based upon my personal experience. Most importantly,
hang in there! We will identify the perpetrators and stop this torture. Record what you are hearing and
experiencing. Those recordings will help us validate and share our experiences and will prove valuable in
future legal proceedings. We will eventually have our day in court.
Let the perpetrators know you are familiar with their tactics of false narratives, derogatory remarks and
threats. Ask questions that might help you gather information. For those of you that do not know why you
were targeted, you are not alone. Many of us are still trying to figure it out. Like most powerful weapons,
criminals will use them for many different reasons, and sometimes, for no reason at all.
Finally, help us spread the word. We need as many people as possible talking about this issue, asking
questions and looking for answers. These criminals are accustomed to operating in the dark. We need to
push aggressively to expose their crimes.
My experience with organized stalking and technological assault has already stolen nine years, or roughly
one-third of my adult life. It has irreversibly altered the course of my life and potentially damaged my health
in ways not yet apparent.
Without intervention, countless other victims will be exposed. Some will not be able to endure the torture,
and acting from a place of desperation, they will take their own or others’ lives. Their breaking point could
be reached at any time. Until we get control of this technology, it is impossible to predict the next tragedy.
This is a national public safety emergency!
We desperately need the assistance of law enforcement, the media and the mental health profession. By
sharing information and starting a national discussion, these groups can make an immediate impact. Please
help us educate everyone and stop the torture!
_______________________________________
Mike Patrick
msp.denver@gmail.com
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SATELLITE TORTURE LIST
Mike Patrick

I have personally experienced the following as a result of satellite torture which began in April 2013.
Physical Torture
Sleep deprivation
Sleep interruption
Split tooth
Tooth pain
Gum pain
Jaw pain
Cheek pain
Headaches
Brain pain
Brain pressure
Brain “wobble”
Chills
Hot flashes
Scratchy throat
Sore throat
Chest congestion
Cough
Sneeze
Runny nose
Prolonged (months of) nasal drain
Flu-like aches
Blurred vision
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Eye stinging
Eye burning
Eye socket pain
Eye irritation
Eye strain
Uncontrollable eye movement sensation
Red/swollen eyelids
Red, “spider-webbed” blood vessels on eyeball
Glassy eyes
Yellow, jaundiced-looking eyes
Ear pain
Ear ringing
Ear buzzing
Ear jet engine/gangway sounds
Eardrum pressure
Eardrum pain
Ear(s) won’t pop
Heartburn
Acid reflux
Indigestion
Upset stomach
Stomach pains
Gas
Bloating
Diarrhea
Forced bowel movements
Interference with bowel movements
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Constipation
Pressure on organs
Organ pains
Intense organ pressure and pains (like my organs are going to explode)
Hemorrhoid sensation
Rectal burning
Frequent urination
Forced urination
Burning sensation when urinating
Penis stimulation
Penis de-stimulation
Penis stinging
Stinging in genital area
Groin pains
Forced ejaculation
Premature ejaculation
Dehydration
Chest pain
Heart pain
Heart pounding
Heart racing
Heart palpitation
Shortness of breath
Short-term memory blockage
Back pain
Neck pain
Neck stiffness
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Arm pain
Shoulder pain
Elbow pain
Joint pain
Knee pain
Foot stinging
Foot cramps
Toe stinging
Toe cramps
Calf cramps
Hamstring cramps
Uncontrollable itching
Excessive sweating
Pin prick sensations
Stinging sensations
Electrical current sensations
Crawling spider/bug sensations
Burning sensations
Tingling sensations
Shaking sensations
Vibrating sensations
Dizziness
Low energy
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Sensory Torture
Constant communication (voices), mostly intended to frighten, intimidate, humiliate, degrade, discourage,
demoralize, deceive and provoke. Communication has been “live” and computerized.
Sounds
Images
Smells
Tastes

Psychological Torture
Anxiety
Irritability
Anger
Depression
Energy swings
Mood swings
Blocked short-term memory
Distraction
Forced smile
Forced laughter
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June 13, 2016

Gary Resnick
Mayor
Scott Newton
Vice Mayor
Julie A. Carson
Commissioner
Tom Green
Commissioner
Justin S. Flippen
Commissioner
Leigh Ann Henderson
City Manager
Kerry Ezrol
City Attorney

Via Email
The Honorable Buddy Dyer
& City of Orlando Council Members
PO Box 4990
Orlando, FL 32802‐4990

Dear Mayor Dyer & City of Orlando Council Members:
We want to convey our deepest sympathy for the horrible killings that occurred this weekend in
your community. It is hard to believe that someone could harbor this much hatred toward the
gay community that he could do such a horrible act. We appreciate everything you have done
and continue to do and the efforts of your law enforcement and want you to know that we stand
ready to support your community.
This coming Saturday, June 18, 2016, the City of Wilton Manors will host its annual Stonewall
Festival & Parade in celebration and appreciation of the LGBT Community and its many
contributions to our city, county, state, and nation. In light of the tragic events of this past
weekend, and in solidarity between our cities and the LGBT communities that we serve, we
would like to invite you to participate in our festival and parade. Our event draws approximately
20,000 – 30,000 individuals each year and includes family activities, vendors and exhibitors, and
the Stonewall Parade that will begin at 6:00 p.m.
The City would be honored to facilitate your participation in this event as we demonstrate the
diversity, strength, and resilience of our LGBT Community and our families and friends.
If you have any questions, please contact our Assistant City Manager, Pamela Landi at 954‐390‐
2103, or plandi@wiltonmanors.com. Again, our hearts and prayers are with your community
and the victims of this horrible shooting.
Sincerely,

Mayor Gary Resnick
City of Wilton Manors

Cc:

Wilton Manors City Commission and City Manager
Wilton Manors is a Community Wildlife Habitat

